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Performance Denoising Filters on MRI Liver Tumor
Images
B. Sundarambal1*, R Thalapathi Rajasekaran2, R. Balamurali3 and R. Dhanagopal4
Department of CSE, Chennai Institute of Technology, Chennai,Tamilnadu, India.
Department of ECE, Chennai Institute of Technology, Chennai, Tamilnadu, India.
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ABSTRACT

Right now, propose a way to deal with location furthermore, division of liver tumors in uproarious registered
geology (CT) pictures. Picture division assumes pivotal job in clinical picture preparing applications. Clamor is very
normal in clinical pictures. It happens while securing and transmission of pictures. The fundamental objective of this
system is to recognize liver malignant growth by portioning liver tumors from boisterous CT filter pictures. Liver
division is troublesome assignment in clinical applications in light of the fact that between quiet inconstancy in
size, shape and sickness. By and large CT filtering is utilized to investigate liver disease. Right now, the liver tumors
are distinguished by the clinical pictures in three phases, pre-handling stage, preparing stage and location arrange.
First in pre-handling stage, middle channel is utilized to evacuate the clamor from CT picture, and afterward the
denoised picture is fragmented by fluffy c-implies grouping (FCM) calculation. At long last in the identification
organize separation regularized level set development (DRLSE) is utilized to remove tumor limits. This calculation
is without question valuable for recognizing hepatocellular carcinoma (liver disease). Test results on different loud
CT check pictures show that the proposed technique is proficient for removing hepatic tumors from liver.

KEY WORDS: DRLSE, FCM, CT.
INTRODUCTION
Liver tumor pictures are produced because of oppressing
the human liver under examining. At this stage, the
clamors are added to the examined picture through
different reasons, for example, inductive misfortunes, low
quality which would influence the clinical pictures(Bakas,
S et al,2015). This is the most well-known issue and it
very well may be corrected by pre-handling strategies.
Picture pre-taking care of is used generally for system on
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pictures at any rate level of reflection. The purpose of pretaking care of framework is improvement of the image
data that smothers undesired bendings or overhauls some
image features appropriate for extra getting ready and
assessment of division and request. Rather than genuine
pixel esteems, pixels in the picture show diverse power
esteems. Clamor evacuation method is the way toward
expelling or diminishing the commotion from the picture
(Chi, D et al,2010). Denoising diminishes or evacuates the
perceivability of clamor by smoothing the whole picture
leaving territories close to differentiate limits.
Different segments may be solid for the introduction
of disturbance in the clinical picture. The proportion of
pixels destroyed in the image would pick the assessment
of the disturbance. The fundamental wellsprings of
disturbance in the propelled picture are: a) the imaging
sensor may be impacted by regular conditions during
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picture making sure about, b) Insufficient light levels
and sensor temperature may introduce the fuss in the
image, c) Interference in the transmission channel may
moreover deteriorate the image and d) If dust particles are
accessible on the scanner screen, they can in like manner
present upheaval in the image (Deepa, P et al. 2014).

Figure 1: Classification of filtering methods

Dependent upon the sort of disturbance, the uproar can
impact the image to a substitute degree and it causes
undesired effects on the image. The rule central purposes
of Denoising are to recognize specific kind of fuss and
to apply different frameworks to remove the upheaval.
Filtering is a strategy in picture getting ready which is
used for different assignments like noise abatement,
addition and reevaluating. The choice of channel
depends on the sort and proportion of upheaval present
in an image considering the way that different channels
can empty different sorts of clatter viably. Emptying
uninterested change to augment viable sign to-clatter
extent is an incredible research zone of energy since the
achievement of division, game plan and assessment of
liver tumor picture depends upon quiet picture.
The characterization of separating techniques is given
in Figure 1. Picture de-nosing channel can be arranged
into two kinds as spatial area and change space. The
spatial area is subdivided into direct and non-straight.
A customary method to expel clamor from picture is
to utilize spatial channels (Dr. R. Menaka et al,2020;
Feng, Y et al,2015). Spatial channels can be additionally
characterized into non-straight and direct channels.
Straight channels applied to pictures causes too will in
general even think about blurring sharp edges, demolish
lines and other fine picture subtleties, and perform
ineffectively within the sight of sign ward clamor. On
account of Non-Linear channels, the clamor can be
expelled with no endeavor to recognize the liver tumor
picture unequivocally.
Information Adaptive Transforms utilizes a technique
called Independent Component Analysis (ICA) that has
increased wide spread consideration. The ICA strategy
is effectively executed in de-noising Non-Gaussian
information. Detriments of ICA based methodologies
when appeared differently in relation to wavelet based
procedures are the computational cost since they use a
sliding window and require trial of commotion free data
or if nothing else two picture edges of a comparable
scene. In specific applications, it might be difficult to get
the fuss free planning data. Non-Adaptive breaking point
is a non-flexible comprehensive edge, which depends
just on the amount of data centers and it has asymptotic
consistency proposing most marvelous execution to the
extent MSE when the amount of pixels shows up at
ceaselessness.
In electronic picture getting ready, wavelet change
is a critical instrument for inspecting the image
characteristics. For better examination the image needs
to transform from the other space to wavelet region.
At the point when everything is said in done, there are
numerous progressions that are available like Fourier
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change and Wavelet change. The Fourier change is one
of the most extensively used and standard changes for
dismembering reason, anyway it gives only the repeat
plentifulness depiction and not the time information.
Right now, isn't fitting to be used for applications which
need both time similarly as repeat information (Goceri,
E, et al,2012 ; Gunasundari, S et al, 2012). Wavelet
change permits channels to be developed for Stationary
(signal that as no adjustment in the properties of sign)
just as non-stationary (signal with there is change in
the properties of sign). Wavelet changes permit the both
the segments of stationary just as non-stationary signs
to be examined. Subsequently wavelet change is being
favored contrasted with the different changes. Wavelet
change application includes signal handling and sifting.
It likewise incorporates the other region applications like
non-straight relapse and pressure.
In the current research, five unique kinds of channels
from all the areas to be specific Median Filter (MF), Mean
Filter, Lee Filter, Frost Filter and Fractional Wavelet Filter
(FWF) were tried and analyzed. The investigation is done
dependent on the exhibition parameters, in particular
mean square blunder, PSNR, difference to commotion
proportion, quality list and mean total mistake. The
partial wavelet channel performs well in de-noising the
picture without influencing the edges. This strategy is a
pre-preparing venture of division and arrangement of
liver tumor pictures.

Sundarambal et al.,

Materials and Methods
2.1 Filter description: In liver tumor pictures, before
division and arrangement, commotion evacuation is
a significant pre-preparing venture to be finished. By
utilizing various kinds of sifting systems clamor can
be evacuated. The accompanying area portrays various
kinds of channels and best among them is picked to
expel the clamor from the liver tumor picture (Ilakkiya,
G et al, 2013)
2.2 Median filtering: A non-straight mechanized filtering
procedure center isolating is used to remove disturbance
from pictures. It is normally used as it is especially
valuable at removing uproar while shielding edges. It is
practical generally at removing "salt and pepper'' type
uproar. This channel works by moving from side to side
the image pixel by pixel, displacing each pixel regard
with the center estimation of the nearest pixels. The
model of neighbors is known as the "window", which
slides, pixel by pixel over the whole picture pixel and
over the whole picture. The center worth is considered by
first orchestrating all the pixel regards from the window
into numerical solicitation, and thereafter overriding
the pixel being considered with the inside (center) pixel
regard. For every pixel, a 3x3 neighborhood with the
pixel as midpoint is considered. In center isolating, the
estimation of the pixel is replaced by the center of the
pixel regards in the 3x3neighborhood(Kumar, SS et ,
al,2012).

change because of filtering is known as the establishment
of the cloak. A most huge piece of breathing space of
the center channel over direct channels is that the center
channel can diminish the effect of data upheaval regards
with extremely huge sizes. Curiously, straight channels
are sensitive to this kind of racket i.e., the yield may
be defiled intensely by even a little piece of bizarre
upheaval regards.
2.3 Mean filter: To diminish the volume of force
variety between pixels, i.e., to lessen the commotion
in the picture picked mean sifting method is utilized. It
is a basic, instinctive and simple to execute technique
for picture smoothening. The mean sifting procedure
includes changing every pixel esteem in a picture with
the mean ('normal') estimation of its neighbors, including
its own. This method avoids the estimations of pixels
that delude their encompassing regions. Mean separating
resembles the convolution channel.
Figure 3: 3×3 averaging kernel used in mean filtering

Figure 2: illustration of median filter

Figure 4 a): Single window values

The extents of the entirety of the vectors inside a cover
are arranged by the sizes by the middle channel. The
pixel esteem with the middle extent is then used to
supplant the pixel considered. This channel has a touch of
breathing space over the Mean channel since the center
of the information is taken as opposed to the mean of
an image. The pixel regard with the center degree is then
used to override the pixel inspected. The center of a set
is continuously incredible with respect to the proximity
of uproar. The middle channel is given by
Median filter(x1….xN) =Median (||x1||2…….||xN||2)
When isolating using the essential center channel, an
exceptional and the consequent filtered pixel of the
model have a comparable pixel. A pixel that doesn't

Convolution channel figures the mean for inspecting
dependent on the bit which speaks to the shape and size
of the area to be tested. For instance, 3×3 square bit, as
appeared in Figure 3, albeit bigger pieces (for example
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5×5 squares) can be utilized for increasingly serious
smoothing (Kumar, SS et al , 2011)
An example of mean filtering of a single 3x3 window
of values is shown in Figure 4.
5 + 3 + 6 + 2 + 1 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 7 = 45 and 45 / 9 = 5
Figure 4 b): Output of Single window
values Arithmetic mean filter

The harmonic mean filter provides better results with
noises like Gaussian noise, salt noise, but not for pepper
noise.
2.6 LEE Filter: Lee channel utilizes neighborhood insights
to viably save edges and highlights dependent on the
multiplicative spot model. It deals with the premise of
the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) which delivers
the spot free picture by utilizing the accompanying
articulation
U(X) = I(x, y) W(x, y) + I''(x, y) (I-W(x, y))

Number juggling mean channel is the most straightforward
type of the mean channels. Let Sxy show the arrangement
of directions in a rectangular sub picture window of
size m x n and center at point (x, y).The math mean
separating process registers the ordinary estimation of
the undermined picture g(x, y) in the zone characterized
by Sxy. The estimation of the reestablished picture
anytime (x, y) is essentially the number-crunching
mean determined utilizing the pixels in the district
characterized by S. This channel utilizes a veil wherein
all the coefficients of the pixels have esteem 1/mn (Lu, D
et al,2007). The resultant commotion diminished picture
got by this channel smoothes the neighborhood changes
causing obscuring.
2.4 Geometric mean filter: An image restored using a
geometric mean filter is given by the expression

Right now, pixel is given by the result of the pixels in the
sub picture window, raised to the force 1/mn. A geometric
mean channel accomplishes smoothing which is similar
to the number juggling mean channel, yet it will in
general lose less picture detail simultaneously.
2.5 Harmonic mean filter: The harmonic mean filtering
operation is given by the expression
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where I' is the mean value of the intensity within the
filter window, and W(x, y) is the adaptive filter coefficient
calculated using the following formula. Lee channel
diminishes the spot uproar by applying a spatial direct
to each pixel in an image, which channels the data
reliant on neighborhood bits of knowledge decided
inside a square window. The estimation of within pixel
is superseded by a value decided using the neighboring
pixels.
Frost Filter: Ice channel diminishes spot clatter and jam
huge picture features at the edges with an exponentially
damped and circularly symmetric channel that uses
close by estimations inside individual channel windows.
The Frost channel is furthermore established on the
multiplicative spot model and the close by estimations,
and it has relative execution to the Lee channel. Scene
reflectivity is a critical factor that isolates the Frost
channel from the Lee and Kuan channels, which is
controlled by getting the watched picture together with
the drive response of the system. The Frost channel
requires a damping factor which describes the level of
exponential damping. The more diminutive the value is,
the better the smoothing limit and channel execution.
The Frost channel is a flexible and exponentially
weighted averaging channel reliant on the coefficient
of assortment, which is the extent of the local standard
deviation to the close by mean of the spoiled picture. It
replaces the pixel of energy with a weighted entire of the
characteristics inside the moving piece and the weighting
factors decrease with detachment and addition with the
extension in the variance of the bit.
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Results and Discussions
3.1 Performance Analysis of Image Denoising Filters:
Measurement of Image quality: the quality of the output
images can be measured by the traditional distortion
measurements such as MSE, PSNR, CNR, QI and MAE.
3.2 Performance analysis of liver tumor image based on
Mean Square Error(MSE): MSE represents the growing
squared error between the compressed and the original
image, whereas PSNR represents the computation of
the peak error. The subordinate value of MSE indicates
the lower error. To calculate The PSNR, the block first
calculates the mean-squared error.
3.3 Performance analysis of liver tumor image based
on Peak Signal- to- Noise Ratio (PSNR): PSNR is the
proportion between the most extreme conceivable
intensity of a sign and the intensity of debasing
commotion that influences the loyalty of its portrayal. It
processes the pinnacle signal-to-commotion proportion,
in decibels, between two pictures. This proportion is
regularly utilized as a quality estimation between the
first and a compacted picture. The higher PSNR shows
the better nature of the packed or recreated picture.
At that point the square figures the PSNR utilizing the
accompanying condition:

3.5 Performance of liver tumor image based on Contrast
to Noise Ratio: CNR is a parameter that is utilized to
decide the nature of picture. It is the proportion of
contrast of sign power between two areas, scaled to
picture clamor. In the event that the estimation of CNR
is improved, at that point the view of contrast between
two unmistakable clinical territories of intrigue is
expanded. On the off chance that a picture has higher
power, the highlights of the pictures are cleaned out by
huge inclination. At that point such a picture ought to
have low CNR metric. Contingent upon the nature of
picture, the CNR esteem changes.
3.6 Performance of liver tumor image based on Mean
Absolute Error (MAE): MAE evaluates how close the
desires are to the certified outcome. In time course of
action assessment, it is used to evaluate measure botch.
In a great deal of check, it measures the typical degree of
the slip-ups . Estimation of the presentation examination
of middle, mean, ice, lee, fragmentary wavelet channel is
done and computes the quality parameters, for example,
MSE, PSNR, MAE, CNR and IQI are determined for a given
picture. Tests are directed utilizing Malab (R2013a). Loud
pictures are given as contribution for all the five distinct
channels. The presentation of the channel is assessed
utilizing the quality parameters. The sifted yield of each
channel is given underneath in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Figure 5: Image before and after denoising median filter

R = 2n – 1
Where n is the number of bits used in representing the
pixel of the image. For gray scale image, n is 8.
3.4 Performance of liver tumor image based on Quality
Index(QI): IQI is a proportion of picture quality twisting.
Scientifically, it is characterized through demonstrating
picture mutilation, which is identified with the reference
picture. A reference picture is a blend of loss of
relationship, luminance contortion and differentiation
bending factors. IQI is the result of three segments, where
the main part speaks to connection coefficients and it
changes in the range [-1,1]. It is utilized to quantify
the level of connection coefficient among pictures f
and g. The subsequent segment speaks to how close
the luminance is between pictures, it falls in the range
[0, 1]. σf and σg are the evaluations of the difference of
f and g. this parameter causes the third part to discover
how comparable the differences of the pictures are. Tired
part esteem ranges from [0,1]

Figure 6: Image before and after denoising using mean
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Figure 7: Image before and after denoising using frost

to find the efficiency of the filters. The performance of
the five different types of filters such as median filter,
mean filter, lee filter, frost filter, fractional wavelet filter
are shown in Table 1. To evaluate the filter performance,
various parameters such as MSE, PSNR, CNR, IQI and
MAE are considered.
Figure 10: Comparative Analysis of various filters

Figure 8: Image before and after denoising using LEE

Conclusion

Figure 9: Image before and after denoising using fractional
wavelet filters

A monotonous undertaking in the picture handling is
expelling the clamor from the liver tumor pictures. For
as long as two decades, numerous scientists have been
giving adequate plans to the clamor evacuation and
sectioning the given info picture. The tumor picture
is de-noised by utilizing various sorts of channels, for
example, middle channel, mean channel, LEE channel,
ice channel and partial wavelet channel. In view of
the presentation of channels and classifiers, near and
volumetric investigation of the outcome are taken by
picking various parameters to guarantee the better
outcome.
REFERENCES

Table 1. Comparison of the Performance of various filter
Parameters
MSE
SNR
CNR
IQI
Filters					

MAE

Median filter
Mean filter
Lee filter
Frost filter
Fractional
wavelet filters

76.8
69.1
58.2
49.7

22.13
26.25
33.55
35.95

45.58
53.66
58.54
57.46

0.75
0.82
0.87
0.89

5.73
5.84
3.94
2.25

36.2

32.84

59.47

0.91

1.23

In which the Fractional wavelet filter is found to perform
well. The average values for the parameters of the five
filters for the given input images are given in Table 1.
The quality parameters such as MSE and PSNR are helpful
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ABSTRACT

Protein profiling utilizing resistant histochemistry takes into consideration representation of the appropriation
and relative plenitude of proteins encoded by malignant growth qualities in different tumor tissues. Certain
proteins show differential expression between different forms of cancer .In this distribution presence of protein
from human tears are taken with various composition or concentration .In that lacryglobin take as biomarker for
identification of breast cancer stages.

INTRODUCTION
Bosom malignant growth is a disease that creates in
bosom cells. Commonly, the disease frames in either the
lobules or the conduits of the bosom. Lobules are the
organs that produce milk, and channels are the pathways
that carry the milk from the organs to the areola (Jemal
A, Bray F, Center MM, Ferlay J, Ward E and Forman D
2011 ). Bosom malignancy is one of the main demise
causes in ladies around the world. The vital prerequisite
of its treatability is the early identification. Right now,
there are no atomic biomarkers accessible for this reason.
Proteomic examination of tear liquid has an incredible
potential and advantage due to non-obtrusive example
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recovery and low required protein sums (Radpour R,
Barekati Z, Kohler C, Holzgreve W and Zhong 2009) .The
chemical composition of tear lipids protein and other
fluid secreted by glands (Bohm D, Keller K, Boehm N,
et al 2000 ).there are several non specific protein such
as lactoferin and glyocoprotein for dry eye patient ,in
these composition of lacryoglobin for abnormal person
having cancer cells.

Materials and Methods
1. Collection of tear fluid: Tear liquid was gotten from
all members utilizing a Schirmer Strip. The Schirmer's
test stripis put inside the lower eyelid of the two eyes
and the individual is approached to close their eyes.After
5 minutes, strip is expelled. At that point evaluates how
far the tears have gone on the paper. After the examples
were drawn, the strips were solidified promptly at −80°C
to forestall protein corruption.
2. Sample retrieval: For the comparison of protein levels
inhealthy women andpatient with primary diagnosed
breast carcinoma, every one of the tear elutes were pooled
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together in like manner to the gathering and hastened
with multiple times the volume of chilled CH3)2CO
overnight at - 80 0C. The following day, tear proteins
were centrifuged at 14000 x g and 40C to forestall
protein debasement. The strips were then washed and
separated a subsequent time utilizing the above system
and pooled. The Bradford assay was performed on the
protein collected from extraction .
3. Estimation of Protein content- Bradford assay: A
progression of protein models going in fixation from 0.2
to 1 mg/ml is arranged with the end goal that the last
volume for the test is 0.1ml. The obscure examples, both
control tear proteins and the tear proteins disengaged
from the malignancy patients was additionally arranged
likewise with the end goal that the last volume is
0.1ml.. 3.0ml of Bradford reagent was added to each
example and standard, vortexed and incubated at room
temperature for 30 minutes. The samples were transferred
to the cuvettes and the absorbance was measured at
595nm using.
4. Reducing Sodium dodecyl sulfate - Polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS- PAGE)
4.1.Gel Preparation: For cleaning the glass plates, first
it was washed with water followed by di-chromic acid.
Wipe the plates to remove organic residues. Again water
wash and wipe with ethanol using absorbent cotton
and allow to dry. Suitable spacers are placed between
the glass plates and damped using clips. Sealed the 3
edges of these set up using 1% agarose. The sealing was
done to avoid the leakage. Pour the resolving gel buffer
between the glass plates. Stacking gel (5%) was then
poured over the resolving gel (12%). Combs were placed
into the top of the gel. After the gel setting, the comb and
spacers were removed. Glass plates were then carefully
transformed to the electrophoresis unit.
4.2.Sample Preparation: 100 µl samples were taken
and mixed with loading solution as well as ßmercaptoethanol. It was then allowed to run for 2 hours
(100 V). Movement of the bromophenol blue indicated the
movement of the proteins. After the sufficient distance
of the marker moved, switch off the current. After the
removal of glass plates and spacers, gel was immersed in
staining solution. Proteins are seen as band in gel after
staining the same with Coomassie Brilliant Blue and are
visualized under UV transilluminator.
5. Estimation of protein content after elution from SDS
PAGE gels
Passive Elution of Proteins from Polyacrylamide Gel
Pieces:
1.
Place excised gel pieces in clean screw-cap culture
or microcentrifuge tubes.
2.
Add 0.5-1 ml of elution buffer so that the gel
pieces are completely immersed.
3.
Crush the gel pieces using a clean pestle and
incubate in a rotary shaker at 30°C overnight.
4.
Centrifuge at 5,000-10,000 × g for 10 minutes
and carefully pipette supernatant into a new
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microcentrifuge tube. An aliquot of the supernatant
may be tested for the presence of protein by
subjecting it to SDS-PAGE. The elutes were then
estimated for protein content using Bradford
assay.
6. Enzyme Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA): ELISA
test for CA and CTRL tests were finished utilizing Human
tear.This test depends on the sandwich ELISA guideline.
Each well of the provided microtiter plate has been
pre-covered with an objective explicit catch counter
acting agent. Models or tests are added to the wells
and the objective antigen ties to the catch immunizer.
Unbound Standard or test is washed away. A Horseradish
Peroxidase (HRP)- conjugated recognition immune
response is then added which ties to the caught antigen.
Unbound recognition immune response is washed away.
A TMB substrate is then included which responds with
the HRP protein bringing about shading improvement.
A sulfuric corrosive stop arrangement is added to end
shading advancement response and afterward the optical
thickness (OD) of the well is estimated at a frequency of
450 nm ± 2 nm. The OD of an obscure example would
then be able to be contrasted with the OD of the positive
and negative controls so as to decide the nearness or
nonattendance of the antigen.
Assay procedure: Carry all reagents and tests to room
temperature without extra warming and blended
completely by tenderly twirling before pipetting
(abstain from frothing). Set up all reagents and tests as
coordinated in the past segments.
Set a Blank well with no arrangement.
Add 100 μl of Standard to each well.
Prepare Samples by consolidating 100 µl of Sample
Diluent with 10 µl of Sample. Add this 110 µl test
to a well. Spread with a plate sealer, and brood for
30 minutes at 37°C. It is enthusiastically suggested
that controls and tests are run in copy.
Aspirate the fluid from each well and wash
multiple times. Wash by including roughly 200
μl of Wash Buffer utilizing a squirt bottle, multichannel pipette, complex gadget or robotized
washer. Permit each wash to sit for 10 seconds
before totally suctioning. After the last wash,
suctioning expel any residual Wash Buffer at
that point alter the plate and tap against clean
permeable paper.
Add 100μl of HRP-conjugate to each well, spread
with another plate sealer, and brood for 30 minutes
at 37°C.
Wash multiple times as laid out in stage 4.
Add 50μl of Substrate An and 50μl Substrate B to
each well, blend well, and hatch in obscurity for
15 minutes at 37°C.
Add 50 μl of Stop Solution to each well. The blue
shading will change to yellow right away. In the
event that shading change doesn't seem uniform,
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tenderly tap the plate to guarantee exhaustive
blending. The Stop Solution ought to be added to
wells in a similar request and timing just like the
substrate arrangement.

Figure 3: Showing acetone precipitation at -800 C

Determine the optical thickness (OD estimation) of each
well promptly utilizing a microplate peruser set to 450
nm.

The convergence of the disease antigen is
straightforwardly relative to the shading power
at 450 nm.

Results and Discussion
1. Collection of tear protein: Tear protein was collected
from a 50 year old healthy women as well as a cancer
patients with primary diagnosed breast carcinoma using
Schirmer Strip .The srip was stored at -800 C and was
transported immediately to the laboratory.
Figure 1: Schirmer Strip

3. Estimation of Protein content using Bradford assay:
Estimation of protein was done by Bradford assay, using
BSA (Bovine serum Albumin) as a standard (Table:1).
Concentration of the test was found to be 0.3545µg/mL
and CTRL was found to be 0.5991µg/mL.
Figure 4: Estimation of protein concentration

Figure 5: Standard curve for protein estimation

2. Retrieval of tear sample: The tear eluates were pooled
accordingly and the tear proteins were extracted using
chilled acetone overnight precipitation method.
Figure 2: Collection of tear fluid using Schirmer Strip

4. SDS PAGE: After SDS PAGE under reducing conditions,
it was found there were almost 30 prominent and clear
bands in case of control tear sample, while there is
diminution in protein bands in case of tear from cancer
patient where there are only around 14 bands present in it
(Figure 5). This clearly supports the data from estimation
of proteins using Bradford assay.
5. Estimation of protein content after elution from SDS
PAGE gels: The protein contents from control and cancer
patients were estimated after elution from the gels using
Bradford assay. Concentration of the test was found to
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SWISS PROT data base system to elucidate the structure
of each protein in detail.

Table 1.
Sl
No:
Blank
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
CTRL
CA

Concentration
(µg/ml)

Absorbance
@ 595nm

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
-

0.19
0.347
0.512
0.684
0.921
0.53
0.31

Figure 7: ELISA 96 well coated plate. Higher concentrations
of samples (Both control and cancer) are loaded at the top
of the plate and then keeps decreasing towards the bottom
of the microtiter plate.

be 0.3422 µg/mL and CTRL was found to be 0.5872 µg/
mL which were comparable to the earlier values.
6. Enzyme Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA): ELISA
test was conducted for the samples (both control and test)
using Human CA 15-3 ELISA Kit. I t was found that, on
addition of cancer tear protein sample to the conjugated
ELISA 96 well microtiter plate, the color in the wells
changed from blue to light yellow and bright yellow at
higher concentrations, while on addition of control tear
samples at varying concentration did not exhibit any
color change. This clearly indicates the presence of cancer
antigen 15-3 in the test sample when compared to the
control sample. Thus ELISA test helped in confirmation
of the detection of cancer antigen which supports the
data from SDS PAGE (Figure 6).
Figure 6: SDS PAGE of tear proteins

Conclusion
Early discovery of bosom disease lesions bosom malignant
growth related mortality. Bosom malignancy biomarkers
offer a promising methods for distinguishing this malady
at the soonest and most treatable stages . On account
of the heterogenous idea of the most tumors, no single
tumor marker gives the affectability or particularity
required for reaching or screening. Ongoing advances
in picture investigation for mass spectrometry and
bioinformatics have given the instruments important to
high-throughput biomarker disclosure. A few thousand
proteins from numerous patients can at the same time be
contrasted and broke down with show up at unmistakable
phenotypic proteomic profiles that are related with the
dangerous state. Contrasted with serum, the examination
of tear liquid offers. We found a satisfactory segregation
between bosom disease patients and healthy controls.
Biomarkers shows an affectability and explicitness
of around 70%, from this the immediate involvement
of immune system, whereas its component levels are
changed in comparison to CTRL subjects.
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ABSTRACT

Electronic based voting machines are mostly used for voting during the election period in India. In foreign
countries like America they have used forms and internet for voting to reduce the illegal voting. The reason for
convenient voting mechanism was reducing the complexity in all over the countries and its better when compared
with conventional system. Here this proposed work proposed about e-voting from social websites, through various
News channel, Electronic based voting, Electronic based vote checking. It reduces our time and cost moreover. It
additionally deals about some upcoming invention howdy tech e-voting based systems which can be used to get
better usual voting systems. Bio metric system helps voter to use vote without utilizing internet without location
off from a surveying place. More over this proposed system will be a better solution for the issues which arises in
previous system in the aspect of security, ease of access, confidentiality and accuracy.

KEY WORDS: E voting, Face Recognition, Finger print, OTP, Retina Recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Voting is the primary foundation for every nation. To
enhance and make stronger nation the democracy requires
as Hi Tech voting techniques. Recently in India utilizing
Electronic based machines for the purpose of voting
whereas in countries like United States, Switzerland and
Canada government using E-voting for voting purposed
thereby they attained success also. This E-voting works
based private computer network or through internet
access throughout the world. Sometimes the Electronic
voters may help for disabled voters or less technically
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knowledgeable persons and it may be process very fast
too(Balkrushna Bhagwatrao et al ,2015).
Currently technologies have been improved a lot so all
the people having knowledge on online access, they
can able to do banking, shopping and charging through
online. From the above statement the people can able to
make their vote using E-voting. This E-voting will be very
convenience and highly secured( Dipali et al,2015)
In addition the current electronics based voting
techniques is called instant way of voting. In this voter
can able to select the candidates on their priorities as first
order, second order or third order. From the order voters
can choose on single candidate. From these techniques,
the machine should select and save one candidate as
voter preferred and do not save and neglect the rest of
the candidate. By the way machine should count for all
the voted and need to select the highest voted numbers
count to the poll office(Priya Taneja et al,2015). This
make some difficult and extent the time. There may be a
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chance of miscounting of the data too. It is necessary to
determine (A. Nazar Ali et al,2014) these issues E-Voting
system increases the chance of reducing the human error
and make the people to vote any where using internet.
Even the people live in wherever they can suppose to
vote. This system especially creates interest among
young students to vote and it creates vote percentage
to increase.

•
•
•
•
•

Electronic based Voting machine
Electronic based Vote Counting machine
Voting Through SMS from all over India
Daily News Polls
Social networking sites polling

Figure 1: Electronic voting machine

What is E-Voting based techniques: The process of
voting made through the internet is called E-voting.In
developing newer techniques (D.Shyam et al,2019) voted
data has been saved, processed and out for the upcoming
progress. To make vote and compensate the voted data
this technology E-voting is used. Based on this process
it is also called as internet voting. This device can be
more efficient and it creates a easy path for voters and
speed up the election results.
E-voting system advantages: It allows the voters to vote
in any places in the world, but one thing is voter should
have internet access. It improving the performance of
the(A.Nazar Ali et al,2015;AT Sankara Subramanian et
al,2017) voting percentage of each state. The printing
cost and committing the work with man power can be
reduced. It allows the government to publish the election
results very easy and short publishing of results. E-Voting
system not required more transportation for transport
anything. By comparing with conventional Electronics
based voting this E-voting having more advantages
and convenience for people as well as government.
Conventional voting process can be divided into different
phases.
1.

Authentication: To show the original documents
to make them as eligible to vote.
2. 	Vote: The voted paper should fold and put it to
box.
3. 	Vote tallying: To check the enrollment and how
many vote made finally.
4. V	 erification: Checking for errors and recount for
verifications

Materials and Methods
Existing Voting Systems in India: Existing voting method
was done by putting the voted paper and put it to
pool box. From the pool box the voted paper has to be
collected and its is moved for counting by hand pick up.
By inventing electronics based voting machine the paper
has been replaced by pressing the buttons.
The figure 1 shows the existing technique voting
machine. This system allows EBM as the abbreviation
of Electronic Ballot Marker make voter to select the
candidate by touch screen. This technology can speed
up the pooling applications reduce the poll staff to
compensate and count the vote. It especially helps for
physically challenged people and also should be useful
for people(S.R.Paveethra et all,2019)
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Result and Discussion
Proposed System For E-Voting Techniques in India: In
this proposed system different E-voting techniques was
discussed especially for India. The techniques discussed
are
1.	OTP (One Time Password) Technique:
2.
Face Detection E-Voting:
3.
Fingerprint Recognition Based E-Voting:
4.
Retina Recognition:
OTP Technique: This technique works based on the
message which is received for voter to enroll their voter
for authentication. For sending the authentication
from government, government needs to collect their
database and include their details in database. The
database includes their name, address, Date of birth,
gender, and unique number given by government of
India such as Aadhaar card or smart card and finally the
mobile number. The database should be very safe and
government should be keep confidentially by keeping
the document with password protection or any methods.
During the time of voting a four digit or six digits number
will be send to voter, using the number the voter can
enroll their vote safely and fast. The only thing is the
voter should not share their password with anyone. The
government also enable the password for some time,
after that it automatically disable or not valid. From the
next chapter discussed about database registration and
step to enroll their vote.
Voter data base registration: This chapter discuss about
how to save and register the database of the voters.
The database can be collected from form uploaded in
government website; there the voters need to register
their correct data. That data can be taking an account
to voting and possible to send OTP during voting.
The user should give correct mobile number. Finally
document uploaded by voters can be verified by the
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officer for correction. The details of the voter should be
enter correct if its an illegal or fake the voters are not
able to get their voting rights. The figure 2 shows the
database registration of the user and the figure 3 shows
the working stages of proposed work
Figure 2: Database Registration

Step 1: The voter should start with entering Aadhaar
number. Once its valid the database checks for accessing.
Once it’s verified it cleared step 1. The voter ID will be
enabling thereafter.

for verifications. Once it is cleared the system enables
the voter to vote. After them casted vote the database
stored and send it to server. It progress the further.
This work deals with (A.Nazar Ali et all,2019)the face
detection techniques.
Figure 4: Face Detection poses

Figure 5: Finger print based Recognition for people
to vote

Step 2: Once the step 1 cleared, OTP will be received to
registered mobile number through the server. The OTP
may be looks like a 4 digits or 6 digits it depends on the
security purpose.
Step 3: Once the OTP received the voter can supposed
to login in machine to make their vote choice. A receipt
will come thereafter for ensuring the responses as voter
given.
Step 4 : After response from voter, server will check
the verification as response and save it in database. The
voter can check their results through website once they
casted their vote.
Figure 3: Proposed work working progress

Face Detection E-Voting: In initial process of Face
detection the captured images was grabbed through an
interface. After that the captured image should added
for processing to reduce the noise ratio. HSV data’s are
obtained from the segmentation of RGB color from every
pixel. The thresholds takes placed from HSV. Thresholds
are nothing but doing segmentation of images. Thresholds
help to sharpen the images which were selected. Finally
the selection, cropping, sizing has been take place. At
last the captured image was compared with processed
images for template matching.
For capturing images the voters need to register their data
earlier through websites. Then only the server access he
voter to make their further process. Base on the process
as mentioned above the photo compared with database

Fingerprint Recognition Based E-Voting: The requirement
for fingerprint recognition based E- voting is listed below
Personal computer /Laptop, Finger print scanner with
camera. The scanner will scan the finger print of the
voter and store it in database. The voter should store
earlier before the voting day. At that time of vote the
voter needs the identification number for making his
thumbs in scanner, so he/she can use the government
authorized document like Aadhaar. Once recognition
completed voter can make their vote. All the verification
completed the voter can be (V.Venkatesh et al,2019) vote
and make their choice by pressing over the candidate
name or logo. Finally it can be stored in the database
and send to server safely. The figure 5 shows the Finger
print based Recognition for people to vote
Retina Recognition Based E-Voting:
Step I: Images are capture from sensors and it can be
processed for filtering, noise removal and histogram
equalization.
STEP II: Once the image was processed the iris part of the
image should be separate. The boundaries if iris should be
calculated. Once it’s calculated the segmentation process
will be happen based on the quality of the eye.
STEP III: In last step the iris will be looks normal, it
has normal dimensions by that system can obtain the
characteristics .Then the iris can be make it for template
encode. Once all the process completed the eye image
can be extracted and stores it in database. By this way
the voter database can be recorded in the database
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The iris image of each voter is the input to laptop/PC.
In database of authority the iris image is compared with
stored image. If the image is matched, the system(C.
Kalavalli et al,2020) sends the access to the voter for
making his vote. If anyone voter tries to cast their vote
beyond the time limit, machine will be blocked. If the
voter iris pattern is not matched with the stored image,
voter may be came as illegal or fake(Sanjay Kumar et
al,2013). By that we can find the unusual person from
pooling booth. Sample pictorial representation for iris
based vote casting system is shown in figure 7.

Figure 6: Retina Recognition

Advantages of Proposed Hi Tech E-Voting Techniques
•

•
•
•
•

For large populated country like India this Hi tech
E- voting machines will help voter to vote fast and
secure in anywhere.
E-voting helps to decrease the human error,
the error reduced because of fully automated,
transparent and secured system.
It really works for a disable person to cast vote
independently.
E-voting makes every person who is entitled for
vote can create option and it wills consequence
in increases the overall voter count.
Voting from online can view their casted vote once
they registered their vote.

Hi Tech Security Requirements For E-Voting Techniques:
The below table I shows the different between conventional
and electronics machines system advancement.

Figure 7: iris based vote casting system

Conclusion

Table 1: Traditional Voting vs. Electronic Voting
NECESSITIES 	CONVENTIONAL
Validation

Signature ;
Id Card
		
Secrecy
Locks;
Envelopes
Information 	Paper Application
Truthfulness		
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ELECTRONIC
Password;
Electronic
Signature
Encryption
Technique
Hash
Functions

The HI tech E-Voting system is a newest technique
especially good for country like India. That is because
the population of India is increasing day by day, surely
the automation was required in all parts. Especially
while the people making their national duties like
voting the technology is required for their betterment.
This proposed work really work for the casting the vote
through E-voting. This work proposed a way for secured
voting from technologies like one time password, Face
recognition and detection, Finger print recognition
and Retina Recognition techniques. From this study
we observed that usage of this Hi Tech technology the
voters can n able to vote securely and efficiently. At last
it concludes that these technologies surely gain voters
in the view of time, cost and accessibility.
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the security of the Automatic Teller Machine (ATM).The previous methods are having some
disadvantages and the robbery has been continued. The objective of the paper is to know the Enhanced smart
ATM security system which is developed using Proteus software and advanced technologies. To avoid money
theft in the ATM and for protection of the machine, this project approaches some new methodologies using
sensors and controllers. Moreover, this project analyses the security systems in the automatic teller machine. In
the future, suspicious activities and robbery of thieves will be avoided. For the bank authority, it will be useful
for the implementation of their customer services through ATM installation. On the other hand, the footage of the
camera in the ATM room can be protected from damage. Still, the robbery in the ATM has been continued even
number of protections is there. All the surveillance systems will be monitored successfully by this methodology.
Hence the proposed system is the highly secured system for ATMs.

KEY WORDS: Automatic Teller Machine (ATM), Robbery, surveillance system, Proteus software, Arduino
Controller.

INTRODUCTION
In the present world, self-governing frameworks are
increasing quick prominence. As the social computerization
and robotization has been expanded, the ATM cards both
debit and credit has been introduced and spread out to
variety of banking action. ATM is aAutomated Teller
Machine that is an automated media communications
gadget that gives the clients of a monetary organization
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with access to budgetary exchanges in an open space
without the requirement for a human representative
or bank employee. In ATMs the client is recognized by
embeddings a plastic ATM cards with an attractive stripe
or a plastic smartcard with a chip(that contains a special
card number and some security information) (Bharath E
et al., 2012). Since human intervention are minimized the
wrong doings for the money related association have been
expanded step by step from the year 1999 to 2003, tad
diminished in 2004, and afterward expanded again from
the year 2005. During the year 2007, there were 2,12,530
of burglary and 4,439 of looter cases filed, and in the
2010 there were 2,69,410 of robbery and 4,409 of looter
cases are filed, and further more in the year 2011, there
are 2,70,109 of burglary and 4,509 of looter cases filed.
These cases in between the year 2007 to 2011 is found
increasing later it is being slightly reduced by fixing
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surveillance camera inside and outside the centers but
still robbery persons were not caught.
Among the offense for budgetary associations, the
instance of burglary and looter have an exceptionally
high extent of over 90% and the offense for ATM has
located away from the city and on highways. The issue
of ATM offense doesn’t influence just the bank officials,
rather, it is major impact on all parties indirectly involved
in the bank action. The cardholder only opens the ATM
room and usesit for withdrawing money. As the fraud
increases the surveillance and monitoring are mandatory
for the ATM area (G.Udaya Sree et al., 2013; Khatmode
Ranjit P et al., 2014; M.R.Dineshkumar et al., 2013). This
paper ensures the security of the machine in such a way
that making sudden protection in milliseconds. All the
integrated system is used in three phases like deduction,
monitoring and alerting. These are salient for the security
enhancement of ATM. The non-contacting technology is
used for all the sensors to react within milliseconds. If
any suspicious activities made by unauthorized persons
the door will get closed automatically. In the future,
this proposed work going to be the salient one for the
protection of ATM (John Mashurano1 et al., 2013). Still,
the bank authority does not install any ATM center in
rural areas due to the robbery. Hereafter these kinds of
problems will be avoided and the crime rate in India will
be reduced. Hence this system gives solutions for the
above problems mentioned (Zaid Imran, et al 2011).

Materials and Methods
Existing System: From the literature survey, the following
frameworksare available in the current schemes (M.
Ajaykumar et al., 2013). The genuine personality of
an individual visiting a delicate establishment can be
precisely being checked utilizing a blend of the secret key
and biometric framework. Secret key personality checks
the strategies allude to the utilization of conventional
procedures of human character acknowledgment. While
biometrics is a robotized strategy for perceiving, an
individual dements on a natural or social trademark
(Jain, A.K.et al, 2004). Among things to see estimated
are the face, palms, DNA, body motion, fingerprints,
hand geometry, penmanship, iris, retinal, vein, mark
and walk. Biometrics innovations measure and analyze
living human body qualities for confirmation, check
and ID purposes. ATM is brought in cash exchange easy
for clients. In any case, it has the two focal points and
weaknesses. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the
existing system. Current ATMs utilize nothing in excess
of an entrance card and pin for uniqness affirmation.
This has ATM utilizing face acknowledgement framework
exhibit the route to on a ton of phony endeavors and
abuse through card burglary, pin robbery, talking and
hacking of client’s record subtleties and different pieces
of security (Suraj B S, et al 2015; Kannan K., 2013;
L. Nagarajan et al., 2017).
Recognition: Right now a significant work,
acknowledgment utilized in the depiction of biometric
frameworks like facial acknowledgement, unique mark
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or iris acknowledgement identifying with their key
capacity, the nonexclusive term, nonetheless, doesn’t
really suggest check shut set distinguishing proof or
open-set ID.
Figure 1: Block diagram of the existing system

Verification: Here the biometric framework endeavors
to affirm an individual has asserted character by
contracting a submitted test with at least one recently
selected format.
Identification: It is where the biometric framework looks
a database for a reference finding a counterpart for the
submitted biometric test: a biometric test is gathered
and contrasted with all the formats in the database.
In the event that it is close-set recognizable proof, the
submitted biometric is known to exist in the database.
On the off chance that it is open-set distinguishing
proof, the submitted biometric test isn’t ensured to exist
in the database, the framework decides whether the
example exists or not. In ATM an idea could be utilized
to strengthen the one utilized by ATM’s being Card
with secret phrase will permit you to get your financial
subtleties, as strong as this may appear, on the off chance
that somebody approaches the two it will be anything but
difficult to get your life investment funds. Nonetheless,
if there is one thing one can’t get hold of is your face
making this an impervious formwork that won’t need a
lot of preparing time.
Drawbacks of Existing Systems: The possible for
recognition of fraud is a significant burden identified
with ATM. Fake card perusers called skimmers, are set
over the credible peruser to move numbers and codes
to nearby ruffian. Secret word voyeurs to gather to get
codes additionally utilize spy cameras. Lost access cards
are another potential for disoperation. The FederalTrade
Commission expresses that individuals are not liable for
unapproved utilization of a card in the event that it is
accounted for right away. On the off chance that the
misfortune is not seen promptly, customers may lose
all assets in a record, if notice isnot given before cash
moves are made. ATMs are a magnet for simply burglary.
Burglars are ensured money from purchasers visiting the
machines. In spite of the facts that ATM thefts are not
normal(just one assaults in each 2.5million exchange),
as per the California Banking Industry, that U.S. Division
of Justice (DOJ) reports that around 15% of individuals
assaulted and located at ATM stations are slaughtered
or harmed. The DOJ guarantees the normal misfortune
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is somewhere in the range of $100 and $200 (M. Subha
et al, 2012; Aru et al., 2014; Patiyoot D.et al.,1998).
Proposed System: The proposed framework will give a
propelled ATM burglary security framework. The afflatus
for our task is picked up from the news and issue, which
are going on in our day-by-day life. Presently ATM
thieves or burglary are abundant expanded so because
of that we attempting to unveil solution for it. Keeping
the strategy of keep it basic in our brain, we suggesteda
propelled ATM robbery security framework for the ATM
machine, beginning from sensor at the passageway to
GSM innovation in the ATM machine. Followed by
the keen unapproved get to recognition and educated
to the closest police headquarters and bank authority.
This proposed framework manages the security of ATM
from burglary. This framework utilizes an arduino
based implanted framework to ongoing information
gathered by the vibration sensor, ultrasonic sensor and
temperature sensor. When the burglary is distinguished,
the siren will begin alarming people in general. The
entryway of the ATM will consequently close by utilizing
DC motor (R. Jaiganesh., 2017) or three-phase induction
motor (L. Nagarajan., 2015). The figure 3 proposes the
block diagram of the projected framework with all sensor
interfacing between ATM and ardunio.
Figure 2: Block diagram of Proposed system

another possible way to install the chip and that cracks
the circuit and disables the camera recording and enables
only the shoot. In some practical cases,a thief enters
and tries to fix some false keys and opens the safe and
while escaping from the area he breaks the machine. In
some exceptional cases, the thief uses some welding and
cutting machines to dissect the machine. The temperature
sensor and vibration sensor detects the impact and passes
the commands to the controller and it closes the door.
And by this process, the thief won't escape from the
spot. The system also alerts the nearest police station.
This concept also catches the thief and avoids the impact
on the machine. The system will be super alert when
comparing to the conventional system. Even for the small
disturbance, the becomes alert. This concept increases
the reliability and security of the system.
The police or bank authority should come instantly to the
ATM area and have to catch them. If the door once closed
it cannot be opened by other people except the bank
authority. To open the door there are some techniques
can be used such as fingerprint, smart locking system,
and hidden locker. The push-button used as the hidden
locker and placed behind the shutter.
The door closed in a horizontal manner as the elevator’s
door. All the integrated sensors connected to the central
server. This is going to make a secured transaction of
money. ATM is not only used for the withdrawal of
money and also used for the deposit of money. Through
this, we can know the importance of security for ATM.
The near police station authority and banker personal is
being alerted by sending message through GSM module.
The ATM can be made inactive by entering password and
close the gateway as soon as the automatic message is
received. The figure 3 shows the way of connecting the
motor for automatic operation of the shutter.
Figure 3: Shutter with motor operated

All the sensors and modules integrated with the Arduino
controller for the surveillance system of the ATM area.
A 6-volt input supply applied to the controller and its
output passes to the DC motor (R Jaiganesh., 2018). This
DC motor can also be replaced by using a 3Ø induction
motor using soft technology (Lasisi H et al., 2012). The
core aim of the system is to monitor and protect the ATM
area without security. The automated system demands
no control room separately. The sensors implemented
calculate and process the output within milliseconds
and there is no chance for the thief to evade from the
location. The sensors integrated with the system reduces
every possible way to crack the ATM area.
There are two probabilities to rob the ATM area. By the
long-distance hackers and the high hand equipped thief.
This system mainly designed to avoid the incidence of
the high hand equipped thief. There is also the chance of
spraying over the camera to avoid the shoot and there is

Advantages of the Proposed System: This concept uses
highly reliable sensors to sense the different kinds of
impact on the ATM machine. This system also protects
against the camera shooting hindrance means when the
camera lens is sprayed with the paint then the system
will come to action and close the door automatically.
This system will be responsive even for some minor
disturbances. This system won’t demand additional
human security. The automation will be highly reliable
than human intervention.
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Simulation Result and Discussion
Temperature Sensor: Temperature sensor LM 35 is used
to measure the temperature (Kodeeswaran et al.,2017)
The following diagram display the temperature when
the temperature was measured.Here LCD 16*2 is used to
display the result of sensors.Display action is done by
the Arduino coding. The figure 4 shows the output of
the temperature in the LCD display.

Simulation Result
Figure 6: Simulation Output of Proposed System

Figure 4: Temperature Sensor Result

Ultrasonic Sensor: This sensor plays a salient role in
the measurement of distance.Below figure shows the
output of the ultrasonic sensor which is used to identify
the obstacle and that distance, It's used for various
automobile applications (cars). The figure 5(a) and 5(b)
shows the way of incorporation of the Ultrasonic sensor
with camera and display of distance in LCD.

Flow Chart: A control flow diagram is a very helpful
tool for both systems developers and stakeholders. It
shows where control begins and ends, and where it
branches on all points in between. The proposed system
controlling progress based on the below flowchart. The
figure 6 shows the simulation diagram using proteus also
the figure 7 represents the flowchart of the sequence of
execution.
Figure 7: Flow chart for the proposed system

Figure 5 (a): Camera with Ultrasonic Sensor

Figure 5 (b): Ultrasonic Sensor Result

Vibration Sensor: The vibration sensor does not only
measures the vibration level it also measures tilt motion.
This type of sensor mostly used for security purpose,
because it measures the vibration level continuously
when the vibration exceeds that particular level output
system produce the indication.
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Conclusion
The majority of the ATM has been assaulted by burglaries.
Additionally steady builds the robbery of ATM after the
step by step. This paper exhibits how mechanization of
“ATM THEFT” avoidance from a burglary (or) cheat can
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be actualized utilizing GSM technology, vibration sensor,
Dc motor, temperature sensor, ultrasonic sensor, signals
with arduino can be executed in ATM machine focus. By
executing this venture we can get the cheat thefts in ATM
itself and further more we can spare our valuable time
and cash. In future the ambushes in ATM station can be
maintain a strategic distance from by high pitch sound
to make them ideal and acquainting some uncommon
gas with make them quit.
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ABSTRACT

There are numerous sorts of tumors happening in the liver. Extraordinary tumors have diverse visual appearance
and their visual appearance changes after infusion of the differentiation medium. So location of liver tumors is
considered as a testing task. Right now, propose a strategy for recognition of liver tumor applicants from CT pictures
utilizing a profound convolutional neural system. Experimental outcomes show that we can essentially improve
the recognition exactness by utilizing our proposed technique contrasted and the past examines.

KEY WORDS: Neural Network, Image Processing, Tumor.
INTRODUCTION
As of late, liver tumor is one of the significant maladies
prompting demise. ID of liver tumor districts precisely
from the filtered pictures is viewed as a difficult activity
for the specialists. Numerous analysts have revealed
different procedures for the recognizable proof of tumor
area. The picture de-noising is the fundamental advance
to be completed in the clinical picture handling (Chi,
D et al ,2010). Picking the reasonable channel for prehandling is a fundamental undertaking. The separated
yield ought to be a de-noised picture. Right now, denoising is completed by Gabor channel which is trailed
by division. The principle target of the division is to
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remove the liver tumor area utilizing grouping approach.
Division of tissues from customary liver tumor is an
exceptionally troublesome and tedious undertaking on
account of its composite structure. The greater part of
the strategies utilized so far are tedious and they have
a few impediments. The k-implies grouping calculation
is seen as a less tedious technique when contrasted and
other division calculations (Deepa, P et al , 2014; Feng,
Y et al,2015)].
Highlight extraction can be completed utilizing GLCM
technique. Picking an effective order is a significant job
in clinical imaging. Inquires about identified with the
created arrangement framework for liver tumor (Filippo
Amato et al,2013; Goceri, E et al ,2012) The exhibition
of the proposed technique is broke down through the test
results are communicated in the area 5.3. At long last,
segment 5.4 abridges with a plan to improve the grouping
procedure in include.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The stream graph for the proposed CVDN is appeared in
Figure 1. The liver tumor picture preparing experiences
different procedures, for example, pre-handling,
Segmentation, include extraction and arrangement. To
improve the exhibition of Liver picture arrangement,
inadequate profound neural system order procedure is
proposed for staggered Abnormality estimation.
Figure 1: Flow diagram for classification

tumor identification and it removes noise, which improve
the quality of input image. The Gabor filter increases
the contrast and sharpens the edge to help in the next
level edge detection and segmentation process. Finally,
the method restores the pixels with the mean value of
maximum gray scale value (Ilakkiya, G et al,2013;
Karpagachelvi, S et al,2011; Kumar, SS et al.2012).
Segmentation: In the event that the measure of data is
littler sum than the whole of the group, at that point it
will in general relegate each datum due to the focal point
of mass of the bunch. Each focal point of mass can have
a gathering name. On the off chance that the measure of
data is more prominent than certain bunches, for each
datum, it will in general compute the hole to any or all
focuses of mass and acquires the base separation. These
information are professed to have a place with the bunch
that incorporates a base good ways from this information
.The base separation calculation depended on the focal
point of mass. At that point, that point to dole out all
the information to the computerized new focal point of
mass. This strategy is steady barely any bunch is moving
to an alternate gathering any more.
Feature Extraction and Detection: Highlight extraction
is characterized as the blend the pictures into a lot of
highlights. It removes the related data to execute the
element coordinating. Co-event lattice is alluded as Gray
Level Co-event Matrix (GLCM), Gray Level Co-event
Histograms (GLCH) and spatial reliance grid. The coevent network or appropriation is a grid or dissemination
used to characterize the dispersion of co-happening
esteems at a given counterbalance in a picture. The
framework C is characterized over a variety of „n X
m"of a picture I .

The CVDN technique begins with pre-handling which
expels the undesirable commotion from the ultrasound
liver picture. To expel the clamor from the info picture,
Gabor channel is applied at various level said with
various directions. The commotion evacuated picture
is then applied with Region based Deep Learning (DL)
based element extraction technique for additional
investigation. After the component extraction process,
CVDN method is utilized to figure the thickness of
anomalous pixel esteem. In the Feature order stage, the
strategy bunches the smaller scale characterization into
various gatherings. The whole procedure is part into
three levels, in particular separating with Pre-preparing,
Feature extraction utilizing profound learning and
highlight characterization utilizing CVDN strategy (Han,
XH et al ,2014).
Preprocessing: At the pre-processing stage, the method
removes the noise from the image by applying the
Gabor filter. The efficiency of Gabor filter is well known
and it enhances the image in different adjustments. The
magnified image is then used with intensity value based
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The focus is primarily on GLCM based surface extraction.
GLCM is probably the most punctual strategy for include
extraction. It contains the data about spatial relationship
of pixels in a picture. This spatial data is spoken to as
second request measurable minute [16]. A little 4 x 4 sub
pictures with 4 dark levels and the comparing GLCM P
(I, j/Δx=1, Δy=0) are appeared in Figure 2.
Figure 2: GLCM and Normalized GLCM for 4X4 image

GLCM is computed for feature extraction using the
probability distribution P (d, θ) of clustering image. In
this, θ takes the values of 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o while Pt
(d, θ) represents the transpose of P (d, θ). The following
represents the transpose of P (d, θ):

Pavithra et al.,
1.
2.
3.
4.

P (d, 00) = Pt (d, 1800)
P (d, 450) = Pt (d, 2250)
P (d, 900) = Pt (d, 2700)
P (d, 1350) = Pt (d, 3150)

Using GLCM, Haralick has proposed thirteen statistical
features which are known as Haralick texture features.
These features are computed from the clustering image:
1. Mean feature, 2. Standard Feature, 3. Entropy Feature,
4. Variance Feature, 5. Correlation Feature, 6. Quadratic
mean or RMS Feature, 7. Smoothness, 8. Volume, 9.
Breadth, 10. Dimension, 11. Contrast Feature 12. Energy
Feature & 13. Homogeneity Feature. Vitality, entropy,
complexity, homogeneity and connection highlights
are regularly utilized ordinarily among the 13 surface
highlights to uncover certain properties with respect
to the spatial dissemination of the surface picture.
Since clinical picture surfaces normally have numerous
different measurements, these surface properties are
not self-deciding of one another. For representation,
the vitality measure created from dark level co-event
lattice is otherwise called homogeneity and change is a
proportion of difference in pictures. It uses separation coevent grids to register rakish second minute, complexity,
relationship and entropy for grouping errands for a few
sorts of pictures. The highlights registered dependent
on the co-event lattices have a various types of clinical
pictures.
Clinically Visual Deep Neural Network (CVDN): Profound
neural systems perform include extraction and gathering
of pictures in no problem at all. CVDN strategy takes
in to feature depictions from the crude pixels of cell
pictures and pixel is acquired from using hand-made
framework incorporates as past strategies. Moreover,
the portrayal layer is commonly best in class with
these part depictions to envision the class for each cell
picture. In the ebb and flow inquire about, the going
with perspectives are widened : I) a more point-by-point
delineation of CVDN classifier structure is displayed, and
various key segments for setting up this structure are
advised around and likely thought about ii) the piece of
data development by methods for rotating cell pictures
is dismembered start to finish, and the ampleness of cell
picture shroud for this gathering task is analyzed and iii)
the shocking adaptability of the CVDN based portrayal
system to different datasets is outlined. Despite these,
increasingly exploratory connections between's CVDN
based structure and the bleeding edge hand-laid out
shallower gathering models are coordinated to show the
central purposes of the CVDN classifier framework based
cell picture order.
After sparsity, to planning tests using the learning
references, the CVDN yield including the sparsity level
and records of first coefficients in quite a while are
utilized as the two courses of action of components for
setting up the NN. The proposed scaled down scale CVDN
gathering is utilized in a planning pipeline to normally
criminologists in 3-D stomach CT pictures. The sectioned
highlights are taken care of to CVDN classifier and the
loads are refreshed till the CVDN produces result as under

2.0 for amiable cases and more prominent than 2.0 for
harmful instances of liver tumor.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
In diagnosing liver tumor, CT has become a significant
imaging methodology. Various inquires about have utilized
entirely unexpected procedures for characterization
of liver development from CT. The exhibition of the
proposed technique has been assessed as far as precision,
affectability and explicitness. Affectability (Relevant
Features) implies what number of liver tumors are
acknowledged in the result contrasted and other while
explicitness (Irrelevant Features) shows what number of
non-liver tumors are dismissed in the result. In general
exactness is utilized to the last execution and the
affectability is utilized to the acknowledgment ability.
Precision is the usually utilized measurement to gauge
the exhibition of order. The precision of a classifier relies
upon how much characterizing rules square measure
genuine.
The element esteems chose for 15 pictures. These element
esteems are utilized for the grouping. The adequacy of
the proposed strategy has been evaluated utilizing the
accompanying measures. The yields of the component
extraction vectors are then prepared and the exhibition
precision utilizing different classifier techniques is
thought about.
Figure 3: Performance comparisons of the Classifiers

The proposed strategy gives better outcomes when
contrasted with the current strategies as for affectability
and particularity and exactness. Exactness is utilized to
estimated how viable the classifier is by indicating the
rate. Right now, precision of CVDN and IANN classifier
are superior to different classifiers. In this manner, it
implies that CVDN classifier could accurately group a
greater number of information than different classifiers.
Affectability and particularity survey the viability of
the classifier.
Figure 3 shows the correlation consequence of grouping
exactness and the proposed CVDN strategy has created
higher order precision than different strategies. As
expressed before, affectability gauges the presentation
of the classifier on the measure of effectively ordered
kind tumors while explicitness looks at the exhibition
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of the classifiers on the measure of accurately grouped
harmful tumors. CVDN accomplishes higher estimation of
affectability contrasted with different classifiers. Since the
reason for the disease location is to distinguish whether
the patient has disease or not, which is spoken to by the
current of the threatening tumors the most noteworthy
accuracy in explicitness is progressively significant in the
exploration. The explanation is that patients recognized
as malignant growth can be additionally researched to
draw out their endurance, yet the patients delegated
typical would stay undetected.

Conclusion
A proficient liver tumor picture grouping utilizing
clinically visual Deep Neural Network is proposed right
now. The area is fragmented utilizing K-implies bunching
calculation. The highlights were separated utilizing
GLCM technique are which is utilized for extricating
four Statistical Texture Parameters i.e., entropy, converse
contrast minute, precise second minute and relationship.
These highlights are valuable in estimation of tumor in
Medical Applications. The liver tumor is arranged into
considerate and dangerous utilizing CVDN. The order
precision is seen as high for the proposed technique
when contrasted and the current strategies. This can
be additionally improved by the cross breed order
strategies.
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ABSTRACT

A mobile wireless network called Vehicular Ad-Hoc network (VANET) in which the vehicles are embedded with
the On Board Unit (OBU) on the motherboard that transmit and also receive data packets with the other vehicles.
VANET is one of the sub groups of MANETs. All the nodes in the VANET move faster than the nodes in MANETs.
In the permanent routes, it is very difficult to receive emergency information and alerts from a identified zones.
Therefore, routing plays the important role in VANETs by reducing network overhead, avoids congestion in network,
increases congestion in traffic. It is highly appreciable to design a routing protocol that effectively monitors the
density of increased traffic and give solutions for VANETs in selecting the appropriate route with high accuracy
automatically. VANET is vulnerable to security attacks. Many algorithms were proposed to identify the attacks
during transmission with increased overhead. This paper proposes a probabilistic and mathematical analysis of path
duration in VANET, based on GA, AODV and DSDV (GAD) based QoS perception routing concept. We derive the
probability distribution as well as the expected path duration between source and destination in VANET and solve
the Sybil Attack. This reduces the delays that occurs during processing and improves the security in VANETs.

KEY WORDS: VANET, GAD-based QoS perception routing, Network Tomography, Sybil attack.
INTRODUCTION
The VANET is the upcoming field now a days. It uses the
features of both Ad hc Network and WLAN (Abedi, O et
al,2009) All the nodes in VANET are placed randomly
in road. They not only communicate with Road Side
Units (RSUs) but also with the other nodes through
wireless communication (Abedi, O et al,2008) .The
three models available for communication in VANET
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are: vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I) communication and vehicle-toroadside communication. Since the vehicle nodes can
move freely at high speed, the topology can change
time to time. The limitations of VANET are reduced by
the nodes transmission range, speed, and interferences
(Abumansoor, O et al,2011). When the transmitting and
receiving nodes are not in the communication region,
the network has to find a best route between the two
nodes (Bhuvaneswari, R et al,2015). If there is no vehicle
in the communication range, the node which carries the
information will forward it to RSU, so that it can reach
destination vehicle easily.
When the data packets are travelling from source node to
destination node in the prescribed path, the transmission
delay increases simultaneously. The propagation delay
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can be reduced by selecting the appropriate vehicles
with moving with regular density. By designing proper
routing protocols for data transmission, this delay issues
can be reduced. Many researchers developed various
routing protocols as a solution to this issue (Dhanagopal,
R et al,2019). Many routing protocols were deigned to
work with respect to density of vehicle moving in the
path. But the main issue in these protocols is frequent
updation required to keep in touch with current vehicle
density. Also this information is to be transmitted to all
other nodes in the network.
Increase in control packet transmission increases the
overhead of the network. This in turn decreases the
throughput of the network. So the main of designing
routing protocols is to increase the throughput with less
delay. Vehicle density that is rapidly changing utilizes
more time for convergence in compared with other
vehicle density. This is the major reason for the node to
obtain in accurate information, as well as the routing
behavior will also get affected (Fotohi, R et al,2020) All
the node vehicles get information only from nearby
nodes and RSUs, this reduces the issues present in the
design and only minimum calculations are needed.
All the vehicles in VANETs are normally in contact with
fixed nodes on roadsides. As similar to MANET, it is also
self organizing network. The structure of VANET is shown
in figure 1. During the occurrence of an event in the rode,
that particular vehicle will send broadcast messages.
On receiving this message, the nearby vehicles or the
communicating nodes in the roadside will gain broadcast
message, so that the it prevents the other vehicles from
crashes. The other vehicles make some calculations and
they will take necessary action to prevent the event. The
vehicles can also use the fixed stations for connecting
to internet.
Figure 1: A VANET scenario

The traffic jam on the roads is increasing year by year.
It is feasible where communications between helps
to prevent accidents as well as saving of resources
like money, oil etc. Apart from this, the infrastructure
management system utilize more funds in developing
this structure, since the existing infrastructure does
not support for this traffic, which result in planning
for new structures of emerging traffic that avoid the
dilemmas. VANET's safety is very important that needs
to be considered while designing any wireless network.
The major drawback of VANETs is the network can be
attacked by various kinds of Sybil attacks(Lalitha, R et
al,2015). In this paper, it is proposed to design a improved
VANET in which new technology can be used to interact
with fixed nodes in the network.
Related Workds: The VANET is created by applying
the principle of MANET in domain of vehicle
communication. The vehicle nodes are moving very
fast. The communication between the vehicles during
emergency situations is very difficult task to manage.
Hence the routing plays a important role in VANET(
et ,al,2010). The issues in routing are decreasing the
network overhead, increasing the congestion and PDR.
Security attacks in VANET network is also a major issue.
The P-secure approach is proposed to increases the
security in VANET by detecting the DoS attack.
The major problem in VANET network while routing is
the moving nodes with the same characteristics as its
neighboring nodes (Royer, E. M et al,2000).This paper
proposes a location verification protocol to Non line-ofSight condition among vehicle. The accidents that occur
on roads not only affects the human lives but it also
affect the public by creating the traffic jam. Since all
nodes are mobile nodes in VANET, GSM communication
will fail to send messages due to coherence. Other than
the GSM communication, the road junction is adopted
with sensor for efficient communication between the
vehicles. A proximity sensor method is used to collect
emergency data and send to fixed nodes in roads. The
sensor will be located in road side unit and also in vehicle
nodes for immediate response.
A Genetic algorithm to overcome the difficulty in task
scheduling for multiprocessor systems. This system
includes the key features such as flexibility, adaptive
problem representation. By comparing with other
traditional scheduling methods shows that the Genetic
Algorithm was adapted the changing target nodes
automatically. The AODV protocol is widely used in
mobile networks. Since there is some issues in testing
the protocol in real time scenarios. First, they created a
simulation so that it can be used for testing the protocol.
After the simulation is completed, it is converted into
implementation, some of the changes has to be done in
AODV and LINUX environment. This paper proposes and
detailed about the modification needs to be done during
the implementation of AODV protocol.
AODV is the most efficient and widely used protocol
in Adhoc network. Since the AODV is the reactive
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protocol, it always transmits the data packet between the
neighbor nodes when there is a need. A PAODV approach
is proposed which is the improvement on AODV that
will make it to adapt for VANET and make more stable
routing between the vehicle nodes for the transmission
of data packets. The Neighbor discovers distance (NDD)
algorithm which detects the information form the sender
to receiver without the loss of the data . The detection is
made by the many nodes and then join for the improving
the detection of the sybil attack very accurately.

for every string.
If the search objective is fulfilled, return the best
chromosome as the solution; else go to step 3.
The basic structure of a GA is given in figure 3.
5.

Figure 2: Flowchart for the proposed system

The Aim of this research is to improve the shortest
routing path for the vehicular network by proposing the
GAD (Genetic algorithm, AODV and DSDV) algorithm.
The evaluation of network parameters in VANET is
tedious because of its dynamic nature of the topology
and random mobility of nodes. Hence the Network
Tomography is used for the network performance
evaluation. In addition to it, the Sybil attack is major
issue in the vehicle communication, hence in our
proposed method, the Sybil attack can be avoided. These
characteristics thus make the proposed method robust
and more efficient in the case of the traffic congestion
and Road side unit failure.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The important feature of VANET is to provide improved
and safe travel for the travellers. So all the vehicles nodes
in the VANET are equipped with wireless communicating
devices. This structure should not be like master-slave.
Any node can transmit data packet to RSUs and wise
versa. The alert messages, road signal information’s and
also the traffic observation that is captured for some
duration are transmitted through such network that give
clear details for the vehicles to decide on their route.
This system reduces emergency situations in travel time.
In this proposed method Modification of AODV is done
using GA and DSDV. Therefore this routing technique is
called GAD (GA with AODV and DSDV).

Figure 3: Basic structure of Genetic Algorithm

Sybil attack is a kind a critical attack where the attackers
send the multiple message to the other vehicle. Each
message has unique source identity. By sending multiple
message to other vehicle creates the traffic jam and
confusion by sending wrong message to the other vehicle.
Because of the traffic jam the vehicle are forced to take
the other best path. The main aim of the attackers is to
provide illusion of multiple vehicle with respect to others
vehicle so that the vehicle can choose the other best path.
With help of GAD we are going to stop this attack. The
flowchart of GAD method is shown in figure 2 below.
The basic steps involved in genetic algorithm are as
follows:
1. 	Randomly generate a binary string population
2.
For every string, evaluate the fitness in the given
population
3.
Using reproduction, crossover and mutation
operations generate offspring strings.
4.
Measure the new strings and compute the fitness

Simulation result concluded that the path duration will
be low for nodes with various / constant relative velocity.
When the transmission range is higher, the path duration
also will be lower. Thus GA will help for successful
communication and reduce the chance of path failure.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The GAD-based QoS perceptive routing approach is
evaluated using NS-2 software. Sybil attack make
the network weak and unsecure and that weakens the
ordinary approaches for the network. In this article we
provide a better way to improve the network performance
against the sybil attack.

using the proposed algorithm the nodes under suspicion
are restricted to send the message and all the intended
attacks were easily identified and messages has been
sent regarding this.
Figure 6: Energy Consumption

Figure 4 shows Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). From
the following graph it is found that the value of PDR

Figure 4: PDR

Figure 7: Throughput

Figure 5: Delay

Figure 6 shows Energy consumption is improved than the
existing approaches in VANET. Figure 7 shows improved
Throughput than the existing approaches in VANET.

CONCLUSION
decreasing with respect to the existing model under
attack by varying the pause time. The PDR for the DAD
has better improvement than the existing approaches
under various attack.
Figure 5 shows e2e_delay. Proposed approach is lower
than the existing approaches. The reason is that by
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VANETs are designed to communicate with adjacent
vehicle and the vehicle equipped with road side units.
In this paper we used the GAD-based QoS perception
approach that is used for detecting the sybil attack
before the end of transmission time. The GAD based
QoS perception routing reduces the processing delay and
improves safety and security in VANET. NS-2 simulator
was used to illustrate the performance of GAD-based QoS
perception routing approach. The simulator result shows

Menaka et al.,
that the GAD-based QoS perception routing approach has
more performance than the existing approaches in terms
of Throughput, End to end delay and packet drop rate.
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ABSTRACT

For monitoring the network and its management the Wireless Mesh Network which is based on the Software
Defined Radio is widely used. The major advantage of using the SDN based wireless Mesh Network is it makes
the management easier but the major disadvantage is it can’t able to identify that whether the architecture is for
the wired links which can able to handle dynamic topology. The problems such as traffic balancing due to node
mobility can be easily overcome with the help of this technique. Another major disadvantage is SDN reaction
time in dynamic network topology, which is overcome with the help of supervised two layer gaining knowledge,
which monitors the node mobility and chance of failure in the links. Without overloading the control panel, the
optimal traffic balance is achieved by an alternative way of route selection method and topology discover is
another key area that to be addressed in SDN. In our proposed work, to establish the forwarding decisions, a filter
technique which uses the two hop neighbor statistics. The simulated result of end to end delay, network load and
throughput clearly shows the parameter are enhanced because of the proposed SDN WMN architecture along
with link failure.

KEY WORDS: Link Failure Prediction, Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Supervised Learning, Wireless
Mesh Network (WMN).

INTRODUCTION
The programmable network which make use of the
centralized management which easily resolve the various
requirements such as optimization of traffic engineering
network and transportation of data. Such Logical
centralized programmable network is used by the software
defied radio. But the current network application requires
a more scalable means of architecture which can able
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to provide a more reliable service for different types of
traffic. The above requirement is satisfied with the help
of software defined radio architecture since it aca able
to maintain the entire network states and also it can able
to offer flow control for the layers at the bottom level.
And another major key point is that it allows the thirdparty participation in the network application design and
exploitation. A new type of network. In the enterprise
network for the management and security the centralized
controller with flow control management is used which is
based on the SDN proposed in the Ethane project.
The element which used in switching is used to carry
out the function line forwarding of the packets, but they
are controlled and monitored by the controllers. This
controller collects the information about the network
states and decide how to allocate the network resources.
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And therefore, the SDN makes the switches design and
routers design easier since they are dedicatedly used only
for the data transfer. SDN directly control the behavior of
network and not the behavior of the network resources.
in the literature the SDN is studied in terms of wired
networks and data centers. How ever there is some
literature which explore the SDN in wireless topology
networks. In this paper a survey is presented on usage
of SDN in various types of wireless networks. For each
type of the wireless network we classify and difference
the proposed SD architecture.
We likewise talk about open difficulties and opportunities.
Next we consider the utilization of SDN in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) where the essential test spins
around dealing with the restricted assets of the sensors
as they team up on get-together data about the marvels
being observed. These constrained assets intensify
adaptability worries with huge systems, as the measure
of control traffic important to keep up a state-of-theart perspective on the system state increments. Sensor
organizes additionally require in-arrange preparing
for rundown and conglomeration. Further difficulties
incorporate supporting numerous applications and
empowering various systems to exist together.

Materials and Methods
Related Works: In (SoheilHassas et al,. 2012) present
preventive the straightforwardness of intermittent
occasions on the compose plane is vital for understand
a versatile Software-Defined Network. One strategy of
restricting this overhead is to process visit occasions in
the information plane. This requires alter switches and
comes at the expense of perceivability in the control
level. Taking a substitute course, we propose Kandoo, a
structure for saving versatility without adjusting switches.
Kandoo has two layers of controllers: (I) the base layer is
an assortment of controllers with no interconnection, and
no data of the system wide state, and (ii) the top layer is a
reasonably brought together controller that keeps up the
system wide state. Controllers at the underneath layer run
just bound force applications (i.e., applications that can
reason utilizing the condition of a solitary switch) close
to information ways. These controllers handle the greater
part of the regular occasions and effectively shield the top
layer. Kandoo's plan empowers arrange administrators
to duplicate nearby controllers accessible if the need
arises for and lighten the heap on the top layer, that is
the handiest conceivable bottleneck regarding versatility.
Our evaluations show that a framework constrained
by Kandoo has request of size lower sort out channel
use contrast with ordinary OpenFlow systems. (Stefano
Salsano et al,. 2014) presents the Wireless Mesh Routers
(WMR) are OpenFlow proficient switches that can be
prohibited by SDN controllers, as indicated by the
wmSDN engineering that we have presented in a past
work. We accept the subject of controller choice in a
situation with discontinuous network.
We accept that after some time a solitary WMN can get
split in at least two parcels and that different allotments
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can converge into a bigger one. We accept that a lot of
SDN controllers can conceivably acquire oversee of the
WMRs. At a given time just a single controller ought
to be the ace of a WMR and it ought to be the most
appropriate one as indicated by different measurement.
We contend that the cutting-edge answers for "ace
political race" among conveyed controllers are not
reasonable in a work organizing condition, as they could
without much of a stretch be influenced by irregularities.
We imagine an "ace determination" approach which is
under a gather of each WMR, and assurance that at a
concurred time just a single controller will be ace of a
WMR. We determined a particular ace determination
practice which is exceedingly undemanding as far as
the control rationale to be executed in the WMR. We
have executed the proposed arrangement and conveyed
it over a system emulator (CORE) and over the gathering
of two bodily remote proving grounds. (Huawei Huang
et al,. 2015).
Presents SDN has been imagined as the cutting edge
arrange worldview by decoupling control plane and
information plane, with the end goal that arrange
association and streamlining can be led in a concentrated
technique utilizing worldwide system in grouping.
Right now, are figuring out how to apply SDN idea to
a remote work organize that has been broadly received
by different applications. We unique propose a novel
design of SD-WMNs, and distinguish various critical
difficulties. Since remote range is a defective asset that
is public by the two information and arrange move in
SD-WMNs, we propose three range distribution and
planning calculations, expressly FB-NS, NFB-NS, and
NFB-S that coordinate both control and information
traffic. At long last, execution is assess by means of broad
reenactments In request to show signs of improvement
asset activity, we investigate the traffic qualities in
SD-WMNs, and propose three novel range allotment
and traffic planning calculations, that is, Fixed-Bands
Non-Sharing, Non-Fixed-Bands Non-Sharing and NonFixed-Bands Sharing calculations, to misuse recurrence
and spatial multiplexing.
At last, the exhibition of the proposed three calculations
is assessed by broad reproduction. (Golnaz Karbaschi,
et al,. 2005) presents wireless systems experience the
ill effects of irregular varieties in channel and system
condition. This prompts lackluster showing in multibounce remote systems extraordinarily with a traditional
nonflexible steering. To adapt to instability of remote
connections, a cross layer directing that ropes adaptivity
and enhancement across lower layers of system stack
is required. Cross layer directing means to contribute
an imperative job in edifying the exhibition of remote
systems however requires a cautious consideration on
the decision of the measurement. Right now recommend
a unique connection quality and blockage mindful
measurement for multi-jump remote directing which is
gotten from MAC layer. We show that despite everything
having a way with sensible length our proposed
measurement improves the presentation of steering
as far as start to finish postponement and throughput
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in contrast with least jump check metric. We contend
right now the expended limit ought to be the significant
criteria in deciding the best way to any goal.
In any case, the proportion of such a criteria isn't
straight forward to acquire, as it must consider the
connection quality and conflict level of connections.
(Xu Li et al,. 2014) presents SDN decouples control
plane usefulness from the measurements plane and
highlights the event of programmable imbecilic system
gadgets, which have no or humble acumen and take
control orders from a focal controller at the control
plane. The focal controller is responsible for controlling
information plane equipment and advancing system
activity. Incorporated system enhancement and sort out
is absurd or infeasible when the system turns out to be
excessively extraordinary in measurement or stacking.
Circulated arrange advancement comes into take an
interest underneath this condition. Totally disseminated
arrange advancement requires nearby knowledge at
character organize components, against the essential
idea of SDN. Right now consider SDN benevolent zonebased dispersed system streamlining and study the
essential system zoning trouble, that is, the means by
which to assortment organize components into zones, for
example, to decrease the straightforwardness of conveyed
arrange advancement. We give a numerical definition of
the difficulty and show that it is NP supreme. We then
close by three heuristic arrangements and assess their
exhibition through recreation.
SDN CONCEPT: The Open Networking Foundation (ONF)
is a philanthropic consortium excited to development,
institutionalization, and commercialization of SDN. ONF
has provided the greatest unequivocal and appropriately
introduced meaning of SDN as follows: programming
program-characterized Networking (SDN) is a developing
network design wherein arrange control is decoupled
from sending and is legitimately programmable. As in
step with this definition, SDN is characterized through
two attributes, explicitly decoupling of oversee and
information planes, and programmability at the oversee
plane. Out of sight of SDN, its uniqueness dwells on the
way that it gives programmability through decoupling of
control and information planes. In particular, SDN offers
uncomplicated programmable system gadgets instead
of creation organizing gadgets more multipart as on
account of dynamic systems administration.
Additionally, SDN proposes severance of control and
information planes in the system design mean. With this
expect, arrange control should be possible unconnectedly
on the sort out plane without contacting information
streams. All things considered, arrange insight can be
removed from turning gadgets and situated on controllers.
At the coordinating event, exchanging gadgets would
now be able to be ostensibly illegal by programming
without installed insight. The decoupling of control
plane from information plane offers a less complex
programmable condition as well as a more noteworthy
opportunity for outer programming to characterize the
conduct of a system.

SDN MODEL
Figure 1: SDN Model

This copy incorporates three layers, primarily a framework
layer, an oversee layer, and an utility layer, stacking
over each unique. The framework layer comprises of
exchanging gadgets in the information plane. Elements
of these exchanging gadgets are generally two-overlay.
To begin with, they are responsible for gather arrange
status; hoard them transiently in nearby gadgets and
sending them to controllers. The system standing may
hold onto in grouping, for example, organize topology,
traffic insights, and system uses. Second, they are
liable for administration holder dependent on rules
gave by a controller. The control covering spans the
accommodation layer and the framework layer, through
its two interfaces. For descending connecting with
the framework layer (i.e., the south-sure interface), it
determines capacities for controllers to get to abilities
outfitted through exchanging devices. The capacities may
incorporate introduction arrange status and bringing in
bundle sending rules.
For upward associating with the application layer it offers
support passageways in different structures, for instance,
an Application Programming Interface. SDN applications
would admission be able to organize position data
explanation from exchanging gadgets through this API,
make conspire modification choices dependent on this
in succession, and do these choices by circumstance
bundle sending rules to switch gadgets utilizing this
API. Since a scope of controllers will make due for
a monstrous regulatory system area, an "east-west"
declaration interface among the controllers will likewise
be attractive for the controllers to disseminate arrange
data and synchronize their dynamic procedures.
Switching Device Model in SDN
The building structure of a SDN exchanging gadget,
comprising of two sensible parts for the information
plane and the control plane is appear in figure Inside
the realities plane, the exchanging gadget, in demanding,
by means of its processor, plays parcel sending, in view
of the sending framework necessary with the guide
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of the control layer. This advanced compositional
statute loans SDN forceful focal points. Not at all like
traditional exchanging gadgets that additionally run
steering conventions to conclude how to advance
parcels, directing choice makings are taken from switch
gadgets in SDN. As a result, the exchanging gadgets are
absolutely responsible for social affair and revealing
system position just as preparing parcels dependent
on forced sending rules. It goes behind that the SDN
switch gadgets are less difficult and will be simpler
to fabricate. The amassed intricacy thusly prompts a
minimal effort arrangement. This inventive engineering,
be that as it may, requires novel equipment structure
for SDN-empowered exchanging gadgets. Right now,
portray ongoing look at advances in exchanging gadget
equipment configuration, focus on both the control plane
and the information plane.
Figure 2: Switching Device Model in SDN

SD-WMN architecture
Figure 3: SD-WMN architecture

the ACK alone in MAC layer may not be fitting since
some different elements may likewise cause the back to
back loss of ACKs. Our proposed two-layer LFP conspire
uses the highlights of SD-WMNs by utilizing the coarse
forecast in the information plane and fine expectation in
the control plane. It depends on the bundle misfortune or
debasement insights during information transmissions.
An information transmission blunder can be sorted as
transient or changeless connection disappointment. The
previous speaks to a brief variance of connection quality
and doesn't require the difference in the route(s) in the
switches. On opposite, last mentioned (i.e., the perpetual
disappointment) requires the update of stream tables in
the information plane to reroute the information by SDN
controller. Our proposed LFP conspire distinguishes the
perpetual connection disappointment.
Controller: The intelligently concentrated controller
gear the knowledge of the SD-WMN with four boss
modules. The universal impression administrators are
accountable for checking the absolute system and keep
up a system topology that can be utilized to perform
worldwide control. The segment of directing way
computation can be executing by a pathway looking
through calculation, for example, Dijkstra's most
limited way calculation, intending to discover a steering
way for traffic streams dependent on the all inclusive
system review. The exchange planning module plans
transmission of both control and information parcels
accord to a particular control approach. The past part,
range designation, is reliable for arranging range assets
in the SD-WMN. What's more, the controller collaborates
with a combination of uses in the upper layer through
northbound application programming interfaces (APIs),
while speak with information plane equipment by means
of southbound APIs (e.g., OpenFlow convention).
Traffic during Link Failure
Figure 4: Traffic during Link Failure

In WMNs, the connection disappointment location is a
piece of the steering plans by communicating the HELLO
messages to neighboring hubs at a specific recurrence.
In any case, the HELLO message presents overhead and
postponement as the connection disappointment location
profoundly relies upon the sending recurrence of HELLO
messages. Some cross-layer connect disappointment
recognition plans were proposed in which utilize the
ACKs in MAC layer. Be that as it may, these plans utilize
a cross-layer convention structure, where a connection
disappointment in MAC layer impacts the directing layer
execution. The irregularity between the directing and
MAC layers as far as connection discovery results may
diminish the recognition precision. Besides, utilizing
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For elective course determination, the course length (i.e.,
the quantity of bounces) ought to be limited. Finding a
completely new elective course would produce higher
control traffic overhead, since the SDN-FE needs to
refresh its stream tables by mentioning information
sending rules from the control plane when another
information bundle is gotten. Figure 4 shows a case of
elective way choice. Expecting that way An is the first
way, two elective ways are conceivable (i.e., Paths B
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and C) if there should be an occurrence of a connection
disappointment. The way B needs to refresh the stream
tables for just two hubs, as the rest of the hubs of the
first way A stay in way B. Then again, way C needs to
refresh the stream tables for the entirety of its hubs, and
in this way will produce more control traffic overhead
than way B. What's more, way C additionally has higher
likelihood of influencing other existing courses because
of its bigger extent of connection update.
Connection Failure Prediction in Control Plane: Proposed
process based connection disappointment forecast in
information plane considers just the neighborhood hub
portability, as the information on organize topology
isn't accessible in the information plane. To improve the
exactness, we additionally perform LFP in control plane.
At the point when the portability of a hub is distinguished
in information plane, the SDN controller is educated,
which at that point checks the SNR estimations of hub's
neighbors to affirm its versatility. Since the controller
gathers numerous arrangements of SNR estimations, it
can settle on an exact choice dependent on the order of
the connection quality examples in SNR informational
indexes by utilizing the help vector machine which
utilizes a directed learning-based characterization
Versatile FILTER: A versatile Filter is a framework with
a straight channel that has an exchange highlight
constrained by methods for variable parameters and an
approach to adjust those parameters as indicated by an
improvement set of rules. In light of the multifaceted
nature of the improvement calculations, almost all
versatile channels are computerized channels. Versatile
channels are required for certain applications because of
the reality a couple of parameters of the ideal preparing
activity are not perceived before or evolving. The finished
circle versatile channel off utilizes input inside the type
of a mistake sign to refine its switch highlight. Ordinarily
talking, the shut circle versatile framework involves the
use of a cost work, which is a standard for ideal execution
of the channel, to take care of a calculation, which
decides how to alter channel move capacity to limit the
expense on the following emphasis. The most not bizarre
cost work is the mean square of the mistake sign.
TRAFFIC BALANCING OPTIMIZATION: A connection
disappointment is anticipated, it is essential to locate
the option route(s), which fulfills the accompanying
conditions: (1) the most brief way separation, (2) the
least control overhead, and (3) minimal effect on other
booked information traffic. At the end of the day, the
option route(s) should deal with both the steering and
traffic designing issues, while limiting the directing
overhead. To meet the above conditions, we characterize
the steering procedure as an improvement issue which
can be illuminated by utilizing the straight programming
approach. Right now, first depict the SDN-WMN arrange
model for the investigation of online traffic adjusting and

multi-channel asset booking. In view of this model, we
will plan a temporary course enhancement calculation
to conquer the traffic blockage issue brought about by
interface disappointments.
Status Monitoring and Collecting: The worldwide
system data is noteworthy for approach projects to
figure choices. Status in grouping in the system will be
gathered however much as could reasonably be expected,
for example, the traffic rate in each connection, rule
size in each sending equipment, and range allotment
in each radio connection. The position data must be
accounted for to the controller through secure channels.
The controller may react with novel orders to each
gadget. The bidirectional correspondences give to the
control move by a non-unimportant portion. Besides,
transmission quality is particularly influenced by
blockage and interruption in remote connections. Since
arrange status data and identical control messages isolate
the remote medium with information traffic, advanced
planning calculations are attractive to organize traffic
in the SD-WMN.
Clog inside the Shared Medium: Other than the checked
in succession, the transmission of arrangement rules to
coordinate the steering of information traffic is another
significant commitment of oversee traffic. As rules are
produced to serve the information traffic, the information
traffic can get transmitted simply after the equal control
traffic are transmitted effectively. That is, arrange trade
is more huge than information traffic. A proficient SDWMN framework ought to bear the cost of higher need
to control traffic than to information traffic. It tends
to be seen that, contrasted with the customary WMN,
more control traffic exists in the system, and it contend
with information traffic for radio asset in a SD-WMN.
Along these lines, it is conceivable that the control
traffic is stuffed with information traffic in occupied
association joins, which bring about a long inactivity
of control traffic and outcomes in clashing controlling
rationales in SDN-empowered systems. This difficulty is
far more atrocious in the connections close to passages
in a WMN. Clog is probably going to occur right now.
Accordingly, control messages and rules will encounter
high inactivity
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS: We
predominantly center around the calculation multifaceted
nature investigation for the accompanying three sections:
connect quality estimation, SVM-based LFP, and
enhancement calculation in the option route(s). In the
proposed framework versatile channel method runs at
the remote hubs of the information plane for connect
quality estimation. Note that the computation of option
route(s) is handled in the control plane too. Accordingly,
this advancement issue additionally has almost no
impact on steering delay since the controller has high
computational capacity.
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Result and Discussion

Figure 7: Number of nodes vs. End to End Delay

Comparison Chart
Figure 5: Number of nodes vs. Throughput

Figure 8: Transmitting message to another node
Figure 6: Number of nodes vs. PDR
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a microstrip feed metamaterial inspired antenna for multiband operation is presented. The antenna
is fabricated on as substrate of total size 40 x 40 x 1.6 mm3. The projected antenna design is printed on a FR4
substrate which has 4.4 and 0.02 as its relative permitivitty value and loss tangent value respectively. In this
antenna the circular radiating element is designed and feed with 50-ohm microstrip line to operate at 4.8 GHz.
Then, the Complement Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) is introduced in the circular radiating element in order to
make the proposed antenna in to multiband resonating antenna. The proposed structure without the CSRR has
single resonating frequency at 4.8GHz with operating band from 4 GHz to 4.9 GHz. And after the introduction
of CSRR the same antenna is resonating at four bands with resonant frequency at 2.70 GHz,4.81 GHz,7.79 GHz
and 13.69 GHz. The entire structure is simulated with the assistance of CST studio electromagnetic simulator.
The simulated result of return loss, VSWR, 3D radiation pattern, gain, directivity, E plane and H plane radiation
pattern are presented. The results clearly illustrate the projected antenna is the best choice for the L band, C band
and Ku band applications.

KEY WORDS: Microstrip, metamaterial, CSRR, FR4, Circular patch.
INTRODUCTION
In modern wireless world, the requirement of
communication with high data rate and reliability becomes
in evitable. The above requirement can be fulfilled with
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the antenna with high gain and directivity. The planar
antenna are the ideal choice for the modern wireless
communication devices. The modern communication
devices major requirement is the reduced size and high
performance. Because of the reduced size the space for
the circuits and antenna available in the devices will
be very small, which leads to the need of miniatured
circuits and devices. Such requirement can able full
filled with the help of planar antennas. Metamaterials
(Christoph et al,. 2006) are the artificial man-made
structures that can ably enhance the EM properties of the
antenna. The metamaterial has negative permittivity and
permeability because of it structure and not based on its
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constituents. There are variety of structure are available
in the literature which act as metamaterial such as SRR
(Prasad et al,. 2017), CSRR (Prasad et al,. 2017; Prasad
et al,. 2019; Prasad et al,. 2019), S shaped, 8 shaped and
omega shaped resonator (Kavitha et al,. 2020; Shanthi
et al,. 2019; Suvadeep et al,. 2017; Boopathi et al,. 2017;
Choi et al,. 2009). This resonator shapes can either be
printed on a substrates parasitic element or etched from
the patch or ground. Both the metamaterial structure
and its complementary have same effect in enhancing
the EM properties.
In this paper the metamaterial inspired circular printed
microstrip patch antenna is proposed for tetra- frequency
band application. The entire structure is designed on the
substrate made up of FR4 and its height is of 1.6mm.
The circular radiating patch of radius 14mm is printed
on front of the substrate and on back of the substrate
the full ground structure is presented.

Materials and Methods
Design of Circular antenna for Tetra-band operating
frequency: The projected antenna has two stages of
evolution. In the first stage a simple circular patch of
radius 14 mm is printed on a substrate made up of FR4
with 1.6 mm height and the size of the substrate is 40
x 40 mm2. The entire structure is provided with full
ground at the back side of the substrate. The 50-ohm
microstrip line feed is used to give the feed for the
proposed antenna. The structure of the proposed antenna
along with its parameter is presented in figure 1 and
the parameter values are presented in Table 1. In figure
2 the picture of the proposed antenna designed in CST
studio is given.

Figure 2: Proposed antenna in CST design studio

The initial design is simple circular patch feed with 50ohm microstrip line is capable to operate in the frequency
band of 4 GHz to 4.9 GHz with the resonant frequency
at 4.78 GHz. Then in order to convert the single band
circular patch antenna in to multiband antenna. CSRR
is etched in the circular patch. The radius of the circular
CSRR is 13mm with the thinness as 1mm. the projected
structure with CSRR is operating at 4 band with resonant
frequency at 2.70 GHz,4.81 GHz,7.79 GHz and 13.69 GHz
which covers the L band, C band and Ku band
Figure 3: s11 (return loss) plot of circular tetra band
antenna

The band with resonance at 2.70 GHz is operating from
2.5 GHz to2.8 GHz, the band at 4.81GHz is operating
from 4 GHz to4.9 GHz, the band at 7.79 GHz is operating
from 7 GHz to 8.3 GHz and finally the 13.61GHz is
operating from 12.86GHz to 14.12 GHz. In Figure 3, the
return loss plot of the projected antenna is presented,
the figure 3 obviously shows that the projected structure
is operating in four frequency bands. And in figure 4
the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) plot of the
projected antenna is presented which clearly depicts
that the VSWR value is less than 2 in all the frequency
of operation.

Figure 1: Proposed antenna with its parameter

Figure 4: VSWR characteristics of proposed antenna

Table 1. Parameter Value
l
40
R2
13

40

w
40
R3
12.5

lf
5
R4
12

wf
14
t
0.035

R1
14
h
1.6
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Result and Discussion
Figure 5: 3 dimensional radiation pattern at 2.70 GHz

In figure 5, the 3 radiation pattern of the proposed
antenna at 2.70 GHz is presented. The figure clearly
depicted that the radiation is in sheer direction to the
proposed antenna. In figure 6, the radiation patten of the
antenna is presented which has an omni direction and
8 shaped radiation patten in the E & H - plane radiation
patten respectively. The surface current of the proposed
antenna at 2.70GHz is presented in figure 7, which clearly
depicts that the current maximally concentrated more
in the outer copper ring and therefore we can observe
that the outer copper ring is responsible for the 2.70 GHz
resonating band.

In figure 8, the 3-dimensional pattern of the proposed
antenna at 4.81 GHz is presented. The figure clearly
depicted that the radiation is in vertical direction to the
proposed antenna. In figure 9, the radiation patten of
the antenna is presented which has an omni direction
and 8 shaped radiation patten in the E and H plane
radiation patten respectively. The surface current of the
proposed antenna at 4.81 GHz is presented in figure
10, which clearly depicts that the current is maximally
concentrated more in the outer copper ring and therefore
we can observe that the outer copper ring is responsible
for the 4.81 GHz resonating band.
Figure 9: E & H plane pattern at 4.81 GHz

Figure 6: E & H plane pattern at 2.70 GHz
Figure 10: Surface current at 4.81 GHz

Figure 7: 2.70 GHz Surface current
Figure 11: 3 dimensional pattern at 7.79 GHz Figure

Figure 8: 3D pattern at 4.81 GHz Figure

In figure 11, the 3- dimensional pattern of the proposed
antenna at 7.79 GHz is presented. The figure clearly
depicted that the radiation is in parallel direction to the
proposed antenna. In figure 12, the radiation patten of
the antenna is presented which has an omni direction
and 8 shaped radiation patten in the E & H plane
radiation patten respectively. The surface current of the
proposed antenna at 7.79 GHz is presented in figure
13, which clearly depicts that the current is maximally
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concentrated more in the outer copper ring as well as
the CSRR and therefore we can observe that the CSRR is
responsible for the 7.79 GHz resonating band.

Figure 15: E & H plane radiation pattern at 13.61 GHz

Figure 12: E & H plane radiation pattern at 7.79 GHz

Figure 16: Surface current at 13.61 GHz

Figure 13: Surface current at 7.79 GHz

Figure 17: Gain vs Frequency plot

In figure 14, the 3-dimensional radiation pattern of the
proposed antenna at 13.61 GHz is presented. The figure
clearly depicted that the radiation is in parallel direction
to the proposed antenna axis. In figure 15, the radiation
patten of the antenna is presented which has an omni
direction and 8 shaped radiation patten in the E & H plane
radiation patten respectively. The surface current of the
proposed antenna at 13.61 GHz is presented in figure
16, which obviously portrays that the current is focused
more in the outer copper ring as well as the CSRR and
therefore we can observe that the CSRR is responsible
for the 13.61 GHz resonating band.
Figure 14: 3dimesional pattern at 13.61 GHz

In figure 17 the gain of the projected antenna is presented
which clearly depicts that the projected antenna able to
achieve a positive gain over the whole frequency band of
operation and the gain with maximum value of 5.87dBi.
In figure 18, the directivity is plotted with respect to the
frequency and it determined directivity of the projected
antenna is about 7.3dBi

Figure 18: Directivity vs Frequency plot
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Conclusion
In this paper, a microstrip feed metamaterial inspired
antenna for multiband operation is presented. The entire
dimensions of the projection is 40 x 40 x 1.6 mm3. The
initial design is simple circular patch feed with 50-ohm
microstrip line is capable to operate in the frequency
band of 4 GHz to 4.9 GHz with the resonant frequency
at 4.78 GHz. Then in order to convert the single band
circular patch antenna in to multiband antenna. CSRR
is etched in the circular patch. The radius of the CSRR is
13mm with the thickness as 1mm. the proposed structure
with CSRR is operating at 4 band with resonant frequency
at 2.70 GHz,4.81 GHz,7.79 GHz and 13.69 GHz which
are in the L band, C band and Ku band. The presented
results which clearly proves that the proposed antenna
is exhibiting multiple operating frequency because of
the CSRR and it also proves that the projected structure
is right choice for the wireless application.
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ABSTRACT

Fossil fuel contributed a major share to energy economy for a last few decades. They are vulnerable due to carbon
emission and they will extinct in near future, the people are looking forward to use renewable energy sources for
stationary application and transportation. The government also encourages the people to use non-conventional
energy resources by providing subsidy for utilizing renewable energy and exempting the tax for renewable energy
powered appliances. To promote the purchase of electric vehicles, the Indian government has exempted recently
the income tax worth 1.5 lakhs for buying electric vehicles. Hence it is the right time for researchers to give further
scope for the fuel cell powered electric vehicles. The alternative sources for the automobile making industry are
fuel cell, solar energy, ultra capacitor etc. Among these sources fuel cell is the most attractive because it is 2.5
times efficient than IC engine. Hence PEMFC is taken as input source whose output voltage is not enough to
power electrical vehicle motor. An interleaved resonant PWM high step up converter is used to boost the voltage.
ANN based MPPT controller is implemented to ensure getting optimum power considering dynamic temperature
condition using MATLAB/Simulink Platform.

KEY WORDS: Resonant PWM, DC-DC converter, MPPT, PEMFC , ANN
INTRODUCTION
Fossil fuel causes carbon emission, environmental
degradation, air pollution etc. In order to overcome these
problems, it is necessary to use ecofriendly energy that
should not harm the environment. Among the renewable
energy resources, fuel cell technology plays a vital role in
powering auto mobiles. Because its features like pollution
free, noiseless, quick start up, moderate operating
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temperature, harmless by-product. The output power
of fuel cell depends on various factors like operating
temperature, atmospheric pressure, membrane, type of
electrode used. Hence it is obvious that the output power
will not remain constant if any one of the parameter is
varied. In order to extract the maximum power during
parameter variation, a number of MPPT algorithms were
proposed in the literature.

Materials and Methods
(Jyotheeswara et al,. 2018) proposed RBFN based MPPT
controller for grid-connected PEMFC system with high
step-up three-phase IBC. The proposed MPPT controller
was analyzed for both standalone system and grid
connected system in MATLAB/Simulink platform. The
proposed controller was able to inject active and reactive
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power during sudden variation of load and dynamic
temperature. (Jyotheeswara et al,. 2018) proposed
ANFIS-MPPT control algorithm for a PEMFC system
used in electric vehicle applications. They analyzed the
proposed controller by using MATLAB/Simulink platform
and prototype hardware. The result of the proposed
controller was compared with FLC and the result was
evident that their controller was able to extract 1.95%
more power than former FLC. (Harrag et al,. 2019) A
Novel Single Sensor Variable Step Size Maximum Power
Point Tracking for Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
Power System. In my point of view, their work was a
big mile stone in the fuel cell technology era. Because
they were able to prove that a single sensor based
controller outperforms the two sensor based controller
considering both static and dynamic performance. The
proposed technique increased the fuel cell life time
by reducing the frequent trip and fuel cell efficiency.
(Ahmadi et al., 2017).
Maximum power point tracking of a proton exchange
membrane fuel cell system usingPSO-PID controller.
They were taken operating temperature, membrane
water as content as dynamic parameters.Their study
confirmed that PSO algorithm can track maximum power
from fuel cell with high accuracy, good time response
and very power fluctuation. (Abdelghani et al,. 2017)
proposed How fuzzy logic can improve PEM fuel cell
MPPT performances? They compared simulation of
conventional step size IC, variable step size IC, fuzzy
auto scaled variable step size IC and proposed variable
step size fuzzy based MPPT controller in MATLAB/
Simulink platform. Their proposed variable step size
fuzzy based MPPT controller outperforms other three
controllers in terms of response time, overshoot, and
ripple reduction which increases life time of the fuel cell.
(Harrag,et al,. 2019) proposed Variable Step Size IC MPPT
Controller for PEMFC Power System Improving Static
and Dynamic Performances. The proposed variable step
size IC MPPT controller performance was good in terms
of response time, overshoot, ripple even in the variation
of temperature and hydrogen pressure variation.
In this work Artificial Neural Network based MPPT
algorithm is implemented. To validate the performance
of MPPT controller, simulation work has been carried
out using MATLAB /Simulink Platform. The results
obtained from the implemented controller shows better
performance than conventional PID controller and FLC
controller.

Result and Discussion
Interleaved Resoant Pwm High Step Up Boost
Converter
The above Figure represents Interleave Resonant PWM
high step up converter in which resonant circuit is
designed to achieve ZVS switching of active switches to
reduce switching stress. The converted is operated under
resonant condition in order to decrease active switch turn
off current and duty loss.
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Figure 1: Proposed Converter

Figure 2: Key waveform of the proposed converter

Table1. Performance Comparision
No of switches

2

2

No of Diodes
No of capacitors
No of windings
Voltage gain M

3
3
2

4
5
3

ZVS switching
NO	
YES
Input ripple current
Low
Low
Voltage stress	Vo/2	Vo/2
across the diode
Voltage stress
High
Lowest
across the switch

Karthikeyan et al
Voltage Gain: The capacitor across C1 and C2 can be
approximately written as

Simulation Results of Ann Based Mppt Controller
Figure 4: Output voltage across the load

Figure 5: ZVS turn on switches S1 and S2

Figure 6: Temprature Variation

From the above equation (11), it is inferred that the
voltage gain of the proposed converter is better than
converter cited in article 10. The performance comparison
is made and it is listed in the table 1. The voltage gain
graph is also shown in figure 3.

Figure 7: Ouput voltage

Figure 3: Duty cycle with voltage gain.
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Figure 8: Output current

active switches during dynamic temperature condition
using MATLAB/Simulink Platform. The proposed
controller extract maximum power during temperature
variation condition without affecting efficiency. The
future work is to implement the prototype model to
validate the result.
Reference

Figure 9: Input power,Output power and efficiency

CONCLUSION
In this article an interleaved Resonant PWM high step
up converter performance was analyzed and compared
with conventional converter. In order to achieve Zero
Voltage Switching, (ZVS) Resonant circuit was designed
and ensured to operate under resonant condition. ANN
based MPPT controller was implemented to switch the
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ABSTRACT

This study mainly talks a highly efficient one input three-way outputs DC-DCconverter with a with two directional
current flow and soft switching actions for the high-efficiency power transformation. In wide-ranging the several
output voltages require only single input which can be the applications of renewable energy resources such
as solar, fuel cell or E- Vehicles. This proposed system has a high voltagetransformation to maintain the high
voltage dc bus for the employment of DC-AC inverter. This planned system uses a combined inductor with the
interleaved topology to obtain the maximum output voltage and to regulate the voltage of the secondary output
port incidentally. In addition, the usage of soft switching techniques the proposed system can able to achieve the
high efficient power transformation and three output stages as expected. Moreover, the results of the system has
been planned to verify by MATLAB simulation and experimental setup.

KEY WORDS: Coupled inductor, MatlabSimulation,Renewable energy sources, single input three output
DC-DC Converter, soft switching.

INTRODUCTION
Several output DC-DC converters have involved an
excessive contract of research attention newly, which
might be capable to the increasing claim of renewable
energy, micro grids, power electronics systems. In
associated to discrete DC-DC converters, more port DC-DC
converters suggest a dense structure with a slighter cost
and less part counts. At additional voltages, switches
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voltage tension is a for hemostats for many port DC-DC
converters. The reason for that are the troubles such as
the cost and the unreachability of high voltage switches,
which be able to also have an undesirable outcome on
absolute efficiency due to their high frontward voltage
droplet and ON-state struggle. In addition, the delegate
semiconductors used in high voltage claims are IGCT and
high power IGBT. Which are not straight outcome for
many port DC-DC converters, (A.Rajkumar et al,. 2014)
owing to the real high converting losses of those changes,
their exchange frequency is almost in ad equate to about
1 KHz; as a result, the scope of the inactive components
will rise extremely. This knowledge sharp at devious
a high-efficiency many port DC-DC converters with
dense voltage damage crosswise semiconductor devices
and slight inactive components scope. (AT Sankara
Subramanian et al,. 2017) (A.Nazar Ali et al,. 2014).
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Several outputs DC-DC converters (A.Rajkumar et al,.
2015) have been generally used in several submissions,
such as combination electric cars, space crafts, ups, and
so on. By deal with the difficulty of worldwide warming,
fresh drives, such as wind energy, photovoltaic, and,
fuel cell etc., have been rapidly expectant. For the
growth of the worldwide environmental difficulty and
lack of common energy, the development of electric
automobiles with renewable drive as a spare for the
fossil-fuel automobile has quickly established. The
coupled— converters have been studied in the current
years in order to achieve high voltage-claims with a low
power base. High-converter condition with high-power
adaptation, lower efficiency and lower industrial price
has risen in the preceding period.
While a 1000W research model was intended for a
grid-connected photovoltaic network with a lower
input current ripple, it unconditionally increased the
industrial price and circuit efficiency by two combined
inductors. The consistent condenser with a specific
voltage assessment was nominated to validate the safety
actions in meanness of an ultra-step-up converter for
the high-efficiency claim in.
Although the swapped capacitors in were used to find
a minor and lightweight converter, a large quantity of
diodes and capacitors in this circuit remained mandatory.
In addition, a high performance single-input multioutput converter with the zero-current switching (ZCS)
stuff was obtainable. While the use of soft switching
methods was developed to minimize switching losses,
the option of advanced turn percentages in a current-fed
converter could form higher joined losses and leaks.(B.
Wanget al,. 2016) In addition, the predictable inductorbased enhancement converters for large voltage-ratio
submissions are unsatisfactory for staging up the source
of input voltage because of significant switching losses
and high voltages through power switches. Power
switches with small turn-on devices are mandatory as a
result to reduce transmission losses and voltage strains.
In addition, a great step-up DC-DC converter (C.Kalavalli
et al. 2020) was designed for renewable energy claims
with the high-efficiency power transmission stuff and
varied working range. A hybrid two-output converter
with synchronous controls was designed to help reduce
transmission losses.
Major intention of the proposed systems is
To concentrated voltage strain on controls and diodes,
To concentrated inactive modules size
To better effectiveness

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Proposed System
A. Principle of Operation of Proposed System: The figure
1 shows the high effective one input triple-output DC
- DC converter by detailed system configuration. The
expression for the proposed converter is listed from the
figure 1 i) Small voltage side path ii) Clamped path iii)
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Supportingpath. Switch S1 represent Low voltage switch,
LP is winding for primary side of couple inductor Tr
which is fed from the V low i.e., low voltage terminal
in input side. The energy from subordinate side winding
LSofjoined inductor Tr is released based on switch on
the low voltage switch S. Clamped diode D1, Clamped
Capacitor C1, Middle voltage output terminal Vo3, filter
capacitor Co3 is composed from clamped circuit. The
clamped circuit mostlyengages the stored energy in Lk
(Main side outflow inductors) which protects the S1 (low
voltage switch) that discharge energy to C2 (Central
voltage capacitor) and output station of middle of the
voltage (Vo3). In addition,stablepath has C2(central
voltage capacitor),Central voltage stable diode (D2) and
coupled inductor (Tr) along the secondary side winding
(Ls).This process mainly absorbs energy in C1 (Clamped
circuit) and Co3 (filter capacitor) to boost the conversion
process to high dc bus terminal (Vo1). Moreover, at the
high voltage side has more voltage on D3 (high voltage
diode), Co1, and Vo1. It primarily discharging energy
to high dc terminal Vo1 through D3. (J. Reinert et al,.
2001)
Figure 1: High efficient single input triple output DC-DC
converter

Also, the secondary circuit covers the Laux (secondary
inductor), D4(secondary diode), CO2(secondarybasis
filter capacitor), and VO2 (secondary source output
terminal). This setup can control the secondary
source for secondaryapparatus usage. The term
VLowandILowindicates the voltage and current of the
input control source at the Low Voltage Source Converter.
RO1, RO2, and RO3direct the corresponding loads for the
high-voltage dc bus terminal (VO1), the secondary source
output terminal (VO2), and the central -voltage output
terminal (VO3), correspondingly. T1 is the energetic
signal for the low-voltage control (S1). The plannedHigh
Efficient One-Input Three-Output DC-DC Converter has
three output ports with dissimilar voltage stages, and
only one low-voltage input port. In this learning, the
output terminals are distinct as the high-voltage dc
bus (VO1), the secondary source (VO2), and the central
voltage output terminal (VO3), correspondingly. In order
to shorten the account for the output controls of the
plannedHighEffective One-Input Three-Output DC-DC
Converter, single output powers can be indicated as

Rajkumar et al.,
PO1 = V 2O1 /RO1 for the high-voltage dc bus terminal,
PO2 = V2 O2 /RO2 for the secondary source terminal,
and PO3 = V2O3 /RO3 for the central -voltage output
terminal, correspondingly. Furthermore, the entire output
power can be stated as
PO1 + PO2 + PO3 = POT.

(1)

The plannedHigh Efficient One-Input Three-Output
DC-DC Converter (M D Udayakumar et al,. 2019)has
binaryimportantfeatures for increasing input voltage
and makingdissimilar voltage stages. To shorten the
mathematic sources, entirely of the voltages through
a power control and diodes are discounted. (O. Ray et
al,. 2015) Moreover, it is expected that the compressed
capacitor (C1) and the central-voltage capacitor (C2)
are bigsufficient to be considered as continuous voltage
sources VC1 and VC2, correspondingly. For describing
the workingmethods more clearly, the representative
waveforms and the operation opinion of the plannedHigh
Efficient One-Input Three-Output DC-DC Converter.(P.
Sabarish et al ,. 2019) The correspondentpath of the joined
inductor (Tr) are collected of the primary-side winding
(Lp), the secondary-side winding (Ls), the primary-side
attracting inductor (Lm), and the primary-side outflow
inductor (Lk ). By describing the turns relation (N) to be
equivalent Ns/Np and category the voltage of VLpthen
VLs across the windings Lp and Ls , the turns ratio (N)
be able todenoted as
VLs/VLp = N

(2)

Furthermore, the connectionfactor of the coupled
inductor (Tr) can be stated as
k = Lm/ (Lk + Lm)

The power flow forwards since the SmallVoltage Side
Converter to the High Voltage Side Converter, the
supportingpath, and the compressedpath, correspondingly,
then one labels the workingmethods via the correspondent
circuit in Fig.2. The control (S1) is helped as the
highestcontrol and is measured for adaptable the voltages
of the High Voltage Side Converter and the middlevoltage output terminal. Furthermore, the diodes (D1,
D2, D3, and D4) are directedwhile the voltages of anodes
are greater than the voltages of cathodes. The diodes (D2
and D3) are directed complementarily once the switch
(S1) is twisted on-off. (R.-J. Wai et al,.2016)
Mode of Operation: Mode 1 [t0- t1]: At the start of this
method, the low-voltage control (S1) is twisted on, and
the high-voltage diode (D3) is upturned bias. The input
current influences the primary-side attracting inductor
(Lm) since the small voltage input source (VLow). The
fractional energy of the LVSC transmissions to the
subordinate side winding (Ls) throughattractivelink; the
energy kept in the clamped capacitor (C1) transfers to
the middle-voltage capacitor (C2) through the middlevoltage balanced diode (D2), and the fractionaldrive
of the compressed capacitor (C1) likewiseissues to the
central voltage output terminal (VO3) simultaneously.
Furthermore, the energy stored in the supplementary
inductor (Laux ) still wants to issue energy aimed at
charging the supplementary source uninterruptedly.
While the current (iLaux )slowlydeclines to zero, this
method ends.(P. Thirusenthil Kumaranet al,.2019)
Figure 3: Operation principle of Mode 1

(3)

CS1 and DS1 are the fundamental capacitance and
the body diode of the control switch. In direction
to shortenacademicexamines, the control switch
and diodes in the planned converter are reflected as
modelapparatuses.
Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of high efficient 1- input 3output DC-DC converter

Mode 2 [t1- t2]: Byperiod t = t1, the current (iLaux) has
fallen to nil at mode-2. Excepting for the pathwayafter
the supplementary inductor to the supplementary
source, extraprocess is like to the one at mode-1. The
small voltage input source (VLow) attracts the main
side attracting inductor (Lm) uninterruptedly, and the
fractional energy of the LVSC still transfers to the
subordinate side winding (Ls) throughattractivelink. The
central voltage stable diode (D2) is directed to convey
energy hooked on the central voltage capacitor (C2). The
energy kept in the compressed capacitor (C1)issues to the
central voltage output terminal (VO3) uninterruptedly.
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Figure 4: Operation principle of Mode 2

is the similar as the one at method 4 for providing the
energy to the great voltage dc bus (VO1) by the high
voltage diode (D3). Furthermore, the small voltage input
source (VLow) and the fractional energy of the main
side magnetizing inductor (Lm) convey to the secondary
source (VO2) over the secondary diode (D4).
Figure 6: Operation principle of Mode 4

Mode 3 [t2- t3]: Byperiod t = t2, the short voltage switch
(S1) is twisted off. The energy kept in the outflow inductor
(Lk ) still wants to issue energy, the current waycannot be
altered immediately. By way ofoutcome, the compressed
diode (D1) is conducted, and the equivalent energy is
engrossed by the compressed capacitor (C1). The partial
energy kept in the outflow inductor (Lk ) is distributed
to the auxiliary circuit for accusing the supplementary
source (VO2) via the Laux -D4-VLowpathway. The
fractional energy kept in the minor side winding (Ls) still
wants to issueenergy to the central voltage capacitor (C2)
via the D1-D2 path. While the minor side current (iLs)
falloffs to nil and the central voltage stable diode (D2)
is inverted bias, this methodfinishes.

Figure 7: Operation principle of Mode 5

Figure 5: Operation principle of Mode 3

Mode 4 [t3-t4]: By the opening of this method, the
energy kept in the main side influencing inductor (Lm)
by method of the flyback energy performance is shifted
to the secondary side winding (Ls), and the high voltage
diode (D3) is frontward bias to convey the energy to the
hvsc via the VLow - Lp - Ls - C2pathway. The outflow
inductor (Lk) still wants to issue energy to the compressed
capacitor (C1), the central voltage output terminal (VO3),
and the secondary source (VO2) continuously.
Mode 5 [t4- t5]: Byperiod t = t4, the energy deposited
in the outflow inductor (Lk) has fallen to nil, and the
compressed diode (D1) is invertedpreferencesince the
voltage (VC1) is developedthan the voltage across the
small voltage control (vS1). The condition of the HVSC
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Mode 6 [t5∼t6]: The small voltage control (S1) is
twisted on by the opening of this system, and the energy
held in the secondary inductor (Laux) still wants the
secondary diode (D4) to emit to the secondary source
(VO2). The small voltage control (S1) is twisted on by
the opening of this system, and the energy held in the
secondary inductor (Laux) still wants the secondary diode
(D4) to emit to the secondary source (VO2). The current
dominantangle of iLk is restricted in the outflow inductor
(Lk), then the HVSC, the central voltage stable circuit,
and the compressed circuit do not give any current. As
a result, the small voltage control (S1) is twisted below
the zero current swapping (ZCS) situation to increase the
loss from the conversion. In addition, the current in the
large voltage diode (iD3) fails to zero, and the current
direction of the subordinate side winding (iLs) variations
to conduct the balanced diode (D2) with central voltage.
In addition, the current in the large voltage diode (iD3)
fails to zero, and the current direction of the subordinate
side winding (iLs) variations to conduct the balanced
diode (D2) with central voltage.
Control and Changing Aspects of Proposed System:
A. Secure Loop Control Scheme: In this proposed
worktechniqueapplied for control scheme is occupied
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from the predictable 3 level buck and boost converters.
However, due to the innovation of the SIDO TLC, a
novelcontrol strategy is essential. As beforestated, the
planned converter contains of 3distinct cases.
Figure 8: Operation principle of Mode 6

C. Compensator Design: The process of the SIDO-TLC has
been authenticated using a lab model. The converter’s
stipulations for a strategymodel are displayed in Table I.
concerning these specifications; the SIDO-TLC functions
in situation A. The matching Bode diagrams have also
been designed in direction to strategy the optimum
control system. As beforedeclared, the stage up output
voltage is precise by d2, and the step downcast output
voltage is controlled by d1. The control transfer roles with
continuousconstants are stated at the perfectcondition
(ΔD= 0) as well as at the situation when the outflow
currents of the sequence capacitors are comprised
(ΔD= 0.004).
Table 1. Specifications for the SIDO-TLC

Figure 9: Block diagram of the closed-loop control
system

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

B. Voltage Matching Control Scheme: In exercise,
the voltages of the sequence capacitors C11 and C12
will diverge from each other due to the irregularity
of the sequencecontrols and their drive signals
as well as the outflow currents of the capacitors.
Additionalpurposemight be the electronic components
which are not basicallymatching despite the fact that
their workshopconditions are the similar.
Figure 10: Result of complementary duty-cycle on the
switch signals of the control

The equivalent waveforms of the input voltage(VLow)
and three output voltages (VO1, VO2 and VO3)
areshowed in Fig 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. The output voltages can
be steadilymeasured to reach the wanted values via the
responseswitch. ( S.Vijayalakshmi et al,.2020) The voltage
wrinkleratios of VO1, VO2 and VO3 are 0.45%, 0.67%, and
0.5%, respectively.The power switch (S1) intheplanned
HSTDC is workedbelow the ZCS statetodecrease the
converting loss, and steady output voltage stagescan
be accuratelycontrolled by the responsecontrollerand
thestrategy of the supporting inductor.
While there are slight voltage differencesbelow input
voltagevariationsince 12V to 13V, 3 output voltages
(VO1,VO2 and VO3) can be steadilyattuned at preferred
values. By way of input voltage variation from 13V
to 11V, 3 output voltages(VO1, VO2 and VO3) likewise
can be steadilyin tune at preferredvalues. WhileVO1
and VO3 are well-ordered by the similarduty cycle
of the controlswitch. The outputvoltages can be
steadilymeasuredbelow the happening of loaddifferences
by the secure loop control procedure. (S.R.Paveethra et
al,. 2020 )Thoughthe output voltage of the secondary
circuit one can be attunedat the set range 25V to
30V through the strategy of the secondaryinductor,
the output voltages of the extraordinary voltage
dcbus and the central voltage output station can be
exactlymeasured to be 200V and 40V, correspondingly.
(V Venkatesh et al,. 2019)
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Figure 11: Simulation diagram of the proposed system

Figure 14: Input waveform for proposed system

2. Pulse Waveform:
Figure 15: Gate pulse for proposed system

A. Simulation Input voltage
Figure 12: Input waveform for planned system

3. Output Voltage V1

Figure 16: Gate pulse for proposed system

B.	PWM Waveform
Figure 13: PWM Pulses for proposed system

4. Output Voltage V2
C.
1.
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Hardware Results of proposed system:
Input Voltage:

Figure 17: Gate pulse for proposed system

Rajkumar et al.,
5. Output Voltage V3
Figure 18: Gate pulse for proposed system

CONCLUSION
This work has effectivelyestablishedgreat efficiency
1-input 3-outputsDC-DC converter (HSTDC) forgreat
step-up claims, and this attached inductor-basedconverter
has remaineduseful well for the submissionwithgreat
voltage relations and several output stations. The
plannedHSTDC has abrilliantmaintenance under
severalinvestigationalsituations and input voltage
differences.In this study, the projected HSTDC
integratesaattached inductor, a power control,
4schottkydiodes, 2 metalized polyester lm capacitors,
and one supplementaryinductor to realize the purposes
of great competencepowertranslation, zero-currentswitching (ZCS) twisted onand one-input 3-outputs
feature. Outstanding to the distinctivefeatures of the
one-input several outputs process, theplanned HSTDC
also can be simplycastoff for extragreatstep-up claims.
(R.Jai Ganesh et al,. 2020).
The maincompensations of this learning are
shortenedastrails: i) the planned converter throughonly
one powercontrolattains the areas of a great step-up
percentage, the greatefficacy power adaptation, and
dissimilar output voltagestages. ii) Meanwhile the
voltage strain of the power buttoncanbecompressed
to be a precise voltage range, the power buttonwith
a lesser twisted on resistor can be designated to
reduction thetransmission loss, and the swapping loss
will be lessenedthroughthe soft-switching method.
iii) A responsecontrollerschemecan be employed
by a numerical signal computeras an alternativeof
anold-style analog controller circuit. iv) The secure
loopcontrollersystem is calculated to steady the output
voltage for loaddifferences.
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ABSTRACT

This proposed system is to automate the library and control the lights and fans using voice control and notifying via
google assistant. The details of user who lends the book from library will be updated into the database by reading
the RFID tags of every user. The RFID tags will be present in the Identity card of every student in the college. The
details of book that is lent to the users will be updated to the database by scanning the barcode of every book
using barcode scanner. Here, in this proposed system it is also possible to control the electrical apparatus in library
by using android application. The details of users who have borrowed and books that is lent from the library will
be monitored using the android application which will be interfaced with the database. Updation of these data in
the database can also be done.

KEY WORDS: Google assistant, RFID, database, android application
INTRODUCTION
In our proposed project, we are going to automate the
library. It will be mainly useful for college libraries and
libraries in industry or any organization (Ramkuma R
et al.,2019). By using IOT technology incorporated with
Google assistant we are going to automate the electrical
apparatus inside the library. We will be able to control
the lights and fans by voice and texting via android
application. The app created by us from MIT app inventor
will be having IFTTT. We use Node MCU(ESP 8266)
also known as WiFi module as a controller (Premkumar
Kamaraj et al 2018). IOT concept will also be used in our
proposal for data transmission and reception purposes.
RFID tags placed in identity card of that particular student
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who is borrowing the book will be read by RFID reader.
The book that which is going to be lent will be read by
scanning the barcode which will be present on the cover
of any book. This two information will be sent to the
database via IOT (Nazar Ali A et.al.,2014).

Materials and Methods
Principle of Operation: The information of students from
the RFID tags and details of the books from the Barcode
scanner will be sent to ESP 8266(Wi-FiModule). This
WiFi module will send these signals to the database via
IOT(Adafruit Platform).These data’s from the database
will be notified or shown to the librarian or any
corresponding personal who runs the library (Ramkumar
R et al 2019).
Some specified commands can be sent from smart phones
with the help of Google Assistant to the database. Those
particular commands will be already programmed with
the help of IFTTT platform which is used for connecting
our smart phones and Wi-Fi module. When command
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is sent from mobile to database, IFTTT will send
some signals to the Wi-Fi module which helps us to
automate the library. By this concept, we will able to
control the electrical apparatus either by voice or by
texting. We have also created an App for finding out
an exact location of books placed in various shell.
(Premkumar et al 2015).
Figure 1: Proposed System Block Diagram

Main Functions of our Proposed System
(a)To read the RFID tags from the students
(b)To read the ISBN code from the books in library
(C) To give the exact location of books using android
apk
(d) To automate the library
(e) To store the datas of students and books in cloud
account
(a)To read the RFID tags from the students
RFID is innovation which deals with radio recurrence
and it is utilized for the auto-recognizable proof for the
diverse item.
The RFID system mainly consists of two parts.
1) RFID Reader or Interrogator
2) RFID Tags In this RFID framework
Figure 2: RFID tag

RFID labels: Now, three various types of RFID labels are
financially accessible.
1) Passive labels
2) Active labels
3) Semi-aloof labels
These detached labels don't have any force supply. They
used to get their capacity from the approaching radio
waves from the Readers. While dynamic labels have a
force hotspot for their inside hardware. What's more, for
sending the reaction to the peruser likewise, it utilizes its
own capacity supply. On account of semi-detached labels,
they have a force supply for inner hardware, however
for sending the reaction it depends on the radio waves
got from the Reader.
Operating Frequency: This RFID system is mainly
operated in three frequency bands.
1) LF: Low-Frequency band
2) HF: High-Frequency band
3) UHF: Ultra High-Frequency band
The exact frequency of operation varies from country
to country.
Operating Principles: Most of the RFID systems operate
on any of this two principles.
1) Burden Modulation
2) Backscattered Modulations
(b) Working principle
Let us see the working standard for this RFID framework.
This working standard depends on the repeat of action.
Right now, the low and high repeat action the working
principle relies upon the inductive coupling. While
because of ultra high repeat RFID labels, working rule
relies upon electromagnetic coupling.
In this RFID peruser persistently sending radio waves
with a specific recurrence. So now this radiowaves which
is being sent by this RFID peruser file three needs.
(i)It incites enough force into the tag.
(ii)It gives synchronization to the tag.
(iii)It goes about as a transporter for the information
which is returning from the tag.

This RFID peruser consistently sends radio floods of a
specific recurrence. In the event that the item, on which
this RFID tag is connected is inside the scope of this
radio waves then it sends the criticism back to this RFID
peruser. Furthermore, in light of this input, RFID peruser
distinguishes the item.
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a) Near Field Coupling: In the event of low and high
recurrence activity RFID labels and peruser are near one
another. So the working guideline depends on inductive
coupling (Sheikh Ghazala et.,al 2015). The field which is
produced by this RFID peruser used to get couple with
the recieving wire of RFID tag. What's more, due to this
common coupling the voltage will ghet incited over the
curl of the RFID tag. Presently some bit of the voltage is
getting redressed and utilized as a power supply for the
controller just as to memory components. Presently as
the RFID peruser is sending a radio rushes of a specific
recurrence so the voltage that is instigated over the loop
is additionally ofa a specific recurrence. So this prompted
voltage is likewise used to determine the synchronization
clock for the clock. So now , assume in the event that
we associate a heap of loop, at that point the present
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will begin coursing through this heap and on the off
chance that we change the impedance of the heap, at
that point the present that is moving through this heap
will alos get changed.
So now assume if switch on and off this heap and the
present will likewise get turned on and off. So this
exchanging of current or pace of progress of current
additionally produces a voltage in the RFID peruser. So
this turning on and off the heap is known as burden
regulation. So now assume, if this switch on and off
this heap as per the information that is put away inside
this RFID tag, at that point the information can be
perused by the RFID peruser as voltage. So along these
lines utilizing this heap adjustment we are changing the
voltage thast is produced over the RFID peruser loop.
What's more, thusly we are producing adjustment on
a transporter signal, so along these lines, in a low and
high recurrence RFID labels, utilizing this heap tweak
procedure the information is being sent back to the RFID
peruser (Premkumar K et al 2018).
Figure 3: Working of RFID reader

the underlying sign which is being sent by the per user
ought to be solid with the goal that the back dissipated
sign can be recovered by this RFID per user. So this is
the manner by which for a situation of far field coupling,
the sign is sent back to the RFID per user utilizing this
back dispersed regulation system.
(c)To read the ISBN code from the books in library: The
guideline behind the CCD innovation isn't in any capacity
mind blowing – a CCD scanner utilizes a variety of little
light sensors that are pointed at the standardized tag area
on an item. The manner in which these scanners work is
that they structure a kind of framework of small laser like
lights on the outside of the standardized identification
part of the item. Since standardized identifications are
normally imprinted on white foundations a piece of
that light radiated from the scanner is reflected to a
recipient inside the leader of the scanner. That light is
converted into a voltage utilizing a photovoltaic cell,
and that measure of voltage relates to a solitary kind of
item in the store.
Figure 4: Barcode scanner with CCD camera

b)Far Field Coupling: Let us see the working standard
of ultra high recurrence. So for this situation of ultra
high recurrence as the separation between the per user
and the label will be up to hardly any meters, so the
coupling between the per user the loop will be far field
coupling. Thus, this RFID per user ceaselessly sending
the radio influxes of a specific recurrence towards the
tag and accordingly this label will send a feeble sign to
the RFID per user. Presently this powerless sign which is
being sent back to the RFID per user as known as back
dissipated sign and the force of this back dispersed sign
relies on the heap coordinating over the curl. Soon the
off chance that the heap is coordinated precisely, at that
point the power of the back Dissipated sign will be all
the more however on the off chance that the heap isn't
coordinated precisely, at that point the force of the back
dispersed sign will be less.

The guideline behind the CCD innovation isn't in any
capacity mind blowing – a CCD scanner utilizes a
variety of little light sensors that are pointed at the
standardized tag area on an item. The manner in which
these scanners work is that they structure a kind of
framework of small laser like lights on the outside of
the standardized identification part of the item. Since
standardized identifications are normally imprinted on
white foundations a piece of that light radiated from the
scanner is reflected to a recipient inside the leader of the
scanner. That light is converted into a voltage utilizing
a photovoltaic cell, and that measure of voltage relates
to a solitary kind of item in the store.

So along these lines, by changing the state of the heap
we can change the power of the back dispersed sign
and in the event that we change the state of the heap
as per the information that is being put away over this
RFID tag, at that point that information can be sent
back to the RFID per user. So along these lines, RFID
per user can detect that information. Presently in the
event of ground-breaking coupling, as the separation
between RFID per user and tag is barely any meters, so

(d)To give the exact location of books using android
apk: Application Inventor for Android is an open-source
web application at first gave by Google, and now kept
up by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
It empowers newcomers to PC programming to make
programming applications for the Android working
structure (OS). It uses a graphical interface, generally
equivalent to Scratch and the Star Logo TNG UI, which
empowers customers to migrate visual articles to make
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an application that can run on Android contraptions. In
making App Inventor, Google drew upon basic before
explore in informational figuring, similarly as work done
inside Google on online improvement circumstances.
Application Inventor and the undertakings on which
it is based are educated by constructionist learning
hypotheses,
which underscores that programming can be a vehicle
for connecting influential thoughts through dynamic
learning (Ramkuma R et.,al 2019). The Blocks segment
enables you to make custom usefulness for your
application, so when you press the catches it really
accomplishes something with that occasion. The Palette
contains the segments to assemble the application
configuration like catches, sliders, pictures, names, and
so on. It's the Viewer. This is the place you drag the parts
to manufacture the application look. Parts. You can see
every one of the parts added to your application and
how they are sorted out progressively. This is the place
you select your segments' properties like shading, size
and direction.
(e)To automate the library: NodeMCU Dev Board is
based on widely explored esp8266 System on Chip
from Expressive. It combined features of WIFI access
point and station and microcontroller and uses simple
LUA based programming language. ESP8266 NodeMCU
offers Arduino like hardware IO, Event-driven API for
network applications & then 10 GPIOs D0-D10, PWM
functionality, IIC and SPI communication, 1-Wire and
ADC A0 etc. all in one board, Wi-Fi networking (can be
uses as access point and/or station, host a web server),
connect to internet to fetch or upload data. Excellent
system on board for InternetofThings(IoT) projects.

statements, called applets. An applet is triggered by
changes that occur within other web services such as
Gmail, Facebook, Telegram, Instagram, or Pinterest.
Figure 6: Esp. 8266 Pin Configuration

ESP8266 is a system on a chip (SoC) design with
components like the processor chip. The processor has
around 16 GPIO lines, some of which are used internally
to interface with other components of the SoC, like flash
memory. Since several lines are used internally within the
ESP8266 SoC, we have about 11 GPIO pins remaining for
GPIO purpose. Now again 2 pins out of 11 are generally
reserved for RX and TX in order to communicate with a
host PC from which compiled object code is downloaded.
Hence finally, this leaves just 9 general purpose I/O pins
i.e. D0 to D8.
Figure 7: Flowchart for Barcode scanning

Figure 5: WiFi module (Esp 8266)

Recently, there has been interest in programming ESP8266
systems using Arduino IDE. Programming, of ESP8266
using Arduino IDE is not very straight forward,until it
is properly configured. Especially because, the Input and
output pins have different mapping on NodeMCU than
those on actual ESP8266 chip.
Here there are three other main important platform for
the automation. They are Adafruit , IFTTT and Google
Assistant. The IFTTT is used to interconnect the Google
Assistant and the Adafruit. The text commands can be
given through Adafruit and for the voice commands we
must go for the Google Assistant, for the interfacing
of the Adafruit and the Google Assistant we need the
IFTTT.If This Then That, also known as IFTTT is a free
web-based service to create chains of simple conditional
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Fig 7 shows the flow chart for Barcode scanning system
and Fig 8 shows the flow chart for RFID tag reading
system

Ramkumar et al
Figure 8: Flowchart for RFID
tagreading

transferred to the database. This information will be
retrieved and stored in the database.
Figure 10: Adafruit platform

Figure 11: Types of databases

Results and Discussion
Hardware Results:
Figure 9: RFID database testing

Figure 12: RFID tag stored in database

Fig.9 shows the reading the RFID tag using a RFID
reader. The RFID tag present in the college Identity card
is read by the reader.Fig.10 shows the Adafruitplatformis
responsible for turning on and off the electrical
appliances. This figure depicts the number of loads
used. Here all the loads are in off condition. If any load
is turned on, it would turn green. We can either control
the load directly in this platform or by voice and typing
via Google assistant.

Figure 13: conditions for read/write in firebase

Figure 11 the two types of databases available in firebase
store. One is cloud fire store and real-time database. We
use real-time database in our proposed system
Figure 12 depicts once the RFID tags are read by RFID
reader, the information obtained by the reader will be
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Figure 13 depicts the conditions for read and writes
operations in firebase. These rules are responsible for
editing and viewing the data which has been stored in
the database. Without these rules it will not be possible
to view or edit.
Figure 14 shows the Barcode scanner output for the
proposed system. To interface our Google Assistant to the
Adafruit IO MQTT Broker to permit us to control the lights
with voice directions. To do this, we will utilize the IFTTT
(If This Then That) stage, which permits many various
administrations to trigger activities in an assortment of
different administrations.
For trigger, pick "Google Assistant" as the administration;
at that point select "Say a straightforward expression"
starting from the drop menu of explicit triggers. This
will raise another rundown of fields to fill in, including
varieties of the actuation expression, the Google
Assistant's reaction, and the language. For out initiation
phrases, we picked "Turn the light on," "Turn on the
light," "Lights on", and "Switch the light on".
The last piece of the applet is the Action, what applet
does because of the Trigger. For the administration, pick
"Adafruit", and for the particular Action, pick "Send
information to Adafruit IO". This will raise two fields
that you have to fill in. The first ought to be supplanted
with the name of the Adafruit IO feed you need to send
information to, right now "off". The subsequent field is
the information to send. For this applet, we well send
"ON", which is the string our ESP8266 is sitting tight
for.
To actuate them, go to the My Applets page on the
primary IFTTT site, click on the applet card, and snap
set the on-off flip change to "On". On the off chance
that it not associated as of now, IFTTT will request to
interface with your Adafruit IO and Google Assistant
records. Permit the records to be connected, and
afterward turn on the subsequent applet too. When the
two applets are turned on, the arrangement ought to be
finished! Presently the entirety of that is left is to test
the framework. To do this, all we need a gadget with the
Google Assistant empowered.

Figure 14: Barcode scanner output
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This is incorporated with the most recent adaptations
of the Android working framework, just as the Google
Home arrangement of gadgets. In the event that it isn't
accessible, at that point, the Google Allow informing
application, accessible for Android and iOS, likewise
incorporates the Google Assistant. Start up the right
hand, ensure it's signed into the best possible record, and
state the enactment expression you utilized in the past
advance. Following a 2-5 second postponement, the light
on your ESP8266 board should turn on or off. Attempt
the other expression, and ensure it works as well.

Conclusion
After working on the hardware of the proposed system,
we will be able to control the electrical apparatus like
fans, lights, etc very efficiently. The electrical instruments
can be controlled either by voice control or typing the
command in goggle assistant. The details of students are
effectively read with the RFID tag. The RFID tags present
in the identity cards of the students will be read and
stored in the database. This RFID tag will be read along
while reading the barcode scanner of the particular book
lent by that particular student. The details of RFID and
the ISBN code of book lent both will be stored in the
database. By knowing the above details of the student
details and ISBN code of the book, we will be able to
know who lent which book. Hence there won’t be any
misjudgment or misunderstanding. The accurate location
the book is known by using the library application
created. The android application invented will be letting
people to know the exact location of the book. It will
intimate us about the section, shelf and rack in which
the book is located. By using this, it will be easier for
the people to know the exact location of book they seek
for.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a circular slot microstrip patch antenna is proposed for Tera-Hertz application. The entire structure
is developed on substrate having 4.4 and 0.02 as relative permittivity er and loss tangent 0.2on FR4 substrate. The
total size of the proposed antenna is 40 x 40 mm2. The height of the substrate is 1.6 mm. The proposed antenna
has four resonating bands from 2.36 THz to 3.20 THz with the bandwidth of 2.69 THz , 3.92 THz to 5.38 THz
with the bandwidth of 4.79, 7.36 THz to 8.70 THz with the bandwidth of 7.95 THz , 12.86 THz to 14.35 THz with
the bandwidth of 13.70 THz. The Computer simulation tool an electromagnetic software is used for simulating
the entire projected antenna. The simulated results such as return loss, VSWR, surface current, radiation pattern,
gain and directivity are presented. The simulated results show that the presented antenna is the right choice for
Tera-Hertz application.

KEY WORDS: FR4, Microstrip patch antenna, slotted antenna, Tera-Hertz.

INTRODUCTION
In recent times, wireless data traffic is occurring at
higher rate due to change in the creation, sharing and
consumption of data. By this change there is a need for
the highspeed wireless data transmission at anywhere
any time. To overcome this, wireless terabit-per second
(Tbps) are used to come within five years for which they
could solve the wireless data traffic problems as they
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could transmit for higher speed. For the short distance
wireless communication, the (0.1 – 10 THz) Tera-Hertz
range and sub- THz (0.1 – 0.3 THz) are widely used.
THz communication links play a major role in which
very high data rates are transmitted over short distance.
The major disadvantage is small distance and but the
transmission data rate will be higher when compared to
long range data transmission. One of the major challenges
faced at THz communication frequencies is that very
high path loss will be imposed for the larger distance.
The most important advantage of the THz frequencies is
that the antenna size, where they are made to reduce to
micrometers (mm). With the recognition of the photonic
and semiconductor devices which operates in tera hertz
mad it possible to implement communication devices
which operates in THz band.
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Due to the shorter wavelengths of Tera-hertz, it suffers
higher free space loss and attenuation. This can be
overcome with the help of antennas with higher gain
and directivity. The microstrip patch antenna meets
the above requirements because of its low cost, easy
fabrication and installation. In the literature various
types of patch antennas are proposed for Tera-hertz
application. Various types of nano antenna (Basyooni et
al,. 2018; Ding et al,. 2019; Chen et al,. 2017; Sadeghi et
al., 2019) are studies in literature and most has complex
structure. Metamaterials (Christophe Caloz et al,. 2006),
such as SRR (Prasad et al,. 2017), CSRR (Prasad et al,.
2017; Prasad et al,2019), S shaped, 8 shaped and omega
shaped resonator (Boopathi et al,. 2017; Choi et al,.
2017; Suvadeep et al,. 2017)are the artificial man-made
structures that can ably enhance the EM properties of
the antenna. The metamaterial has negative permittivity
and permeability because of it structure and not based
on its constituents.

Table 1. Frequency Band with bandwidth
Band

Lower
Frequency

Upper
Frequency

Band
width

1
2
3
4

2.3686 THz
3.9258 THz
7.3674 THz
12.865 THz

3.2043 THz
5.3845 THz
8.7015 THz
14.354 THz

2.694 THz
4.7909 THz
7.9591 THz
13.707 THz

Figure 3: VSWR of the projected antenna

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Tera-Hertz Antenna Design Results and Discussion
Figure 1: Design of Tera-Hertz antenna

Figure 3 represents the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
characteristics of the projected antenna where all the
resonating bands are having VSWR value less than 2. The
value of VSWR in each band is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Frequency Band with VSWR

The above Figure represents the design of Tera-hertz
antenna where they are formed with a circular ring
and plus ring inside to form an impedance matching at
higher rates.
Figure 2: S parameter of the proposed antenna

Band

Lower
Frequency

Upper
Frequency

VSWR

1
2
3
4

2.3923 THz
4.0217 THz
7.3121 THz
12.88 THz

3.2019 THz
5.3375 THz
8.7386 THz
14.37 THz

0.69884
1.1418
1.5847
1.47898

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 4: 3D radiation pattern at 2.63THz

The Figure 2 illustrates the s11 characteristics of the
proposed antenna is presented from which it is observed
that the proposed structure has four frequency band of
operation which provided in the given Table 1 below.
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In the above Figurer the Maximum Radiation pattern
at 2.63THz is presented. From the Figure 4 it is clearly
seen that the maximum radiation is perpendicular to
the antenna axis.

perpendicular direction to the antenna axis.
Figure 8: E & H plane of the proposed antenna at
4.74THz

Figure 5: E & H plane of the projected antenna at
2.63THz

The E plane and the H plane are proposed on the Figure
5 where the E plane is has a omni-directional radiation
pattern and the H plane has 8- shaped directional
radiation pattern.

The E & H plane are proposed on the Figure 8 where the
E plane is said to be in omni-directional and the H plane
is said to be in 8- directional radiational pattern.
Figure 9: Surface current of the frequency 4.79 THz

Figure 6: Surface current of the frequency 2.694 THz

In Figure 6 the surface current of the proposed antenna
is presented from which it is observed that the maximum
surface current is concentrated in the ring near the
ground and therefore we conclude that the outer ring
near the ground is responsible for the frequency band
from the range 2.36- 3.2043THz with resonant frequency
of 2.694THz.

In Figure 9 the surface current of the proposed antenna is
presented from which it is observed that the max surface
current is concentrated in the ring and in the ground
and therefore we conclude that the outer ring near the
ground is responsible for the frequency band from the
range 3.92 THz - 5.38 THz with resonant frequency of
4.79 THz.
Figure 10: 3D radiation pattern at 7.96THz

Figure 7: 3D radiation pattern at 2.63THz.

The 3D radiation patten of the projected antenna is
presented in Figure 10, it is clearly observed form the
Figure that the radiation is has it maximum value in
some directional points.

The 3D radiation pattern of the projected antenna is
presented in above Figure 7 at 4.74THz and it is in

The E & H plane are proposed on the Figure 11 where the
E plane is said to be in omni-directional and the H plane
is said to be in 8- directional radiational pattern.
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Figure 11: E & H plane of the proposed antenna at
7.95THz

The E & the H plane are proposed on the Figure 14 where
the E plane is said to be in omni-directional and the H
plane is said to be in 8- directional radiational pattern.
Figure 15: Surface current when the frequency is 13.70
THz

Figure 12: Surface current of the frequency 7.95 THz

In Figure 15 the surface current of the proposed antenna
is presented from which it is observed that the maximum
surface current is concentrated in the ground and
therefore we conclude that the ground is responsible for
the frequency band from the range 12.86 THz - 14.35
THz with resonant frequency of 13.70 THz
Figure 16: Dirctivity VS Frequency plot

In Figure 12 the surface current of the proposed antenna
is presented from which it is observed that the maximum
surface current is concentrated in the ground and
therefore we conclude that the ground is responsible for
the frequency band from the range 7.36 THz - 8.70 THz
with resonant frequency of 7.95 THz.
Figure 13: 3D radiation pattern at 13.70THz

In Figure 16, the directivity of the proposed antenna
is presented. The maximum directivity is 6.51dBi. The
dirrctivity value for each resonating value is presented in
Table 3. In Figure 17, the gian of the proposed antenna
is presented and the maximum gain is 5.82 dBi. The
gain value for each resonating frequency is presented
in Table 4.
The 3D radiation patten of the projected antenna is
presented in Figure 13, it is clearly observed form the
Figure that the radiation is has it maximum value in
some directional points.
Figure 14: E & H plane of the proposed antenna at 13.70
THz

Table 3. Directivity of the proposed antenna
Band

1
2
3
4

Frequency
of Resonance

Directivity
(THz)

2.6342
4.7492
7.9681
13.697

2.9754
3.301147
6.5059818
5.7501439

Figure 17: Gain vs Frequency of the proposed antenna
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Table 4. Gain of the proposed antenna
Band

Frequency of
Resonance (THz)

Gain

2.6342
4.7492
7.9681
13.697

3.397975
3.056921
5.8212989
4.8232034

1
2
3
4

CONCLUSION
A circular slot microstrip patch antenna is proposed
for Tera-Hertz application. The entire structure is
designed with relative permittivity er 4.4 and loss
tangent 0.2substrate called FR4 substrate. The total size
of the proposed antenna is 40 x 40 mm2. The height
of the substrate is 1.6 m. The proposed antenna has
four resonating bands from 2.36 THz to 3.20 THz with
the bandwidth of 2.69 THz, 3.92 THz to 5.38 THz with
the bandwidth of 4.79, 7.36 THz to 8.70 THz with the
bandwidth of 7.95 THz, 12.86 THz to 14.35 THz with the
bandwidth of 13.70 THz. The maximum directivity is 6.51
dBi and the maximum gain is 5.82 dBi. The simulated
results show that the existing antenna is the right choice
for Tera-Hertz application.
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ABSTRACT

Word grouping is significant for programmed thesaurus development, content order, what's more, word sense
disambiguation. As of late, a few examinations have announced utilizing the web as a corpus. This paper proposes
an unaided calculation for word bunching dependent on a word likeness measure by web tallies. Each pair of
words is questioned to a web crawler, which delivers a co-event framework. By figuring the similitude of words, a
word co-occurrence diagram is acquired. Another sort of chart grouping calculation called Newman bunching is
applied for effectively distinguishing word bunches. Assessments are made on two arrangements of word bunches
determined from a web registry and WordNet.

KEY WORDS: Web search, Clustering, Topical, Visual Structural (TVS).
INTRODUCTION
This work investigates another staggered Web information
extraction based Topical, Visual Structural (TVS) web
archive bunching for gathering the Web records. In
spite of the fact that LVC-D bunching approach yielded
persuading results, an another blend of a predominant
Web highlights, for example, theme, visual and generally
speaking structure are considered right now the TVS web
report grouping is explored (Beil et al. 2002)
Overview of TVS Clustering: Web reports on the planet
web are developing each day and their introduction is
likewise evolving appropriately. The website specialists
changing their style of introduction to assault the web
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clients. Additionally the web clients produce various
inquiries which must be taken care of in hopeful way.
The advanced web client produces questions as indicated
by their prerequisites and they search for various sort of
assets. This acquaints difficulties with the web search
tools and the web crawlers faces trouble in creating
results to the client. Prior the web records are bunched
or assembled by the metadata and now there are
numerous scientists introduced web archive grouping
calculations which utilizes the content highlights
(Benjamin C.M et al,2003)
The techniques utilize diverse likeness gauges in
distinguishing the class of the record and dependent on
the similitude estimates utilized TVS strategy bunch the
reports. Be that as it may, utilizing the content element
alone would not help the web crawlers in creating
customized results to the client. To give customized
results to the client, the internet searcher needs to
record the report in unexpected manner in comparison
to the standard one. To accomplish this the bunching
calculations needs to consider a few highlights like
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topical, visual and auxiliary highlights. The auxiliary
element speak to how the substance of the page is
assembled and shown. In some cases the substance has
been shown with no divisions and recognizing the class
right now not a major issue (Cheng Xiang Zhai et al,
2008). In any case, when the record has been shown in
divisions, passages and rundown, at that point it goes
under various subspace of the class.
The pages with divisions, would be assembled into
various subspace of a similar class. Likewise, the pages
with numerous rundowns, sub divisions can be gathered
into another subspace. For instance, the client might want
to see the pages which shows the idea in various leveled
way or the client might want to see the website pages
in divisions. To create results to the client as indicated
by their desire, the site pages must be grouped by their
auxiliary highlights. By gathering the website pages as
per the structure, the web search can without much of a
stretch distinguish the related pages and produce results
to the client(Da CruzeNassif et al,2013).

of the point yet a portion of different reports would
examine both diagram and explicit subtopic. Based this
end product, the reports of the bunch would be gathered
into subspaces. So that for the web internet searcher to
deliver proficient outcomes on explicit exact question,
the archives ought to be assembled into subclasses and
under subspaces. For instance, on the off chance that the
bunch is "Organizing", at that point the archives in the
root catalog would examine just the blueprint as what
is organizing and how it is performed. Be that as it may,
the subclass "Systems administration Tools", would talk
about the apparatuses and specialized methodologies in
utilizing them. Additionally, the archives of the systems
administration class could be divided into various
subspaces. By remembering this, the topical measure
must be estimated (Fisher et al,1987).
Figure 2: Example clusters with topical subspaces

Figure 1 shows the example bunch being viewed as which
has diverse basic sub classes which contains reports with
various structures. The bunch gathered the equivalent
basic reports of the root class into various subspace.
Figure 1: Example clusters with different structural
subspaces

By gathering the reports as indicated by their structure the
subspace of any class can be kept up. The web crawlers
can recognize the resultant website pages dependent on
the basic likeness (Divya 2014). The topical component
speaks to the content element and this can be utilized
to distinguish the class of the archive. The auxiliary
component can be comparative for various class however
the topical element has the effect and used to choose the
class of the record. Each bunch has certain topical terms
identified with the idea of the class. Be that as it may,
not all the reports spread all the details of the point. A
portion of the archives would talk about just the blueprint
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Figure 2 shows the groups with specific subspaces and
every subspace has its own terms identified with the idea.
By gathering the archives in various subspace as per the
topical measure the issue of web record grouping can be
drawn nearer in an effective way(Franz, M et al,2001).
Like this, the visual element has extraordinary effect in
grouping the web records. There are pages which presents
the point dependent on visual substance. So the visual
substance must be considered in web report bunching.
The visual similitude can be assessed by tallying the
quantity of visual components in the website page and
the quantity of divisions of the site page. To perform
bunching utilizing all the three highlights, first the
calculation distinguishes various highlights present in the
web report. At that point the strategy gauges distinctive
comparability estimates like topical likeness, auxiliary
closeness and visual similitude highlights. At that point
dependent on these three highlights, the root class for
the record and the subspace of the class are distinguished
(Gennari et al, 1989; Hofmann 1999)

Rajasekaran et al.,

Figure 3 Block diagram of proposed TVS based web
document clustering

Each archive D contains visual highlights V= {v1, v2,
vn}, and different basic element S= {s1, s2, … ,sn}
and topical highlights as T={T1, T2,… Tn}. In light of
this result, the archive from the informational index D
must be distinguished for a bunch Cx, in view of TVS
comparability measures.
Applying Feature Extraction
The element extraction assumes the underlying job
in the TVS bunching calculation which extricates
different highlights of the web record considered. The
web archive would contain a few auxiliary highlights
due to the nearness of records, tables, etc. It recognizes
such highlights and split them from the web archive.
Correspondingly, the nearness of visual highlights is
distinguished and separated. At last, the topical highlights
like content has been distinguished and removed from the
web report. Other than the basic and visual highlights,
the topical element are preprocessed to expel the stop
words and stemmed to deliver unadulterated terms.
Distinguished highlights have been utilized to gauge
distinctive similitude towards the bunches considered.

Figure 3 shows the general square chart of TVS based
web record grouping calculation and shows diverse
utilitarian stages. From Figure 3, the technique peruses
the web record set and concentrates different highlights
from the report. At that point the diverse closeness
measures have been estimated. Utilizing the topical
comparability measure the root class of the record has
been distinguished and the rest of the highlights have
been utilized to recognize the subspace of the report.
1.
Feature Extraction
2.	Structural Similarity Estimation
3.
Visual Similarity Estimation
4.
Topical Similarity Estimation
5.
TVS clustering

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Algorithm for TVS clustering: Consider the record set
Ds= {d1, d2,… , dn} with n number of archives and there
exists a bunch C= {c1, c2, c3… Cn}. Again each group C
contains D number of reports D= {D1, D2, ...,Dn}.

Measuring Topical Similarity: The topical similitude
speaks to the closeness of the archive as far as the idea
being talked about. The basic and visual highlights would
be comparable in various class archives however the
key issue is the theme which has been talked about in
the web report. For the report D1, the rundown of terms
present can be recognized by applying stemming and
grammatical feature labeling.
Likewise, the term set Tb can be produced by playing out
the equivalent in the record D2. It isn't important that
all the terms of archive D1 ought to be available in the
record D2. They would contain various terms of same
class. Yet, so as to process the topical comparability,
the utilization of WordNet lexicon and open index
undertaking can be utilized. The word reference delivered
can be utilized to appraise the topical measure. The
Topical Term Set (TTS) contains the terms from WordNet
and open registry venture scientific categorization.
Measuring Structural Similarity: The auxiliary closeness
is a measure which speaks to the similitude of the
reports as far as their structure. The site pages would
have composed the substance in various structure which
produces diverse structure to the site page. By processing
the auxiliary closeness of the site pages the client
intrigued result on specific structure can be produced.
The basic similitude is the measure processed dependent
on the structure of the site page given.
Each web archive would contain distinctive structure and
from the basic components present in the web report,
the Structural Similarity Measure (SSM) worth could
be processed. For instance, the web archive Di contains
a structure S, at that point the basic comparability
is processed towards various classes. The auxiliary
comparability is figured by considering all the basic
components of the web record.
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Measuring Visual Similarity: The visual closeness
speaks to similitude in the website pages as indicated
by their visual components. A few pages would contain
pictures and some of them would contain recordings. By
estimating the visual similitude, the client solicitation
can be satisfied in careful way. The web index would
create result with progressively visual components. A
few pages may depict the idea dependent on visual
components and the client would search for progressively
visual portrayals. In such cases the visual comparability
based information recovery or grouping would help. To
accomplish that, the visual closeness has been assessed
between various records of the bunch.
Visual likeness is the measure processed dependent on
the visual parts present in the web record. The info web
record would contain number of pictures and visual
documents of wave type. By distinguishing the visual
substance present in the web record the VSM measure
can be assessed.
TVS Clustering: The TVS grouping calculation peruses the
web archive and concentrate the visual basic and topical
highlights from the web record. At that point for each
group c, the topical similitude measure is registered. In
light of the assessed topical likeness measure, a solitary
class has been distinguished and chosen. Later the visual
and basic similitude measures are figured with the
subspace of the class being recognized. In view of both
the measures a solitary subspace has been recognized
and recorded [15].

approach regarding exactness rates among assortment of
datasets. The nature of each group parcel procured by this
strategy is assessed against two diverse bunch likeness
recognition informational collections GDS and SDS
Evaluation Criteria: The trial investigation is completed
to watch the presentation of the TVS rather than two
ordinary grouping calculations MDR and ViDRE. So as
to break down the productivity of the proposed work, the
last bunching aftereffects of every technique is assessed
with its proper genuine names by utilizing the precision
measurements.
Comparison of TVS with Existing Approaches: The recently
proposed TVS Clustering strategy is contrasted with two
bunching systems with assess its presentation.
ViDRE Based Clustering Method (ViDRE): The ViDRE
based bunching calculation evaluates just the visual
closeness of the info reports to perform web record
grouping. This acquaints higher bogus order due with
the absence of concerning different highlights.
MDR Clustering Method: The MDR bunching calculation
consider just the substance and registers the information
rate esteems to perform grouping dependent on the
figured MDR values the web archives are bunched.
Experimental Results: The trial aftereffects of TVS shows
the normal grouping precision of 99.4% which is 14.4%
better bunching contrasted with MDR bunching and 1.0
% better contrasted with ViDRE grouping calculation as
indicated by the GDS informational collection. So also,
21 % improvement has been accomplished in the SDS
informational index contrasted with MDR calculation
and 0.9% exactness has been improved than the ViDRE
calculation.
Figure 4: Comparison of clustering accuracy of the
proposed TVS method with the existing MDR and ViDRE
methods

The above discussed clustering algorithm computes
different similarity measures and computes the weight.
Based on the computed weight a single class is selected
for assigning the document.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 4 shows the correlation on exactness delivered by
various strategies on two distinct informational indexes
GDS and SDS. The outcome shows that the proposed
TVS calculation has more noteworthy improvement in
bunching precision than different techniques.

Performance Evaluation
This segment presents the estimation of the proposed TVS

Performance Evaluation with other Metrics: The
execution of the bunching calculation has been
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estimated with different parameters like running time
unpredictability and F-measure for the proposed TVS
web report grouping calculation [19]. Figure 5 shows
the correlation on time multifaceted nature delivered by
various techniques on grouping 2 million records. The
proposed TVS grouping calculation has created less time
intricacy than different techniques. The TVS grouping
calculation came about into bunches in 1433 seconds
where different techniques considered finished in higher
time contrasted with TVS grouping approach [20].

Figure 5: Comparison on running time complexity

Figure 6 shows the comparison ofF-measure produced
by different methods. The proposed TVS algorithm shows
better F-measure than the other methods.
Figure 6: Comparison on F-measure among ViDRE, MDR
and TVS clustering methods

Conclusion
The proposed TVS bunching calculation improves the
exhibition of web record grouping dependent on the
topical, visual and basic measures. The strategy shows
preferred grouping results over different techniques
considered for bunching the web archives. Consequently
right now, (as level 1), visual (as level 2) and structure
(as level 3) of web records are considered to bunch
the reports into gatherings. The outcomes are very
persuading as multilevels are removed cautiously for
bunching process.
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ABSTRACT

Feature extraction incorporates reducing the quantity of datas required to define a gigantic arrangement of resources.
Investigation of progressively number of factors requires immense measure of memory and computation power.
The writing on feature extraction is very rich including numerous strategies with each methodology giving tradeoffs between different variables. This paper looks at in a general sense on the various sorts of strategies that are
existing and assembling it for a literature survey.
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INTRODUCTION
Feature extraction starts from an underlying arrangement
of estimated data and builds determined expected to
instructive and non-repetitive. At the point when the
information to a calculation is exceptionally huge to be
handled and it is suspected to be repetitive, at that point
it might be changed into a decreased set of features.
Deciding the subset of starting features is called feature
selection. The picked features are depended upon contain
the helpful data from the information, with the goal that
the appetency assignment can be performed by utilizing
the reduced representation instead of the total beginning
information.
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In picture classification, the local features of the picture
are used to recognize the various pictures. These features
are arranged on the different key segment of picture
information like color intensity, edges of the articles
present in picture, texture, and so on. The quality of
the image processing is depends on the efficiency of
the feature extraction process. These features can be
utilized in picture matching, design acknowledgment
and retrieval. These applications require the smaller and
significant data to accomplish high level of exactness. An
input picture groups huge complex and repetitive data.
The procedure of transferring information to reduce the
dimension of the feature is called as feature determination
or feature selection. Picture examination is a procedure
wherein feature of the pictures are separated and break
down for further processing. It is not the same as other
picture handling tasks like reclamation, coding and
enhancement. Picture examination includes the detection,
segmentation, extraction and classification techniques.
Feature extraction system is utilized to separate the
features without losing its original information for large
image databases. Efficiency and effectiveness of feature
choice and extraction are serious challenges presently.
Various strategies are utilized to concentrate features like
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shape, color and texture as feature vector. The strategies
for feature extractions are arranged are appeared in
Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Classification of Feature Extraction Method

The above equations are utilized to compute mean and
standard deviation and skewness separately. Where fij
is used for the color value and N denotes the number of
pixels present in the picture.
The various kinds of color techniques that are described
as per the following:
Table 1. Various Colors Space models for feature
extraction
Color Method used
for Extraction

Step1: The picture is predestined by utilizing quick
color quantization calculation with cluster blending, and
afterward a modest number of dominant colors and their
rates can be acquired.
Step2: The spatial surface features are separated utilizing
a steerable filter deterioration, which offers a capable
and versatile estimation of early handling in the human
visual framework.
Step3: The pseudo-Zernike snapshots of a picture are
utilized for shape descriptor, which have better features
representation limits and are added strong to noise than
other moment representations.
Step4: The blend of the color, texture and shape features
outfit a vigorous feature set for picture retrieval.
This paper investigated a few feature extraction methods
to analyse the picture. Feature extraction techniques are
delegated the low-level feature and a high state feature
extraction. Low dimension feature has little information
of the picture like point, line, edge and corner and so
forth. Low dimension feature can be extracted naturally
from the picture without knowing about shape. High state
feature are based over low-level features to recognize
items and bigger shapes in the picture
Image Feature Extractions Using Color Space Models
Despite the fact that there are a few techniques executed
for the extricating the features of pictures, however
picture feature extraction utilizing color-based feature
extraction is a significant strategy. In all the technique
mean, skewness and standard deviation is figured with
the goal that the features can be extracting effectively.
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Histogram
CM
Correlogram
CSD
CCV
SCD
DCD

Usages of the
methodology
Simple to Compute
It is simple and robust to use.
It provides spatial information
It provides spatial information
It provides spatial information
It is adaptable and simple.
It is simple to use and
robust too

Literature Survey of Image Feature Extraction Using
Different Methods
1. Support Vector Machines Technique: In 2017,
Abdelhak Boukharouba and Abdelhak Benniab proposed
an effective handwritten digit recognition framework
dependent on Support vector machines (SVM) procedure.
A tale feature set dependent on progress data in the
vertical and horizontal directions of a computerized
picture collaborative with the well-known Freeman
chain code was proposed. The fundamental lump of this
feature extraction calculation is that it doesn't require
any standardization of digits. These credits are easy but
difficult to actualize stood out from various systems.
They assessed their stratagem on 80,000 handwritten
examples of Persian numerals and achieved extremely
encouraging outcomes.
2. Binary Descriptor Coding Technique: In 2014, Pedro
Monteiro, Joao Ascenso and Fernando Pereira proposed
efficient binary descriptor coding technique. In a visual
sensor network, countless camera hubs can gain and
process picture information locally. Normally, camera
hubs have serious imperatives as far as energy, bandwidth
resources and handling abilities. Attaching these specific
attributes, coding and transmission of the pixel-level
depiction of the visual scene must be avoided, on account
of the energy resources required. A promising approach is
to passage at the camera centers, limited visual features
that are coded to meet the information move limit and
power necessities of the essential framework and gadgets.
Since the full scale number of features extracted from
a picture might be somewhat critical, they proposed a
novel strategy to pick the important features before the
real coding procedure. The arrangement depends on a
score that estimate the exactness of every local feature.
At that points, nearby features are positioned and just
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the most relevant features are coded and transmitted.
The selected features must expand the effectiveness
of the picture analysis task yet additionally limit the
required computational and transmission resources.
Exploratory outcomes demonstrate that higher efficiency
was accomplished when contrasted with the past best
in class.
3. Feature Extraction Using Xilinx System Generator:
In 2014, Swapnil G. Kavitkar and Prashant L. Paikrao
proposed Feature Extraction Using Xilinx System
Generator technique. Picture Features are the explanation
behind by far most of the steady picture handling
applications. Edge is the unique features of picture. It
makes us dismember, infer and take decision in various
picture handling applications. They proposed sobel and
prewitts calculations over Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). Real time framework needs dedicated
equipment for picture processing applications. FPGA
has various exceptional features that fill in as a stage for
processing constant calculations and gives generously
better execution over programmable Digital Signal
Processor (DSPs) and microchip. An exceptionally
present-day approach of Xilinx System Generator
was utilized for framework demonstrating and FPGA
programming. Bit stream file (*.bit), netlist, timing and
power analysis are generated by using XSG which is a
tool of Matlab.
4. Image Enhancement Algorithms for Biomedical Image
Processing: In 2013, Praveen vanaparthy, Sahitya.G,
Krishna Sree and Dr.C.D.Naidu discussed possible
Image Enhancement algorithms for biomedical image
processing. Advanced picture enhancement methods are
to improving the visual nature of pictures. They proposed
the Realtime equipment based diverse picture upgrade
systems utilizing FPGA and concentrated on the usage
of various calculations like brightness control, contrast
stretching, negative transformation and thresholding.
Sifting strategies on FPGA was a significant decision
for superior advanced sign preparing applications.
These calculations were effectively executed in Verilog
HDL utilizing Xilinx ISE, MATLAB and MODELSIM.
The aim of this work was to recreate and execute these
calculations utilizing Verilog HDL. The gadget chose here
for execution is (Spartan-3E) from Xilinx.
5. Binary-Descriptor-Based Image Feature Extraction
Accelerator: In 2016, Wenping Zhu, Leibo Liu, Guangli
Jiang, Shaojun Wei and Shaojun Wei proposed new
binary descriptor-based image feature extraction
acceleraror. Binary picture descriptors, which get picture
feature description from the local picture fixes truly,
are by and large grasped in the mobile and embedded
applications on account of lower computational
multifaceted nature and memory need. With the purpose
of improving the count efﬁciency without corrupting
affirmation execution, a lightweight binary descriptor
was proposed subject to the examination of condition
of-the art parallel descriptors in this paper.A directional
edge recognition and advanced keypoint score function
were created to reﬁne the keypoints. Moreover, turn

invariance is accomplished by executing roundabout
symmetric-based descriptor age and a coarse-grained
direction computation procedure at the same time. The
results shows that the proposed key point finder and
double descriptor accomplish multiple occasions speedup
and at any rate 23.6% improvement in handling speed
with practically identical execution, separately. Moreover,
huge scale integrate architecture was additionally
structured dependent on in-depth investigation of bitlevel and assignment level parallelism.
6. Feature Extraction for Handwritten Character
Identification: In 2015, Muhammad Arif Mohamad
and Haswadi Hassan proposed Feature Extraction for
Handwritten Character identification technique. The
improvement of handwriting character Identification
(HCI) is a fascinating zone with regards to design
recognition. HCI framework comprises of various stages
which are pre-preparing, feature extraction classification
and pursued by the real recognition. It is commonly
concurred that one of the principle components affecting
execution in HCI is the assurance of a suitable course
of action of features for addressing incorporate samples.
This article provides an analysis of these advances. In
a HCI, the choosing of features plays as main issues,
as system in picking the significant feature that yields
least order error. To overcome these issues and expand
arrangement execution, numerous procedures have been
proposed for reducing the dimensionality of the feature
space in which information must be handled. These
procedures, by and large meant as feature decline, might
be partitioned into two principle classes, called feature
extraction and feature selection. Incalculable papers and
reports have just been distributed regarding this matter.
In this article, we give an audit of a bit of the procedures
and approach of feature extraction and determination.
All through in this paper, we apply the examination
and investigation of feature extraction and choice
methodologies in order to get the present pattern. All
through this article, likewise the audit of meta heuristic
harmony search calculation (HSA) has provided.
7. Binary Morphological Processing for Image Feature
Extraction: In 2015, Sumera Sultana and R. Ganesh
proposed Binary Morphological Processing for Image
Feature Extraction technique. The present advanced
world requires the necessity for picture feature extraction
from pictures, recordings, moving thing, and so forward
in the uses of medical, surveillance, authentication
and automated industry assessment. The numerical
morphology is a methodology of tolerating picture pixel
esteems and performing algorithmic computations like
enlargement, disintegration, opening, and shutting, and
so forward. The scientific morphology can be organized
and executed by using the product, Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) and FPGA/ASIC. The Software and DSP
usage are moderate in task and can't be used for quick
applications. Thus, FPGA execution can be used for quick
applications. The proposed arrangement acknowledges a
data picture from a video/photograph and changes over
into picture pixels network.
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8. Feature Extraction of Moving Objects with Edge
Detection: In 2017, N. M. Wagdarikar and M. R. Wankhade
proposed Feature Extraction of Moving Objects with
Edge Detection technique. For some applications, for
example, medicine, space investigation, observation,
confirmation, mechanized industry examination and a lot
more zones advanced picture processing is an expanding
and dynamic territory with applications connecting into
our regular day to day existence. Feature extraction and
Edge location are the significant procedure in movement
acknowledgment and it is required to be handled for
structure rapid frameworks. Edge is a fundamental
feature of a picture. Edges characterize the limits between
districts in a picture by finding sharp discontinuities in
pixel esteems, which assists with division and object
recognition. Edge identification in pictures reduces the
measure of information and filter through pointless data,
while protecting the significant properties in picture.
Consequently, edge location is in the front line of picture
processing for object identification. This framework
gives an account of Sobel Edge Detection algorithm and
labelling algorithm to extract the features from images.
And feature extraction moving images that is video is
done using subtraction method.
9. Faster Image Feature Extraction Hardware: In 2016,
Sherin Das, Jibu J.V and Mini Kumari G proposed
new faster image feature extraction hardware. Scale
Invariant Feature has numerous applications in various
fields particularly in Computer vision. From that point
onward, various procedures were proposed to improve
filter includes by adding a few highlights to unique
SIFT. SURF, n-dimensional SIFT, CSIFT, GSIFT are some
of them. One of the significant constraints of SIFT
in real time is its computational delay. In light of its
computational complexity and enormous time delay its
equipment execution is a difficult task. A few strategies
were proposed to improve the speed of SIFT. In this paper
they proposed new design to improve the speed of key
point identification part of sift algorithm.
10. Image Processing using Xilinx System Generator (XSG)
in FPGA: In 2015, Himanshu Vaishnav, Ankita gupta and
Himanshu Garg proposed new Image Processing strategy
utilizing Xilinx System Generator (XSG) in FPGA.
They broke down and gave the theoretical depiction
of programming reenactment for picture processing by
utilizing XSG and equipment. They additionally gave
the hypothesis and reasonable parts of the technique,
which gives a great deal of Simulink model for a few
equipment tasks using different Xilinx that could be
executed on different FPGA. They proposed a beneficial
design for different picture preparing calculations for
picture negatives, picture improvement; differentiate
extending, Image Edge Detection, picture Brightness
Control, Range Highlighting Transformation, Parabola
change for grayscale and color pictures by using least
possible System Generator Blocks. Exhibitions of theories
structures executed in FPGA card XUPV5-LX110T
prototyping Virtex5 were displayed.
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11. A Comparative Study of Feature Extraction Methods
in Images Classification: In 2015, Seyyid Ahmed
Medjahed proposed A Comparative Study of Feature
Extraction Methods in Images Classification. Feature
extraction is a significant part in picture processing.
By utilizing this, we effectively represent the picture. In
this paper, they unmistakably clarified the idea of a few
feature extraction systems under various classifiers. For
this, they utilize paired and multiclass characterizations
and its deliberate regarding grouping exactness rate,
review, accuracy, f-measure and other assessment
measures. The goal is to locate the best strategy with
improved exactness rate.
12. A Review of Feature Extraction Techniques for
Image Analysis: In 2017, Rajkumar Goel, Vineet Kumar,
Saurabh Srivastava and A. K. Sinha proposed an audit of
feature extraction systems for picture analysis. Feature
extraction is the most significant advance in picture
characterization. It helps in separating the feature of
a picture as perfect as could be allowed. In this paper,
they checked on different feature extraction methods.
These techniques are named low-level feature extraction
and High-level feature extraction. Low-level feature
extractions depend on finding the points, lines, edge, and
so forth while high state feature extraction techniques
utilize the low dimension feature to give increasingly
huge data to further processing of Image analysis. For
the most part high level state feature extraction strategy
utilizes the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to separate
the feature in numerous layers.
13. Recent Advances in Features Extraction and
Description Algorithms: A Comprehensive Survey: In
2017, Ehab Salahat and Murad Qasaimeh, proposed the
ongoing advances in features extraction and depiction
calculations: a comprehensive study. Computer vision
is the most dynamic research fields in data innovation
today. Enabling machines and robots to see and
understand the including scene at the speed of sight
makes ceaseless potential applications and openings.
Feature location and description algorithms can be
without a doubt considered as the retina of the eyes of
such machines and robots. In any case, these calculations
are commonly computationally raised, which shields
them from accomplishing the speed of sight continuous
execution. Also, they fluctuate in their abilities and
some may support and work better given a specific
kind of data contrasted with others. In that capacity,
it is fundamental to minimalistically report their
favourable circumstances and inconveniences just as
their exhibitions and continuous advances. This paper is
committed to giving a broad survey of the cutting edge
and late advances in feature identification and depiction
calculations. In particular, it begins by outlining essential
thoughts. It then point thinks about, reports and inspects
their presentation and capacities. The Maximally Stable
Extremal Regions calculation and the Scale Invariant
Feature Transform calculations, being two of the best
of their sort, are picked to report their progressing
algorithmic subordinates.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
Literature Review of the various image feature extraction
algorithms lead to a wide research idea.
•
•
•
•

VLSI architecture for medical image processing.
VLSI architecture for colour image processing.
Low power VLSI architecture for image scaling.
Low power VLSI architecture for image scaling
and noise reduction.

CONCLUSION
Subsequently some efficient feature extraction methods
are presented. Feature extraction is utilized to minimize
the dimension of picture and it is required to complete
image coordinating and recovery quickly. To finish up,
every one of the procedures are helpful for real time
picture processing. Every method is unique and gives
proper outcomes for every strategy. Every new strategy is
advancing thus determination of appropriate method will
prompt keep up the nature of the picture and achievement
in feature extraction process. However, much more needs
to occur in the territory of Image Processing. This field
will develop and impact human life in unfathomable
ways throughout the following decade.
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ABSTRACT

In recent development in electric vehicle technology mainly focus on technology. In single system the entire control
is performed in simple control topology. The Key features of this system are three technical concepts. Electromagnetic,
electrical, magnetic interfacing methods. In this article multi input sources because better performance of EV drive
system with good efficiency, cost effective, very emerging power converting technics involved. Most collective
information of the system is design multi input source of EV system and application DC/DC converter topology.
MAT lab Simulink is used for verify the performance of the EV system which is Multi input DC to DC converter
topology. The entire model is simulated and output of each system is evaluated.

KEY WORDS: DC/DC converter, Multi input DC, Photovoltaic (PV), Battery.EV system.
INTRODUCTION
The modern technology development Electric vehicle
is major choice for all kind of users. Electric vehicle is
majorly used as Pure battery operated electric vehicle,
hybrid electric vehicle which is operate either fuel or
battery operated electric vehicle. For charging of this type
of vehicle charging station is established in globe. It is
claiming that pollution free environment for users and
globe. To overcomes the pollution the vehicle is operated
in the new adoptive methodology of renewable energy
supported Electric vehicle.
This type of vehicle is charging of battery is very easy
through the renewable energy resource. Photovoltic cell is
ARTICLE INFORMATION

adopted in rooftop of the vehicle it cause the more efficient
run when acceleration is needed. Standalone system is
adopted in this vehicle for compact in size. Renewable
energy resource adopted vehicle is continuously operate
in flexible mode due to it depends weather. Solar power
energy utilization based on irradiation output voltage
is varies. For high level of irradiation optimum level of
output is obtained from conversion process.
Cloudy and shaded condition solar energy output is vary
to minimum output voltage level. Wind based energy
system; energy harvesting is also cause the availability
of wind sources. The output of wind energy system is
also varies. The DC to DC converter is directly coupled
to energy system; this may amplify the output into
higher values or buck to lower levels. Various topologies
recommended for the regulated output, especially during
the lower input voltage conditions.
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Conventional topologies is proposed for mitigate the
research gap hybrid multi input DC to DC converter
is proposed here.Overall loss and voltage stress are
concentrating the minimum voltage level. Multi input
converter topology has more benefit minimum cost,
power density and power management is very high.

In this Figure 2 shows about overall circuit model.
Two type of converter are connected to two winding
transformer. Firing pulse for that converter is provided
by pulse generator.Swithching frequency of each switch
is calculated and firing pulse provided for those switches
as per switching pattern.

Solar energy system dc to dc converter with multiple
input system is utilizes battery and solar energy system as
a input sources in the system classified into magnetically
coupled system and electrically coupled system. Power
transfer method on multi input converter leakage and
phase angle are used to control the multi input converter
for follow at each level. Galvanic isolation provides
flexible output voltage levels.

In Figure 2 illustrate the switching firing pulses for all
converter switches such as solar panel powered converter
and fuel cell coupled converter. Each pulse are provided
based on feedback signal .

Materials and Methods

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 3: Firing pulses

Proposed System: Multi input DC – DC converter topology
has two input energy sources. Renewable energy source
(Solar PV) as one of the input energy source. Solar PV
output voltage is regulated and output energy is used to
store in battery. Second input energy source is fuel cell.
Fuel cell output voltage is directly coupled to DC–DC
converter. The block diagram refers to entire system.
Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system
Figure 4: Circuit diagram

DC – DC converter is operating in Buck and Boost mode
of operation. Electric vehicle is operate in acceleration
mode while it is run to claim with high requirement
of supply energy. DC to DC converter is operate in
boost mode of operation. Electric vehicle is operating
in braking operation DC to DC converter is operating
as Buck mode of operation. The regenerative energy is
utilized for store into battery system.

METHODOLOGY
Figure 2: MATlab diagram of proposed system

The converter switches are fired each switch is
simultaneously operated. The above fig 4 shows firing
circuit with help of firing circuit fuel cell is directly
coupled to converter it seems that entire converter
triggered based on output voltage get from fuel cell. The
DC output voltage get from the fuel cell is converting
into AC supply voltage.
Solar PV output voltage is varied based on climatically
change. Output voltage level is regulated and the supply
output from Solar PV is stored in battery system. Solar
output is regulated and provides the entire energy to
the system which is coupled to battery. Battery gives the
supply input of converter. DC-DC converter is control
output voltage of the system .Converter firing pulse are
feedback from load side voltage feddback.Based on the
feedback signal microcontroller PIC16F72 is triggered
each of MOSFET devices.
The Figure 6 shows the converter output voltage each
converter gives output voltage of 25v.both converter
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firing pulses are determined based on feedback signal of
load side. Either the load side voltage variation is in low
or high converter triggering pulse is also varied.
Figure 5: Architecture of PIC

Figure 6: Output voltage of converter

The Figure 7 shows output voltage of inverter circuit.
Based on converter input supply voltage it gives
corresponding output.
Figure 7: Output voltage of system

Conclusion
Multi input DC –DC converter is evaluated based on
two input supply sources. In MATlab Simulink model is
used to verify the output of each input sources output.
Both input DC sources output is linked with transformer.
Transformer is used for get output of converter circuit
and gives input voltage to inverter. Inverter output
voltage is 63v.Each input source of Multi input converter
is 25v each. The multi input transformer get the supply

input from converter circuit. Simulation output results
shows the efficiency of the system
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ABSTRACT

The assessment of grouping calculations is characteristically troublesome in view of the absence of target measures.
Since the assessment of bunching calculations ordinarily includes different criteria, it very well may be displayed
as a various criteria dynamic (MCDM) issue. This paper presents a MCDM-based way to deal with rank a choice of
well known bunching calculations in the space of budgetary hazard examination. An exploratory examination is
structured to approve the proposed approach utilizing three MCDM techniques, six bunching calculations, what's
more, eleven bunch legitimacy lists more than three genuine credit hazard and hazard informational indexes. The
outcomes show the viability of MCDM techniques in assessing bunching calculations and demonstrate that the
rehashed separation strategy prompts great 2-way grouping arrangements on the chose money related hazard
informational indexes.

INTRODUCTION
This examination presents a novel Multi quality Multi
level Content Depth Measure (MMCDM) based web record
bunching to help web search in a most effective way.
As opposed to thinking about the structure, substance,
subject and visual characteristics of a website page
the real substance profundity for example semantic
criticalness accumulates more noteworthy consideration
among web clients. Thus, right now considering the
various traits like structure, subject, visual and content
profundity of the site page is estimated to rate and
bunch the profoundly comparable web records. Separate
metaphysics is worked to gauge the substance depthness
of ideas. The comparable ideas are assembled to shape
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bunches and those groups are returned back to the client
during web search (Benjamin C.M et. al, 2003)
Overview of MMCDM: The modern web technology
has great impact in the presentation layer and most
of the designer concentrates on their presentation part
by organizing the contents of the web page in various
structures in various levels. For example, the web pages
are organized by presenting the introduction in first level
and the detailed parts in the next levels. Each level of
the web page contains different information and each
feature of the web document has certain depth. Some web
pages present the information in top level by providing
minimum structures and visual elements. But few web
pages would present the content in depth by providing
large structures and visual elements.
In order to cluster the web documents in an efficient
manner, the multi features like visual, structural and
concept are required to be considered as significant.
However, multi levels such as concept depth and
ontological levels (based on distance among the concepts)
are also indeed significant along with the features for
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better clustering. By grouping the web pages based
on their features the problem of web search can be
approached efficiently. The web users always look to
view web pages under certain constraints. Not all the
web users have same set of requirements. For example,
If there is a web user, who has great idea of particular
technology and he does not look for the web pages with
more visual and structural elements (Beil et al. 2002; Chi,
D et al. 2010; Cheng Xiang Zhai et al.2008)
The user can understand the topic being discussed easily
and does not require more pictorial representation. But
when there is a web user, who has no idea about the
topic considered, he would like to view the web pages
with great presentation which requires large number of
visual elements and pictorial representation. Also such
web pages should contain lot of structural presentation,
so that the requirement of the web user varies according
to many constraints. Also the user looks for more
personalized results from the web search engines(Goceri,
E et al , 2012).
To provide more personalized results to the user, the
search engines have the headache of grouping the web
documents under several constraints. Also identifying
the web pages with certain skeleton is not easier unless
they have been grouped earlier. To achieve this, number
of methods have been discussed earlier. Some methods
consider only the concept or topic of the web document
and the documents have been grouped based on the
topic of the documents. When you consider the topic
itself, then the terms present in the web documents and
the taxonomy is sufficient. Based on the terms being
identified from the documents, the similar documents
of different classes can be identified. To compute the
similarity of the document with the other documents
of the cluster, several measures have been presented
by different researchers. But considering the concept
itself is not enough, so that the structural elements and
the structure of the web pages is essential (Feng, Y et
al.2015)
The structure is the way of organizing the web document
content in specific skeleton. There are number of ways
in organizing the content through different structures.
The page differs greatly through the type of structure
being used to organize the content of web page, so that
the structural property could be a key in producing
personalized results to the user. Some user would like to
see the content in precise manner and in that case, the
web search has the responsibility in producing the web
result according to the user requirement. In particular,
the user would like the content to be in precise order
and more elements in a particular structure would be
expected. In such case, the depth of the content in those
elements are used to generate the personalized results.
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the structure
similarity measurement estimation and shows the stages
of the depth measure estimation.
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Similarly, there are users who would expect the web
pages to be effective with specific image elements and
it must be the collection of different visuals. Not all the
users would like the web pages to be presented in the
collection of texts but some of them would look for the
pages with more images and the concept to be presented
in pictorial manner (Gunasundari, S et al., 2012).
Figure 1: Flow diagram of structure similarity
estimation

This would bolster the client in understanding the idea of
the site page. To register the comparability of the pages
as far as their visual example, the visual likeness can be
evaluated dependent on the visual parts present in the
site page. To gauge the visual closeness, the image to
picture likeness can be estimated. MMCDM gauges the
visual comparability dependent on the photos/pictures
present in the site page. On the off chance that the two
pages contains comparative arrangement of pictures, at
that point it very well may be considered as they are
comparable in their visual surface. In the event that
they have greater closeness in their visual surface, at
that point their profundity in visual comparability is
higher.
Figure 2: General block diagram of visual similarity
estimation

Siva et al.,
Figure 2 shows the general square outline of visual
likeness estimation and shows the stages engaged with
assessing the visual profundity measure.
The content profundity measure is the significant key in
distinguishing the class of the archive. The web archives
would examine different themes and a similar page
would talk about various subjects. While arranging the
website page, recognizing the subject of the site page
is exceptionally basic. To recognize the subject of the
page the scientific categorization can be utilized and
to figure the profundity measure, the WordNet lexicon
can be utilized what's more. By figuring the quantity
of term matches with the term set recognized for the
archive the profundity measure can be evaluated. The
scientific classification would contain number of terms
for the class which has been composed in various number
of levels. At each level there will be number of terms
and by processing the term recurrence in each level the
profundity measure can be assessed.
Figure 3: General block diagram of MMCDM based web
document clustering

Each record D from the bunch c has the visual highlights
V={v1, v2, vn}, and auxiliary highlights S={s1, s2,… sn}
and topical highlights as T={T1, T2,… Tn}. In light of this
result, the record from the informational index x must be
distinguished as bunch C, in view of MMCDM measure
evaluated towards number of groups accessible.
The above examined calculation appraises the multi
characteristic substance profundity measure at each
degree of the group and dependent on the registered
worth a solitary class has been chosen.

Figure 3 shows the general block diagram of multi
attribute multilevel content depth measure based web
document clustering and shows the functional stages
involved.
1.
Feature Extraction
2.
Structural Similarity Estimation
3.
Visual Similarity Estimation
4.
Content Similarity Estimation
5.
Measuring content depth using Ontology and
WordNet
6.
MMCDM Estimation
7.
MMCDM Clustering

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Multi attribute multi level content depth measure
based clustering: Let the web report informational index
contains X={x1,x2,… xn} archives and expect the group
C contains { c1, c2, c3… cn} as a set, where each bunch
c has number of records {D1, D2,.. Dn}.

2.2 Performing Feature Extraction: The given web record
set Ws has been perused and for each report Di of Ws,
the strategy peruses the substance. First the technique
distinguishes the arrangement of terms T from the record
Di. Recognized terms T are added to the term set Ts. In the
subsequent stage, the rundown of introduction labels is
recognized and as per their pecking order the structures
are distinguished. At last, the rundown of visual labels
present in the web archive are recognized. All the
highlights extricated are added to various arrangement
of highlights and will be utilized to perform MMCDM
estimation in the following stage. When the element
extraction stage is finished, the calculation extricates the
terms, visual components and basic elements.
The element extraction calculation distinguishes the
rundown of literary terms, basic components and visual
components from the web report. Recognized highlights
are added to the concerned list of capabilities. The
extricated highlights will be utilized to perform MMCDM
estimation.
2.3 Measuring MMCDM Measure: The web archive
has numerous highlights and the multi characteristic
substance profundity measure shows the closeness of the
record towards each class in each component. Right now,
MMCDM first gauges the content profundity similitude
dependent on the semantic cosmology. The literary
profundity measure speak to how profundity the details of
the class has been clarified or present in the web archive.
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In the subsequent stage, he auxiliary profundity of the
archive is evaluated dependent on the structure of the
records. Finally,the visual basic comparably is assessed
dependent on the visual conclusion of the reports from
the class. Utilizing all these, the MMCDMestimates the
multi credit content profundity measure to be utilized
to perform bunching. The printed profundity measure
shows the depthness of idea present in each level. The
basic profundity measure, Sdm shows the closeness of
the auxiliary components at each degree of the report
present in the archive. The visual profundity measure,
Vdm shows the profundity in similitude of the visual
components present in the report towards the bunch
records.
Figure 4: Flowchart of MMCDM estimation

The above discussed algorithm computes the multi
attribute content depth measure based on different
feature depth measures. The computed MMCDM will be
used to perform subspace clustering [15].
2.4 MMCDM Clustering: The web reports of the
informational collection have been grouped by the
MMCDM measure assessed. First MMCDM strategy
processes the TextMatchMeasure (TMM) for each class
to distinguish the root class. Later the MMCDM measure
is evaluated. In light of the both the measures assessed,
a solitary class will be chosen to allot the class mark.
The grouping calculation chooses the class dependent
on processed multi quality substance profundity measure
[16].
The TMM is utilized as the way to distinguish the root
class and it is figured as follows:
Figure 5: Flowchart of MMCDM clustering

Figure 5 shows the detailed flow diagram of MMCDM
clustering and the various stages involved in the
process.

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of MMCDM estimation and
the stages of estimating the MMCDM measure.
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The above discussed clustering algorithm estimates the
TMM and MMCDM for each class. Based on computed
measures MMCDM method selects a single class and
assigns the document to the class.
2.5 Ontology Construction: Cosmology is a formal express
portrayal of a common conceptualization. Cosmology
can fill in as an archive of all ideas in a space (Lei Zhang
et al. 2010). The idea based metaphysics is created from
the systems space which covers remote systems, sensor
systems, appropriated systems, conventions, security
methods, etc. Practically 1500+ wordsare included and
the parent kid relationship is made. There are about 5+
layers of chain of command evolved through Protégé
tool.Protégé is a free, open-source metaphysics editorial
manager and structure for building shrewd frameworks.
Right now, 4.1 is downloaded and introduced to fabricate
disconnected cosmology. The procedure of cosmology
development is physically done to remember the ideas
for a layered methodology. The owl record in this manner
made is parsed and used further to decide the separation
between the terms extricated from the web archives.
2.6 Ontology gaining from web reports: Philosophy
creation is done basically for information sharing.
Philosophy Learning plans to computerize theontology
creation process. It utilizes strategies from different fields,
for example, AI and inductiveprogramming grouping
and rule based. It's as yet far from being completely
programmed and useable on alarge scale by tenderfoots
requires approval and contribution from the client all
through the procedure (Jian Ma 2012). Ontologylearning
from content alone is finished by I) Natural language
preparing of the information content to discover lexical
andsyntactic structure ii)Machine learning calculations
used to determine metaphysics structure out of this
structure.Machine learning further incorporates
•
•
•

Clustering – utilizing client provided similitude
measure
Rule/format based information extraction
Workbench apparatuses permit the utilization of
various calculations

These guidelinesare likely strong for Ontology Learning
from Text. The issues recognized in the above said devices
arereduced and even doesn't exist at times.
2.7 Online Vs. Disconnected cosmology: Online
cosmology is a metaphysics that is commonly populated
from idea maps, which thusly are produced on the
fly from the records considered. It has a progressive
structure. Since it isn't built by a specialist, it is less
solid than disconnected philosophy. The benefits of an
online philosophy lie in the realities that it is populated
rapidly and that it canbe for the most part made for a
wide scope of spaces, that is, there is no area limitation
in an online cosmology.
A philosophy that is practically comprehensive and
built over some stretch of time, for the most part by a

specialist is disconnected metaphysics. The development
of disconnected metaphysics is commonly a long length
approach and isn't under a period limitation forced
by the applications that utilization it. The benefits
of disconnected cosmology exceed that of an online
metaphysics therefore making it a perfect up-and-comer
in helping bunching .
2.8 WordNet: WordNet is an enormous lexical database of
English. Things, action words, descriptors and intensifiers
are gathered into sets of intellectual equivalent words
(synsets), each communicating a particular idea. Synsets
are interlinked by methods for theoretical semantic
and lexical relations (George A.Miller 1995). The
subsequent system of definitively related words and
ideas can be explored with the browser.In this proposed
work, utilization of online WordNet to recognize the
importance of terms separated is completed. Henceforth
a blend of disconnected cosmology and online WordNet
together empowers to quantify the substance depthness
of the terms separated from the web records. Productive
bunches are in this way created promising the theory.
3.Results and Discussion
3.1 Performance Evaluation: The presentation of the
proposed MMCDM bunching calculation has been
assessed dependent on different informational collections.
The famous GDS and SDS informational indexes has been
utilized as the info. The technique has created proficient
outcomes in bunching and its presentation has been
contrasted and various strategies. The GDS informational
index has been taken from the planet web which contains
42 classifications of website pages which are gathered
from various web crawlers. Thus, the SDS informational
index has been taken from various sites and it has in
excess of 100 web information bases.
3.2 Criteria of Evaluation: The presentation of the
bunching calculation MMCDM has been assessed with
the consequences of various grouping calculations for
its bunching precision and F-measure. The grouping
exactness has been estimated dependent on the
equation.
3.3 Comparison with Existing Approaches: The
presentation of the proposed MMCDM calculation
has been contrasted and the current calculations to
be specific ViDRE based bunching calculation which
thinks about the visual comparability for the grouping
of web archives. The ViDRE calculation produces
poor arrangement precision because of the absence of
considering huge number of features.Similarly, the MDR
calculation registers the information pace of the page as
the way to perform web archive bunching. In any case,
it produces poor grouping precision.
3.4 Experimental Results: The result shows clearly that
the proposed MMCDM clustering algorithm has produced
higher clustering accuracy than MDR by improving the
clustering accuracy upto 14.6% and it improves the
accuracy upto 21.2 % on the GDS data set. Similarly,
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theclustering accuracy is improved by 21 % with SDS
data set and 21.2 % with GDS dataset when compared
to ViDRE method.
3.5 Performance Evaluation with other Metrics: The
presentation of the bunching calculation has been
estimated with different parameters for the proposed
MMCDM web archive grouping calculation. Figure 6
shows the correlation on running time multifaceted
nature delivered by various techniques on grouping
2 million records. The proposed MMCDM bunching
calculation has created less time multifaceted nature
than different strategies .
Figure 6: Comparisons on running time complexity

Figure 7: Comparisonon F-measure among ViDRE, MDR
and MMCDM clustering methods

Conclusion
Right now effective staggered multi trait content
profundity measure based web archive grouping
calculation is introduced. MMCDM strategy processes the
content match measure to distinguish the root class of the
web record given. At that point for each group, MMCDM
registers the term profundity measure, visual profundity
measure and auxiliary profundity measure. Utilizing
these profundity measures MMCDM chooses the subspace
of the reports hence creating productive outcomes than
the other existing ViDRE and MDR techniques. The
outcomes have been assessed and contrasted and existing
ViDRE and MDR strategies.
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ABSTRACT

In this research, two CSRR Metamaterial etched circular patch antenna with defected ground structure is proposed
for X band application. The entire structure is designed with the substrate thickness of 0.51mm using FR4 substrate.
The MIMO antenna is designed on the substrate with 50mm as its width and 24 mm as its length. The proposed
antenna is having its resonating operating frequency band from 2.01 GHz to 2.15 GHz, 7.83 GHz to 8.52 GHz,
9.91 GHz to 10.01 GHz, 11.21 GHz to 12.84 GHz. The MIMO antenna is simulated using the CST electromagnetic
software. The Simulated outputs are presented and all the results prove that the proposed structure is capable to
use for the X band application.

KEY WORDS: Circular patch, CSRR, MIMO, Metamaterial, X band.

INTRODUCTION
One of the smartest antenna techniques used for satisfying
the growing demand of high data rate with less complex
communication system are the MIMO antenna. MIMO
antenna technique is the method in which the system
make use of more than one antenna the transmitting
and receiving end in order to exploit the space diversity.
With the help of space diversity this method can able to
achieve the maximum data rate during the transmission.
The patch antenna is widely used is because of its ease
of fabrication and low cost. Metamaterials (Christoph et
al,. 2006) are the structure which are periodic in nature,
which is used to enhance the various electromagnetic

characteristics. Various shapes (Prasad et al,. 2017;
Prasad et al,. 2019; Prasad et al,. 2019) are reported
in the literature such as SRR, 8, S and omega shaped,
CSRR. This metamaterials can able to enhance the
electromagnetic property is because of its negative
permitivitty, permeability and refractive index(Kavitha
et al,. 2020; Shanthi et al,. 2019; Suvadeep et al,. 2017;
Boopathi et al,. 2017; Choi et al,. 2009). In this paper, a
novel metamaterial inspired MIMO antenna is proposed to
operate in X band, which can be used in Radar, Satellite
and Terrestrial communication application. Further the
paper is elaborately discuss the evolution of the proposed
MIMO antenna, the result at each evolution stage and the
followed by the conclusion
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Methods and Materials

Result and Discussion

The projected MIMO antenna is having 4 stages of
evolution namely antenna A, antenna B, antenna C and
antenna D. Antenna A is a simple circular microstrip feed
antenna with full ground which don’t capable to achieve
impedance matching. Antenna B is the modification of
antenna A, two metamaterial shapes are etched in the
circular patch, with the help of metamaterial antenna B
can able to operate at four bands. Antenna C is designed
by reducing the ground size of antenna B, by reducing
the ground size the antenna c is operating at three bands
with improved band width compared to antenna A and
B. Finally, antenna D is the 2 element MIMO antenna
which operates in 4 band. In figure 1a, figure 1b and
Table 1, the evolution of MIMO antenna a for X band
application, MIMO antenna unit cell with its parameter
and its value are presented respectively.
Figure 1: a Evolution of proposed MIMO antenna for X
band application

Figure 2: Antenna A - Front and Back view

Initially, a circular antenna is designed to operate at
X band with centre frequency of 11 GHz. The circular
patch is feed with 50-ohm microstrip feed line. the
circular patch is printed at one end and while the other
end of the substrate is completely printed with ground.
But the proposed structure impedance is not equal to
t he impedance of the feed file. Due to this impedance
mismatching the proposed structure has no operating
band of resonance. In figure 2 the initial design antenna
A front and back view is depicted. In figure 3 the return
loss plot of the antenna A is presented. From the figure
we can clearly see that there is no resonance.
Figure 3: Antenna A – return loss plot

Figure 1: b Proposed MIMO antenna Unit Cell

Then, in order to meet the impedance matching, the
simple 50-ohm feed line is converted to quarter wave
transformenr feed. Then two different shapaes CSRR
is etched in the circular shape patch. This inclusion pf
metamatrial make the aantenna B to resonate at four
different frequency. The front and back view of the
proposed antenna is dipited in figure 4. In figure 5, the
s11 characteristics of antenna A and B is compared, form
which we can observe that the proposed antenna B is
having tetra band frequency of operation from 7.71 GHz
to 7.79 GHz with 14 dB, 11.81GHz to 11.83 GHz with
11.46dB, 11.89 GHz to 12.01GHz with 15.62 dB and 14.89
GHZ to 15.02 GHZ with 13.21 dB as its return loss.

Table 1. Parameter value of MIMO antenna Unit Cell
w

l

wf

lf

lg

x

23
y
2

24
z
1

1.2
s
0.5

6
g
3

4.2
c
0.25

6
t
0.035
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Figure 4: Antenna B - Front and Back view
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Figure 5: Comparison – Return loss plot of antenna A
&B

Figure 6: Antenna C - Front and Back view

design is capable to resonate at 3 operating frequency
bands 7.83 GHz to 8.52 GHz with 18.25 dB, 9.91 GHz
to10.01 GHz with 43 dB and 11.21 GHz to 13.84 GHz
with 18.16 dB as its return loss which observed in fiure
7, which depicts the Comparison retrun loss performance
of antenna A, B and C.
In figure 8, the surface current distribution of the
antenna C which is used as the unit cell for the proposed
MIMO antenna D. From figure 8, we can clealy obserev
that the surface current is concentraated more around
the metaamterial strucutre in all the frequency band.
the introduction of CSRR chanages the current path
by increasing the current path length and a result the
proposed unit cell antenna C is capable of resonating at
triband frequency. Therefore the metamaterial introduce
two new reonance band at 7.83 GHz to 8.52 GHz with
18.25 dB, 9.91 GHz to10.01 GHz with 43 dB and also
improve the band width of the thire operating band
from11.21 GHz to 13.84 GHz.
Figure 9: 3D, E plane and H plane Radiation pattern

Figure 7 Comparison – Return loss plot of antenna A,B
&C

Figure 8: Surface current at various resonating
frequency

Figure 10: Directivity plot of antenna C

Antenna B is having four band of operating frequency,
but the majar disaavantage is its band width and its
impedance mactching is not good. In order to improve the
bandwidth and impedance matching, the ground should
be altered by defected ground structure. The evolved
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Figure 11: Gain plot of antenna C

Figure 15: VSWR characteristics of the proposed MIMO
antenna

Figure 12: MIMO antenna for X band application

Figure 9 shows the radiation pattern such as
3-dimensional, E and H plane of the MIMO antenna for
X band application. From, figure 9 the proposed MIMO
antenna unit cell is capable to have an omnidirectional
radiation pattern in the broadside direction of the MIMO
antenna. Figure 10 and figure 11 depicts the directivity
and gain plot of the MIMO unit Cell. Both gain and
directivity is plotted with respect to the frequency, both
are having positive values in all the operating band with
the maximum value of 5.5 dBi and 5 dBi for directivity
and gain respectively

Figure 13: Comparision plot od s11 of antenna A,B,C with
MIMO antenna for X band application

Figure 14: S parameter characteristics of the proposed
MIMO antenna

Finally, the two antenna C is joined to form proposed
antenna D which is the MIMO antenna for X band
application. In Figure 12, the proposed MIMO antenna
for the X band application is presented. This antenna
is capable of operating at tetra bands from 2.01GHz to
2.15 GHz with 18.96 dB, 7.83 GHz to 8.52 GHz with
22.35dB, 9.91 GHz to10.01 GHz with 26.12 dB and 11.21
GHz to 12.84 GHz with 16.19dB as it retun loss. In figure
13 the retun loss characteristics of the antenn A,B,C
and proposed MIMO antenna for X band application
(antenna D) is depicted. In figure 14, the S paramater of
the MIMO antennafor x band application is pressented,
from the figure we can clearly see that the coupling
between the element is maintained above 15dB in the
all the operating bands. From Figure 15, it is observed
that the proposed MIMO antenna for X band application
having VSWR values less than 2 in all the operating
frequency bands.

Conclusion
In this paper, metamaterial inspired circular patch
antenna for X band application is presented. The
projected MIMO antenna is having 4 stages of evolution
namely antenna A, antenna B, antenna C and antenna
D. Antenna A is a simple circular microstrip feed
antenna with full ground which don’t capable to achieve
impedance matching. Antenna B is the modification of
antenna A, two metamaterial shapes are etched in the
circular patch, with the help of metamaterial antenna B
can able to operate at four bands from 7.71 GHz to 7.79
GHz with 14 dB, 11.81GHz to 11.83 GHz with 11.46dB,
11.89 GHz to 12.01GHz with 15.62 dB and 14.89 GHZ
to 15.02 GHZ with 13.21 dB as its return loss.. Antenna
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C is designed by reducing the ground size of antenna B,
by reducing the ground size the antenna c is operating
at three bands with improved bandwidth from 7.83 GHz
to 8.52 GHz with 18.25 dB, 9.91 GHz to10.01 GHz with
43 dB and 11.21 GHz to 13.84 GHz with 18.16 dB as its
return loss. Finally, antenna D is the 2 element MIMO
antenna which operates in 4 band from 2.01GHz to
2.15 GHz with 18.96 dB, 7.83 GHz to 8.52 GHz with
22.35dB, 9.91 GHz to10.01 GHz with 26.12 dB and 11.21
GHz to 12.84 GHz as its return loss. The Simulated result
presented proves that the proposed structure is capable
to use for the X band application.
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ABSTRACT

Bandpass filter is very important part in any wireless communication system. In this paper a novel metamaterial
inspired microstrip band pass filter is proposed for 5g application. The proposed fitter has a frequency which covers
the frequency from 3.42 GHz to 3.72 GHz and the band is used for 5G application. The microstrip BPF make used
of loop metamaterial patches to achieve such frequency performance and the structure is feed by two port tapered
feed. The entire structure is simulated using CST software. The total size of the proposed Metamaterial BPF is 12 x
10 x 1.6mm3 and fabricated on FR4 substrate. The simulated result proves that the proposed antenna has capacity
to satisfy the 5G application requirements.

KEY WORDS: bandpass filter, Compact, Metamaterial, Wireless communication, 5G application.
INTRODUCTION
In the recent treads in communication such as green
communication and radar systems, the removal of RF
noises becomes the key quality to be taken into care
for the better performance of the systems (Hussaini et
al,. 2015). The planar band pass filters are the major
components in the current 5G wireless communication
which utilize various spectrum bands such as 700 MHz,
3.6 GHz and 26 GHz. Varity of techniques such as couple
line technique, hair pin technique, combine technique,
step and stub impedance (Srivastava et al,. 2014) methods
are reported in the literature.
Due to the peculiar EM property of the metamaterial
the researches have attracted and various metamaterial

structure are developed in order to enhance the
electromagnetic property of the RF devices. The planar
filters are widely used to implement various types of
filters such as low pass, high pass, band pass and band
stop filters. The usage of planar filter is increased in
because of its ease of fabrication and easy implementation
with MIC. The various methods are implemented in
order to enhance the filter performance but using the
metamaterial (Prasad et al,. 2017; Prasad et al,. 2019;
Prasad et al,. 2019; Kavitha et al,. 2020; Shanthi et al,.
2019) to change the performance of the filter is not widely
reported in the literature. In this paper a complementary
split ring resonator is used in order to shift the frequency
of operation is reported. Further the paper elaborately
discuss the design methodology followed , result and
finally conclusion.
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The proposed filter has three stages of evolution namely
filter A, filter B and filter C. Filter A has three simple
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resonator patches namely resonator 1, resonator 2 and
resonator 3. The structure is designed on a Fr4 substrate
and feed with 2 tapered port from the lateral sides. The
other one resonator act as parasitic elements. Then
filter B, is designed by simply incorporating the single
rectangular stub in resonator 3. Then proposed filter C
is designed by imprinting the oval CSRR in Resonator
1 and resonator 2.

configuration of filter A is depicted in figure 3. In figure
4 the s parameter characteristic is presented. From the
figure it is observed that the filter A is having resonance
from 3.78 GHz to 4.26 GHz. the return loss of the filter
in the resonant frequency is -29.89dB and the insertion
loss is about 2dB.
Figure 3: Filter A configuration

Figure 1: Evolution of the Metamaaterial BPF

Figure 2: Parameters of the Metamaterial BPF

Figure 4: s parameter of the Filter A

Filter B

Figure 5: Filter B Configuration
Table 1. Metamaterial BPF parameter Value
l

w

a

b

c

d

e

12
f
5

10
i
4.5

3
j
3.5

2
k
0.75

3
l
0.5

3.5
m
7

3
t
0.035

Results and Discussion
Filter A
Filter A is having three resonators namely resonator 1,
resonator 2 and resonator 3. In which resonator three is
a simple split ring resonator which parasitic to resonator
1 and 2. The structure is feed at resonator 1 and 2. The
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The filter B is the slight modification of filter A. a
rectangular stub is included in side the resonator 3 in
filter A to design filter B. the configuration of Filter B
is depicted in figure 5 and in figure 6 the s parameter
characteristics of the filter B is presented. The inclusion
of rectangular stub increases the current path length
and it also increases the capacitance. Because of this
the resonance of the after B is shifted upward due to
the inclusion of the rectangular stub. From the figure 6,
it is observed that the filter A is having resonance from
3.96 GHz to 4.28 GHz. the return loss of the filter in the
resonant frequency is -26.89 dB and the insertion loss
is about 2.1 dB.

having resonance from 3.42 GHz to 3.72 GHz. The return
loss of the filter in the resonant frequency is -33.16 dB
and the insertion loss is about 1.5 dB.
Figure 8: s parameter of the Filter B

Figure 6: s parameter of the Filter B

Conclusion

Filter C

Figure 7: Filter C Configuration

In this paper, Metamaterial BPF is proposed with size
of 12 x 10 x 1.6mm3 and fabricated on FR4 substrate.
The structure is designed on a Fr4 substrate and feed
with 2 tapered port from the lateral sides. The proposed
filter has three stages of evolution namely filter A,
filter B and filter C. Filter A has three simple resonator
patches namely resonator 1, resonator 2 and resonator
3 operating from 3.78 GHz to 4.26 GHz. The other one
resonator act as parasitic elements. Then filter B, is
designed by simply incorporating the single rectangular
stub in resonator 3 operating from 3.96 GHz to 4.28
GHz. Then proposed filter C is designed by imprinting
the oval CSRR in Resonator 1 and resonator 2 operating
from 3.42 GHz to 3.72 GHz . The simulated result proves
that the proposed antenna has capacity to satisfy the 5G
application requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Plant leaf diseases is one of the major threats to food security and it dramatically reduces the crop yield and
compromises its quality. Accurate and precise diagnosis of diseases at an earlier stage is always a challenge for the
farmers. The current advances in computing technologies have paved the way for diagnosing the diseases in plant
leaves. In this paper, deep learning algorithm is used to detect the disease in leaves. The images of the plant leaves
are captured and Convolution neural networks (CNN) model is used to diagnose the disease in the affected leaves.
A variety of neuron-wise and layer-wise visualization methods are applied using CNN and trained with a publicly
available plant disease given image dataset. The neural networks model captures the colors and textures of leaves
and identify whether the leaves are healthy or affected. lesions specific to respective diseases upon diagnosis.

KEY WORDS:

Convolutional neural network, Dataset, Deep learning, Image processing, leaf

disease.

INTRODUCTION
An automation plays a vital role in today’s social network
and also perform a different task in various sector. In this
paper the challenge of automating diagnosis of disease
are tackled in plants from images of a particular leaf of
a plant. It reviews and summarizes various techniques
used for classification and detection of various bacterial,
fungal and viral plant leaf diseases. The classification
techniques help in automating the detection of plant
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leaf diseases and categorizing them centered on their
morphological features. Plant diseases reduces a major
production in the agricultural industry. Hence, detecting
the disease at an earlier stage helps to extent the life
of the plant and produce greater yield to the farmers.
Hence, this paper is focused towards detecting the plant
leaf diseases by capturing the images of the leaves. The
software created using CNN helps the farmers to get the
correct information about the quality of plant leaves at
any stage.
In deep learning approach, the CNN is a class of deep
neural networks, most commonly used to analyze the
visual image. Hence, CNN is considered to detect and
diagnose the disease in the images of the leaves. The
software development process has undergone three
different modules for this purpose. In module 1, the
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images are imported from the dataset. In module 2, the
model is trained with the dataset. In module 3, the layers
in CNN model are analyzed. With the results obtained.
This approach will be very useful to farmers because
the early detection of the plant disease in the farm can
help the farmer to apply early prevention mechanisms
to save cost and life of the plants.

Materials and Methods
Literature Survey: Various algorithms and techniques
have been proposed for plant disease detection and
predicting accuracy in loss of damage to plants. The
major finding from various researchers are discussed
in this section.
(Umair Ayub et al,. 2018) have made a study on various
data mining techniques to identify crop disease and
to predict the accuracy of loss or damage made by
the disease. The techniques used by the study include
Decision Tree, Random Forest, Neural Networks, Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Gaussian Naïve Bayes
and K-Nearest Neighbors. Sasirekha. Swetha (2015)
have proposed the study that follows the Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) process to identify disease
occurrences at various levels of abstraction from dataset.
The study created the concept of hierarchy using domain
knowledge to incorporate it into the data mining process
to improve performance.(Jitesh et al,. 2016) have made
a study on different types of plant diseases that occur
on rice plant.
The images of various diseases such as Leaf blast, Brown
spot, Leaf scald, Bacterial leaf blight, Sheath blight
are used as datasets. Nikos (2016) have proposed a
method which was implemented as a Windows Phone
application in the Visual Studio 2015 using the Silver
light library. It separate the spots from the rest of the
leaf and the background. (Rakshitha et al,. 2017) have
presented a paper that mainly focuses on designing an
UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) for the purpose of
disease detection of cutting pepper fruit. (Hemantkumar
et al,. 2019) have used this algorithm to predict pest
Diseases of crops using machine learning techniques.
(Mrunmaye et al,. 2015) have proposed this algorithm
to diagnose Pomegranate Plant Diseases. KNN clustering
algorithms are used to detect, classify and also for cluster
formation
(Xiaoyan et al,. 2018) have proposed a novel image
segmentation model for plant diseases based on hybrid
frog-hopping algorithm is proposed. Image Segmentation
is the main step in feature extraction and diseases
recognition of plant diseases images. The model could
be used to extract the outcome from the background
effectively. (Gulhane et al,. 2014) proposed a model
based on Principal Component Analysis Classiﬁer.
Predictions of diseases on cotton leaves by human
service may be wrong in some cases. Utilizing machine
vision techniques, it is possible to identify different kinds
of diseases within visible as well invisible wavelength
regions. After executing PCA/KNN multi-variable
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techniques, it is possible to analyse a collection of
numerical data related to the Green (G) channel of RGB
image. The classiﬁcation accuracy of PCA/KNN based
classiﬁer observed as 95%
Proposed System
To detect the plant leaf diseases deep learning approach
is proposed in this paper.
Figure 1: Architecture of the system

The architecture of the software system is shown in Fig
1. The architecture is designed for the deep learning
algorithm called Convolutional Neural Network which
is called as ConvNet/CNN. It takes an input image of
the plant leaf and assign the weights and biases to it to
the various aspects and objects in the image of the leaf.
This makes it possible to differentiate one from the other.
After this, pre-processing is done. Based on this, CNN
will learn these filters and characteristics.
Input Layer: The input layer in CNN contains the image
data. Image data is represented by three dimensional
matrices. It needs to reshape it into a single column. The
captured images of different types of leaves of different
plants are fed into the system.
Convo Layer: Convo layer is sometimes called feature
extractor layer because features of the image are get
extracted within this layer. A part of image of a leaf
is connected to Convo layer to perform convolution
operation. It creates the dot product by calculating the
dot product between receptive field and the filter. Result
of the operation is single integer of the output volume.
Similarly, it filters over the next receptive field of the
same input image by a stride and do the same operation
again. It will repeat the same process again and again
until it goes through the whole image of the leaf. The
output will be the input for the next layer.
Pooling Layer: The spatial volume of the input image
after convolution is reduced in the pooling layer.
Fully Connected Layer: A Fully connected layer contains
the weights, biases, and neurons. It connects neurons
in one layer to neurons in another layer. This layer
will classify the images between different categories by
training the model.
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Softmax / Logistic Layer: Softmax or Logistic layer is the
last layer of CNN. It resides at the end of fully connected
layer. The Logistic layer is used for binary classification
of the images and softmax is for multi-classification of
the images.
Output Layer: Output layer produces the required output
for the user with the comparative analysis.
Module Description: The modules in the proposed system
is described as follows;
1.
Build model for training datasets
2.
Build model for CNN test accuracy
3.
Implementation of CNN model
4.
Plant disease identification
1.
Build model for training datasets

Results and Discussions
The proposed model predicts whether the leaf is diseased
or healthy leaf. If the leaf is diseased, the result will
provide the type of disease as classified by the CNN
algorithm. The model is tested with dataset of 58 images
of different leaves. The accuracy of the prediction is more
than 98%. The result inferred from the proposed work
is given in Fig 2.
Figure 2: Input leaf image

Training dataset is created to train the system with CNN
and how to apply neural network concepts to produce
results. Here the images are trained by using dataset
classifier and fit generator function. Fit generator
function accepts the datasets, performs back prorogation
and update the weights in the proposed model. By using
this function, the dataset can be easily classified and
trained. In this module the grayscale base and edge
base are used to identify the model loss and model
accuracy.
2. Build model for CNN test accuracy: The trained dataset
is used in this module to train the CNN model so that it
can identify the test image and the disease type. CNN has
different layers like dense, dropout, activation, flatten,
convolution 2D, and Max pooling 2D. After the model
is trained successfully, the software can identify the
disease if the plant species is connected in the dataset.
Here the convolution 2D layer is used to combine the
image into multiple images activation. This is called
as activation function. and Max pooling 2D is used to
max pool the value from the given size matrix and also
check the similarity and give it to dense. Flatten layer is
used to generate the fitting function of an image after
convolution 2d image is obtained. Dense layer is mainly
used for classification. These processes will run in a
hidden layer. By using these layers, it is easy to predict
the disease and also find the accuracy.

The accuracy of the model is shown is shown in Fig
3 and the loss is shown in Fig 4. The sample code for
identifying and diagnosing the leaves of a tomato
plant is shown in Fig 5. The tomato plant leaves are
categorized as bright, bold, spotted leaf, yellow leaf,
brown leaf and accordingly the viruses affected in the
leaves are diagnosed as mosaic virus, Septoria leaf spot,
early blight, late blight etc. Accordingly, for the input
image given in Fig 2, it diagnoses and detects that the
leaf is affected with Septoria leaf spot virus and creates
a warning measure to the farmer. The risks involved to
the plant yield and to the life time of the plant are also
shown to the farmer.
Figure 3: Model accuracy

3. Implementation of CNN model: In this module, the
trained dataset images and the sample valid images are
compared for obtaining results. It generates the result
with the diseased leaf name. It also shows the accuracy
and loss percentage in the output. Loss percentage shows
the dissimilarity between the images. With a large dataset
and efficient training method, more accurate results can
be obtained.
4. Plant disease identification: The input images are
given through a using preprocessing package. That input
image converted into array value and image to array
function package. We have already classified disease of
leaf in our dataset. Compare both as did in module 3.
Then we have to predict our leaf diseases using predict
function.
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Figure 4: Model Loss

The sample code to detect the type of virus in a tomato
plant leaf is shown in Fig 5
Figure 5: Sample code

Conclusion
This software provides a clear information about the
conditions of the leaves of a plant. With a smart phone,
the images of a plant can be easily captured and can be
given as input to the system. With a few minutes, the
system will detect whether the leaf is healthy or not.
If is affected with a virus, it also gives warning to the
farmers about the significance of immediate treatment
and care needed for the plant to provide a good yield
with a long life.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, kidney dialysis takes place through the process of using the Hemodialyzer(artificial kidney) to clear
away the lavish and extra fluid from the hemoglobin and return back the filtered blood to the body. During blood
transplant, the blood exposure is detected through the blood exposure detector If a blood leak develops through
the dialysis membrane, and the appropriate alarm is activated. The Disadvantage of the existing dialyzer is that
some obstacles may arise which is due to the cuprophan membrane makes the toxic membrane in the dialyzer to
be activated,so that the dialyzer can be dangerous sometimes.The Proposed System is that the blood which is to be
purified is by heating unit having LM35. After fully purified, while dispatching the sanguine fluid it can analyse
whether it blood can be fissure or not by using Photo interrupter Transmitter and Receiver. The alert signal is
transmitted to the health care unit so that they can take appropriate actions. This is done through the IOT based
transmission of the information to the cloud, with the help of cloud we can analyze the patient's entire process.
From analysis we are using a DA tool which is inexpensive compared to the existing systems.

KEY WORDS: LM35,Photo Interrupter, DA Tool.

INTRODUCTION
For the past years, the procedure of dialysis has
experienced in the significant creating and the created
countries. This dialysis should be possible with the
different ways like Haemodialysis, Peritoneal dialysis, and
kidney transplantation. A Profitable Blood introduction
identifier is by and by starting at now available which
requires an identifying force of under 1ml of blood,and the
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blood presentation ballgame can be knowledgeable about
1~2 seconds. The ballgame of the blood introduction is a
direct result of the distinction in automated advancement
in the circuit, which involve two tossing joins segregated
by an opening.
When the blood flows in the aperture, the electrical
connection is being created between the two cables
and so with this the blood exposure is detected. The
currently using product is insubstantial blood exposure
device, which cannot be restate. Moreover ,the quantity
of blood required for suspect the blood exposure can be
enhanced. By adding to this, the fare of such products are
not economical for the normal victims and thus cannot
be familiarize.
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There is no monitoring for the Blood Leakage in the
Hospital for a patient. If the blood leakage is more
the patient health will be more critical. Outwardly the
dialysis, leads to the increase of the toxins in the blood
leads to the condition called the uraemia. The victim will
receive the necessary medication to manage the uremia
and other medical conditions.
In Proposed Work, the Victim who is having the impure
blood, is collected in a Container. After collecting the
impure blood which is having some disease like Diabetes,
High blood pressure ,etc. In order to remove those diseases,
here we have a connected heating unit for heating the
blood. Here we have used LM35 as a Temperature sensor
to monitor the blood condition of heating. After heating
the blood, it can send it to the blood purifier unit for
the purification of blood. After fully purified it can
be sent to the victim through a pumping motor, while
sending the blood it can be audited whether it can be
Exposed or not by using a Photo Interrupter, Transmitter
and Receiver. Photo Interrupter is used as a sensor for
detecting the blood leakage and combined with a Wi-Fi
for the function of wireless transmission.
The blood leakage spotter can be made to be given
with the small batch so it can be wearable, which is
uncomplicated and modest way for the monitoring of
the blood leakage during remediless treatment. The
alert is made whenever the leakage is detected and the
sound and the warning message is made to be sent to
the health care unit. With this message the healthcare
workers can get the knowledge of what the Victim is
getting to do. This also sends the message when the
victim is more sensitive to handle the device and he is
nervous. The Photo Interrupter sensing element is used
for the detection of the light changes and it alters the
original voltage signal appropriately.
Here the IOT for moving data to the cloud is used,with
the assistance of cloud we can break down the patient's
whole procedure. From investigation we are utilizing
a DA apparatus. It is an interfering observing gadget,
which empowers an easy induction of the indicator on
the human plasma to expel all destructed blood.
Literature Survey: (Davita et al,2017). Dialysis patients
frequently experience the ill effects of cardiovascular
infection. Heart pressure beats enter the extracorporeal
blood circuit of a dialysis machine and proliferate through
the vascular framework , where the weight sensors are
utilized to catch beats. The cardiovascular heartbeats
are the more grounded pressure beats beginning from
the peristaltic blood siphon. The venous weight sign will
remove the cardiovascular sign .This technique perform
less at low heart pressure. At present, a novel strategy
utilize both blood vessel and venous weight sensor. The
outcomes propose that pulse can be evaluated all the
more precisely from pressure signals with lower heart
signal abundancy when both blood vessel and venous
weight are utilized, contrasted with when just the venous
sign is utilized.
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The introduction of the methodology using both vein and
venous signs and the past system using only the venous
was surveyed concerning typical heartbeat estimation
for each I-min fragment, with beat chose from the PPGsignal as reference. The beat calculation relied upon
heartbeat starting events. The heartbeat starting events
was resolved as the time snapshot of the mid plentifulness
motivation behind each heartbeat for both the normal
cardiovascular part e(J) (t) and the PPG-signal. The top
to top adequacy of each heartbeat was figured as the
differentiation in plentifulness of the apex succeeding
the mid ampleness point, and the valley going before the
mid abundancy point(C. Carissa Stephens 2017).
The new technique empowers consistent internet
checking of a patient's pulse additionally for patients
with low cardiovascular sign plentifulness In Machine
learning approach for expectation of hematic parameters
in hemodialysis patients, According to Cristoforo Decaro,
A spectroscopic arrangement was set up for obtaining
of blood absorbance range and tried in an operational
domain. This arrangement is non intrusive and can be
applied during dialysis meetings. A help vector machine
and a counterfeit neural system, prepared with a dataset
of spectra, have been executed for the expectation of
hematocrit and oxygen immersion.
The calculations were prepared by directed learning:
targets were given by rotator to Hct and hemo-gas
analyzer for sO2. All the preparation set of absorbance
spectra, estimated by spectrometer during dialysis tests,
have shaped the info information. Hematocrit and
oxygen immersion levels of blood tests were anticipated
by models dependent on help vector machine and fake
neural systems procedures. At long last, the help vector
machine and the fake neural system were thought about
through assessment parameters, to confirm the exactness
of the two models.
Relapse plot examination work contrasts real yields of
two calculations and the relating wanted ones (targets).
Right now, pivot speaks to the objective qualities, y-hub
speaks to the anticipated qualities, line speaks to the
ideal fitting among target and anticipated qualities,
while disperse focuses speak to test tests. These outcomes
show that SVM and ANN can execute a model which
predicts with great exactness hematocrit levels utilizing
absorbance range inputs. A decent forecast exactness
of Hct was accomplished by the two models (r2 =
95%). A similar examination was performed for oxygen
immersion.
The precision of these techniques is higher for oxygen
immersion than for hematocrit forecast. Results are
astounding for both the AI based calculations, they
give precise expectations. For the two calculations, the
coefficient of assurance is equivalent to 99%, so models
report elite. Figure 7 shows exactness of the models
with test information. The two strategies give proficient
expectations, however SVM is, once more, the best AI
calculation, in light of the fact that MSE and MAE are
lower than the ones of ANN. These outcomes show that
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both SVM and ANN strategies can foresee precisely
hematocrit and oxygen immersion.
The arrangement here proposed, comprising in the
utilization of small spectrometer and AI methods, permits
results which are similar with other non-obtrusive sensors,
for expectation of hematocrit and oxygen immersion. This
paper shows the use of an AI approach joined with a basic
and ease spectroscopic based arrangement for checking
hematic parameters of blood, for example, hct and sO2,
during dialysis and other extra mortal medicines. A help
vector machine and a counterfeit neural system have
been executed and applied to information got through
spectrometry in the noticeable and approach infrared
of various blood tests. Results exhibit that SVM and
ANN models accomplished great learning exhibitions
and both demonstrate the capacity to learn connection
among information and targets. In term of precision, the
most encouraging calculation is SVM, however both AI
techniques can expand exact prescient models. As for
other non-obtrusive methods which utilize just not many
prompt information of the range and which play out the
estimations with direct adjustment.
In an examination for assessing the appropriateness of
peritoneal dialysis(PD) patients, as indicated by WangChin To decide the dialysis strategy for the patient, it is
important to utilize the clinical expert point of view to
pass judgment on not just whether the patient 's state
of being is reasonable or not , yet in addition whether
the dialysis technique is " tweaked" to coordinate
the patient's life. As needs be, in 2006, the National
Health Insurance actualized the Pre-ESRD program ,
which is a case the board , permits clinical staff to give
proficient treatment guidance to patients for various life
circumstances . The reason for this plan is to rearrange the
examination of patients before case the board . Right now
the specialists utilize the writing audit technique to focus
on the patient 's word related status .This examination
additionally expects to accomplish the motivation behind
permitting the nursing staff to rapidly comprehend the
circumstance of the patient case . So as to present the
consequent defense the board progressively productive,
it can likewise make the patient's work smoother and
have a superior quality.
In Effects of Obesity on Heart Rate Variability in
Consistent Ambulatory Peritoneal Dialysis Patients,
Natchanon Promprasit says that Both weight and
interminable kidney sickness (CKD) replaced with
constant versatile peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) have been
known as the purpose behind cardiovascular autonomic
brokenness (CAD) anyway there has been no examination
on these the two conditions affecting the CAD. Right
now, purpose behind examination is the effects of weight
on beat variability (HRV) in CKD superseded with CAPD
patients. There are 77 Thai subjects, orchestrated from
their weight record (BMI) as; normal prosperity (NH)
gathering, CAPD run of the mill (CN) social event, and
CAPD heavy (CO) gathering. As the results, differentiating
among CO and CN social occasions, found that the higher
augmentation of mindful tactile framework (SNS) of CO

bundle has been showed up by the tallness of systolic
circulatory strain (SBP) and heartbeat (HR) stood out from
the CN gathering. In this manner, the CAPD patients with
huskiness have been plainly demonstrated that they have
more CAD than CAPD patients with normal body weight.
When the data were destitute down for relationship, the
results showed that basic logarithm of high repeat (lnHF)
is on the other hand related to triglyceride (TG) level with
r = - 0.553, p = 0.014, however, ordinary logarithm of low
repeat (lnLF) is really related to TG level with r = 0.489,
p = 0.033. Along these lines, it might be prescribed that
TG level may be a pointer for CAD in CAPD fat patients
(Muthukumar, B et al,2019).
They demonstrated that the huge people has higher of
these two parameters of diabetes mellitus than common
sound. The relative result that the more raised degree
of TG in CO bundle appeared differently in relation to
CN social affair may be the result from the alteration of
the bounty glucose and blood lipid. The examination of
M.A. Paschoal etal., demonstrated that the weight pack
through and through greater addition in TG and VLDL
while greater reduction in HDL. Sadly, the current data
found that solitary the TG ascent of the CO pack was
found. The examination of M. Cignarelli et al, and M.A.
Paschoal et al [15]., prescribed that the atherosclerosis
from hyperlipidemia has the ischemic effects the various
organs, for instance, kidney, heart, and cerebrum.
Particularly, the renal ischemia is the typical implication
for the hypertension by the commencement and
emanation of the renin hormone. In addition, the CAD
may be occurred from either heart or cerebral ischemia.
The more noticeable lessening of time zone including
pNN50 of the CO pack when
stood out from the CN bundle indian; r = - 0.553: p =
0.014
lnLF; r = 0.489: p = 0.033 ,lnLF/HF extent: r = 0.546:
p = 0.016
cated that the chubbiness may grow the CAD in the CAPD
patients with weight. Notwithstanding the way that, it
has been inspecting, the proposed framework may be a
result of the effect of leptin hormone.

Materials and Methods
Proposed System
The proposed method comprises of 4 phases:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Phlebotomy
Dialysis Process
Blood Leakage detector
Alert through IOT

i) Phlebotomy: Phlebotomy is when someone uses a
needle to take blood from a vein, usually in the patients
arm.The Blood of the Patient whose blood is to be
dialyzed is made to be taken out through the 12v dc
pumping motor.The blood is pumped out through this
motor and is collected in a tank which consist of the
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LM35.The purpose of collection of the blood in the tank
is for the purification process of the blood where the
dialysis takes place.
Figure 1: The Block diagram represents the Smart Portable
Kidney Dialyzer

ii) Dialysis process: The tank which acts as the purification
agent in the dialysis that consist of the LM35.Inside the
tank,the dialysis takes place by passing the blood into
the semipermeable membrane that purifies the blood
and the purified blood is made to be passed through the
outlet of the tube which should be returned to the another
arm of the patients body.The blood flows through the
tubules, while the dialysate flows countercurrent in the
spacing between the tubules. Solutes are driven through
the pores of the membrane from one fluid to another
fluid by concentration gradient. The most important
characteristic of dialyzers is their overall mass transfer
coefficient (KK0), a measure of how effective a dialyzer
is at transporting a particular solute across a fixed area
of its membrane. In turn, KK0 (in conjunction with the
surface area (AA) and the flow rates) can be used to
calculate the clearance (KK), the rate at which blood is
cleaned.
a) Dialysate: Dialysate is the fluid that runs the blood
through the dialyzer. The composition of the dialysate is
very significant in the removal of solutes from the blood
based on the concentration gradient. Substances that
are to be removed have little presence in the dialysate,
while substances that are to be left in the blood are
present in dialysate. In between those two extremes are
the substances that must be carefully balanced – the
blood is not to be entirely cleaned of their presence, so
the dialysate still contains a quantity of that particular
substance. The substances that commonly appear in
commercial dialysate solutions are sodium, potassium,
calcium, magnesium, chloride, acetate, bicarbonate, and
glucose.
The LM35 is placed inorder to monitor the temperature
of the patient and the temperature notification is send to
the mobile device through the wireless network.
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iii) Blood Leakage Detector: After purification, blood
can be sent to the patient through a pumping motor.
During that period, blood leakage will be checked by
Photo interrupter Transmitter and Receiver. The sensor
used for blood leakage detecting is Photointerrupte and
wireless transmission made by using Wi-Fi.In the circuit,
the arm jeweler coordinated with blood spillage identifier
which is utilized to screen the blood spillage during the
hemodialysis treatment. The Alert framework will be
started quickly with a sound and cautioning light in
the wake of distinguishing the blood leakage. Then the
alarm sign will be transmitted to the medicinal services,
it will be a fitting activity for human services laborers
to forestall any dangers. The retentive material close to
the photointerruptor detecting component will detect
the light and the first voltage signal. This changes in
the voltage signal is sent to caution segments and the
Wi-Fi module.
figure 2: A typical dialyzer. The blood enters on the right
and travels through thousands of tiny tubules before
exiting on the left. The dialysate enters on the bottom
left, fills the spacing around the tubules and exits on the
bottom right

iv) Alert through IOT: The force sensor is made to be
connected to the device which sends the information
to the health care unit when the patient is nervous to
perform the dialysis process. When he is more sensitive
he can’t perform the dialysis process at that time the
force senor placed at the circuit sends the alert to the
healthcare unit that the patient is not fit for the dialysis
process. The process is then put to hold so that the patient
should be recovered from the sensitiveness and should
continue with the process of the dialysis. Through the
LM35, the body temperature of the patient is noted and
it is displayed in the mobile device which acts as the
receiver unit. If the blood leakage is detected that is also
sent as the notification to the healthcare unit. With the
help of the cloud we can analyze the patient's entire
process. From analysis we are using a DA tool.

IV) RESULT and Discussion
There is no monitoring for the Blood Leakage in the
Hospital for a patient. If the blood leakage is more the
patient's health will be more critical. The sensor used
here is the Photointerrupter. It is used for recognizing
the blood exposure and united with a wifi which is due
to the cellular conveyance. In the event that the spotter
detects the introduction of blood, the warner framework
will be activated immediately, such that the alarm sound
and the notice message is sent to the Healthcare unit.
With this message from the device the healthcare unit,
the healthcare workers can know about the status of the
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Victim. They are also notified if the victim is not fit for
performing the dialysis process when they nervous, so it
provides certain time limit so that the victim can settle
down and perform the dialysis process.
Additionally it is an intruding checking gadget, which
empowers an easy instatement of the locator on the
human plasma to expel all destructed blood and it is
convenient. The blood purification is done with the
heating unit placed inside the tank and the temperature
can be sensed with the temperature sensor. Those details
are displayed through the receiver module of the cloud
data in mobile app. So it is easy for the healthcare
unit to take further action on the patients health. This
device overcomes the advantage of the existing dialysis
system which is more convenient and portable to the
patients and moreover everyone nowadays are familiar
with smartphones so the information sent through the
cloud through the wireless system will be useful for
the healthcare units in order to monitor the patients
dialysate level.
Figure 3: Inputs of the system model

This actually works in the favor of a home hemodialysis
system. At high blood flow rates, the best dialysate flow
rate can be double the blood flow rate, vastly increasing
the volume of dialysate needed. Since one of the goals
of this chapter was to devise a system that uses less
dialysate, having a system with a slower blood flow rate
is advantageous.
3. Peristaltic pump abundance is more serious for pumps
in the movement rate dimension required for dialysis.
For machines that are plugged into the wall, this is
inconsequential. However, if a battery-powered system
were developed, designing a pump that is more efficient
would be important. The effect of pump power on the
system was not integrated into the Simulink model, but
its importance is noted.
4. The immensity of the dialyzer has a negligible smash
on the consent of urea at the process of hemodialysis.
Because the physical size of a large dialyzer (with a 𝐾𝐾0𝐴𝐴 
of 1600 mL⁄min) is not limiting, at this point in the design
process there is no reason not to use the largest available
dialyzer. Portable systems that rely on slow blood flow
rates need all the help in urea clearance available.

Conclusion

Figure 4: Parameters calculated by the system model

1.Blood flow rate is one of the most important variables
in hemodialysis. Because of the large volume of blood
in the body, the only way to sufficiently remove urea
in a satisfactory time scale is to increase the blood flow
rate. Unfortunately, a home-based system is limited to
blood flow rates below 100 mL⁄min due to the types of
blood ports that must be used in a non-clinical setting.
Any system that is embodied must work around this
limiting flow rate.
2. Optimal dialysate flow rate is closely tied to the blood
flow rate. At slower blood flow rates, the dialysate flow
rate does not need to exceed about a one-to-one ratio.

Nowadays, kidney failure is found to be a major disease
among everyone. Haemodialysis, Peritoneal dialysis,
and kidney transplantation are the different variety of
therapy methods for kidney failure.The currently available
therapy for kidney failure has a specific commercial
blood leakage detector which detects sensitivity of blood
and leakage condition of blood can be detected within a
seconds.The sensor which senses based on the changes
of the voltage signal.It also has a detector with two
electrodes spaced,each generates a source via lead by
connecting to the signal.The signal processing unit in this
device detects the change of the state by introduction of
fluid across the electrodes and the alarm is initiated.The
nonconductive material in cathode can be reused after
cleaning.The different items are associated with detecting
and identification of blood spillage of roughly 1 ml of
blood.The blood spillage can be distinguished by change
in electrical conductance which contains two metal wires
that are isolated by a cut.The portable kidney machine
is very efficient and adaptable for this generation in
order to do dialysis for the kidney renal failure patients.
The healthcare unit through IOT can have the ability to
measure the temperature of the patient.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a recurrent control system for the reduced seven-level cascaded inverter switch for reactive
and responsive power management with a better power output. The suggested repetitive control approach is
extended to the RSCI and the output is checked on a grid-connected micro grid combined with solar panel for the
battery. To obtain full efficiency, an incremental conductance method (I&C)-based control technique is Suitable
for efficient use operation of MPPT. The Energy storage system of battery is regulated by recurrent managed based
RSCI for photovoltaic for efficient energy management. A changeable radiance input to the photovoltaic unit
is considered to demonstrate the viability and stability in operation of the proposed solution. In order to clarify
the technical applicability of the solution offered and to satisfy the IEEE-1547 energy quality limitations, an LCL
filter is identified to reduce the amount of harmonic distortion in the grid side current. The enhanced output of
the proposed technique is explained by providing results of simulation compared with respect to a neutral point
clamped inverter with proportional integral controller (PI). The feasibility of the proposed solution is tested by
simulation using MATLAB software during constant and changing irradiance condition
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the global emissions and energy crisis, distributed
generation has been integrated in the electricity generation
field as a solution with advanced semiconductorelectronic power devices and smart grid technology.
Although the electricity distribution system performs a
significant role in the electricity sector, it also has the
challenges of looking forward to seeking an optimal
control and security solution. PV framework has
more appealing functionality for which it is generally
recognized and widely deployed in different power
sectors in various countries. For clean energy fields,
PV is chosen primarily for a distribution grid because
it allows for small power generators to be installed
and provides low to medium voltage levels. Singlestage and two-stage converters are used by enhanced
technology electronic devices based on voltage source
for power conversion systems. In real-time Photovoltaic
applications, battery based micro grid. In a two-level
transformation scheme,
One converter transforms pulsating direct current to
constant direct current, and the second converter is used
to adjust constant direct current to alternate current for
improved energy quality and performance. To run the
single-stage conversion method, it is better to incorporate
a multi-level inverter instead of the traditional voltage
source inverter (VSI), because it provides more voltage
levels while decreasing voltage errors and harmonics.
Many approaches are ideal for uniform and differing
levels of irradiance. The incremental conductivity system
is commonly used to monitor the inverter to deliver full
power supply to the load. In most instances, the desirable
aspect behind its choice is better performance and easy to
execute in a remote system. In most cases, the desirable
aspect behind its choice is better performance and easy
to incorporate in a remote system.
Specific topologies of multi-level inverters (MLI) are
proposed by different researchers focused on a Neutral
Point Clamped Inverter, Flying Condenser Inverter
and Cascaded Inverter (CI). The key drawback to work
on a suitable alternative for these types of inverters,
though, is the need of a huge range of electronic power
switches, capacitors, and diodes. In comparison, the
number of components is also rising with the increase
in the voltage rate. At the design stage, always it is
important to concentrate on setup and integrated
converter management aspects and find solutions for
basic construction, cost-effectiveness, enhanced power
management and power efficiency problems.
Because of its simple interface mechanism and costeffectiveness the PI controllers are commonly used in
real-time applications. Nevertheless, the efficiency of
such controllers depends on their benefit parameters.
Such controllers struggle to demonstrate their best
efficiency because of usage of constant gain parameters
with a design shift and adjustments in feedback in
various working conditions. Numerous solutions are
suggested by different writers to improve the controller
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efficiency and to address the related shortcomings of PI
controllers, In addition to power management, removing
the THD often includes the inverter management. In
this regard, recurrent control could effectively check or
completely remove transient signals, specifically when
employing closed loop model. Thanks to its superior
error cancelation characteristics, recurrent control
based controller is efficient in detecting and removing
any regular signals including other order harmonics.
Application of RC controller to multilevel inverter was
thoroughly investigated in this paper. The LCL filter
enhances the amplitude and current of the inverter side
(AC) harmonic distortion, as well as to preserve the
ability to prevent any unexpected voltage changes due
to harmonics.
Their volatile, non-linear, and fluctuating existence
is one of the big Photovoltaic battery issues powered
grid systems. Service quality problems are weakening
the system's operating efficiency because of heavy use
of electronic control tools. The immediate needs of
industrial sectors with heavy power demand include a
low to maximum voltage delivery grid with improved
energy storage, change in frequency and voltage control.
Power system connected renewable systems with storage
battery and effective inverter power for solving all of
the mentioned problems. This paper concerns design
as well as analysis of a three phase solar photovoltaic
system and reduced seven level cascaded inverter switch
connected to grid. The performance of the introduced
method is achieved in conditions of non-varying and
changing radiance. The suggested control solution
focused on repeated regulation and gradual conductance
have a potential to regulate the conditions for MPPT,
harmonic removal, enhanced power management, and
battery charging and discharge. The suggested solution
is tested and findings show a better regulation of the
power flow with improved power consistency, improved
performance and reliability.
Modeling: For the testing of the proposed solution, the
test device consisting of a photovoltaic battery powered
grid with grid supports inverter power is checked.
Figure.1. Display the entire device and also other
important components like the sensor, the photovoltaic
battery and a controller present in the block diagram
representation
Figure 1: Control device block diagram which combines
PV and battery storage
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Photovoltaic System Modeling: In Fig (2), Corresponding
diagram of a PV cell model and diode has a light
produced picture current, diode, parallel resistor, and
series resistor.
Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of Photovoltaic cell with
single diode

To a good photovoltaic cell, the cumulative current (I)
is measured as (1) I = Iph-IoeqVNsakTw-1-V+IRsRp where '
I d ' states the current of the photovoltaic cell that is
expressed as: (2) Id = IoeqVaKTw-1 here Io is dark current of
the cell saturation (A), Q is electron charge (C), Boltzmann
constant is K, Working temperature of the cell is Tw and
Ideal factor of the system is ‘a’. The current 'Iph' also rests
on the operating temperature and the solar radiation,
and could be measured as follows: (3) Iph = GwGref (Isc+Ki
(Tw-Tref)) here Ns is expressed as the many series attached
photovoltaic cells, Tref is the temperature that is used as
reference of the PV cell,
Short circuit temperature coefficient of the current
is Ki, Short circuit current of the cell is Isc, reference
temperature coefficient are Gw and Gref. The current
(Io) of cell saturation depends on cell temperature (4) Io
= IonTwTref3 exp (qaKEg), Tref Tref-.Eg, TwTw where Ion is
cell's history of back saturation at particular temperature
(K) and solar irradiance (W / m2). Eg, Tw is the PVcell's substance band difference (eV). Eg, Tw has a low
temperature dependency and is measured as: (5) Eg, Tw
= Eg, Tref interval [1-0.0002677(Tw-Tref)] with Eg, Tref being
1.121 eV for silicon cells.
Regardless of the tacit existence of aforementioned
equation; at a constant temperature and irradiance,
that is not possible to find empirical solutions to the
photovoltaic parameters. The current is greater than
level of saturation’s cell and thus the leakage level and
narrow diode under short circuit situations are ignored.
The current in the short circuit is almost same to the
picture current produced by the light and is defined as:
(6) Iph = Isc. For the state of open circuit, voltage of the
open circuit is determined by taking the zero output
voltage. Reverse saturation current (Ion) at a reference
temperature is ignored by the opposite leakage current
(Ip): (7) Ion = IscexpqVocNsaKTw-1 the given figure shows the
output characteristics of the PV model as voltage vs and
power vs. current. These are the results of the test under
varying temperature and irradiance conditions.

Reduced switch seven level cascaded inverter includes
a complete three-phase inverter and one cascadeconnected condenser circuit for selection. The inverter
works in both the lower and upper half cycles (+ ve)
and also in −ve cycles. Electric diodes and switches are
expected to be optimal if the voltage in between both
condensers are equal and constant to respectively Vdc3
,2Vdc3.The output power delivers from the generator side
photovoltaic is line with the grid power, the inverter
side result current (RSCI) is also in line with the grid
voltage. The inverter operation is generally divided into
8 operating modes: four operating modes represent the
upper half cycle (+ ve) and a further four modes represent
the lower half cycle (−ve). Fig.5. displayed a two step
RSCI circuit diagram.
Figure 3: Curves of PV characteristics performed at various
levels of irradiance

Figure 4: Curves of PV characteristics performed at various
temperature conditions
(a) Power (W) vs. Voltage (V) curve
(b) Current (A) vs. Voltage (V) curve

Figure 5: Two phase RSCI circuit diagram

Reduced switch seven level cascaded inverter modeling:
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The seven-level inverter functional equivalent circuitry
model for the upper half cycle of(A) case 1, (B) case 2,
(C) case 3, and (D) case 4 are illustrated in Fig (6)
Figure 6: Seven-level inverter functional equivalent
circuitry model for the upper half cycle of case 1, (b) case
2, (c) case 3, and (d) case 4.

The output voltage of RSCI in the upper half cycle
produced is Vdc3, 2Vdc3, Vdc and zero respectively, after
observing the above cases. Unlike the upper half cycle,
Output voltage of RSCI is ideal in the lower half cycle
but has an opposite symbol. The seven-level inverter
half-cycle working equivalent circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 7.
Figure 7: Seven-level inverter functional equivalent
circuitry model for the lower half cycle

Upper half cycle (+ve):
Case1- As we seen in Fig. 6(a) in this case, the S1
and S2both switches are turned off, because of that
C1condenser discharges power from D1 at same time, and
the diode is low. The capacitor's output voltage is Vdc3.
During this operation the voltage source inverter control
electronic switch T1 and T4 is ON load. At the moment,
the voltage output of RSCI is same as the voltage output
of the condenser range, which means the output voltage
of RSCI is Vdc3.
Case2- As we seen in Fig. 6(b) in this case, the turn S1 is
turned off and S2 is turned on and at the time S2 and D2
were short, the condenser C2 unloaded the current flow
through S2 and D2. The capacitor output voltage is 2Vdc3
due to this condition. Below, as in the previous example,
the transition at the same time T1 and T4 are ON state.
Hence the output voltage for reduced switch seven level
cascaded inverter is 2Vdc3.
Case3- As seen in Fig. 6(c) in this case, the condition for
turn s1 is turned on. The D2 is skewed in reverse since
the S1 is turned ON. The current flow cannot be opposed
by the switch S2 as it is ON condition during this time.
The switch can be ON or OFF to prevent transitioning
from S2. Here, the condensers C1 and C2 are concurrently
unloaded and the output voltage Vdc is given. The T1 and
T4 keys, as in the previous example
Case4- As we seen in Fig. 6(d) in this case, the s1 and
S2 both switches are turned off, and the Vdc3 condenser
output voltage. Here t4 is turned on, and then RSCI's
positive current passes along the inductor filter. The
anti parallel diode of the switch t2 is expected to be in
on condition to perform conduction continuously to the
filter current of inductor. RSCI voltage is zero then.
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RSCI process in the lower half cycle often split into further
four instances. When contrasting Characters. 6 and 7. The
collection circuit of the condenser is the same with both
the half cycle and a variation instead of t1 and t4, t2 and
t3 are conditional. T2 is on in the last 8th event and For
the continuous conduction of the inductor current, the
anti- diode of the t4 turn. The inverter provides seven
voltage stages, such as: ±Vdc3, ±2Vdc3, ±Vdc and nil. The
modulation of the space vector pulse width (SVPWM)
strategy tracks transition conduction at RSCI.
As seen on Fig.5, configuration includes two switches
called S1 and S2 and one voltage source inverter for VSI
service. Furthermore, two extra diodes and condensers
also are used. By adding two additional switches in
Fig. 8 shows RSCI tri-phase functional diagram. By
changing the angle of conduction, the switches are
controlled. All the parallel alternating states for both
the upper and lower half periods are included in table
1 and 2.
Figure 8: Three phase RSCI’s Circuit Diagram

Prabhu et al.,

Table 1. Upper half cycle (+ve): switching states (three phase)

Table 2. Lower half cycle (−ve): switching states (three phase)

The switch ON and OFF condition is represented by
and 'X' respectively.
RSCI has to be divided into two groups, depending on
the utility side requirement. One of the voltage thresholds
is higher than the usage voltage to increase the limited
current, and another voltage level is smaller than the
usage voltage to reduce the limited current. In order to
trace the reference current, RSCI's output current can be
regulated in the above way.
LCL filter: According to device requirement LCL filter is
designed to minimize the harmonics generated by the
nonlinear loads and converter. To the corresponding
LCL filter circuit diagram KVL law is applied, as seen
in Fig. 9:

unit, phase to phase voltage in voltage unit'; level real
power in 'w'; direct current contact voltage (Vdc) in
voltage units; frequency in the grid is represented as
Fgrid in 'hz', frequency of switching in 'hz;' frequency
of resonance; str frequency of angular (along str). The
capacitance and base impedance and are determined by
taking the following parameters as: (11) Zb= VL L2 Pr,
(12) Cb=1grid Zb
Figure 9: LCL filter Circuit Diagram

(8)Vinv=Vgrid+LdIinVdt=Vgrid+LdIgridt
(9)Igrid=1L(VinVref-Vgrid)dt+1L(Vinh)dt (10)Igridh=1L-2(sgn Iinv)
td VdcTsw where Igrid, Igridh, tsw, and td represents current in
the grid, harmonic current in the current, time of delay,
and time of switch accordingly. Through line to line
inverter output voltage, the architecture components
of LCL filters Rs, Cs, L1 and L2 are measured in voltage
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The scale of the condenser (Cs) is measured as: (13)
Cs=0.01/(0.05Cb) here in Eq. (14), the power factor
variance of the grid is presumed below 5 per cent
for the configuration of the filter condenser. RSCI's
overall current ripple (benefit IL, max) is expressed
as: (14) inverter side filter, max=2Vdc3L1 (1-m) filter
of the converter side and SVPWM index modulation
respectively.
The average current ripple can be determined with respect
to Eq, considering the magnitude of m as 0.5.
(15) IL, max = Vdc6 FswL1 For the estimation of L1.
(16) I IL, max=0.1Imax
(17) Imax = Pr23 Vph
(18) L1=Vdc6 Fsw IL,
Predicted current ripple is intended to limit to 20% by the
LCL filter and given that the desired attenuation factor
'Ka' calculates the L2: The 'Rs' resistor is coupled with the
condenser to protect the device from resonance condition
and the switching frequency ripple is eliminated by the
resistor. 'Rs' value is determined as: (20) Rs=13res Cs
where res=L1+L2L1L2Cs.
Control Techniques: Various control techniques integrated
into the present analysis are discussed in this section. To
obtain the optimum power an IC-based MPPT function
algorithm is adapted. To increase the performance
and regulation of the device, a feedback regulation
technique based on the structure of the dq is applied
also for management of battery energy. In addition, a
repeated control technique is implemented with the goal
of removing harmonic distortion in modulation of the
width of the space vector pulses.
MPPT Algorithm Using Incremental Conductance
Figure 10: Incremental Conductance method

By differentiating the Photovoltaic output power
from voltage and by rendering it zero, the algorithm
is formulated for achieving MPP. (21) d p d V =
ddV(VI)=I+VdIdV=0 The following equation renders
approximately,(22)everywhere, 'Vm' and 'Im' signify the
voltage and current in MPP. That means location of the
operational point can be determined, whether it is far
away or close to MPP. Therefore the operational point
can be reached to MPP by cautiously measuring the
growth 'M.' Mathematically, the whole cycle could be
interpreted as follows in the region of current source and
voltage source area: (23) dIdV<-IVM = M+QM (left side
MPP) (24) dIdV>-IVM = M-QM (MPP in right side) (25)
At MPP, dIdV = - IVM = m.
Battery power management control: Because of the block
of control network as seen in Figure.1, The proposed
inverter (RSCI) control system controls the required
reactive energy and active energy production for the
load unit. the photovoltaic parameters, power system
parameters and the parameters for battery are taken
into account, the aforementioned conditions should
be satisfied. The d-q axis represents the reactive power
active power components using the transformation of
Park in terms of voltage and current.
(26) P = VsdId +VsqIq
(27) q = VsqId-VsdIq where 'Vsd' and 'Vsq'
denote grid voltages (V) of the d-q axis; I d' and 'iq'
denote the responding converter power of the dq axis.
Using Eqs, the corresponding d and q axis current from
inverter could be obtained by using Eqs in the value
of the expected reactive and active power. (26), (27) as
follows:
(28) id = pVsd-qVsqVsqVsd2+Vsq2
(29) iq=qVsd-pVsqVsqVsd2 +Vsq2
The desired voltage vector on the inverter is determined
using a decoupled control technique and applied using
the RC controller. To convert a specified amount of power,
the battery acts in two operating modes. The battery
derives the electricity during charging state from the
energy surplus generated from PV. In the discharging
operation condition, it assists the PV system when it is
unable to supply the necessary electricity. Within this
analysis, the battery feature plays an auxiliary support
role within improving the stability and productivity of
photovoltaic power by using power of surplus during
the breakdown of power.
Suggested regulation of the test device by battery energy
is shown in Figure (1). Under control of this topology,
when an surplus of electricity is present in the grid, the
battery must consume electricity, and generate power
equally when the grid cannot accommodate the required
output.
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In the vector diagram the measured voltage example
vector is then used for evaluating the relevant field. For
the relative errors of condenser voltages to be correctly
chosen shortest vector is required as in Eqs. (30), (31).
(30) eVCa = VCa-VCaVCa
(31) eVCb= VCb-VCbVCb
with the required capacitor voltage (V), VCa and VCb
explains the real voltage of capacitor (V) through the
condensers 'ca' and 'cb' respectively.
Through this method, the shortest vector range as
discussed before is evaluates condenser collection for
loading mode or unloading mode. The choice of selecting
correct short vector often relies on the short relative
vector, relative condenser voltage and their relevance to
the actions of the control device. A decision function 'E'
is constructed as follows by using this method:
(32) E = K1eVCa-K2eVCb.
To decide the decision function, every relative error of
the voltage in the capacitor is connected to the gain 'k1'
and 'k2' values. The related gains values 'K1' and 'K2'
are so determined that the resulting relative condenser
voltage loss enables greater regulation of the selected
voltage of capacitor. The corresponding 'k1' and 'k2'
values need to have the same example voltage to equate
the condenser voltage. However, in this application, in
case of unbalanced condenser voltage systems, that is
recommended to apply different values of k1 and k2
entirely based on voltage capacitors.

short voltage vector to implement the required voltage
vector. Maximum available power will be provided by
machines by means of the optimum MPPT function. It is
possible to achieve the desired power at the generator by
producing the expected vector voltage on the generator
side. The suggested scheme of control also controls VCa
dynamically, supplying the surplus power to the battery,
and extracting input from the energy supply during the
input deficit.
The battery inductor is used in the proposed method to
regulate the current of the load, especially during the
disruption situations. A broad range of the inductor
level could be used for the operation, but lowering the
inductor value will raise the battery overflow and even
this quality depends completely on the condenser quality
and the voltage fluctuation. Considering the size and rate,
the inductor value is selected as 5 milli Henry.
Recurrent controller: Recurrent frequency domain
regulation (RC) technique is discussed here. This is
constructed and evaluated depends on Fourier transform
at the domain of Z at a discrete time [30],[31]. Closed
loop feedback controller of RSCI block diagram
description is shown in the Figure (11). In the practical
method, disturbances caused by some means, such as
fluctuation in the grid and non-linear loads, non linear
time of delay, produce harmonics of lower order. That
was not enough to remove the harmonics of lower order
that appear to insert high into the waveforms output by
using traditional LC and LCL filters.
Figure 11: RSCI control of closed loop

The solar device was operated by the process of IC and
the power 'Ca' was operated for enabling the loading and
unloading of batteries using the Equations (34).
(33) VCa distribution = Vbat
(34)Vref-VCa = VCb
In each phase, short vector selection depends on the
‘E’ polarity. In any time phase, In case of positive sign
of 'E', according to the equations, the respective vector
collection the loading 'ca' or unloading 'cb.' Likewise,
In the case of negative sign of 'E', the respective vector
collection can load 'cb' or discharge 'Ca' during time
phase.
By using the respective vector voltage and the related
real timing of the voltages according to the introduction
of control system, as seen in Figure(1), the respective
active power (pb) is provided by RSCI and reactive
power (qb) also provided by RSCI. In comparison, MPPT
regulation has made an effort on the generation side to
gain rigorous regulation of VCb (K2 u K1) with a reference
value of (Vdcu-VCa). In addition VCa is flexibly operated
with the reference value of the battery voltage 'Vbat'. By
using the decision function 'E' along with the necessary
example values you can determine the appropriate

To mitigate the harmonics of the lower order and to
achieve improved the power system output voltage; a
suitable controller must be built. The representation of
the system's state space model could be expressed:
(35) Y(s)=G(s)R(s)+D(s)
(36) U(s)=C(s)R(s)-Y(s)
As illustrated in Figure 12, where the input example
signal is r(s), the output of the loop is y(s), the controller
is c(s), inverter is g(s), the distortion is d(s).
The finding error E0(s) of the closed loop method is
given by:
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(37) E0(s)=R(s)-D(s)1+C(s)G(s) due to control input U(s)
and D(s);
Figure 12: RC controller block diagram

controller PI with the repeated controller comparative
tests were reported then evaluated under set and variable
irradiance condition. Table 3 shows the model function
for the proposed method.
Table 3. parameters of the system
Photovoltaic system data (  273 K+1000 W/m2, 25)
Characteristics
Values

The Fig.12 Presents a closed loop device diagram of
the controller RC implementation. Upon feeding to the
main system controller the monitoring mistake is again
changed by controller. Fig.13 Demonstrates RC Controller
topology. The L(s) filter serves as a learning filter to
balance the transition as used by the controller RC. The
'Q(s)' filter function is used to minimize the error in the
real system between 'L(s)' and the error.
Figure 13: RC controller block diagram

Alternatively, inside the defined RC controller boundary
q(s) aims to restrict frequency. By changing the periodic
signal generator's delay of time 'q(s)' phase delay can
be compensated. In case of the signal of periodic,
the operation of the controller is to produce output
frequencies as kp with cyclic frequency and number of
integers. You will measure the time span T:
(38) Tp=2p.
Transfer function of closed loop can be given in:
(39) h(s)=c(s)g(s)1+c(s)g(s).
Tracking error 'e(s)' of controller RC can be given in:
(40) e(s)=E0(s)
without RC at the same time as error e0(s) the
system.

Result and Discussion
To test and verify the feasibility of the solution, In
MATLAB a model of simulation is built. Between RSCI
and three level neutral point clamped inverter using
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Voltage at max power (Vmax)
Typical maximum power (Pmax)
Short circuit current (Isc)
Current at maximum power (Imax)
Resistance in series(Rs)
Current open circuit (Voc)
Boltzmann constant(K)
Resistance in parallel (Rp)
Material band gap
Charge of electron (q)
Temperature coefficient of
short-circuit current (Ki)
idealist factor (a)
Filter data of LCL
Phase to phase voltage (Vph)
Line to line inverter
output voltage (VLL)
Switching frequency (Fsw)
Rated active power (Pr)
Information of the Battery
Inductor of battery (LBat)
Voltage of battery (Vbat)

37.5 V
210.1 W
6.04 A
5.602 A
0.221 Ω
44V
415.405 Ω1.38065
* 10−23 J/K
415.405 Ω
1.12 eV
1.602 * 10−11 C
0.0032 A/K
1.3 eV
117.3 V
143.66 V
40 * 103 Hz
558 W
5 mH
60 V

Case1: PI controller with three level neutral point
clamped inverter
Fixed condition of irradiance: For producing the required
voltage level topology of the NPC MLI consisted of 4
electronic switches then 2 diodes of clamping in one
side, thus having six clamping diodes, twelve switches,
two condensers. The device produces the power
system current and voltage necessary for the inverter
output, considering PI controller with topology. Fig.14.
Thevoltage components of zero, positive and negative
sequence which fit the method are demonstrated
Figure 14: Voltage of a three level inverter
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The output current is shown in Fig at inverter and grid
side rail. 15.15. This leads to Pg. 15(a) shows harmonic
disturbances in the inverter current and which is
eliminated by the LCL filter of integrated is seen in
Figure (15)(b). Illustration Figure (16), Figure(17).The
harmonic evaluation of the converter current for four
cycles at a fundamental frequency of 50 Hz is analysed
and revealed by the fast Fourier Transform. According
to the IEEE 1541 standard, the 5.38 percent THD is too
high and therefore needs to be further improved for
real time deployment especially for photovoltaic based
power grid system.
Figure 15 (a): NPC inverter output current (b) Grid output
current

Nonetheless, the effect of usage of the filter LCL for
minimizing the amount of harmonics to given quality
of energy problem was expressed in the current in the
power system side grid, as seen in Figure (18)(b). This
experiment was verified by measuring the inverter side
current’s THD value using technique of FFT for cycles of
four at a simple frequency of 50 Hz. Illustration. 19, War.
By applying the LCL filter, 20 imply a large removal of
the value of THD from 5.7 per cent to 0.2 per cent. From
conclusions in the above analysis, restriction such as the
need for filter of LCL for achieving three level voltages
is expressed in the behaviour for MLI in addition to
more switches of operations. This motivates the design
of the MLI switch in addition to reduced reliance on the
integrated model filter, by incorporating above limitation
into solution nominated.
Figure 18 (a): Inverter current output (b) Grid current
output

Figure 16: Calculation of THD of Current in inverter
Figure 19: Calculation of the THD in current of inverter
side

Figure 17: calculation of THD of current in the grid
Figure 20: Calculation of THD incurrent of grid side

Changing condition of irradiance: LCL filter output is
evaluated under different irradiance conditions for the
same system. Illustration. 18 Shows power system side
and converter side current simulation results. The results
from Fig. 18(a) specifically show the harmonic distortion.
In the inverter current case, due to the existence of
nonlinearity.

Case2: Recurrent controller with CSIR
Fixed Irradiance Condition: Fig. 21 displays difference
of the time of the reactive energy and active energy, the
solar voltage output and the inverter current output,
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the system output and the battery power charging then
discharge. Three of the photovoltaic units are attached as
series format into the network for creating a photovoltaic
board. Analysis in above, that was estimated that
radiation in the rated PV device will achieve Iph = 5.6A
and the voltage output will be 117.2 voltage, and the
output current will be 4.74 ampere.
Lastly, to the time interval t = 40 ms, the all real energy
of 558 watt was produced which initially differs between
663 watts and 444 watts as shown in Figure 21(A).
Illustration 21(B) equally demonstrates variance of the
re active energy and displays the original variance of
the reactive power is sent to the power system from 0 to
251 var in the interval period of t = 100 ms.
Figure 21: The fixed irradiance: (a) Active energy (b)
reactive energy (c) solar voltage (d) loading and unloading
of storage (e) inverter current (f) grid current

using storage power is seen in Figure 21(D).Current value
gets 1.8 ampere in period interval 0 ms to 41ms in the
battery discharge process and during the loading phase
the power approaches −1.8 ampere in period interval
41 ms to 99ms.
The feasibility for suggested solution is seen as Figure 21
(E to F) on the harmonic minimisation, passing the device
properties near to similar behaviour. That reveals small
reliance for the filter LCL relative for the 3 level inverter
(NPC) in case-1. The study of FFT explicitly shows this
by displaying a decreased THD ratio of 0.46 per cent to
that of using the filter LCL is seen in Figure(22).Even
so, at Pg. 23A more increased efficiency is obtained by
using the grid side current in THD-level, LCL filter into
0.22 percent. In the proposed solution, the inclusion of
LCL filter is considered because of its device safety gain
under sudden voltage transition.
Figure 22: Calculation of THD current of inverter side

Figure 23: calculation of THD current of grid side

Machine was producing reactive energy required due to
the presence of a condenser. Fig. 21(c) shows PV module
output dc variance voltage. In the case of a PV powered
micro grid, energy storage is important for increasing
performance and reliability. The management policy
and preparation to load the energy storage in operating
time then to drain energy storage capacity for fulfilling
electricity shall be enforced. The time difference for
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Figure (24) Displays the phase to phase variation for
the voltage of converter, the midpoint amplitude of the
converter, and the reduced voltage phase of the converter.
The suggested RSCI dependent RC controller produces
high level amplitude relative for the clamped converter,
seen in Figure 24(a) and (b). The suggested inverter's
remover voltage phase as per centre point is shown as
diagram. 24(C) Zero distortion of harmonics.
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Figure 24: The irradiance (a) phase to phase inverter
amplitude (b) converter phase voltage (c) Filtered inverter
phase voltage

Figure 25: Calculation of THD current of inverter

CONCLUSION
This paper recommends a many stage PV micro grid
network supported RSCI based inverter for storing power.
Furthermore, an incremental conductance algorithm
based MPPT technique is implemented to recover the
full usable energy for defined and variable irradiance
conditions. A repetitive control technique is applied in
place of controller PI with RSCI for further boost the
performance. The harmonic rates are determined by
seeking THD value by FFT analysis to ensure the chance
of real-time use, and are established in within standard of
IEEE1547. For remaining enhancement of the efficiency
of the power, integration of the filter LCL was explored;
while the suggested solution results satisfactorily. In
addition, the proposed controller will evaluate the
battery's efficacy in improving overall device efficiency.
The simulation findings suggest the enhanced efficiency
of the introduced topology of converter and strategy of
control in better power level, decreased flips, removable

error in steady state and harmonic level also minimized
as opposed to the NPC inverter with PI transmitter.
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ABSTRACT

An adaptative filter is a procedure device that iteratively models the link between the input and output signals
of the filter. An adaptive filter is a system with a linear filter that has a transfer function controlled by variable
parameters and a means to adjust those parameters according to an optimization algorithm. This paper presents
an approach for implementing an adaptive lattice LMS filter which gives less delay and improved SNR than
traditional adaptive filter. Adaptive noise cancellation is realized using lattice form, which is developed around the
lattice basic structure. Least Mean Square (LMS) based adaptive filters are widely deployed for removing noise in
Electrocardiogram (ECG) due to less number of computations. The ECG signal along with Power Line Interference
(PLI) noise is taken as input and signal to noise ratio analysis for lattice LMS structure is performed. Combinational
delay of 4 tap and 8 tap lattice LMS filter is improved by 3.5% and 14.33% respectively.

KEY WORDS: Adaptive Filter, ECG Signal, FPGA Implementation, Lattice Filter, Least Mean Square, Power
Line Interference Noise, Signal to Noise Ratio.

INTRODUCTION
An adaptive filter plays a vital role in statistical signal
processing. In practical situations, the system is operating
in an uncertain environment where the input condition
is not clear and the unexpected noise exists. Under such
circumstances, system should have the flexibility to
modify the system parameters and make adjustments
based on the input signal and other relevant signal to
obtain optimal performance. The main characteristics of
the adaptive filter is the adjustment of filter coefficient
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with respect to the input signal. Adaptive filter adjusts
their coefficient to minimize an error signal and can
be realized as finite impulse response, infinite impulse
response, lattice and transform domain filter. The lattice
structure is incorporated in the filter structure to improve
the SNR and reduce the delay.
Various research work has been done in the area of
adaptive filter using various algorithm. Design and
analysis of Noise Signal Cancellation using Adaptive
Algorithms(Abhishek et al. 2014; Anjana et al. 2014).
Modified Model and Algorithm of LMS Adaptive Filter
for Noise Cancellation (Awadhesh et al. 2018). Denoising
ECG signal using Adaptive filter Algorithm. The targeted
FPGA is Altera Cyclone IV (Chinmay et al. 2012). The
filter design results in superior performance, greater
data sample frequency and less logic occupation using
hardware Description Language (HDL)(Malarmannan et
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al. 2010).Two adaptive filters using Least Mean Square
(LMS) and Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS) are
applied to remove the noises and the results are compared
in terms of different performance parameters such as,
Power Spectral Density (PSD),frequency spectrum and
convergence (Sachin et al. 2010). Four types of AC and DC
noises is mixed with ECG signal and nullify the signals
using LMS and RLS algorithm (Zhao et al. 2013: Syed et
al. 2009: Gomathi et al. 2020). Adaptive filter can exist in
three forms such as direct, transposed and hybrid forms.
The main reason for the LMS algorithms popularity
in adaptive filtering is its computational simplicity
(Bansal et al. 2011), making it easier to implement than
all other commonly used adaptive algorithms. The only
disadvantage is its weak convergence.
The rest of paper is as follow: The detailed description
of existing and proposed system is described in section
II and III Results of 4 tap and 8 tap LMS adaptive and
Lattice filter using Xilinx ISE FPGA design suite are
illustrated in section IV followed by conclusion in
section V.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Existing System: The adaptive filter uses the least mean
square algorithm which uses a technique called “method
of steepest descent” and continuously estimates results
by updating filter weights is shown in fig. 1.
Figure 1: Adaptive filter structure configuration

Figure 2: LMS adaptive filter structure

Proposed System: Adaptive system can be realized using
lattice form, which is developed around the lattice basic
structure shown in figure 3. The input-output relation
of such a building block is characterized by the coefficient. A Lattice filter is a highly efficient structure for
generating the sequence of forward prediction error and
corresponding sequence of backward prediction errors at
the same time. The various stages of a lattice predicted are
“Decoupled” from each other. This decoupling property
shows the backward prediction errors produced by the
various stages of a lattice predictor are “orthogonal”
to each other for wide sense stationary input data.
The lattice filter is modular in structure. Hence, if we
are required to increase the order of the predictor, we
simply add one or more stages without affecting earlier
computations. All the stages of lattice predictor have a
similar structure; consequently such a predictor lends
itself to the use of very large scale integration (VLSI)
technology if that technology is considered beneficial
to the application of interest.
Figure 3: Lattice structure

Filter Output: y(n)=wT(n)x(n)

(1)

Error Signal : e(n)=d(n)-y(n)

(2)

The order-update equations for forward and backward
reduction errors are recursively specified by

Weight Update Equation:
w(n+1)=w(n)+2µc(n)e(n)x(n)

(3)

Fig. 1. shows the building blocks of the adaptive filter
and the equation explains the functioning of the filter.
The input signal or signal source is combined along with
the noise signal and given to the adder and the output
is given to the LMS adaptive filter (Sasikala et al. 2017;
Sathya et al. 2015) for which the noise signal is given as
input. The output from the LMS adaptive filter is given
as feedback is shown in fig. 2.
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fm(n) = fm-1(n)-k *(n)bm-1(n-1)		

(4)

bm(n) = bm-1(n-1)-km(n)fm-1(n) yu

(5)

Fig. 3. Shows the lattice structure which is incorporated
in the direct form adaptive filter to make it into lattice
filter.
Along with the lattice structure the LMS algorithm is
incorporated to for adaptive lattice LMS filter is shown
in fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Lattice joint process estimator

workspace and scope. The Gate way in and Gate way
out used to connect the Simulink block to Xilinx block
and Xilinx block to Simulink block respectively with
Filter order N=4.
Simulation Results: PLI noise of 50-60 Hz is added to
the input ECG signal. The Simulation is done using
system generator and synthesis is executed using FPGA
design suite.
Figure 7: Simulation output of 4 tap direct form LMS
filter structure

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Filter Design: Fig. 5 shows four tap direct form LMS
filter structure is designed and simulated in Xilinx
System generator [13]. The blocks used in this structure
are adder, multiplier, unit delay, divider, math function,
constant, signal from workspace and scope. The Gate
way in and Gate way out used to connect the Simulink
block to Xilinx block and Xilinx block to Simulink block
respectively with filter order N=4.
Figure 5. 4: tap FIR filter

Simulation output of 4 tap direct form LMS filter
structure is given in fig. 7. In this simulation input is
the ECG signal and PLI noise is mixed with it and the
noise is filtered using 4 tap direct form adaptive filter
and output is obtained.
Figure 8: Simulation output of 4 tap lattice LMS filter
structure

Figure 6.4: tap lattice filter

Simulation output of 4 tap Lattice LMS filter structure
is given in fig. 8. In this simulation input is the ECG
signal and PLI noise is mixed with it and the noise is
filtered using 4 tap Lattice LMS adaptive filter and the
output is obtained.
Fig. 6 shows four tap Lattice LMS filter structure is
designed and simulated in Xilinx System generator.
The blocks used in this structure are adder, multiplier,
unit delay, divider, math function, constant, signal from

Simulation output of 8 tap direct form LMS filter
structure is given in fig. 9. In this simulation input is the
ECG signal and PLI noise is mixed with it and the noise
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is filtered using 8 tap direct form adaptive filter and the
output is obtained.
Figure 9: Simulation output of 8 tap direct form LMS
filter structure

Table 1. SNR Calculation with ECG Signals between Direct
Form and Lattice LMS Adaptive Filter Structures for 4
Tap and 8 Tap

INPUT
ECG
SIGNALS
100.dat
101.dat
105.dat
108.dat
200.dat
203.dat
208.dat
228.dat
Average

Figure 10: Simulation output of 8 tap lattice LMS filter
structure

SNR in dB
4 Tap
8 Tap
Adaptive
Lattice
Adaptive
Lattice
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
25.62
26.03
26.37
25.08
24.62
29.09
30.2
23.36
26.29

86.99
72.98
65.71
87.21
32.77
42.47
43.59
86.75
64.80

Signal to Noise Ratio Calculation for ECG Signals: The
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is considered to an important
parameter when denoising the signal. Signal to Noise
Ratio for ECG signals is compared and tabulated in
Table 1, for direct form and lattice LMS Adaptive Filter
Structures.
From Table 1, it is observed that the SNR of 4 tap lattice
and 8 tap lattice adaptive filters improved by 54.79%
and 55.39% compared to FIR filter. Area and Time Delay
Analysis for Various Filters
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72.42
68.15
63.82
72.46
33.51
43.12
44.18
72.33
58.74

Table 2. Comparison of Area and Delay for Various
Filters
Filter
FILTER LENGTH 4
Length/
FIR
Lattice
Parameter
Number of
16
96
Slice LUTs
Number of
40
57
Slice Registers
Total delay (ns) 17.433
16.815

Simulation output of 8 tap Lattice LMS filter structure
is given in fig. 10. In this simulation input is the ECG
signal and PLI noise is mixed with it and the noise is
filtered using 8 tap Lattice LMS adaptive filter and the
output is obtained.

25.83
26.11
26.09
25.39
25.2
28.07
29.11
23.83
26.20

FILTER LENGTH 8
FIR
Lattice
16

96

72
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25.488

21.834

The proposed lattice LMS filters provide reduction in
combinational delay when compared to the direct form
LMS filter. From table 2 the combinational delay of 4
tap and 8 tap lattice LMS filter is improved by 3.5% and
14.33% respectively.

Conclusion
Two forms like direct form and lattice LMS adaptive
filters were designed and implemented in Xilinx system
generator. Here LMS adaptive filters were realized in a
digital environment using Xilinx ISE tool. Simulation is
performed with various ECG signals obtained from MIT
BIH database as input to the designed filters and its SNR
is obtained. From the analysis, it is observed that the
SNR value for lattice LMS filters are 60% greater than
the normal direct form of LMS filters for ECG signal
denoising. The proposed lattice LMS filters provide
reduction in combinational delay when compared to
the direct form LMS filter. Combinational delay of 4 tap
and 8 tap lattice LMS filter is improved by 3.5% and
14.33% respectively.
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ABSTRACT

Internet of Things security targets around secure network enabled devices that interface with one another on
wireless network. IoT security is the secure component attached to the Internet of Things, and it endeavors to
ensure IoT devices and systems against cybercrime. The Internet of Things is a developing pattern, with a cascade
of new components hitting the market. As this grows widely there occurs an issue: When you're associated with
everything, there are many approaches to hack your private data. That can make you an appealing objective for
individuals who need to make a benefit off of your own information. Each associated devices you possess can
include another protection concern, particularly since the majority of the interface with your cell phone. Any
innovation accessible today has not come to its 100 % capacity. It generally has a hole to go. Thus, we can say
that Internet of Things has a huge innovation in a world that can assist different advances with reaching its exact
and finish 100 % ability also. This is widely called network intrusion which means an intruder steals one’s private
data over the network. IoT energizes the correspondence between devices, also popularly known as Machine-toMachine (M2M) communication. Along with this, the physical devices can remain associated. Due to association
of physical devices, there occurs network traffic which leads to denial of services and bottleneck. To overcome
these consequences in wireless sensor network, data routing protocols are implemented. This proposed system
emphasizes how data traffic over wireless network are regulated by data routing protocol using genetic algorithm
with the traffic information collected through IoT devices.

KEY WORDS: WSN, IoT, Data Routing Protocols, Genetic algorithm, Intrusion detection.
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INTRODUCTION
The IoT security framework turns into need of effective
arrangement of IoT framework. The identification
of interlopers is one of the significant advancement
in guaranteeing the security of the IoT systems. The
association of IoT devices is possible through only network
layer which is the backbone for data transmission, yet in
addition it gives chances for deploying network based
security mechanisms, for example, Network Intrusion
Detection Systems (NIDS). To enhance the number of
hidden layers and the neurons in the network layer is
proposed by an advanced intrusion detection system
of IoT genetic algorithm into learning network. The
improved genetic algorithm is applied for various kinds
of hit, principle number of hidden layers with neurons
in a hidden layers are recursively generated By this the
system complexity is diminished however much could be
expected by guaranteeing location rate. By utilizing the
results obtained from the issues of learning network is
used to design the intrusion detection system which has
more prominent improvement in execution (Ying Zhang
et al,. 2019). The genetic algorithm with the memory
function and adjustment function of immune genetic
algorithm are used for further calculation. Other than
improved algorithm, the operators of genetic algorithm
is used. The improved algorithm provides improved wide
search capability and searching operation with greater
efficiency (Yingchen Wang et al,. 2018).
The legitimacy and sanity of the improved model are
evaluated in examination with existing outcomes. Genetic
algorithm reflects procedure of characteristic selection
process utilizing bio-motivated operators like crossover
and mutation. The process of genetic algorithm depends
upon hypothesis of fitness function. Genetic algorithm
deals with generation of solution. The ﬁtness of every
population produced is determined by assessing ﬁtness
procedure with corresponding solution. The existence
of individual to abutting iteration simply depends on
ﬁtness estimation of individual. The individuals with
less ﬁtness estimation is expelled from population.
Great attributes obtained from parent solutions are
proliferated to abutting population by applying mutation
and crossover. The importance of genetic algorithm for
explaining the scheduling problem is experienced in the
proposed system (Diya Thomas et al,. 2018). The objective
of research is to propel the existing state of the art in IoT
research by distinguishing various domains where IoT is
intensely utilized, the security necessities and difficulties
that IoT is currently confronting, and the current security
solutions that have been proposed or actualized with
their impediments (Syed Rizvi et al,. 2018).
The protective measures are significant concern of
internet of things biological framework. For revitalizing
the back bone of security measures and protection of
internet of things. Actually, block chain has genuinely
comprehensive which is distinguished by scientists from
organization and scholarly worldwide are applying
blockchain in various ways on regular basis (Mahdi H.
Miraz et al,. 2018). The procedure in genetic algorithm
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is introduced to examine multi located data sources and
single point by decision utilizing vehicle queue at four
bearing roadway signal crosspoint. The research have
been shown with arduino pack and ordinary traffic
framework is contrasted by smart traffic framework. The
results from proposed framework encourage infuriate
free travel by withdrawing waiting time for green light
and mishaps (P. Kuppusamy et al,. 2018). The genetic
algorithm is one of significant method for fuzzy system
which profits ideal element subset. The procedure of
genetic algorithm work recursively with lot of applicant
results for issue is otherwise called population. The
procedure in genetic algorithm cycle is rehashed until
it ranges to final statement. The procedure in genetic
algorithm computes the ﬁtness esteem by utilizing ﬁtness
function. The estimation relies on nature of result of each
and individual generation, where the ﬁtness function
(capacity of the issue) is likewise used to assess best
competitor result (Archana P. Kalea et al,. 2018).
The growth in field of internet of things, the degree of
innovative work for wireless network and wireless sensor
network is being developed definitely. The transmission
of data which is called as routing of data packets in
a network is a decisive process, and lot of vitality is
spared if routing of data packets is prepared adequately
in the network which leads to an advancement issue
along with numerous requirements similarly, vitality
in a hub, connecting quality, traffic, and so on. To
overcome this type of issues, genetic algorithms which is
incorporated with genetic procedures over given network
consisting population would provide ideal solution. In
such case, efficiency of algorithm is blocked because
of improper union, so they were not capable to pass
through search area with huge number of solution for
ideal energy retaining. To handle the above mentioned
disadvantages, an advanced genetic algorithm utilizing
local searching method is adjusted. Right now, an altered
genetic algorithm is called as enhanced genetic algorithm
utilizing search method component with sleep wakeup
system. This improves the wireless network to an extent
that vitality protection with augmentation of network
existence is powerful, and recognizing data transmission
imperatives and energy utilization of sensor during
network communication (Aishwarya S Hampiholi et
al,. 2018).
Internet of things is comprised of devices which are
capable to detect, impart, process, and even control their
condition. The internet of things devices are progressively
turning into part of complicated, dynamic, and circulated
systems, for example, power or versatile systems. An
assortment of sensors in IoT can catch various parts of the
condition that they screen continuously. This proposes
a one-class support tucker machine (OCSTuM) and an
OCSTuM dependent on tensor Tucker machine and a
genetic algorithm called GA-OCSTuM. The procedure in
genetic algorithm selects a component subset of device
sensor data and quest for ideal design parameters. The
proposed genetic algorithm based OCSTuM calculation
can spare computational productivity, yet improves the
irregularity identification exactness of OCSTuM (Xiaowu
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Deng Peng et al,. 2018). IoT top security concerns:
cloning of device, exposure of sensitive data, denial
of service attack, illegal access to devices and control,
tampering of data. This exploration research achieves the
requirement to relieve IoT device cloning with security
measures and exposure of sensitive data (Swapnil Naik
et al,. 2017).

Materials and Methods
Related Work: The utilization of wireless sensor
communication, which permits easier intrusion between
communication by attackers, together with the Internet of
Things (IoT) or Web of Things (WoT) additionally prompts
attackers to uncover confidential data and to control
information. It is vital to find efficient and successful
techniques to balance such intrusion. Something else, all
the benefits of the IoT will be relinquish. So as to address
these difficulties, ﬁrst, a profound security investigation
of the current advances is expected to find the root cause
along with the analysis strategies that permit verification
of the security of the network (Stefan Marksteiner et al,.
2017). A technique for friendship network in interpersonal
organizations utilizing genetic algorithm. This is to
respond to two primary inquiries. The first thing is that
how the connections are formed in the interpersonal
network and the subsequent one is that why links are
framed in the social network. They utilized the possibility
of genetic algorithm to build up a companion proposal
framework. As asserted, their methodology brought about
more excellent companions list which are significant
and suitable for the further future connections. Utilize a
human interpersonal organization and examine it, build
an informal community of items by extricating data
from such system, use attributes from the system so as
to run a model which can produce engineered systems
with comparative properties, The last advance is applying
the methodologies and dissecting the outcomes (Wail
Mardini et al,. 2017).
The primary goal in the IoT is that each article in the IoT
can utilize its friendship networks to scan for specific
administration. The proposed work tends to issue of
connection selection of associations, breaks down few
procedures in the review. At that point it proposes
a connection determination methodology utilizing
procedure of genetic algorithm to find relatively ideal
result. The results show an improvement over reviewed
methodologies regarding few parameter (Wail Mardini et
al,. 2017). The crafty systems are the variations of delay
tolerant network. Such networks are considered to be
valuable for direction of data packets where there are less
number of base stations in long distance travel of data
packets. In a capitalist system, when hubs move apart or
turn off capacity for energy moderation, communications
might be upset or diminished intermittently. Such
occasions bring about discontinuity in availability of
data. The segmentation of system happens when there is
no way existing between the source and destination. In
such a way, hubs can communicate with one another by
sharp links through store convey forward activity. Right
now, present the plan of an incorporated keen framework

for IoT gadget determination and arrangement in crafty
systems utilizing Fuzzy Logic and genetic algorithm
(Miralda Cuka et al,. 2017).
The hereditary calculation is a populace based
enhancement strategy. It utilizes the general standards
of common determination. It tends to be utilized for both
compelled and unconstrained issues. The calculation
iteratively changes the populace by utilizing three
administrators: selection, crossover and mutation. At
each progression, the genetic algorithm chooses parent
chromosomes and creates the new population by
applying genetic operations (Ilhan Aydin et al,. 2017). The
internet of things has picked up fame in successive years
for syndetic of devices such as sensors, gear, software
programming, and services of data. Through the web
it enhances the correspondence between these devices.
The ideal components associated with internet of things
are: distinguishing proof, detecting, correspondence,
administrations and semantics. The distinguishing
proof component coordinates the administrations with
the interest. The detecting component acquires the data
from different items inside the system at that point, it
transmits detected information back to the database
(Ankush B. Pawar et al,. 2016). The internet of things
contains an intricate framework of brilliant devices,
which often transmits data through the network. The
major advancements of internet of things technology is
worldview, which is comprised of security fundamental
tasks and delicate data to be published in the network
and the dimension of security is vital.
This system contemplates security of system that matters
in astute home, human services and hauling areas. The
interference that happens in IoT devices is conceivable
during activity making them in shutdown mode. The
research categorization of security threats in internet
of things systems is designed to help IoT designers for
better acquaintance with security defects and better
assurances will be consolidated (MukrimahNawir et
al,. 2016). The internet of things systems discover
increasingly more wide conveyance in numerous
territories. Significant element of the IoT systems are
huge number of information sources, hubs of the IoT
arrange have constrained processing assets, information
move from sources to the focal gadgets, various sorts of
systems are utilized( internet, remote, wire, etc..). These
highlights do rather genuine the issue of equal preparing
of numerous gathered information in IoT. This issue
incorporates in itself two different issues: Big information
handling and making of versatile systems. The hereditary
calculation is utilized for finding the ideal plan of the
appropriation of CEP administrators on IoT arrange has.
Trial results indicated that the use of the offered approach
permits to get an increase in throughput to 50 percent.
Simultaneously, the activity of the genetic algorithm
doesn't abuse the ongoing scale (Igor Kotenko et al,.
2016). The internet of things environment is fundamental
for making a proficient official between data services
and internet of things in order to execute a composite
task effectively.
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Right now, propose service asset portion approach which
limits information transmissions between client’s cell
phones and which successfully manage the requirements
of these sorts of situations. The tasks issue into a
variation of the degree-obliged least crossing issue and
applied the procedure of genetic algorithm to diminish
the point expected for creating a close ideal arrangement.
The fitness algorithm and cipher strategy to apply the
procedure of genetic algorithm in productive way. Also,
it takes fundamentally less time than the beast power
approach (MinHyeop Kim et al,. 2015). There are loads of
PCs, physical gadgets, and cell phones. To finish a mind
boggling task, the undertaking might be disintegrated
into a ton of straightforward errands, and be doled
out to heaps of gadgets in IoT, which can improve the
entire execution of the framework. Be that as it may,
by along these lines, the specialized gadgets in the IoT
should make a parity one another, accordingly to build
the framework execution while balance all the assets.
Numerous scientists have checked that the problem is
NP-hard. Right now, propose a genetic algorithm for
understanding the planning in IoT framework. Trial
results show the proficiency of the proposed calculation
(Junqing Li et al,. 2013).
Motivation: Location of malignant associations in PC
systems has been a developing issue persuading across
the board inquire about in software engineering to
grow better intrusion detection system (IDS). Right now,
present an AI approach known as genetic algorithm
(GA), to distinguish such unsafe associations. The
algorithm mulls over various highlights in organizing the
associations, for example, kind of convention, arrange
administration on the goal and status of the association
to create a grouping rule set. Each standard in rule
set recognizes a specific attack type. For this trial, we
actualized a GA and prepared it on the informational
index to create a standard set that can be applied to
the IDS to distinguish and group various kinds of
intrusions. A genetic algorithm is a hunt method utilized
in processing to discover genuine or rough answers
for streamlining and search issues. Genetic algorithm
is categorized as worldwide inquiry heuristics. Genetic
algorithm is a specific class of transformative algorithms.
The transformative algorithms are applied to PC systems
to network intrusion and data traffic brought about by
data transfer.
Each attainable solution can be set apart by its estimation
of the wellness of the issue. Genetic algorithm is
begun with a lot of solutions called populations which
means organizing network traffic. It is utilized to focus
another population and gives progressively appropriate
and more opportunities to choose. This is rehashed
until best solution is given. Fundamentally, a fitness
function is utilized to assess and to recognize the fittest
individuals which finds the elective course to move the
information instead of clogged system. It is a procedure
that accepts the population produced as information and
reproduces the appropriateness of population as result.
The subordinate procedure involved in genetic algorithm
is given below.
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STEPS IN GA
Step 1: Choose a procedure to signify population
parameters //selection operator, crossover operator,
mutation operator, population size, crossover probability
and mutation probability.
Step 2: Initialize random population with strings of size
l, pmax, set p = 0.
Step 3: Evaluate each and every string in generated
population.
Step 4: If p > pmax and other termination criteria is
satisfied, then terminate the procedure.
Step 5: Perform reproduction process over the produced
population.
Step 6: Perform crossover operation on random pair of
string.
Step 7: Perform mutation process on every string.
Step 8: Analyze strings in newly generated population.
Set p = p + 1 and go to Step 3.
Step 9: Ciphering of population in binary string. // Steps
in fitness function.
Step 10: Random generation of a population.
Step 11: Fitness value of each population is calculated.
Step 12: Use fitness value to select pairs of parent
strings.
Step 13: Generate new string //crossover and mutation is
performed until a new population has been produced.
Step 14: Repeat steps 10 to 13 until satisfying solution
is obtained.
Step 15: The newly produced population is further
examined and analyzed for termination process.
Step 16: If the termination criteria is not met, the
population is recursively performed.
Step 17: Choose a random point from parents. //
Crossover
Step 18: Split the parents at the crossover point.
Step 19: Create new population by exchanging tails of
the parents.
//Generally setting crossover probability with a value 0.5
produces good results and its typical range is 0.3 to 1.
Figure 1: Flowchart for Genetic Algorithm
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Existing System: An intrusion detection system is
a framework which is used to organize traffic for
apprehensive movement and issues alerts when such a
suspicious activity is found in the network. Intrusion
detection system is a software application that filters
a system for suspicious movement or breaching of
strategy. An malignant venture or contravention
is regularly exposed either to an oversee or gather
centralized system utilizing a security information and
event management framework. A security management
framework coordinates outputs received from various
locations and uses alert filtering procedures to detach
malignant accomplishment from false alert. Despite
this the intrusion detection system screens networks for
possibly malevolent activity and additionally approved
to false alerts. Subsequently, enterprises need to calibrate
their intrusion detection system framework when they
initially propose them. This implies an appropriate
setting up of the intrusion detection system to perceive
the difference between ordinary traffic on the system
resembles with malevolent movement.
Intrusion detection system additionally screens and
organizes data packets inbound to the system to analyze
noxious activity associated with it and on the double
sends the admonition notices. Wireless sensor network
is a system that comprises of minor, unpredictable and
huge number of sensors and at least one base station or
hub. Most testing issue in wireless sensor system is the
constrained battery intensity of sensor hubs utilized in
the system. To build the vitality of sensor hubs, vitality
is ideally administered all through the wireless sensor
system. So the way to advance the existence time of the
system is to plan successful and vitality conventions.
Routing protocol can be a structure based or convention
activity based. Right now, instructional exercise of
existing routing protocol in wireless sensor systems is
completed. Testing issues for WSNs are energy utilization
and system life time.
Proposed Methodology: Figure 2 shows the monitoring of
network intrusion detection by IoT devices and network
traffic control by genetic algorithm. Routing in the
internet of things - Sensors or wireless sensor networks
comprise of a fundamental piece of IoT since sensors
can be constrained by end clients and information can
be transmitted to far off locales through Internet. IoT
information conventions are utilized to interface low
power IoT devices. The IoT devices will commonly
transmit information over the worldwide Internet.
Business IoT, where nearby correspondence is commonly
either Bluetooth or Ethernet (wired or remote). The IoT
devices will ordinarily communicate with neighborhood
devices. These protocols furnish point-to-point
communication with the equipment at the client side with
no internet connection. Availability in IoT data protocol
is through a wired or a cellular network. There are
numerous application zones of wireless sensor networks,
for example, battle field reconnaissance, psychological
militant following and roadway traffic observing. These
applications gather sensed information from sensor hubs
to screen events in the domain of intrigue. One of the

significant issues in these applications is the presence
of the radio-jamming zone between source hubs and the
base station. Based on the routing protocol, transmission
of the detected information may not be delivered to the
base station.
To take care of this issue, we propose a genetic algorithm
based routing protocol for dependable transmission while
considering the fair energy exhaustion of the sensor
hubs. The genetic algorithm finds an effective routing
by considering the radio-jamming zone, transmission
separation, normal outstanding vitality and bounce
check. There are a few applications known for wireless
sensor networks, and this assortment requests improve
the routing protocol. The lifetime of system and
energy utilization for routing which assume key role
in each application are represented by some prominent
parameters. The procedure of genetic algorithm is one
of the optimized technique of nonlinear methodology
and generally a good choice of effectiveness for huge
scope of application. The current work attempts to apply
an extensive improvement in every single operational
phase of a wireless sensor network including hub
position, coverage of network, and aggregation of data
and accomplished a perfect solution of routing protocol
parameters and application based sensor networks. By
utilizing genetic algorithm which is dependent on the
consequences produced by reproductions in network, a
particular fitness function was accomplished, upgraded,
altered for all operational phases of sensor networks.
Figure 1 shows the execution procedure of genetic
algorithm.

Figure 2: IoT for Network Intrusion Detection by Traffic
Control

Intrusion detection system of sensor network setup
at point located within the system to monitor traffic
produced from other devices of the system. It provides
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a perception of traffic on the whole subordinate
network and analyzes the traffic that is produced from
the subnet to the collection of known threats. When a
attack is renowned or an intrusion is detected, an alert
is sent to the executive. A network intrusion detection
system is introducing the alert system on the subnet
where firewalls are situated which is to check whether
someone is intruding the firewall system. The intrusion
detection system runs on independent devices located
on the system. The intrusion detection system screen
the imminent and dynamic data packets received
from devices and will produce alert messages to the
administrator if pernicious attack is recognized. This
shows a preview of existing system and contrast the
past depiction. The logical intrusion detection system
records were distorted, an alert message is transmitted
to the manager to examine. The utilization of intrusion
detection system is notified on crucial devices, which
are not expected to configure their design.
The intrusion detection system includes a framework that
would reliably resides at the front end server, controls
and deciphers the protocol used between client and
server system. Intrusion detection system is attempting
to make sure about server by normally checking the
hyper text transfer protocol. As protocol is decoded
before and entering in to the next layer of network, then
the framework would require to present the interface
to utilize the data transfer protocol. The intrusion
detection system is a operator that dwells large inside a
group of servers. Protocol recognizes the intrusions by
observing and decoding the communication using data
transfer protocol. This may screen query based protocol
expressed to the centralized layer as it is executed with
database in the server. In the intrusion detection system,
the procedure to build up a total perspective on the
system framework associated to organize information
in the network.
Detection Method of IDS: The intrusion detection system
distinguishes attacks with respect to the premise of the
particular examples, for example, bytes produced, 1's
or 0's produced in the traffic system. It additionally
identifies the definitely realized malevolent guidance
succession which is utilized by the attackers. The
recognized instances in the intrusion detection system
are known as signatures. The intrusion detection system
can easily differentiate the attacks whose design exists in
framework yet it is difficult to distinguish new suspicious
attacks. The intrusion detection system was familiar
that recognizes the ambiguous suspicious attacks as
new threat or intrusion are grown quickly. In intrusion
detection system, there is utilization of machine learning
to provide a trustful activity model is contrasted with
that model and it is considered as malware in the event
that it isn't discovered in new model. IoT based strategy
has a advanced property in contrast with intrusion
detection system as these models can be prepared by the
applications and equipment designs.
ALGORITHM
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Step 1: Start
Step 2: Security administrator configure perspectives
and Network behavior monitoring.
Step 3: Data packet capture by preprocessing module.
// The Intrusion detection system.
Step 3.1: If, it is normal data detection, then discard
normal data.
Step 3.2: Else, misuse of detection module is identified.
// the data from Step 2 and Step 3.2 is provided to another
preprocessing module.
Step 4: Collected is provided is checked with training
database.
Step 5: Calculate inferior and superior limit.
Step 6: Abnormal data detection, alert response
module.
// Implementation of GA.
Step 7: Generate initial population for time interval.
//Selection process
Step 8: Estimate the fitness of each chromosome.
// Fitness test.
Step 8.1: If, termination criterion is satisfied, Repeat
Step 2.
Step 8.2: Else, proceed with next step.
// Generation of new population, Reproduction.
Step 9: Select a pair of strings for mating.
// crossover.
Step 10: Exchange parts of 2 selected strings and create
2 offsprings using crossover probability.
Step 11: Randomly change the gene values in 2 offspring
chromosome using mutation probability.
// Mutation.
Step 12: Include the resulting chromosome in the new
population.
Step 12.1: If, the size of new population is equal to
existing chromosome.
Step 12.1.1: Replace the current string population with
new population, Repeat Step 8. //Replacement
Step 12.2: Else, Repeat Step 9.
Step 13: End.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wireless sensor network are accomplishing with
progression of time. Out of immense utilization of
wireless sensor networks, few applications request fast
data transfer with least interruption. A few applications
offer significance to throughput and they don’t need to
deal with delay. The data on network structure and routing
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protocol is significant and it ought to be fitting for the
necessity of the utilization. The protocols are dependable
approaches to build lifetime of the systems, in spite of
the fact that these leads to more energy utilization by
heads of cluster. Consequently, to build system lifetime,
heads of cluster must be reorganized during every time
of design of cluster. Regardless, the protocol guarantees
usage of a successful layout of cluster, they neglect to
ensure optimization of the best hub as cluster head.
Through enhancement, the layout decreases the energy
utilization and subsequently improves effectiveness and

lifetime of the system. In the end, the data transformation
and inquiries between the principle stations, data sink is
another significant issue in wireless sensor network. A
basic procedure for transmission of data is the immediate
data transmission between the base stations. The single
step adaptation procedure is excessively exorbitant, the
separation between the hub and base station, the more
energy is required and subsequently the lesser the lifetime
of system. Table 1 explains the detection of network
intrusion by intruders using genetic algorithm.

Table 1. Network Intrusion Detection by Genetic Algorithm

Another procedure for data transfer is multistep oriented
transfer for a particular range. This procedure spares
significant energy consumption and decreases impact in

the system to a lot, in spite of the fact that, \contingent
upon the spot of utilizing routing protocols, but they
have a few impediments. Primary explanation that makes
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specialists progressively keen on the data organization
and data transmission protocol is significant energy
expended at this level. The huge consumption of energy
is by radio communication. Along with this, a clear
study on this stage, vows to advance wireless sensor
network with reference to energy utilization and system
lifetime. Improvement of the parameters referenced
above eventuates in an advanced wireless sensor
network. There are various techniques, for example,
evolutionary algorithm and gratitude to its better
outcomes for the scope of systems and the final algorithm
that was produced towards the end, the procedure of
genetic algorithm is a general one. The accessibility
of ultimate algorithm makes algorithm valuable and
provide support for clients. Consequently, the current
investigation utilizes the procedure of genetic algorithm
for configuring and customization of systems.

Table 2. Intrusion detection system of network by IoT
based on Genetic algorithm
TRAFFIC

Normal
Denial of Service
Probe
R2L	
U2R
Total

TRAINING
SET

TESTSET

67892
45632
12377
889
46
126836

9610
7231
2254
2671
150
21916

Table 2 provides explanation on intrusion detection
system of network by IoT devices based on genetic
algorithm. A worldwide heuristic algorithm, different
populations are created by assessment of perfect
arrangement by genetic algorithm multiplication
process. The methodology of fitness work is one of the
huge strategies utilized in genetic algorithm to compute
fitness of the recently produced solutions. The genetic
algorithm starts with a fundamental solutions that
contains self assertive sets that fuses characteristics by
gathering of 0 s or 1 s. The fitness work count drives
solutions to achieve a perfect arrangement by the means
for monotonous methodology including hybrid and
determination administrators. There are two unique
approaches to develop another masses: steady state
genetic algorithm and generational genetic algorithm.
A couple of individuals in the solutions are superseded
and at the same time, the generational genetic algorithm
replaces all the new individuals of generation. By using
population by selection process of parents. The procedure
keeps on arriving at the ideal size in the new generation.
A few crossover process causes, every one of which with
various points. The most direct way is single session,
where an irregular cross section is embraced to isolate
new generation. The bit succession of the next generation
is reproduced as the succession generation population.

Figure 2

the technique of genetic algorithm, the fitness work, by
definition, is a strategy for scoring each chromosome
reliant on their ability.
The selected score is a characteristic for continuation
of further engendering. Reliance on issue by the fitness
work is broad, so that if there ought to be an event of
specific issues, it is ludicrous to hope to portray the
issue. Typically, populaces are permitted to go to the
progressive age reliant on their fitness esteem. Right
now, score coordinates the predetermination of solutions.
During every dynamic generation, another generation is
made through grasping people from the current age to
mate on the bases of their fitness esteem. The population
with higher fitness score has higher opportunities
for being picked, the system which realizes specific
gathering of the best arrangement. Bigger piece of the
limits consolidate a stochastically organized segment
for grasping humble number of less fit individuals for
motivation behind keeping arranged assortment in
the people. The hybrid procedure builds up the huge
development toward creation.
Figure 3 shows the network traffic prediction by genetic
algorithm. The reproductive procedure by which acquired
attributes are starting with a generation then onto the
successive generation is mimicked. In the reproductive
procedure, crossover process embraces two or three
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The fitness of population decides degree to which the
utilization of vitality is limited and inclusion is expanded.
Some significant fitness calculations in wireless sensor
network is evaluated. Direct separation to base station it alludes to whole of direct separation between sensor
hubs. Utilization of vitality, sensibly, is dependent
upon the quantity of hubs and for huge wireless sensor
network the vitality is extraordinary. Also, DDBS is
worthy for littler systems where number of close hubs
isn't impressive. Cluster based separation: The absolute
heads of cluster and base station separations and sum of
the separation between the decided part hubs and cluster.
The arrangement suits systems with an enormous number
of broadly dispersed hubs.
Table 3 explains the characteristics of data routing
protocols for network traffic detection. Higher cluster
separation prompts higher energy utilization. For
minimization of energy utilization, the cluster distance
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must not be excessively huge. The thickness of the
clusters is constrained by embracing this estimation,
while thickness is included of hubs in each group. Group
based separation standard - rather than a normal cluster
separation, standard inference quantifies the progressions
of separations of the group. Group based separation is
a component of the arrangement of sensor hubs. There

are groups with various sizes in irregular situation so
a cluster inside a predetermined variety in the cluster
separation is satisfactory. Provided that this is true, the
distinctions in cluster separation are not null, whereas
the variety is dependent on solution of data. At any
rate, under deterministic solution with uniform spread
of center point positions,

Table 3. Data routing protocols for Network data traffic detection
Routing
Classification
Power
Data
Scalability Query
Overhead
Data
Protocols		
Consumption Aggregation		
based		
model
							
RPT
Source initiated	Limited
No	Limited
No	Less
Demand driven
SPEED	Location
	Low
Yes	Limited
No	Less	Geographic
No
RIP
Destination	Limited
No	Limited
No	High
Event driven
initiated
IGRP
Flat	Low
No	Limited
No	Low	Continuously
OSPF
Data centric	High
No	Limited
No
Medium
Event driven
GEAR	Location	Limited
Yes	Limited
No
Medium
Event driven
EGP
Source initiated	High
No	Limited
No	High	Continuously
SPAN	Hierarchical/	Low
Yes	Limited	High	High	Continuously
	Location
BGP	Location	Low
Yes	Good	Low
Medium	Continuously
GAF	Hierarchical/	High
Yes	Limited	Good
Medium
Query driven
	Location
IS - IS	Location	High
No	Good
No	Good
Virtual grid
Yes
SMTP	Hierarchical	Limited	Good
No
Yes	Low	Continuously
HTTP
Data-centric	High
No
Yes
No	High	Continuously
VGA
Flat	Low
Yes
Yes	Low	Good 	Complex
IGP	Location
Maximum
Yes	Limited	Good	Good	Complex

cluster division configuration must be constrained. All
things considered, changes of uniform cluster based
partitions show that the framework is poor. Move
essentialness: it is proportion of used imperativeness
required for moving all the accumulated data to the base
station. Let n be the amount of related center points in
a gathering. Number of transmissions with everything
taken into account, the base station coordinates the
amount of transmissions that occurs at each checking
period. This measure is obtained subject to the conditions
and the imperativeness level of the framework; thus t
speaks to a long time mastermind which the common
perfect response for enhancing and a fair response
for minimization are sufficient. The idea of the best
course of action or chromosome chooses the show of
hereditary calculation based arrangement. In what
using genetic algorithm, a fitness capacity to improve
each key operational pieces of remote sensor organize is
introduced. Toward fitness capacities are the most part
used to improve vitality use and lifetime parameters.
Diversion results certified improvement of the directing
conventions.

QoS

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Conclusion
From the audit, it is comprehended that there are
numerous advancements that empower IoT integration
in reality. For example wireless sensor network is one of
them which are essential to detect devices that produce
immense information caught and sent to IoT based Internet
servers. Right now, it is imperative to comprehend the
efficiency of routing protocol for information dispersal
or steering and the efficiency to sent information safely.
The proposed technique to consider distinctive routing
protocols and their productivity as far as throughput,
delay time and data routing protocol overhead.. Genetic
algorithm requires increasingly computational time.
Huge number of hubs can be conveyed in this system,
the predetermined number of hubs access the channel
and data packets and head of clusters communicate
locally occurs when data transmission between hubs
are boundless. Higher energy utilization is a result of
the occasional migration. In any case, obligations of
cluster head might be appropriated among every other
hub through occasional migration, which brings about
lower energy utilization. The information gathered by
group individuals are collected in cluster head and sent
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to the sink. In this way, utilization of routing protocol
in wireless sensor network by application of genetic
algorithm, network traffic is detected and diminished.
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ABSTRACT

For the past 100 years, vehicle industries played crucial role in developing public transportation, healthcare,
agriculture and medicine related vehicle. The vehicle used in irrespective of all sectors is oil as fuel for vehicle
propulsion. The fuel not only generates mechanical energy but also generate environment hazards. One among
them is CO2 emission which creates a dangerous effect to the environment in terms of polluting air, increasing
temperature level of atmosphere and cause of climate changes. One of the immediate steps to stop the emission
level of CO2 in vehicle industries is to stop production of vehicles. It is no practically viable as on this modern era.
So the alternate way is to drive the vehicle by electricity which is also not generated conventionally as generation
of energy from fossil fuels. The production of electricity does not pollute environment in case it is produced non
conventional way. So the vehicle has to be driven by non polluting sources. There are many to generate non
polluting energy source. One of them is solar energy in particularly solar photovoltaic which convert energy from
solar into electric energy. In this proposed work a design and implementation of solar powered bicycle has been
discussed. The design of each part in proposed method is finalized after considering the problems in existing
methods. Thus the proposed solution of solar powered bicycle can become an alternative to the conventional fuel
based automobiles

KEY WORDS: Batteries, Electric vehicle, Power Converters, Solar Energy.
INTRODUCTION
The birth of the electric vehicle: It’s hard to say only one
innovator had invented electric vehicle in one country
because at the starting of 1800 century many innovator
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started to work on electric vehicle and created small scale
electric vehicle (Rizzo et al., 2013). Robert Anderson was
developed first basic electric carriage during that time
(Chan et al., 2013). Electric vehicle uses electric motors as
prime mover rather than conventional engine to provide
required motive force. The solar powered electric vehicles
(Chia Chen Lin et al,. 2019 ) utilize energy from sun and
convert it into electrical energy. The PV cells generate
sufficient electrical energy only day time in particularly
when the sun is energy adequate. The charge present in
the battery supply ample electrical power to the vehicle
during the lack of sunlight and also not energy conversion
operation of PV cell.
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Figure 1: Thomas Parker and his electric car for First crude
electric carriage

Block Diagram Of The Proposed System
Table 1. Frequency Band with bandwidth

The electrical energy to the electric vehicle may possibly
from off vehicle sources, self vehicle with battery
bank and electric utility. Off vehicle source may be
conventional or nonconventional energy it depends on
availability of resources. Self contained source must
be on the vehicle itself so that it generates required
electrical energy for propulsion. Off vehicle sources may
be on domestic places or a place in which maximum
amount electricity generated by renewable way. Based
on degree of electrical energy connected to vehicle,
it can be classify into three categories. One is Battery
Electric Vehicles, second one is plug in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles and the final one is Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(HEV). Battery Electric Vehicles more commonly called
EVs (Rajashekara et al,. 1994; Chan et al,. 1993; Chan
et al,. 2001) and, are completely electric vehicles with
rechargeable batteries and nonexistence of gasoline
engine.

The block diagram of proposed system is shown in figure
2. It’s consist three parts namely source part, battery and
charge controller part and DC machine part. The solar
panel gets solar energy as light energy and converts it
into electrical energy in the form of DC. The DC output
from solar panel is inherently small value or high value
and based upon the intensity of the solar energy. Batteries
(Sibrandus Stratingh et al,. 2015) present in the proposed
system get charged by solar panel through charge
controller. It maintains the charge level of batteries
while charging of batteries or discharging with help of
battery state sensor and microcontroller. During day time
in particularly high light intensity period, solar panel
will generate maximum electrical energy. Batteries get
charged during that time and its charging level is limited
by charge controller. The battery state sensor (BSS)
continuously measures the charge level of the battery
and send control signal to charge controller.

Battery Electric Vehicles are utilizing the stored energy
in batteries for electric vehicle propulsion. The ultimate
role of gasoline engine is removed by an electric motor.
The electric motor obtained its power from rechargeable
batteries through a charge controller. The battery power
is utilized to run the electric motor with abet of all
onboard electronics. BEVs do not produce any dangerous
emissions and hazards caused by conventional gasoline
powered vehicles. The batteries in the vehicles are
charged by on board supply as solar energy or off board
solar hub/solar energy supplier or energy from electricity.
Indian Pollution control board recent announced that
Delhi is one of the most polluted cities in India. It shows
that pollution due to road dust and vehicles account for
about 50% of the total pollution. Fine particles matter
from vehicles is the main reason for air pollution.

The operation of charge controller depends on the signal
from microcontroller. Based on microcontroller signal,
the charge controller performs either step up or step
down operation. Once the battery gets charged it read
to perform its operation ie its supply required value of
DC voltage to motor for propulsion. When the sunlight
is amply available, the battery is charged efficiently
to run the motor. Without sunlight, the motor runs by
using the stored energy in the battery. The PIC16F877A
microcontroller is interfaced with the LCD display. The
voltage level of the battery is measured continuously
and sent as the analog value to the microcontroller so
that the remaining voltage value and the battery empty
period are being displayed to the users. The speed of the
motor is controlled by power controller, which in turn
controls the speed of the bicycle.

It causes severe health problems such as high blood
pressure, child and maternal malnutrition and diabetes.
Environmental vulnerability (Singh Gupta et al,. 2008)
is a matter of great concern, especially in India. In this
proposed method, solar powered electric cycle design
part as well as implementation part is discussed. Since
a bicycle is traffic free and pollution free transport for
most the people, the solar powered electric bicycle is
proposed.

Proposed System: Circuit diagram of the proposed
system: The circuit diagram of the proposed system is
shown in figure 3. A 75W, 18V solar panel is used in this
proposed method. The solar panel output is connected
to a battery through a charge controller. MOSFET based
charge controller (Bortis Ortiz et al,. 2011) is used. This
CC performs the step and step down the operation of
the output of solar PV. So, the required input supply
is given to the battery. Two 12V, 7.2Ah batteries are
connected in series. Thus the solar panel able to supplies
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adequate electrical energy to a 24V battery via a charge
controller. The energy stored in the battery can bale
to supply and runs the dc motor. A 250W and 24v dc
motors are used in this proposed method. The high
resistive resistors are being connected in parallel with
the battery. By potential divider rule, the drain voltage
level of the battery is measured and the analog value
is sent to the microcontroller. This controller generates
a control signal and it will act as a control signal for
the charge controller. The remaining voltage and the
empty time of the battery are measured. The port B of
the microcontroller is interfaced with the LCD. Hence the
measured values are displayed to the users.

The most important purpose of the charge controller is
regulating the amount of electric power connected to
and drawn from batteries (Rohith et ai,. 2018). Under
up normal condition, the charge controller stops the
battery from over charging and completes discharging
operation. MOSFET based charge controllers are used
in this proposed method since it is voltage controlled
devices.
Design of battery state measurement
Figure 6: Circuit diagram of battery state measurement

Design of charge controller:
Figure 3: Circuit diagram of the proposed system

Figure 7: Battery state measurement on PCB

Figure 4: Circuit diagram of the charge controller

The drain voltage of the battery (Cao Schofield et al,.
2008) is measured by the potential divider rule and the
analog value is sent to the microcontroller. The LCD
is interfaced with the microcontroller. The remaining
charge and the empty time of the battery (Krein,. 2007)
is calculated and displayed to the user as digital value.
Hardware setup
Figure 8: Solar bicycle side view
Figure 5: Charge controller on PCB
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Figure 9: Top view of bicycle

Figure 10: Solar panel setup

2030 the conventional vehicle will contribute major role
in word climate change issues. N
ot too early and not too late, this is exactly correct time
to change over from conventional vehicle to electric
vehicle which are powered by non renewable energy
sources such as solar, wind and hybrid. Our government
along with environment climate controlling society may
focus more attention in electric vehicle manufacturing
industries and provide sufficient subsidy to promote more
startup company. The philosophy, technical features,
and design of solar bicycle were discussed. In future,
wind can also be used as one of the energy sources by
placing wind turbine at the convenient place. Hybrid
bicycle can also be modified further and we can make
it to use for physically disabled people. Even bicycle
can be digitalized by fitting indicators, advance sensors,
navigation system etc. Gear variation system can also
be implemented to increase torque and to control the
speed.
REFERENCES

Figure 11: LCD display

RESULT & CONCLUSION
In this proposed system we have designed a solar electric
bicycle and found a solution for the environmental
problems. Solar energy creates absolutely no pollution.
This is perhaps the most important advantage that
makes solar energy so much more practical than oil.
Usage of conventional vehicle and burning oil may
release dangerous gases into our precious atmosphere.
Solar energy is an entirely renewable resource. Some
days we may unable to get solar energy because of bad
weather conditions such as cloudy and stormy days. But
the next day we will get constant and consistent solar
power source. For pollution free environment, noiseless
road transport and zero percentage air pollution, Electric
vehicles are needed in this globalization era. The people
who are using vehicle for their transportation, they must
look into the causes of conventional vehicle. The word
environment climate change society reported that by
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a rectangular CSRR inspired microstrip antenna is proposed for the breast cancer detection. The
proposed rectangular antenna is capable to have ultrawideband performance, when the proposed resonating
structure is feed with a 50-ohm microstrip line. The resonating frequency of the projected UWB CSRR antenna
is from 2.31 GHz to 12.18 GHz. The proposed UWB CSRR antenna is fabricated on a FR4 substrate. The antenna
is simulated using a EM tool called CST and the all the simulated results such as return loss, VSWR, E plane, H
plane, 3D radiation patterns are presented. The SAR analysis are also presented with two size of tumor with same
breast size is presented. All the above simulated results show that the presented antenna is the right choice for the
detection of breast cancer at early stages.

KEY WORDS: Breast Cancer, CSRR, Metamaterial, Rectangular Microstrip, UWB.

INTRODUCTION
The detection of contrast between the normal and the
cancer tissue is the bassis for any cancer detection
methods (Lazebnik et al, 2007). Here in UWB Radar
technology the dielectric contrast between the tumor
tissue and the normal tissue is detected in order to identify
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the cancer tissue. For this the major requirement is the
antenna for transimitting and receiving the UWB band.
The various clinical methods used for diagnosis such as
X-ray, Ultrasound and MRI are not cost effective, this
limitation motivate the researchers to find an altrenate
way for clinical diagnosis imaging. In the literature
various number of antennas are proposed but they
are having complex shapes (Ojaroudi et al,.2014). The
rectangular microstrip patch antenna (Shanthi et al, 2019)
is the simplest form of planar antennas. it is widely used
because of its easy fabrication and its compatibility with
the MIC.
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Metamaterial (Christophe et al,. 2006) are the artificial
periodic structure which with negative parametric
characteristic. The negative mu and epsilon are achieved
with the help of the structures and not by the constituents.
In the literature various shapes of metamaterial from
SRR (Prasad, et al, 2019), CSRR (Prasad, et al, 2017;
Kavitha et al, 2020), omega shaped, eight shaped and
ELC (Prasad, et al, 2017) are investigated widely. In this
paper we propose a UWB CSRR antenna for imaging in
biomedical application. The proposed antenna is having
a total designed size equal to 20 x 35 x1.6 mm3. The
proposed structure is fabricated on substrate having
4.4 as it permitivity value and 0.02 as its loss tangent
value which is called as FR4 substrate. Further the paper
contains the details of materials and methods in section 2,
result and discussion in section 3 and finally conclusion
in section 4.

Table 1. UWB-CSRR antenna Parameter value
w

l

wp

lp

wf

lf

a

20
b
2

35
lg
8

9.9
s
1

22
v
1

1.8
r
4

9
t
0.035

3.5
h
1.6

Figure 2: UWB-CSRR antenna and its parameters

Materials and methods
Design of UWB CSRR antenna for Breast cancer
detection: The proposed UWB CSRR antenna is having
three stages of evolution namely antenna A, antenna B
and antenna C. Antenna A is a simple microstrip patch
antenna a with full ground and it is fed with 50-ohm
offset feed. The proposed antenna is having a triple band
operating frequency bands from 2.56 GHz to 4 GHz,
5.85GHz to 7.12 GHz and 8.52 GHz to 14.21 GHz. Then,
the antenna B is designed such that the ground is altered
by reducing the size of the ground to lg and introducing
slot of size a x b mm2. The designed antenna B is capable
of resonating at dual band with frequency range from
2.95 GHz to 12.12 GHz & 13.72 GHz to 14.35 GHz.
And finally, the antenna C is designed by introducing
a complementary split ring resonator with two slits
exact opposite to each other. The proposed UWB- CSRR
antenna has two operating band with the operating
frequency range from 2.61 GHz to12.35 GHz & 13.62
GHz to 14.56 GHz. In Figure 1, the three stage evolution
of the projected UWB -CSRR antenna is presented. The
Parameter value of the UWB -CSRR antenna (antenna
C) is given in Table 1.

Figure 1: UWB band Antenna Evolution

In figure 2, the proposed UWB-CSRR antenna for breast
cancer detection is presented. The proposed structure is
having a rectangular radiating element of size wp x lp
mm2. The structure is feed with a feed line of length
lf and width wf. The entire radiating element and feed
line is designed on top of the substrate and at the bottom
of the substrate the defected ground structure along
with slot of size a x b mm2. In the rectangular patch,
a complementary split ring resonator is etched at the
centre. The slit is introduced in the CSRR at opposite
to each other. With out the metamaterial structure and
defected ground structure the antenna is having tri band
frequency response. Once the ground is altered and after
the inclusion of the metamaterial structure CSRR the
proposed antenna exhibits an ultrawide band response.
The response is due to the chance in the direction of
current flow because of the ground alteration and the
CSRR introduction. In Figure 3, the s11 characteristics
of the proposed antenna is presented. From the figure
we can observe that the UWB-CSRR antenna proposed is
having ana dual band resonance from2.61 GHz to12.35
GHz & 13.62 GHz to 14.56 GHz. The maximum return
loss value of the UWB-CSRR is -25dB. In Figure 4,
the comparison return loss graph of the three stage of
the prosed UWB-CSRR antenna is depicted. From, the
figure it is observed that because of the defected ground
structure and inclusion of CSRR the current path length
increases which directly affects the resonant pattern of
antenna A. Since the CSRR is included, it creates the extra
resonance because of the inductance and capacitance.
As a result, the proposed antenna UWB- CSRR is having
the wide and resonance. A simple rectangular patch
antenna is converted into ultra-wideband antenna with
the inclusion of CSRR and defected ground structure. In
figure 5, the voltage standing wave ratio is presented.
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From the figure it is noted that in the entire operating
band of the UWB-CSRR antenna from2.61 GHz to12.35
GHz & 13.62 GHz to 14.56 GHz the value of VSWR is
less than 2. Therefore, the impedance is matched in the
entire operating band of frequency operation.

Figure 7: E & H plane of the UWB CSRR antenna

Figure 3: UWB CSRR antenna s11 characteristics

Result and Discussion

Figure 4 s11 Comparison of Various stages of the UWB
CSRR antenna

In Figure 6, the 3-dimensional gain patten of the
projected UWB-CSRR antenna is presented. From the
figure it is noted that the maximum gain is in the broad
side direction of the antenna axis. In Figure 7, the E
& H plane radiation pattern is presented which has
Omnidirectional and eight shaped patten.
SAR Analysis with and without tumor: The implementation
of the prosed antenna for the breast cancer detection is
done by calculating the SAR value. SAR is specific
absorption rate, which is the amount of total power
absorbed by per mass tissue. The point where the value
of SAR is high then that cell area is composed of tumor
cell.
SAR = d/dt(dW/dm) = d/dt(dW/ρdV)

(1)

From electric field it tis calculated as
Figure 5: Voltage Standing Wave Ratio of the proposed
antenna

SAR = σ|E|2 /ρ

(2)

Figure 8: Breast CAD model with tumor in CST
environment

Figure 6: 3D radiation pattern of the UWB-CSRR
antenna

In figure 8, the breast CAD model along with proposed
antenna and tumor designed in CST studion is depicited.
The size of the breast used for the simulation is 60 mm.
The distance between the antenna and the breast is equal
to 10 mm. There are two types of tumor is used in the
simulation of size 2 mm and another tumor of size 3
mm. It is clearly observed that with out the tumor the
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SAR analysis of the proposed breast model is presented
in Figure 9. From the figure we can observe that there
is no deviation in the SAR value at the surface of the
breast. Then, in the same breast the tumor is introduced,
because of it there is variation in the SAR value in
the breast at the point where the tumor is introduced.
In Figure 10 and 11, the SAR analysis of the proposed
antenna along with various size of tumor and breast
model is presented. In table 2 , the point and max SAR
values for 2mm tumor and 3 mm tumor is presented
. Form, that table it is clearly observed that when the
tumor size is increased then automatically the SAR value
also increased.Similarly in Table 3 the location of the
tumor placed and detected is presented, from which it
is observed that the placed and detected location are
nearly equal to each other.

Figure 11: SAR with 4mm tumor

Table 3. Location of tumor cell placed and detected
Table 2. Point and Max SAR values for 2mm and 3 mm
Size of		
60 mm breast
the breast		
Size of
2 mm		
3 mm
the tumor
Frequency Point SAR MAX SAR Point SAR MAX SAR
(GHz)
W/Kg
W/Kg
W/Kg
W/Kg
3
5
7
9
11

11.8
17.2
28.3
25.7
26.4

6.35
5.70
1.53
2.31
1.47

12.5
18.8
33.6
42.5
35.8

Figure 9: SAR without the tumaor

Figure 10: SAR with 2 mm tumor

9.13
6.11
4.15
2.83
4.78

Tumor cell place
at the location
21,32,42
10,48,52

Tumor cell detected
at the location
21.51,31.98,42.12
10.28,47.97,52.49

Conclusion
In this paper, a compact rectangular microstrip Antenna
A is having a triple band operating frequency bands from
2.56 GHz to 4 GHz, 5.85GHz to 7.12 GHz and 8.52 GHz
to 14.21 GHz. Then, the antenna B is designed such that
the ground is altered by reducing the size of the ground to
lg and introducing slot of size a x b mm2 with operating
frequency range from 2.95 GHz to 12.12 GHz & 13.72
GHz to 14.35 GHz. The proposed antenna C is designed
by introducing a complementary split ring resonator
with two slits exact opposite to each other with the
operating frequency range from 2.61 GHz to12.35 GHz
& 13.62 GHz to 14.56 GHz. Then the breast CAD model
along with proposed antenna and tumor designed in CST
studio. The size of the breast used for the simulation is
60 mm. The distance between the antenna and the breast
is equal to 10 mm. Two types of tumor is used one is
2 mm and another is 3 mm. The tumors are placed at
different location and SAR values are calculated. The
maximum SAR point location is nearly as same as the
tumor location, from this we can conclude that the
proposed antenna is the excellent choice for the breast
cancer detection
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a design idea of Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) based Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
with global and local MPP (Maximum Power Point) Monitoring. The proposed system is formed from a Photovoltaic
(PV) array coupled with a grid through a boost converter (BC). A monitoring has been made by Proportional
Integral controller (PIC) based Partial Power Converter (PPC) with FLC algorithm in tracking MPP under partial
shading conditions. The effectiveness of the proposed control in terms of high accuracy, fast dynamics, and stable
transitions improvement. Performance analysis such as power stability, peak overshoot, undershoots and settling
time, etc. of the overall system is carried out.

KEY WORDS:

fuzzy logic controller; maximum power point tracking; partial power converter;
proportional integral controller

INTRODUCTION
A solar PV array's efficiency depends on the degree of
temperature and irradiance and the characteristics of
the PV array. At present operation of MPPT is important
for connected PV systems to increase energy efficiency.
About PV system grid integration includes a power
electronics interface with DC conversion capability.
Various configurations and topologies were developed
with the goal of increasing the conversion efficiency in
PV systems. The Frequency based control is implemented
using PLL for the synchronization of frequencies. The
internal current loop is implemented with FLC control
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and it helps to produce the inverter AC voltage reference.
Due to its in-ability to monitor the reference signal with
accuracy under static frame, the FLC controller realized
for dq reference quantity is achieved. Transformation
of abc-dq converts the AC signal into DC by varying
from static to rotating frame. This paper introduces a
PPC that extracts a portion of the entire power of the
system and provides the rest of the power directly to the
output end. The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is used for the
synchronization of grid frequencies, and Synchronous
Reference Frame (SRF) is used to boost stability.

Materials and Methods
Existing System and disadvantages: The existing system
(Fig. 1) consists of PV Module, PPC with MPPT and Single
Phase Inverter with control structure. In this method
a high-performance active power control scheme was
proposed by restricting the maximum feed-in capacity of
PV systems. In this approach, a high-performance active
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power control scheme was proposed by restricting the
maximum feed-in power of PV systems. The solution
proposed can ensure steady operation of constant power
generation. Compared to the conventional methods,
this control technique allows the PV systems to work at
the left side of the highest power point, and therefore
it can achieve a stable operation as well as smooth
transitions.

need of additional control circuits and improve system
performance and efficiency.
Figure 2: Proposed FLC System

Tests of simulation have confirmed the efficacy of the
proposed control solution in terms of reduced overshoots,
decreased power losses and rapid dynamism. In order to
increase the reliability of the injected power in PV-NRF
the control technique is modified to PI-CC. The main
drawbacks of this system in less accuracy, high power
loss, failure to work under complex shading, weather
shifts, complexity in design of control circuit, reduced
system performance and low efficiency.

Figure 1: Existing PV Grid-connected system

Proposed System: The non-polluting and strong
deployment versatility, PV technology has been at the
core of interest. In efficiency of the PV system is affected
by irradiation and temperature. Thus, when partial
shading occurs from the surroundings, the incident
shadow decreases the irradiation and reduces the power
produced. Since outmoded MPPT methods have not been
capable to recognize the global maximum power of the
characteristic VI curve, a new tracking method with a
proposed converter is required.

Figure 3: Simulation Diagram of Partial Power
Converter

Figure 4: Simulation Diagram of PV- Partial Power
Converter

The system proposes (fig. 2) a global MPPT method
with shading detection and the slope-pattern from each
segment of the curve. The proposed system results show
that it is better than current system outputs. Results
from simulation have checked the efficacy of the
proposed control solution in terms of reduced overshoots,
decreased power losses, improved performance and rapid
dynamism
Changed to SRF control technique with FLC to increase
the stability of injected power in PV-NRF. Some of the
advantages of proposed system are MPPT accuracy,
fast-tracking time, less power loss, ability to operate at
dynamic changes of shading and weather conditions,
no need of irradiation and temperature sensors, no
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Result and Discussion
Simulation: Simulations are done by MatLab. Fig. 3
and 4 describes Simulation Diagram of Partial Power
Converter and of PV- Partial Power Converter. Three PV

Balachander et al.,
modules (PV1, PV2 and PV3) are connected. Owing to
the stage that is added, the global conduction, switching
and magnetic losses see an increase. Hence, the efficacy
found in two-stage configurations is lesser in comparison
with single-stage configurations. Also, the overall power
that is generated by the system is dealt with by the
converter that also minimizes the conversion efficacy.
With the aim of overcoming the lesser efficiency, few
authors have introduced various solutions depending on
interleaved connections.

Figure 5: Simulation Diagram of PV based Partial Power
Converter with Control Structure for Grid Connected
System

is necessary for elevating the input voltage, can
considerably decrease the converter size and power loss.
Simulation Diagram of Control Loop Structure (Fuzzy
Logic Control) and PV Panel Step Input is shown in fig.
6 and 7.
5. Output and Results: With the aim of comparing the
performance of the newly introduced configuration, a
simulation of a partial power converter is done for the
same operating point. Fig. 8 and 9 shows the Output
Current and Voltage Waveform of PV1-PPC and PV2-PPC.
The converter operates at the same parameters, except the
voltage and current sizing for the semiconductors and the
power ratings, such that they get optimized for attaining
their maximum efficacies. It is observed that the partial
power converter not just offers a better efficacy, but the
needs for the semiconductors are also less.

Figure 8: Output Current and Voltage waveform of PV1
– PPC

Figure 6: Simulation Diagram of Control Loop Structure
(Fuzzy Logic Control)
Figure 9: Output Current and Voltage waveform of PV2
– PPC

Figure 7: PV Panel Step Input

Figure 10: Output voltage waveform of Direct1 and
Converter1

The fig. 5 shows the simulation Diagram of PV based
Partial Power Converter with Control Structure for
Grid Connected System. The method of partial power
processing, where just a fraction of the overall power
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This aspect may result in an increased reliability of the
grid system along with good efficiency and less losses.
Figure 10 and 11 describes Output voltage waveform of
Direct1 and Converter1and Output current waveform
of Direct1 and Converter1. Output voltage and current
waveform of Direct 2 and Converter 2 (PI Controller) is
shown in fig. 12.

Figure 14: Output power waveform of Direct Power from
PV 1 and 2 to Inverter (PI Controller)

Figure 11: Output current waveform of Direct1 and
Converter1

Figure 15: Output power waveform of Converter Power
from PPC 1 & 2 to Inverter (PI Controller)
Figure 12: Output voltage and current waveform of Direct
2 and Converter 2 (PI Controller)

Figure 16: Output voltage and current waveform of
Inverter and DC Bus Voltage (PI Controller)

The overall system performance increases in comparison
with the available partial power converter with PI
controller (PPC-PI) and also the new system (PPC-FLC)
attains greater conversion efficiencies in comparison
with the PPC-PI configuration (power stability, Peak
overshoot, Undershoot and settling time). Fig. 13 and 14
illustrates the Output power waveform of PV 1 and 2
Power (PI Controller) Output power waveform of Direct
Power from PV 1 and 2 to Inverter (PI Controller).

Figure 13: Output power waveform of PV 1 and 2 Power
(PI Controller)
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Figure 17: Output Waveform of PV/ Inverter Power and
Effiency (FLC Controller)
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Output power waveform of Converter Power from PPC
1 & 2 to Inverter (PI Controller) and Output voltage and
current waveform of Inverter and DC Bus Voltage (PI
Controller) shown in fig. 15 and 16. From the graphs
we analyzed the maximum peak overshoot, undershoot
and settling time parameters. Output Waveform of PV/
Inverter Power and Efficacy (FLC Controller) is shown
in fig. 17. When using PPC-FLC system there is no peak
overshoot and undershoot occurred as well as settling
time of the system is also quick when compared to
existing system (PPC-PI).

Conclusion
A simple, high efficient dc/dc boost converter with
MPPT control using Peturb and Observe algorithm along
with Fuzzy logic control (FLC) desirable for medium to
large scale PV systems is introduced. Higher efficiency
of the converter is accomplished through partial power
processing also through the collaborative operation
of the converter along with fuzzy logic control (FLC)current control loop structure. In addition, the overall
efficiency of the plant was observed to be increased
by using MPPT. The reliability was found to increase
by the design of the newly introduced converter. The
simulation of converter proposed was done for testing
the performance parameters inclusive of the efficiency,
reliability, switching operation, MPPT performance
and simultaneous operation. From the results, it can be
concluded that for partial shading condition fuzzy logic
base MPP algorithm gives better response compared to
PI controller. Fuzzy Logic base MPPT algorithm only
dependent on the information and knowledge of the
model at various atmospheric. As for partial shading
condition, the local MPPT differs from global MPPT.
In PI controller as the duty cycle is already decided at
the peak of some MPPT, under such situation it cannot
track the global MPPT, which differs from local MPPT.
The variation of duty cycle is also less in case of fuzzy
logic base MPPT algorithm. It helps to minimize the
oscillations of output power of the converter.
The results of simulation indicate that performance and
satisfaction of the work goals are achieved. At last, the
overall system performance increases in comparison
with the available partial power converter with PI
controller (PPC-PI) and also the new system attains
greater conversion efficiencies in comparison with the
PPC-PI configuration (power stability, Peak overshoot,
Undershoot and settling time).
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ABSTRACT

Creation of a network environment for Wireless Sensor Network is much related to conventional networks. Security
requirements that contain the parameters such as confidentiality, integrity, availability and authenticity play an
important role in the study of security for WSN. Not all security solutions considered for conventional networks
can be applied directly to WSN because of its few said limitations like, energy and battery power. Moreover, the
belief was that the Public Key Cryptography (Asymmetric Encryption) is not well- suited for WSN because of its
above said constraints, but later through studies of encryption algorithms, researchers have found that algorithms
based on curves i.e Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was one of the feasible technique to be applied for such
energy constrained devices.

INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks possesses a large number of
sensor nodes organized solidly in a closed environment
to collect data for some specific function based on
requirements. Sensor devices are enabled with limited
memory capacity, computational ability, and limited
transmission power. The sensors are mostly preprogrammed to sense and collect the data and forward
it to the base station through defined communication
channel (Abdur Rahaman Sardar et al, 2015). If the
information sensed seems to be sensitive, the sensor
nodes and communication channel should also be
trust worthy. The Sensor Network also holds the selforganizing ability, if the positions of nodes are not
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prearranged. Each node must trust the succeeding node,
irrespective of its topology, and if any node is found to
be mistrustful, the resultant node should be capable of
taking alternative path to reach the destination (Adnan
Ahmed et al, 2016).
Sensor Networks are vulnerable to many sort of attacks
(attacks at various layers of Sensor Network is well
explained in introduction part). All these attacks are said
to be internal attacks i.e nodes either act malicious or
performs some malfunction like, not forwarding packets or
selectively forwarding packets in order to save its energy
(Ahmad Abed et al,2012). But all these sorts of attacks
can be addressed by identifying the node as malicious
and not performing any further communication via that
particular node or by taking some preventive measures
by avoiding those nodes from carrying sensitive data
(Akyildiz et al, 2007). Such internal attacks on these small
tiny devices are performed based on the deployed region
of these nodes. Nodes deployed non-manually cannot be
replaced at any cost, and such nodes on dissipation of its
energy will enter in to die state. Unnecessary depletion
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of energy caused based on attacks between nodes will
also make a node die.
One such possible attack on WSNs is called node capture
by tampering the data from node where an opponent
takes full control over nodes through undeviating
physical access. Many newer security mechanisms for
WSNs focus on other sorts of network attacks and do not
take node capture into account. It is usually assumed that
physically having access to nodes and tampering data
is “easy” and will not make much harm to the network
system (Akyildiz et al,2002). But over a 100 x 100m field,
deployment of sensor nodes may fall over a Vulnerable
Region or so called border region nodes. Here Vulnerable
Region is said for nodes which may fall both under the
coverage area of specified network as well as outside the
network (Akyildiz et al,2002).
When nodes under Vulnerable Region or border region
have a physical access to an opponent, it may cause a
serious damage to the other nodes which fall in the secure
region (nodes that are within the required coverage area)
thus resulting in decrease of throughput and degrading
the overall performance of the network both at the
transmission end and the receiver end(Aliouat, Z et
al,2012). The proposed work carried out in this thesis
mainly focuses on the physical access to nodes and
provides a prevention mechanism to overcome such
attack thus showing the performance analysis of the
designed algorithm. However, to the best, no solution
has been found for such attack in Wireless Sensor
Network.
The next step is to calculate the distance between the
destination nodes by using Euclidean distance. Let d
be the distance between nodes A and B. Let the coordinates of nodes A and B be (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).Then the
Euclidean distance between node A and B is given by,
d = ƒ(( x2 — x1)2) — (( y2 — y1)2)
The same distance calculation is done for all one hop
neighbours in the network. The destination index of all
nodes is compared with the current destination index
stored in source node. If it is found to be equal then the
communication flag (comm_flag) is set to true. Finally,
communication over secure region to secure region
begins by different key generating algorithms that are
given below.
Duty Key and Public Key Generation Algorithm
input : Keyval, Sourceid, CHid output : Keytr ,
KeyDuty
N = Size (Keyval)
calculate euclidean distance d = || Sid – CHid || if d is
in secure region // Public Key Generation
temp.key <- Create a random key of size N-1 gen.diag.
matrix[N-1 N-1] = [temp.key]
find : det = det(diag.matrix)
Pukey = det * temp.key else
// Duty Key
Generation
temp.dkey <- Create a random key of size N gen.diag.
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matrix[N N] = [temp.key]
find : det1 = det[ (diag.matrix)*(dia.matrix)]
KeyDuty = det1 * temp.dkey
find : det2 = det[ (diag.matrix)-1*(dia.matrix)]
Keybackduty = det2 * temp.dkey endif
The proposed model consists for five different types
of keys, but the use of too many keys also lead to
more overhead at the node level. Therefore, in order
to reduce the complexity, dk is generated only if the
communicating node falls in the Vulnerable Region. To
say clearly, nodes that fall in secure regions communicate
with Public Key (pk). As a first step, distance between
source node and destination node is calculated using
Euclidean distance as the location coordinates are
stored by network manager and it is broadcasted to all
nodes. However, all nodes know the location of all other
nodes for security reason; all nodes will also know the
location of Vulnerable Region node too which is initially
broadcasted to all nodes by NM. Here, (Alper Bereketli
et al,2009) Vulnerable Region node is also said to be
secure node and communication take place similar to
other secure region nodes until they are compromised.
After calculating the distance d, if d falls in the secure
region, a random value N of 64 bits is generated (Amir
Sepasi Zahmati et al,2007). The values are stored in one
dimensional array and stored in a temporary variable.
A two-dimensional array of matrix is generated and the
values are placed diagonally where the other places of
matrix is replaced with 0 in order to reduce complexity.
Determinant of diagonal matrix is computed and
multiplied with the respective stored temporary key.

Figure 1
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Performance Evaluation: nodes and the values are
recorded by slowly inserting the malicious nodes by
the count of
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
No of Nodes
Area size
Packet size
Key size
MAC
Traffic Source
Energy Level
Malicious nodes
Simulation Time

Description
100
100 x 100
512 bits
64 bits
IEEE 802.15.4
CBR
0.5nJ
0 to 10
100 secs

Simulation Results
Algorithm Comparison: The proposed algorithm
is compared with both symmetric and asymmetric
techniques as shown in graph 1 ,and the corresponding
values are stored in the table 1. The proposed model
takes 512 bits of data and 64 bits of key size. The other
traditional algorithms shown in the graph are also of
512 bits of data but vary in their key size (Dhanagopal,
R et al, 2019) The time taken for the algorithm execution
is compared with the proposed algorithm running time
and it is found that the proposed algorithm value seem
to be less when compared to other algorithms. The
algorithm comparison shown in graph 4.5 (b) shows a
slight variation between ECC and the proposed 3-KAE.
Elliptic curve is found to be better than RSA, both
during encryption and decryption. Key length of RSA
is greater than ECC because, ECC key size is reduced
during the encryption process . Likewise, decryption of
RSA takes more time than ECC, only because of factoring
of large numbers. Three types of attack are possible on
RSA, (i) timing attack, (ii) Mathematical attack and (iii)
brute force attack. Likewise elliptic curves uses discrete
logarithm for locating by varying its key size to 112
bits or 109bits with respect to its applications which is
possible by mathematical attack and quantum computing
attacks.

An algorithm is said to be good only based on the
running time and how long it take for a key to get
compromised. In that case, the existing algorithms
like RSA and ECC are vulnerable to attack moreover
such traditional algorithms are not well suited for
sensor applications too. The proposed model is found
to be performing well both in case of running time and
time taken for compromising the key. The time taken
for compromising the key is large compared to other
cryptographic techniques, thus proving that 3-KAE is
well suited for sensor applications.

Figure 2

Table 2
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Figure 3: Network vs malicious node (b) Network vs
Faculty node

Conclusion
Recent trends of using internet application globally
leads to a major threat to secure communication. So it is
passion to say that, stronger the algorithm stronger will
be the security to the data. Moreover, when working with
WSN, the nodes are mainly inclined to node capture or
physical access attack, because of random deployment of
nodes mainly in tall buildings, public places etc. Once an
adversary takes control through physical access to these
small tiny devices, the node becomes vulnerable and the
launching of various types of attacks by the adversary
are conceivable leading to improper functioning of the
whole network. The aim of the antagonist is to take
away the secret keying materials and tries to attack the
algorithm involved. This happens by taking control over
the node and producing a huge number of replicas by
sharing the details of compromised node to all the other
nodes in the network. Moreover, not noticing this type
of attack on a node will lead to algorithm failure, data
leakage and malfunctioning of whole network.
Internally it also leads to decrease of network lifetime
and efficiency. Security parameters like integrity and
confidentiality will fail due to this unattended nature.
However, such type of physical node capturing attack is
possible only with static sensors and not applicable to
mobile devices. The proposed Three Keying architecture
model using Asymmetric Encryption (3-KAE) provides a
solution to this type of physical access or node capture
attack by first dividing the region into secure and
vulnerable, based on the location parameters and the area
where sensors are deployed. Separate key mechanism
is used between secure region -to- secure region and
another keying mechanism is used over Vulnerable
Region. The proposed 3-KAE algorithm gives a solution
to betterment of prevention from such sort of attacks in
sensor enabled devices.
Over the decades, the constraints in Sensor Networks
revolve around power consumption and memory
utilization. Due to these limitations, nodes are vulnerable
and an attack can affect the network usage to some
extent (sometimes it may affect the whole system).
Hence, providing security measures for WSN becomes
more important. Though the proposed model of physical
access is found to be best against performance of existing
models, security parameters are not completely met.
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When secured communication is preferred as a major
requirement with in sensor devices, authentication over
Vulnerable Region is yet another important role to be
inculcated in sensor nodes. Moreover, these devices
are cheap without any physical protection i.e still no
trusted platform is incorporated on such devices. Trust
management system helps in decision making process in
the network. It helps the members in the network to find
the misbehaving nodes and thereby disconnects them
from the network. The trust level of a node is estimated
based on the lifetime of a sensor node, communication
ratio and consistency level, therefore Vulnerable Region
nodes are closely monitored.
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ABSTRACT

The industry for embedded systems is expected to grow rapidly and it drive the continuous development of
Internet of Things. The cognitive embedded system will be the major impact of latest trends such as reduced energy
consumption, improved security for embedded devices and visualization tools with real time data. The impact of
embedded systems is further improved by connecting it with internet. In this project, we developed a Embedded
HTTP Host for Industrial monitoring purpose. Parameters like temperature and humidity, gas are captured lively
and stored in the web server. The captured values in stored in inbuilt storage and uploaded via internet and it
can be accessed via HTTP URL using the web browser. Clients can track and manage the performance of all the
industrial machines remotely via local browser.

KEY WORDS: Raspberry Pi 4, Ethernet, LAN, HTTP, RIDE7.

INTRODUCTION
An Embedded system is an integrated microprocessorbased computer hardware system with dedicated function
within a larger mechanical or electrical system. It can
work as an individual system or as a part of a large
system. It is an integrated circuit which includes hardware
and mechanical parts are specifically designed to perform
complex real time tasks(Aiping Tan et al,2019). The
complexity of an embedded system varies significantly
depending on the tasks that need to be performed.
Nowadays it controls many devices in common. Demand
will be huge when embedded devices are connected with
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internet to enable the remote accessing capability of the
I/O devices.
In existing setup, ATmega32A 8 bit AVR microcontroller,
Zigbee Pro module and Ethernet module are used for
monitoring network. An Industrial Ethernet Module is
setup using an Alter Cyclone III FPGA processor (Chetna
Singhal et al, 2020).It is responsible for processing the
EtherNet/IP protocol and to transfer the data to the host
interface. There were certain performance drawbacks
existing in this when comparing Atmega controller with
the latest Raspberry Pi 4 board.
The paper includes an architecture and development of
a HTTP Web Host using Raspberry Pi 4 board. Ethernet
interface is linked to system using STARTECH C6ASPAT10
cable. STM32WLE5 Microcontroller will be managing
the sensors to capture Temperature, humidity, Gas,
pressure, motion, and speed parameters. Parameters
captured would be useful for different kind of industrial
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sectors. In our project embedded systems are integrated
with Internet technology to create an Embedded web
Technology system which is emerging recently(Clive
Seguna et al , 2019) .The medium of communication used
in our project is Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
protocol. Network Communications are performed as
per IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard and it is an emerging
technology of Embedded systems. ARM based Embedded
HTTP Host running on Raspberry Pi 4 is capable of faster
execution and latest Ethernet standard can make internet
performance faster(Elizabeth Kadiyala et al , 2017). This
developed system is apt for optimizing industrial sectors
very secure by remotely monitoring various industrial
applications without direct access.

System Description: The overall setup of Industrial
monitoring system has individual architecture setup for
sensor and server as follows. Sensor architecture model
consists of STM32WLE5 MC and XBee SX 900. Host
architecture model consists of Raspberry Pi 4 with inbuilt
Ethernet connectivity and DigiXBee SX900(Mauricio
David Perez et al,2020) . Industrial system is monitored
via Graphical user interface module on PC. Fig 2&3
depicts the architecture of sensor and host.

Figure 2: Host Architecture

Embedded Http Host: Embedded HTTP Host is used to
implement a embedded internet technology. It process on
embedded system with high performance computational
configuration to perform remotely including passive and
active information about the connected system to the
end user. It is possible to integrate different electrical
devices to web Host to enable real time tracking and
to control the electrical equipments remotely without
any restriction via website released by embedded HTTP
Host(Iqra Qasim et al,2020). It is developed using an
embedded processor connected with Ethernet networking
standard. The embedded host made of ARM processor
with inbuilt Ethernet controller. End user system will
be connected to the Ethernet controller via STARTECH
C6ASPAT10 interface.TPC packets are used to send and
receive data from arm processor.

Figure 1: Secure Embedded HTTP Host Module

The end user can access the Host using the assigned
IP. End users have local area network connectivity that
transfer the required info to the router that processes
and search for the system which is configured with
assigned IP address(Jorge F et al,2020). Secure session
will be established with corresponding host using
TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL/INTERNET
PROTOCOL. Once session established, end user can able
to monitor and control the devices remotely.
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In sensor architecture model, multiple sensors nodes are
developed to capture the various performance parameters
of industrial equipments. i.e. temperature humidity and
gas respectively. STM32WLE5 MC is used to integrate all
the sensor units to collect the analog data from it(Pinjia
Zhang et al,2020). The collected data will be digitalized
using PCF8591 Analog to Digital converter and gets
the digitalized information via I2C bus. It transmits the
digitalized information to the Host node via wireless
technology. Also inbuilt 10 bit ADC converts the analog
data from sensors and converts it into digital data
to display in LCD screen. GUI on PC will display the
captured values which are transmitted to it(Phanumat
Saatwong et al,2020). GUI can be accessed using the
defined IP address in the any of the web browser. IP’s are
secured using login credentials. Once user accesses the
IP via local browser, it will prompt for user credentials.
User have to login with proper credentials to view the
monitored parameters.
System Design: The system design consists of various
hardware’s and software’s. Hardware kit includes
Raspberry Pi 4, GROVE-AHT20 I2C, MQ-6, STM32WLE5
MC and XBee SX 900 connector.
Raspberry Pi 4: Raspberry Pi 4 development kit is
shown in fig 4. It is a tiny pocket computer with dual
display. It is invented by Raspberry Pi Foundation[4].
The performance speed is increased in new Raspberry
Pi 4 when comparing it with the earlier models. It has a
Broadcom BCM2711, Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8)
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64-bit SoC clocks at 1.5GHz. It comes with GB Ethernet,
along with onboard wireless networking and Bluetooth
5.0. SD cards are used for booting and persistent storage
purpose since it does not have built in storage. It is an
energy efficient model which runs silently and use less
power when compare to other computers.

Figure 3: Sensor Module

Temperature and humidity Sensor - GROVE – AHT20
I2C: Grove AHT20 Temperature and Humidity sensor is
based on AHT20, compared with Grove - Temperature
& Humidity Sensor Pro (AM2302/DHT22), AHT20 is a
new generation of temperature and humidity sensor
embedded with a dual-row flat and no-lead SMD
package. AHT20 is fabricated with a latest applicationspecific integrated circuit chip with an optimized Micro
Electro Mechanical Systems semiconductor capacitive
humidity sensor, and a latest on-chip temperature sensor.
The output is I2C protocol with the Grove interface.
The performance of AHT20 is more stable in harsh
environments compared with the previous generation
of temperature and humidity sensor, AHT20 is suitable
in most industrial scenarios.
Figure 4: Raspberry Pi 4 Kit

presence of alcohol, cooking fumes, and cigarette smoke.
It gives out the concentration of the gases as a analog
voltage equivalent value. It can be easily integrated with
Raspberry Pi boar and also it respond very quickly. To
make it work, the heater coil should be powered with
5V and load resistance must be added. The output of
MQ-6 should be connected with an ADC to obtain the
digital value.
Microcontroller-STM32WLE5: STM32WLE5
microcontroller is one of the Ultra-low powered multimodulated with wireless technology. It has an Arm Cortex
‐ M4 core processor clocks at 48 MHz. It is optimized for
Low-Power Wide Area Networks. It consists of various
communication features including 43 GPIOs, integrated
switched-mode power supply and multiple low-power
modes to maximize battery life. It includes embedded
security hardware functions as well.
XBee SX 900: XBee SX 900 module has maximum power,
security, and flexibility which can be used for complex
network design. It includes powerful 1-Watt 900 MHz
Digi XBee-PRO SX 900 and battery-optimized 20 mW
Digi XBee SX 900 modules for critical designs. It uses
DigiMesh networking topology to enable redundancy
and reliability. It is made for secured and reliable data
communications between multiple devices. Software part
includes below mentioned software’s.
Raspbian OS -Buster: It is one of Debian based
distribution computer OS dedicated for Raspberry
Pi processor. It includes several versions of OS such
as Buster and Stretch. It is highly optimized for the
Raspberry Pi line's low-performance ARM CPUs. We use
Buster as an OS in our system.
RIDE7
Ride7 is software used for writing, compiling and
debugging application code from a single user interface.
It controls the Raisonance C/Assembler tool sets for
various processors. It also can be used for Post-link code
size optimization. It has high-level language debugging
tools with views of symbols, locals, disassembly, registers,
peripherals, etc. It have Syntax highlighting code editor
and it make it user friendly.
Embedded C: Embedded C programming language is
developed on top of C programming language dedicated
to use in embedded systems. It uses the same syntax
as the C programming language. It is used for limited
resources like RAM and ROM. It is used for cross
development and hardware dependent.

MQ-6 Module: The MQ-6 module is a simple circuit
which is used as a gas leakage detector device specifically
fabricated for an industrial area. It has a high sensitivity
to multiple gases. It can also be used to identify the

Putty: PUTTY is an open-source terminal which is used
to load the code into the processor. It supports multiple
network protocols such as SCP, SSH, Telnet and rlogin
along with an xterm terminal emulator to transfer
files.
Internet Protocol Suite: TCP/IP is a group of defined
protocols managing interaction among all the systems
over the internet[4]. Packaged information will be sent
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and received to destination as per the definition. It is
a combination of TCP and IP protocols. The Internet
Protocol standard control the movement of packets sent
out over networks and it route the packets where to go
and how to get there. IP allows any computer on the
Internet to forward a packet to another computer that's
one or more intervals closer to the packet's recipient.
The Transmission Control Protocol is responsible
for ensuring the reliable transmission of data across
various networks. In our project HTTP protocol is used
for data transmissions between client and serve. An
end user initiates a request to a host to view required
information.
Code Compilation: The code developed for whole
system is written in Embedded C language using RIDE7
application. First ADC unit script help to converts the
analog data from sensor into digital data. Second is
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter module
and it is used to transfer the data to system via RS232.
Third is LCD unit, which is used to show the actual values
received from the sensor. Its compiled using RIDE7
interface as mentioned in Fig 6. Fourth unit is to route
the monitored data to the web page. Developed codes
are compiled using Raspbian compiler. All the developed
codes are loaded into Raspberry development kit by
via Putty console. Web Host GUI provides an interface
between web Host and program that generate the web
content.

as Host. Collected data will be displayed in webpage GUI
based on end user request.

Figure 6: Remote Sensor Architecture

Figure 7: Embedded HTTP Host model

Figure 5: LCD Module Compilation Using Ride7

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol is utilized to communicate
between Host and system browser. The HTML web page
can be accessed using IP 192.168.0.51 on the system
browser is shown. User need to login with user credentials
to read the required information.

Figure 8: Embedded HTTP Host Login UI

Results
The unit testing of individual components is done and
developed the complete system by integrating it in the
proper manner. The complete system was deployed in
industrial environment and tested. Fig 7 and Fig 8 display
how the setup was done to make it work.
The temperature, humidity and gas sensor sense the
respective parameters of the deployed area and convert
it into digital signal using ADC. Integrated MC is
configured to read those respective values and store it.
Data would be displayed in LCD by configuring the MC.
XBEE SX 900 will transfer the data to RPI which is acting
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It displays the information about the temperature,
humidity and concentration of CO in the remote
industrial location.
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Figure 10: Embedded HTTP Host UI

CONCLUSION
Advanced monitoring system is implemented using
Raspberry Pi4 with faster response which can be used
day today life. It can also interact with any system
through serial communication ports. It can be enabled
in Private Network and also in Public Network. This
system has been developed at low budget so maintenance
made easier. In future we can integrate any number
of Sensors based on requirement with this monitoring
system. We tested it in industrial environment but we can
also implement this system in hospital, home, etc,. via
Internet. This work can be further leveraged by deploying
high end rack servers with wireless sensor networks and
increased number for parameters using high end sensors
for wide area management.
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ABSTRACT

IoT devices are a part of the larger concept using in different domains including health care, home automation,
environmental monitoring and also being deployed in various public and private environments. IoT holds the key
role in Automation and machine learning. Authentication is recognized as predominant task throughout the IoT, as
the tens of millions of the users connect to internet and start sharing their information. In IoT locale authentication
can be provided mainly between three categories, they are: IoT appliance – IoT appliance, IoT gateway–mobile client
and IoT gateway – IoT appliance. In the Internet of Things environment for communication between two sensing
devices we need a secure protocol. The purpose of this project is to provide a latitudinous outline of the security
hazards. Here we addressed the authenticity operation between IoT gateway -IoT appliance. Over the laborious
security analysis, the results signify that the propounded proposal come up with limited computational overheads
together with hefty credentials privacy and key security capabilities in comparison to distinct similar schemes.

KEY WORDS: ECC, mutual authentication, IoT, security.

INTRODUCTION
In a digital world through digital devices and digital
networks, the most of the information is between users
or systems immediately without involvement of human
– computer interaction or person to person interaction
(Goutham Reddy, A et al,2018). The Advanced technology
such as IoT are reason behind the smart city which greatly
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improves efficiency and user satisfaction(Boyko, V et
al,2000; Chaturvedi, A et al,2012). Undoubtedly, rapid
change of IoT has made a significant change in the
economic and social growth of the society. As internet
is an unrestricted construction, it also has few faults
through which wire tappers perform various cyber-threats
over communicated messages. There are high chances
for hacking as every device shares their data through
online. With the help of cryptographic techniques, we
can restrain those attacks
Cryptography is the primary building block of network
security and study of designing the techniques for secrecy,
securing data and communications through the use of
codes(Chen, C et al,2012). ECC is one type of cryptography
which uses public key cryptography. Cryptography
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encrypt plaintext into cipher text and then decrypt back
into plaintext. The latest encryption method, the Elliptic
curve cryptography algorithm provides vigorous security.
ECC defines both the public key as well as private key
based on using the points on the curve (Hankerson, D
et al,2006; Hsieh, W et al,2012).

Figure 1: System model

Literature review: From PAK-X protocol, the client and
server stores the password in different version where the
client has the password which is in the form of plaintext
that is stored in it and verifier of that password is stored
in the server. The PAK-X provides additional security
even if the server is not taken in account. Authentication
and Key agreement (AKA) protocols provides security
against various known attacks. Also it provides
comparison in terms of computation overheads [4].
Smart card authentication method which is authorised
by user provides authentication between the user and
it also keeps the original information of the user (Chen,
B et al,2014). The hashing module provides a specified
protection in data security with reduced computations.
Also it enhances the level of security with the help of
attribute biometrics(Chen, C et al,2012).
ID based method which is accessed by user remotely
in between client and server provides authenticity by
providing key agreement which is randomly generated
i.e, session key. This method employs a greater security,
secrecy in forward condition and no keys are shared
between the client and the server(Das, A. K. et al,2011).
The two factor methodology provides authentication
which is more secure and efficient than the other
authentication methods. It protects the user by generating
random codes using pseudo random number generator
thereby reducing the complexity of re-registration (Han,
L et al,2006). The remote based login method provides
mutual authentication which is error free, also it has
the advantages in terms of power and security (Hsieh,
W et al,2012).
System Model: Generally, automatic control of home
appliances is an IoT build system that consist of countless
devices that are connected to the internet services.
The major components forming an IoT network are its
sensing capability, data processing and storage, services
provided at the application layer and some additional
security mechanism. The authenticated client and the
server interact to one other and share information via
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Internet. The devices use various etiquettes to collect info
and share that gathered information to the gateways.
These gateways are components that allow easy and fast
access to the IoT world. The authorized users now access
this data by providing their legitimacy.
Now we designed a model that includes many IoT
appliances attached to the gateway and end-users have
mobile phones for interface. Here all things are connected
to IoT and possess sufficient computing capabilities. For
example, consider a smart irrigation system deployed in
afield, the nodes transmit information to the gateway,
whenever an intrusion happens the proposed scheme
identifies the data from the malicious node. Farmer can
use mobile client anywhere to monitor the records and
updates of the field remotely. It makes users ease and
efficient by providing distinct services such as healthcare
and secure monitoring and energy conservation.
Mathematical Elementals: Here, there is brief
discussion about the mathematical concepts for better
understanding.
Elliptic curve Equation: General Equation for elliptic
curve is y2=x3+ax+b, this equation is known as cubic
equation as the highest power is 3, The curve is given
in Figure 1:
Figure 2: Elliptic curve

y2 mod P=(x3+ax+b) mod P, here (a,beZp) and
(4a3+27b2)mod P ≠ 0 mod P. The additive group is
formed by points in the curve and special point O known
as point at infinity.
Now take an equation q=kP where k is less than P and
q, peEp(a,b). it will be easy to calculate q when k and P
are known, but it will be relatively difficult to determine
the k if P and q are known. This is known as discrete
algorithm problem for a given elliptic curve. Generally,
k will be big number to avoid feasible hazards. Here P
is the prime number of 128 bit. In the above equation
kP is Scalar multiplication that is calculated as repeated
addition kP=P+P+P+…. +P (k times).
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Materials and Methods
Proposed Work: This work consists of two phases. The
first phase deals with identifying new elliptic curves.
The second phase provides an authentication mechanism
to authenticate a mobile client or IoT device when
connecting to IoT gateway.
1. Curve Identification: Given a prime number p
identifying parameters a and b that maximizes the field
can be formularized as an optimization problem. The
fitness can be derived from schoof ‘s algorithm which
estimates the no. of points on the curve. This range
normally lies between p-2*sqrt(p) and p+2*sqrt(p). We
applied genetic algorithm to find the near optimal
solution for this considered optimization problem. The
aim of this work is not to identify a perfect elliptic curve
but identify a curve that can satisfy the encryption
needs.

Pbase is chosen by the server with order n.
(2)	Server chooses hash functions H and chosen x as
private key of S.
(3)
The public key is computed by Ps=x*Pbase, where
x is some random number.
(4)
The server will publish {Ep(a,b), P, H, Pbase, Ps}
and x is kept as private.

Table 1

Figure 2: Genetic algorithm

2. Registration of client stage: A new client will complete
registration at server and then obtain the parameters at
this phase. The server receives chosen {IDc, PWc} that
has been sent by the client through a secured channel,
where IDc is the identity and PWc is password of Client.
After getting this, server will check for the authenticity
of IDC and computes Hash Function H, it also checks
whether the information is already existing in database.
If exits Server will acknowledge for distinct identity. Then
server starts to compute the set of virtual-identity, that
are corresponding to secret keys and identity, password
of the client. Then S sends them over a secured channel,
that will be stored in the device [8]. Where C is client
and S is server.

2.Authentication Mechanism: This introduces a key
agreement protocol which is mutually authenticated
between client and server for IoT device. This scheme
typically contains two participants. They are named
IoT Appliance which act as Client, and an IoT gateway
enabled with Server. This protocol comprises of three
stages called system initial login, registration of client
and mutual authentication [8].
1.	System Initial login phase:
In Initial login phase, when the server starts up the
following parameters are generated by S.
(1)
Both Elliptic curve equation Ep(a,b) over a finite
field with prime number (p)and the base point

3. Mutual authentication stage: A session key which
was common has been generated by allowing both client
as well as the server to mutually authenticate with one
another for upcoming communication through the open
channel. Initially the server receives a request to login
from the client. Now server will verify login request of
the client. The authentication message is sent back to
client from server, if that request is authentic [1]. This
message helps to prove the legitimacy of the server. By
this way both client as well as server will have secured
and uninterrupted transmission of data, through open
channel.
Performance Analysis: This is the analysis between the
RSA and ECC. Elliptic curves which produce cryptosystems
are a substitute to the cryptosystems of RSA [8]. Integer
factorization problem is responsible for safety of RSA
cryptosystems as well as elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem is accountable for safety of an ECC [7]. The best
acclaimed algorithm for finding a solution is ECC, since
IFP of RSA doesn’t take full exponential time to find
the solution where ECLDP takes. RSA is not preferable
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algorithm because it takes more memory than ECC this
can be noticed mainly on memory-limited devices. ECC
is suitable for mobile phones, laptops and smartcards
which are memory constrained systems. Less number of
parameters are required for both encryption as well as
decryption for ECC than RSA.
In key comparison a 3072-bit RSA key is identical to a
ECC key of 256 bits. ECC curves has a ECC key of 512bit, but in the happening system RSA key with 15360-bit
is required which is impractical. The main difference is
that unlike RSA, smaller keys can be used for the safety
of same level. A strong cryptographic system consists
of more computational intensive hard problems. So this
shows that the RSA key can broke easier than the ECC
keys. Breaking a 232-bit RSA key requires much less
energy which means a spoon of liquid to heat. While232bit ECC key requires huge amount of energy which means
to heat the total liquid in the world. In the cryptography
fewer keys are very essential. This can be achieved with
the algorithm of ECC that provides identical levels of
security as of the RSA that has more keys.

Client: -

Authentication Phase:-

Comparative analysis of RSA and ECC is shown below:
Graph Representation is shown below:
Graph 1

For malicious device:

Result & Observations
For non-malicious device:
Server: Graph 2
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Conclusion
Now-a-days IoT plays a decisive role in the construction
of digital cities. Making the city to be truly smart, each
and every system in the metropolitan areas like cities
need to communicate with one another securely plus
efficiently. In current scenario IoT plays a very important
role in automation which keeps tracking of devices. In the
proposed system, for monitoring cities smart IoT based
methodology is proposed by secured authentication
of devices in cities. This method gives greater security
and privacy by the generation of elliptical curves. The
proposed methodology ensures that it provides better
security and reduction in computation when compared
to other novel methods. So this method can be used in
more practical applications.
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ABSTRACT

In current trends of smart wearables, there are lot of smart devices for healthcare systems. Among them the
detection of Glucose from the patient is tested using blood sample by pricking the finger. This paper demonstrates
a device to test the blood glucose level using non-invasive method of not pricking the finger. A Node MCU 32S
is used as microcontroller to obtain the readings from the blood glucose detector, temperature sensor and heart
rate sensor. The Glucose detector contains PIC16LF178X chip and has two electrodes to send and receive data
bits. The electrodes are placed on the tongue where one electrode sends a certain bit of data. The data bits when
passed through the blood in the tongue, certain amount is lost due to the presence of glucose. The remaining bits
are detected at the second electrode. The difference between these values gives the amount of glucose in the blood.
The temperature sensor detects body temperature. The pulse sensor detects the heart rate and blood pressure. These
readings are displayed on the mobile application which is connected to the microcontroller via internet. Based on
these readings, the microcontroller sends alerts in the mobile application. The dietary suggestions are given to the
patient through the mobile application in order to maintain normal glucose levels and also to reduce in times of
high glucose levels. A list of foods which should be taken is displayed on the mobile application

KEY WORDS: diabetes, glucometer, health monitoring, wearable sensors, mobile application.
INTRODUCTION
These days certain diseases are more common to people
and are less concern about it. Some are terminal diseases
which cannot be cured completely but can be well
controlled. One such disease is Diabetes. According to
the IDF, the number of people affected by diabetes in the
world are about 365 million people, which is 8.5% of the
global population. (Global Health Report, WHO) Around
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2.2 million deaths are caused due to high blood glucose
in 2012. Study shows that diabetes is the seventh leading
cause of death as of 2016. Diabetes causes substantial
economic loss to people with diabetes and their families.
It has been noted that the prevalence of diabetes is more
in low- and middle-income countries. Diabetes causes
many complications in human body. It creates a risk of
dying prematurely. Some may include heart attack, stroke,
vision loss, kidney failure, leg amputation, nerve loss etc.
In pregnancy, un-controlled diabetes leads to fetal death
and other complications.
Diabetes can be treated and its consequences can be
avoided or delayed with proper diet, physical activity
such as exercises, medication for health issues and regular
screening and treatment for complications
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The feasibility research of estimating glucose
concentration using mm-wave has been performed in
(Doojin Lee et al,. 2017). Using mm- wave generated by
Soli-Radar system which contains 2 Tx and 4 Rx with
8mm x 10mm package. They used EMR to get raw value
ADC to sampling signal. It requires blood samples and
has 60% accuracy. The Heath monitoring system referred
in (Luka Bartoli´c et al,. 2018) consists of a web API
enabling automated data acquisition for glucose levels.
It uses Bluetooth to communicate between glucometer or
fitness bracelet. But, the usage of web application built on
php, JavaScript, html and CSS makes access to the system
complicated and not simple. In (Md Koushik Chowdhury
et al,. 2014), the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) domain
and peak to peak voltage amplitude is performed by a
renounced software toolbox. It also controls all the data
processing and programming of the device. The input
was obtained from Infrared Light source and ultrasound
transmitter but resulted in time delayed output.
Moreover, 45 blood samples for blood glucose
measurements were required and 225 data-based
signals were recorded and examined. The generation
of Personalized Diet in (Wahidah Husain et al,. 2011) is
quite different where a Genetic Algorithm was developed
which takes its input from user database and food
database to create a diet menu for the patients. It was a
simulation application yet it was highly feasible and has
high accuracy. In (Abu Sadat Sabbir et al,. 2016) and (
S.S.Mule et al,. 2016) the Arduino Uno is used to connect
with glucometer and Bluetooth device. The Analog
voltage is read after 2 seconds of blood detection (Abu
Sadat Sabbir et al,. 2016). It had functions of Glucose
monitoring, diet control, physical activity monitoring,
insulin usage, and other services but lacks the usage of
non-invasive methods for glucose detection. The recent
research made in (Toshiya Arakawa et al,. 2018) using
mercury sphygmomanometers at fingertip sensors for
calculating blood pressure was accurate but highly
complicated. The android based health monitoring in
(Shivam Trivedi et al,. 2011) uses photoplethysmography
technique and gets input from pulse sensor and
temperature sensor to display the readings. It does not
use IoT but uses Bluetooth and hence it is easy to use
and able to measure signals at real time.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Node MCU 32S: The Figure 1 represents the Node MCU
32S microcontroller developed by NodeMcu. It ESP32
chip supports Wifi and Low Power Input. The power to
the MCU is supplied via the micro USB Type-B present
on-board or directly through the VIN pin. Its operating
voltage ranges between 6 to 20 volts if external supply.
But heat issues occur when operated beyond 12V thereby
causing damage. Therefore, supply voltage between 7 to
12V is recommended.
The serial-to-usb chip present on the device allows
programming and opening the UART of the ESP32 MCU.
It is programmed using Embedded C language.
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Figure 1: Node MCU ESP32S microcontroller

The program contains Wifi credentials to connect to the
specific network for internet access. The Virtual Pins
are assigned to pulse sensor, Temperature sensor and
Blood Glucose Sensor respectively. The normal values
of the readings detected by these sensors are are also
declared. A list of food items which should be taken at
various glucose levels are written. The program contains
conditions to check the current reading and display
the respective food items as dietary suggestions to the
patients inorder to maintain normal glucose levels. It is
also programmed to display alerts to visit doctor if the
temperature, heart beat, blood pressure or blood glucose
levels are out of range or abnormal.
Pulse Sensor
Figure 2: Pulse sensor

The Figure 2 represents the pulse sensor. It is made up of
an optical heart rate sensor coupled with amplification
circuit and a noise cancellation circuit. The sensor has
two sides. On the front side (to skin) an LED is placed
along with an ambient light sensor. On the backside,
the noise cancellation and amplification circuitry are
located. The frontside which consists of the LED should
be placed over a vein in our body. Mostly it is placed on
the fingertip or ear tips but it should be on top of a vein.
The veins have blood flow due to the pumping action
of the heart i.e. whenever the heart muscles contract
the blood is pumped through the veins. Therefore, if we
monitor the flow of blood, we can determine the heart
beat as well. Whenever there is a flow of blood, the light
sensor will pick up more light since light is reflected by
the presence of blood cells. This minor change in the
light reflected is analysed to determine the heartbeat. The
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operating voltage of the pulse sensor is between 3.3V to
5V and the drawing current is 4mA.

Figure 3: LM35 Temperature Sensor

through the blood and few bits of data are lost due to the
presence of glucose in the blood. The remaining bits are
captured by the other electrode. Therefore, the difference
between the input and output is considered for analysing
the amount of glucose present in the blood.
Mobile Application: Blynk is an open source mobile
application which is designed for IoT. It has in-built
features such as remote-control hardware, display
readings from sensor, store data from external devices
and much more. The Blynk app contains predefined
widgets which can be used to create interfaces for
our application. The data communication between the
application and the hardware is maintained by the Blynk
server. Blynk supports direct pin manipulation without
writing any additional code thereby it is easy to integrate
and add new functionality using the virtual pins. To
uniquely identify our requests in blynk server, an Auth
Token is sent during creation of your Blynk account.
This Auth Token is a unique identifier allocated by the
server which is needed to connect our hardware to the
smartphone.

LM35: The LM35 is an integrated-circuit that can be used
to measure temperature in centigrade temperature which
is shown in Figure 3. The advantage of using LM35 is
due its accuracy which is greater than a thermistor. The
sensory circuit present is sealed hence it is not subjected
to oxidation. The output voltage need not be amplified as
it generates higher output voltage in general. The LM35
is rated to be operated between −55°C to 150°C. It draws
around 60mA from its supply for operation which is
regarded as the biggest advantage. Unlike other devices,
the LM35 has low self-heating capability therefore it has
+/-0.4°C accuracy.
Figure 4: Blood Glucose Sensor

Blood Glucose Sensor: The blood glucose sensor shown
in Figure 4 consists of PIC16LF178X chip. It is used to
determine the concentration of glucose. The glucose
concentration is measured in milligram per decilitre
(mg/dl) or millimole per litre (mmol/L). It operates at a
voltage range between 1.8 to 5.5 V thereby making it
a low power chip. It contains two electrodes: working
electrode and counter electrode. The working electrode
provides 8 bit which when placed on the Tongue, passes

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The device consists of a microcontroller, a temperature
sensor, a heartbeat sensor, a blood glucose sensor and
a mobile application. The ESP32s Dev Kit V1 node
mcu is used as a microcontroller. It has built in WiFi
module thereby enabling to connect to the internet.
The microcontroller is programmed using embedded C
programming language used largely in microcontrollers.
The entire functioning of the device is controlled by
the microcontroller. The readings from the connected
components are processed and sent to the mobile
application.
The AN1560 which consists of PIC16LF178X chip is
used as blood glucose sensor. It contains two electrodes:
working electrode and counter electrode. The working
electrode provides 8 bit which when placed on the
Tongue, passes through the blood and few bits of data
are lost due to the presence of glucose in the blood.
The remaining bits are captured by the other electrode.
Therefore, the difference between the input and output is
considered for analysing the amount of glucose present
in the blood. The Analog data is converted to digital as
it is connected to A/D convertor pins in the board. The
readings are mapped to respective values in the code
dumped in the microcontroller.
The pulse sensor is used to detect the heartbeat rate from
the individual when placed on his skin. The heart rate
values are used to also determine the blood pressure
of the individual. The pulse sensor is connected to the
microcontroller to send the readings for processing.
The temperature sensor LM35 is used to detect the
temperature of the individual. It is placed to the
individual’s The power to the MCU is supplied via the
micro USB Type-B present on-board or directly through
the VIN pin. Its operating voltage ranges between 6 to
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20 volts if external supply. But heat issues occur when
operated beyond 12V thereby causing damage. Therefore,
supply voltage between 7 to 12V is recommended.
The serial-to-usb chip present on the device allows
programming and opening the UART of the ESP32 MCU.
The sensor is connected to the microcontroller to send
the readings for processing.

Figure 7: Readings from various sensors displayed on the
mobile application

Figure 5: Architecture Of Proposed Solution

Figure 8: Alert is displayed when readings are abnormal

The mobile application used here is an open source
platform. Blynk is an IoT platform with mobile apps,
private clouds, device management, data analytics,
and machine learning. Basically, it is an open source
mobile application meant for catering IoT needs. The
application is configured and authenticated to receive
the data from the microcontroller through internet and
display them on the mobile application respectively as
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Mobile Application
Connectivity
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CONCLUSION
This work has presented, the continuous monitoring of
Blood Glucose levels, Temperature, Heart beat and Blood
Pressure of diabetic patients. The usage of non-invasive
method of detecting blood glucose levels without
pricking the finger is introduced. The dietary suggestions
are carefully developed and programmed to identify the
correct foods to be taken to maintain balanced blood
glucose levels. Alerts in the form notifications are sent
to the patient in case of abnormal readings. To the best
of our knowledge, there is not any device which brings
the above parameters in the form of "smart wearables"
and accessing through a mobile application.
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on cancer detection in brain images using neural networks and comparison of other classifiers
has been done. Image processing plays an important role for diagnosing diseases. It mainly focuses on the brain
anatomy and also deals with the functions of brain. It consists of three phases such as deep neural network,
classification and segmentation task. A framework has been developed for cancer detection in brain images
using neural network and autoencoder. The features are selected from the brain images and they are trained and
classification has been done. The performance of deep wavelet neural network classifier was compared with other
classifiers. The experimentation is carried out using the brain image database to prove the results against the
proposed technique. From the results obtained in the proposed method, it can be inferred that our technique has
achieved good results and it is efficient.

KEY WORDS: Brain images, segmentation, deep neural network.

INTRODUCTION
Cancer cells originates from the tissue. The objective
classification tool using neural networks for detecting and
classifying the brain cancer. Machine learning algorithms[
help us better classification tool. A neural network
consists of an neurons and it processes information
for computation. Neural networks are statistical data
modeling tools. Some investigations done in the past,
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it has identified images based on their colour, gray level
and their high contrast. Because the color of images
vary among different patients in different photographs
and therefore those method would not suitable in all
images used in clinical.
The contribution of the proposed technique is 1.design
of autoencoder 2. Using deep neural network. Cancer
detection is a criticial problem in the segmentation. The
accuracy is maintained for detecting malignant tumors
etc. Deep neural networks (DNN) have fascinated so many
scientists. Auto encoder is basically Artificial Neural
Network (ANN)[6]. It is used for efficient data encoding
in an unsupervised algorithm. Auto encoder is typically
robust, whereas wavelet function has a variation in the
features and frequency. When it is combined, they are not
able to solve many problems in real time applications.
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The aim of this paper is to build a architecture that
helps in cancer detection through the neural network
classification. A DWA is used for extracting features.
The deep wavelet autoencoder was finally tested and
compared with many other existing methods. DWA
performs high accuracy[7] when compared with the other
existing techniques. This is the easiest way.
Related Works: Mohammad Amazad Hossain[1] proposed
the template based K means and fuzzy c means clustering
algorithm. Steps such as preprocessing, dilation and
erosion techniques and texture analysis methods were
applied to the brain images to detect the features and
for classification fuzzy c means clustering algorithm
has been used, The detection results were validated by
comparing with experts. Dr.C.Pande[2] have considered
the brain imaging techniques for different modalities.
Segmentation techniques such as K means clustering,
morphological operations such as dilation erosion
considered for brain images. It is survey methods all
segmentation techniques applied to the brain images.
Gawande[3] have some tumour diagnosis using image
processing techniques. In this methods the efficiency
and accuracy is very low when compared to the other
techniques. Palani[8] proposed the techniques for
diabetic detection using neural network especially SVM
classifier. In this technique, sensitivity, accuracy are
calculated. The percentage of accuracy of detection is
80% only. Wrapper approach[4] use induction algorithm
and handle complex data sets. It produces minimum error
rates and reduce misclassifications. Menon[5] provide a
detailed review about brain segmentation methodologies.
It gives a clear idea for the purpose of analysis[12] in
brain images.
Proposed Method: Figure 1 represents the block diagram
for Brain MRI image classification based on Deep Wavelet
Auto encoder. In medial DICOM images are taken for
processing. Slices of DICOM image are taken and it is
preprocessed. The preprocessing images[8] are converted
into flattened matrix array and then converted into
several arrays. The o/p arrays are passed through auto
encoder. Reconstruction of arrays[13] has been done.
Encoded image is passed through deep neural network.
The images resolution is very high. The features are
taken and they are tested and trained[9] for classification
whether the image abnormal or normal. Figure 1 shows
the proposed model. They are several encoders such auto
encoder, sparse encoder and denoising auto encoder.

Autoencoder
Figure 2: Shows simple autoencoder with 3 layers

Figure 2 shows simple autoencoder . It acts as best
preprocessing for image analysis.
Figure 3: Shows sparse encoder

Figure 4: shows denoising autoencoder

Figure 1
Figure 5: Proposed architecture of a single layer of DWA
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Figure 5, represents a proposed DWA architecture. In
this technique, dicom images are encoded and then it is
passed through the LPF[10] , for decoding it is passed
through the HPF the image is extracted. Further the
features are extracted for classification[11] using deep
neural network and autoencoder.

Figure 9: Performance of the classifier in Dicom images

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 6: Shows the deep neural network based brain
tumour based classification

Figure 10: cancer afftected image

Figure 6 shows the deep neural network based brain
tumour based classification. This window shows the
icon of load image, segmentation, feature extraction and
neural network classification.
Figure 7: Shows the neural network applied to DICOM
images

Figure 11: Segmented image

Figure 8: Slassification performance of brain images for
cancer detection
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Figure 12: Training phase classification performance

CONCLUSION
Cancer detection using neural network and the deep
wavelet auto encoder has been done. Here the features
were taken. The process testing and training has been
done in similar manner. Finally the classification has
been done compared with the existing classifiers. In order
to find the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity are calculated
using neural network specifications. The quality of the
images has been improved. The types of images taken
are Dicom images i.e medical image. The accuracy is
also very high. So the method using auto encoder and
neural network plays a vital role. The accuracy of this
method is 96%.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explains a twofold band revamped F numerous information select yield (MIMO) getting twine with
predominant remoteness, covering the 2.4/5-GHz remote neighbourhood systems (WLAN) band. The fate MIMO
yielding twine is set up out of two indistinguishable winding rearranged F radio twine modules. There are two
beneficiary segments. This collector parts are unflinchingly isolated with almost 0.a hundred and fifteen λ0 of the
lower band. The high imprisonment is done through structure decoupling devices, a twisting boisterous division
and a particular T-shaped zone engraved at the floor for the higher band and the diminishing band, independently.
Moreover, U-formed cuts accomplishing better impedance getting sorted out are cut at the 50-Ω fortifying strains
to widen the realities move capacity of the over the top band. The proposed reversed F-MIMO radio wire in the
impedance data verbal trade covers 2.4–2.forty eight GHz(decrease band) and 5.15–5.825 GHz(upper band).This
reception apparatus achieves 15-dB disconnection arranged the 2.4-and 5-GHz WLAN gatherings. This builds up
a perilous improvement thought nearly to the straightforward structure of the MIMO reception apparatus. This
rearranged F-MIMO reception apparatus is genuine suitable for WLAN programs which demonstrates by means
of the enhancement and estimation results

KEY WORDS: Decoupling, double band radio wire, inverted F receiving wire, numerous input–variousouput (MIMO) antenna, (WLAN).

INTRODUCTION
With the quick development of wireless neighbourhood
network (WLAN) that slot in with the 802.11a and 802.11b
standard to perform ordinary country of throughput and
wonderful omni directivity, the interest on high facts
charges and excessive unwavering first-class is rather
terrible. Various input – several output (MIMO) innovation
has pulled in much consideration for its terrific properties
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as a ways as dependability and increasing the channel
limit. Notwithstanding, due to the restrained space, it's
hard to location various antennas together closely even
as maintaining high isolation. Step with the aid of step
commands to enhance the segregation among antennas
progresses closer to becoming a basic trouble.
To realize first rate execution of twin band dual
difficulty WLAN MIMO antenna, the ports must be as
unrelated as could pretty be expected. Much attention
has been centered around some uncommon processes
increasing isolation. Many decoupling designs had been
accounted for, consisting of electromagnetic band gap
(EBG), defected floor shape (DGS), a simple resonator,
parasitic additives, etc. The receiving wires planned
(Chattha et al,. 2012; chen et al,. 2005; Haruki et al,.
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2005) were meant for Multiple input and multiple output
software by stepped forward separation, then the transfer
speeds of those reception apparatuses have been missing
aimed at the complete WLAN range. In (Chattha et al,.
2012), the separation become expanded in means of
including a attached decoupling networks between the
dual firmly put radio twine components.
An opened wind strains resonator planned in
(chen et al,. 2005) to improve the remoteness amongst
dual antennas additives in micro strip repair receiving
twine exhibits. In (Haruki et al,. 2005) an aloof resonator
become positioned between tightly divided planar
reversed F antennas to decrease the multiple connection.
Sponging additives what's more, DGS were likewise
effective to decouple as exhibited in (Gao et al,. 2005;
Huynh et al,. 2003) however those innovations aren't
commonly appropriate, furthermore, the antennas are
somewhat extensive as discussed in (Syedakbar et al,.
2017; deepa et al., 2016; syed akbar et al., 2017)An
folded arrangement and a split-ring resonator have
been displayed in (Li et al,. 2003; Looby et al,. 2007)
separately. Be that because it may, the systems are
excessively puzzled.
In this letter, a reduced twin band wireless fidelity MIMO
reception equipment with progressed disconnection is
planned, and also the polarity of the planned version
is direct polarity. The antenna form remains advanced
since the wandering changed F antenna. Through
consisting of winding monopoles, a wireless fidelity
information measure is accomplished. A high isolation
between 2 antenna additives is obtained by method of
etching a reversed T-slot on the ground and a winding
resonant branch. The exhibitions of the antenna, like
S-Parameters, patterns of radiation, and envelope
coefficient of correlation (ECC), are analysed, and also
the consequences reveal a wireless fidelity MIMO antenna
with high detachment is effectively accomplished.
Whatever stays the message is remote into 4 sections.
In Segment II, a stylish interpretation in underlying
form of wireless fidelity Multiple input and multiple
output antenna is specified, Segment III particulars the
procedure, the imitation and estimated effects square
measure examined in Segment IV, associate degree an
stop remains certain lastly.

Materials and Methods
Basic Design Of The Twin-Band Mimo Antenna: The
pure mathematics of the projected initial structure of
twin band inverted F LAN MIMO antenna equipment
is appeared in Fig. 1. Antenna sets by concerning D =
zero.1 one and D = zero.2 one area unit examined for
varied coupling conditions (where D speaks to the gap
between 2 antenna components), for this example D
equals with zero.115 λ0, that is around 1/8 one (where the
wavelength is at a pair of.4 GHz) therefore on diminish
the final dimension of the antenna framework. The
antenna is imprinted arranged the simplest coating of
a tokenish effort FR4 substrate (εr = four.4, tanδ= 0.02)
with the mensuration of fifty two metric linear unit (W)
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× seventy seven.5 mm(L) × one.6 mm(T). the 2 antenna
parts area unit nourished in the 50-Ω microstrip strokes
by the dimension as two.5 mm, and also the improved
antenna measurements area unit recorded in the first
table. Primer arrange of the represented reversed F twin
band antenna have assessed & improved by utilizing
the Ansoft HFSS 16.1 programming. The estimated
parameters(S) of the underlying arrange of Multiple input
multiple output antennas area unit appeared in Fig. 2. It
tends to be seen that the S11 is less than less than from
a pair of.4 to 2.48 GHz and from five.18 to 5.84 GHz,
also, the S21 between the reception antennas is around
−6 decibel at a pair of.4 Giga hertz also, −eight decibel
at 5-Giga hertz band, that the separation doesn't see
financial necessities.
Figure 1: F-MIMO Antenna Structure

Table 1. Dimensions of F-Mimo Antenna
Adjus
table
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

Esti
mated

Adjus
table

Esti
mated

Adjus
table

Esti
mated

2.8
2.5
3
5.7
8.7

L6
L7
L8
L9
L10

14.5
4.7
4.7
7
5

W1
W2
W3
W4
H

1
1.25
1.5
2.5
7.5

Figure 2: Simulated F-MIMO antenna
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Result and discussion
Reversed T-Stub on the Ground: To rise the remoteness,
an reversed T-stub resonator with a entire period of
approximately Lambda/4 at 2.4 Giga hertz is scratched
in floor as regarded in Fig. 3. In Fig.4 the remoted
S-parameters of the T-Stub are appeared. It tends to stay
visible as remoteness have efficiently expanded via 12
decibel at 2.4 Giga hertz contrasted with the Antenna 1
with the aid of inclusive of a T-stub, yet the detachment
of the frequency with high band is sort of changed.

viewed that the examples are semi omni directional,
which is sensible for faraway conversation terminals to
get indicators from any bearing, so the methodology of
energizing detonate attribute modes on the physique is
acquired to scale back the sample connection.
Figure 5: F-MIMO Radiation Pattern

Figure 3: T-Stub Structure

Figure 6: F-MIMO VSWR

Table 1. Dimensions of F-Mimo Antenna
Adjus
table

Esti
mated

Adjus
table

Esti
mated

Adjus
table

Esti
mated

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

2.2
17.1
1.6
13.1
12.65

L6
L7
L8
L9
L10

15.15
9.68
9.68
10
1.6

L11
L12
G1
S1
H

10
12.5
7.9
0
7.3

Figure 4: T-stub Antenna

CONCLUSION
A twin band reversed F Multiple input multiple output
reception equipment by antenna arrangements working
by each 2.4-and 5-GHz LAN band is planned, estimated,
and investigated in our paper. At 15dB the antennas
have segregated and enhanced via imparting a modified
T-stub and a wander line resonance branch.The proposed
reception equipment has been efficaciously motivated
and estimated, and the effects exhibit that it ought to
outstanding high-quality device for application of the
WLAN.
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ABSTRACT

As energy saving sparing turns into the hotly debated issue now a days in the entire world, gigantic electric power
consumption is devoured by the road lights because of its persistent working all through evening. energy saving
sparing could be accomplished through the lighting as it is one of the most force utilization electrical gadgets. The
lights turn on before people on walk and vehicles comes to reduce power when there is nobody in the street or
yard. The controlling of the lights is done at the light's premises utilizing remote and pyro electric infrared sensors.
The idea of a self-governing appropriated controlled light framework, in which the lights turn on before people
on walk or vehicles comes and lessen brilliance to spare electric force when there is no traffic. A conveyed sensor
organize is utilized to identify walkers or vehicles. Our shrewd road light framework comprises of a HB-LED light,
a brilliance sensor, a movement sensor and a short-separation correspondence arrange VLC is developing field
in optical remote correspondence which uses LED to transmit information. One of the most significant favorable
circumstances of HB-LED lighting, specifically its powerful proficiency. The future scope of VLC will be presented.
In street lamps, Li-Fi hotspots provide better Communication, Monitoring and Controlling of data.

KEY WORDS: Energy saving ,VLC,OWC,HB-LED,LI-FI.
INTRODUCTION
Assemble a vitality sparing keen lighting framework with
incorporated sensors and controllers. Planning to save
lighting framework which is perfect and adaptable with
other business item and computerization system. Build a
energy saving sparing shrewd lighting framework with
coordinated sensors and Arduino controllers( Ron Lenk et
al,2011). Plan a keen lighting framework with LED, which
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makes the framework versatility and expandability. Wise
lighting control and vitality the executives’ framework
is an ideal answer for vitality sparing, particularly in
broad daylight lighting the board. It understands remote
on/off and darkening of lights, which can spare vitality
by 40%, spare lights upkeep costs by half, and drag
out light life by 25%. The framework application in
streetlight control will diminish in streetlight power and
upkeep cost, and increment accessibility of road light.
It is necessary to determine (A. Nazar Ali et al,2014) to
diminish in a specific zone or inside a specific time range,
this framework assists with darkening the lights likewise.
On the off chance that the walker traffic diminishes
fundamentally state somewhere in the range of 1:00AM
and 5:00AM, at that point darkening the lights is the
correct arrangement. In developing newer techniques
(D.Shyam et al,2019) diminish the brightening of the
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road lights to 20% at whatever point no person on
walk or vehicle was distinguished, there is sparing of
energy saving and improving the performance of the
system(A.Nazar Ali et al,2015; AT Sankara Subramanian
et al,2017).
Block Diagram
Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system

stores the vitality. Extremity of the left half of the
inductor is sure. At the point when the switch is opened,
current will be diminished as the impedance is higher.
Accordingly, change or decrease in current will be
restricted by the inductor. The extremity will be turned
around (implies left half of inductor will be negative
at this point). Along these lines two sources will be
in arrangement making a higher voltage charge the
capacitor through the diode(Premkumar et al,2018).
The modes of operation are explained as below.
MODE 1:
At Intial time, Q1 is closed and Q2 is opened.
The current flow throuth the inductor L1 starts to rise.
The rate of change of L1 is
L1( di/dt) = Vi / L,
while the rate of change of L2 is
L1( di/dt) = (Vi –Vo) / L2

The proposed block diagram of the complete powering
smart street light system with visible light communication
and LIFI shown in fiqure1. The proposed module consists
of solar panel, DC-DC converter, Regulator,relay,Node
MCU, cloud storage, street light as HB LED,Arduino m
The lamp module should be communicate (S.R.Paveethra
et all,2019) and control through wireless.
Working of Boost Converter: The proposed converter
made up of two single-stage help converters associated
in equal and shown in fiqure2. The two PWM signal
contrast is 180 deg when each switch is controlled
with the interleaving technique (C.Kalavalli et al,2020).
Since every inductor current extent is diminished by
one for every stage, we can decrease the inductor size
and inductance when the info current moves through
two lift inductors. The information current wave is
diminished in light of the fact that the info current
is the total of every current of inductor L1 and L2
(Premkumar et al,2015).

MODE 2 :
At time T1, Q1 and Q2 are opened. The inductors L1 and
L2 discharge through the load.
L1( di/dt) = L2( di/dt) = (Vi –Vo) / L
MODE 3:
At time T2, Q2 is closed while Q1 still opened. The current
of the inductor L2 starts to rise, while L1 continues to
discharge.
MODE 4:
At time t3, Q2 is opened and Q1 still opened. The situation
is same as state b. The inductors L1 and L2 discharge
through the load. Due to the symmetry of the circuit,
the next state is similar to the previous.
4.LI-FI
Figure 3: LI-FI connectivity

Figure 2: Circuit diagram of Boost converter

Light Fidelity or Li-Fi is a Visible Light Communications
(VLC) framework running remote interchanges going at
extremely high speeds. The on-off movement of LEDs
empowers a sort of information transmission utilizing
double codes mode anyway the natural eye can't see this
change and the LEDs seem to have a consistent force.
Li-Fi can work submerged where Wi-Fi bombs totally.

Materials and Methods

Hardware and Software Implementation
At the point when the switch is shut, current courses
through the inductor clockwise way and the inductor
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a. Integration Of The Sensors With Arduino: Sensors are
directly interfaced to the controller whose sensed values
predict the movement of vehicles or pedestrians. The
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Infrared sensors and the Relay pins are connected to the
digital pins of Arduino. The 3 IR sensor’s out pins are
connected to D2, D3, D4 pins of Arduino respectively. The
IN1, IN2, IN3 pins of 4-channel Relay are connected to
D5, D6, D7 pins of Arduino respectively. The IR sensor’s
VCC and GND are connected to the 5V and GND pins of
Arduino. The VCC and GND pins of 4-channel Relay are
connected to the 5V and GND pins of Arduino.
b. INTERFACING OF Nodemcu: NodeMCU is an open
source IoT platform which acts as a network processor
which can be connected to the nearest Wi-Fi hot spot
for internet connectivity. The processed data from
the sensors are sent to the cloud using the NodeMCU
interfaced with Arduino. The VCC and GND pins of
Current sensor (ACS712) are connected to the 3V and
GND pins of NodeMCU. The out pin of Current sensor is
connected to the A0 pin of NodeMCU.
C. Uploading To The Cloud: The data which is sent to the
NodeMCU controller is finally uploaded to the cloud. The
data in the cloud is displayed for the user in a web server.
The data of the power usage in the cloud can be viewed
in the form of graphs with a minimum time delay of one
second (X. Yin et al,2016). The data can also be generated
as a report in an excel sheet between the particular dates,
months and years. It can be accessed anywhere in live
by the authorities and public at any time using the URL)
(Ran Wang et al,2014; J.M.Alonso et al,2011).

Result and Discussion
Simulation and Its Output
Figure 4: Simulation of proposed converter

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 6: prototype for proposed system

Battery is connected to supply the Boost converter.
The output of the converter is connected to the current
sensor and the voltage regulator. The input voltage of
the converter is 1.2V and the output voltage of 5V is
given to the regulator. The current sensor is connected
to sense the current in the circuit. The Regulator voltage
of 3.3V and 5V are connected to the NO and NC contacts
of relay and the OUT pin is connected to the LED. When
the IR sensor1 detects vehicle movement the nearest
LED glows high i.e. with 5V supply, after the passing of
vehicle the LED glows with 3.3V supply. The dimming of
LED is implemented by the switching of relay using an
Arduino program. Similarly, when the IR sensor2 and IR
sensor3 detect vehicle movement the adjacent LED goes
HIGH and when no movement is detected it goes to LOW
state i.e. 3.3V. Here the LED goes to OFF state only in the
morning. This work deals with (A.Nazar Ali et all,2019)
value of current measured is fed to the nodeMCU and
the corresponding voltage, current and power usage are
uploaded in the cloud (M.V.Mreno et al,2017).
Figure 7: Sensor output

Fiqure 4, the proposed converter is simulated in open
loop and closed loop operations.
Figure 5: Output Waveform for Boost converter

Hardware Output
a.SENSOR OUTPUT DISPLAYED IN SERIAL MONITOR:
The reading of the car or vehicle passing is viewed in
the serial monitor of Arduino IDE. When no movement
is detected the data output is 1 and when movement is
detected the data output changes to 0.
b.GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION IN CLOUD: The graph
of the Voltage is shown in ,current measured which is
shown in Figure7 and power usage is shown in Fig.8. The
data can be (V.Venkatesh et al,2019) uploaded using the
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Wi-Fi hotspot and can be accessed anywhere in live by
the authorities and public at any time using the URL.

Figure 11: Graphical representation of power usage

Figure 8: Graphical representation of voltage

In this way, in future work advancement, more modules
can be configuration to deal with more framework, for
example, cooling, security framework and so forth.
Figure 9: Supply frequency vs Time

Figure 10: Current vs time

CONCLUSION
This framework is one of the practical lighting
arrangements. The solid element of this framework is
adaptability, expandability, vigor and similarity. The
controlling road light makes the simplicity mix of
lighting control and sensors into various sorts of modules
that is input module and light module. This independent
model can be applying on the light module relies upon
various kinds of circumstance in industry open yard zone
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ABSTRACT

In this work, Different PV alignments are simulated with different patterns of shading condition are simulated using
MATLAB Simulink and the Outputs are analyzed based on the factors Shading loss, Mismatch loss and Fill factor
of the array. Energy requirement is an ever increasing factor throughout the world with global development taking
place in all sectors. Sufficient generation of power to meet the increasing demand and to get rid of crisis is always
observed to be a challenging task. Though the fossil fuel based power generation satisfies the maximum demand
in the 20th century, it is well aware that the fossil fuels cannot be obtained instantly and not long repeatedly. So,
power sectors now mostly depends on the renewable sources of power generation especially Solar. Ecofriendly
Solar energy is abundant and available for free for power generation. There are plenty of means of extracting
power from solar energy. Photovoltaic arrays are used to convert the irradiance from the sun light to electrical
energy. But the perplexing factor is that the irradiance of the sunlight is not uniform throughout the day and
that to because of the presence of natural or manmade obstacles it is also not spread uniformly over the PV array
resulting in partial shading condition. This in turn affects the performance of the system introducing many local
maxima in the nonlinear Power verses voltage characteristics of the panel. Also this non uniform shading results
in shading loss in the Net output of PV array

KEY WORDS: Photovoltaic, Partial Shading, PV configuration, Fill factor.
INTRODUCTION
Power demand is a major factor which any country in the
world wants to address without affecting the reliability
and continuity. When this is the situation, the cause need
to be satisfied without any more increase in pollution, that
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is the usage of fossil fuels for power generation need to
come down and the green energy should be emphasized.
In this regard, solar energy is identified to be the surplus
source of energy and the electrical power can be extracted
from it on two different ways. The first way is to make use
of solar glass collectors or solar thermal method and the
second is by using Photovoltaic arrays. The first method
is very cheap but less reliable whereas the second method
is slightly costly when it comes to large scale installation
but relatively more reliable. But the major Problem
associated with the power generation based on solar its
poor conversion efficiency of less than 20%. It attracts
the attention of many researchers and many literatures
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already addressing the most suitable way to extract the
highest possible wattage from the PV array.

Figure 1: PV Cell model using a Diode

array there will be 36 cells. The net open circuit voltage
and short circuit current of module depends on how
the 36 cells are connected. The impact of change in PV
alignment cannot be much differentiated when the cells
receives irradiance uniformly but under partial shading
formations the case is different and each alignment
provides different Maximum wattage points based on
the local maxima obtained due to non-uniform shading
formation over the module.
For a PV Cell, the equation which addresses the
relationship between voltage and current is as follows,
(1)

One of the main factor which will affect the maximum
power generation is the Array Alignment starting from
simple series to complicated Honey womb formation of
PV alignments. Though many researches address this
issue under uniform irradiance available over the array,
only few emphasis on the variation in irradiance due
to natural reasons such as passing of clouds, Shadows
of infrastructures and trees etc. It severely affects the
chance of finding the global highest wattage point of
an array by providing more local maxima for different
irradiance level. Though it is an unavoidable phenomena,
by selecting suitable PV array alignment, the maximum
possible Power can be obtained from the array.
PV Cell Model with one diode: Figure 1 shows the
modelling of PV cell using one diode, the irradiance of
the cell is mentioned in the model as ‘G’, which is meant
to be a current source with Ipv source current which in
turn divides into ID and IP with the presence of Parallel
diode and an internal Resistance Rp or Rshunt. These is
an series cell resistance of Rs is also connected where Rs
is less when compared to Rshunt. The output voltage is
mentioned as VPV. The silicon based PV cells will have
a cell voltage of 0.7 volts. The cells are connected in
different alignments to obtain the array.
Figure 2: PV module Equivalent circuit

where Ipv is the photon made current, Io is the saturation
cell dark amperes, A is the diode constant, k refers
Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10−23 Joule/Kelvin), T is the
internal working temperature of the PV cell measured in
kelvin and q is the electron charge (1.6×10−19 Coulomb).
The dependency of PV based generation on the factors of
temperature and irradiance is described by the following
equation,
Ipv = [Isc + KIout (T−Tref )]GC/Gnom -		

(2)

where Isc refers to the PV current when the terminals
short circuited, KIout is the SC current-Temp coefficient
of PV cell, GC shows the available irradiance to the cell
and Gnom referes the nominal irradiation the PV cell in
W/m2.
The value of current which saturates depends hardly
on the temperature of the cell and it is given by the
expression,
					

(3)

For a PV Cell, the equation which addresses the
relationship between voltage and current can be also
expressed as follows,
					

(4)

From the above equation it is clear that the number of
cells connected in series and parallel will have a major
impact in the output current of the PV module.

Figure 2 describes the approximate equivalent circuit of
Photovoltaic array which comprises of Ns number of cells
connected in series and Np number of cells connected in
parallel. The total number of cells present in the module
will be the product of N5 and Np. For example, in a 6x6 PV
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Figure 3 shows the basic simulation diagram of PV
module which is meant to simulate the required model
of PV series PVCLU50FC and to study the P-V and
I-V characteristics of the desired PV module. The
specification as mentioned by the vendor is mentioned
in Table 1. The simulation can be also extended to partial
shading condition by making changes in the irradiance
value of each cell as per the sample patterns discusses
in this work.

Subramanian et al.,

Figure 3: Simulation diagram of PV module in MATLAB
Simulink

Photovoltaic alignments under consideration: As given
in figure 5, five different PV alignments are considered
for discussion in this paper which includes Series, Series
Parallel, Total-Cross-tied, Bridge linked and the Honey
womb formations.
Each alignment is studied based on the available
literatures and the observations are summarized as
follows,
Series alignment: All the cells are connected in series. It
offers high voltage and low current output.

The Specifications of PVCLU50FC – an 50W
Monocrystalline PV module as given by the manufacture
is shown in table 1 as follows,

Table 1. Specification of selected PVCLU50FC PV module
Description
Type of cell
No. of cells
Pmax (Maximum Power)
O.C Voltage (Voc)
S.C Current (Isc)
Voltage corresponding
to Pmax (Vmp)
Current corresponding to
Pmax (Imp)
Efficiency of PV Module
Maximum voltage of system

Rating/ Specification
Monocrystalline
36 Cells
50W
22.2 Volts
3.4 Amps
17.8 Volts

Series Parallel: This alignment is meant to overcome the
drawback of series alignment by connecting all the cells
in a column serially and then connecting all columns
in parallel.
Total-Cross-tied: This alignment is formed by rowwise connection of all the cross-ties in Series parallel
connection as shown in figure 5.
Bridge linked: Here four modules are connected as in
figure 5 to form bridges. So it has a fixed bridge size.
Two connected serially followed by two in parallel.
Honey Womb: It is an altered version of Bridge linked,
here the difference is that there is no fixed bridge size.

Figure 5: Various PV Alignments under consideration

2.7 Amps
15.1%
DC 600 Volts

Based on the realization of the PV module in the MATLAB
software, the characteristics of I-V and P-V obtained
are shown in the following figure 4, Which shows the
variation of module power and module current with the
mode voltage. It resembles the specifications given in the
above table 1 and thus the simulation for partial shading
formation can be proceeded without any deviation.
Figure 4: Simulation output showing the I-V and P-V
Characteristics of the PV module

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analysis of PV alignments under Uniform irradiance and
Partial Irradiance cases: Based on the simulation done
with different PV alignments as mentioned in figure 5,
the I-V and P-V characteristics for different irradiance
is shown in the figure 6. It is observed that the in I-V
characteristics, with the increase in the irradiance from
200W/m2 to 1000W/m2, there is a gradual increase in
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the module current i.e at 1000 W/m2 the module current
is 3.2 A whereas it gets reduced to 0.7 A for 200 W/m2.
Similarly in P-V characteristics it is observed that the
maximum output module power increases with increase
in the irradiance. i.e for 200 W/m2 the Pmax is 8 W
whereas for 1000 W/m2 the value rises upto 48.5 W.

The impact of partial shading can be analyzed by framing
following 6 shading formations in a 6 x 6 PV array with
the specification as given earlier in table 1 is discussed
as follows,

Table 2. Results of Various PV alignments under 1000W/
m2 and at 250C
Figure 6: I-V and P-V Characteristics for changing
Irradiance

Alignment

Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
Honey Comb

Figure 7: I-V and P-V Characteristics for changing
temperature

Figure 7 shows the impact of change in temperature
on the I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV module.
It is observed that the in I-V characteristics, with the
increase in the temperature from 250C to 700C, there is
a gradual decrease in the module voltage i.e at 250C the
module voltage is 22 V whereas it gets reduced to 8.6 V
for 700C. Similarly in P-V characteristics it is observed
that the maximum output module power decreases with
increase in the temperature. i.e for 250C the Pmax is 48
W whereas for 700C, the value drops to 12.5 W. So it
is observed clearly that suitable heat sinks need to be
provided so as to obtain maximum wattage from the
PV module and also it prevents the PV module from
getting affected.
For the standard operating condition with the irradiance
of 1000W/m2 and at 250C, the Values obtained through
simulation is mentioned in the table 2
It is observed that at uniform irradiance all the PV
alignments are providing same maximum wattage value
of 1735 W. Series Alignments offers high voltage of
615V and low current of 2.856 A and other alignments
are producing same characteristics as shown in figure
8. Hence the impact is emphasized more on Partial
shading cases.
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(Pmax-UC)
(Watts)

Maximum
Voltage (V)

Maximum
Current (A)

1735
1735
1735
1735
1735

615.4
101.8
101.8
101.8
101.8

2.856
16.89
16.89
16.89
16.89

Figure 8: I-V and P-V Characteristics of various PV
alignments under Uniform Shading

Shading formation 1 (Realization 1): 1st column has
1000W/m2, 2nd and 3rd Column has 600W/m2 and
Last 3 columns has 400W/m2 irradiance as shown in
figure 9.
Shading formation 2 (Realization2): Left top 6 cells
has 1000W/m2, Right bottom 6 cells has 600W/m2
and Remaining has 400W/m2 irradiance as shown in
figure 9.
Shading formation 3 (Realization3): Diagonal cells
has 1000W/m2, nearby diagonal cells has 600W/m2
and Remaining has 400W/m2 irradiance as shown in
figure 9.
Shading formation 4 (Realization4): Centre 4 cells has
1000W/m2, nearby outer 12 cells has 600W/m2 and
Remaining has 400W/m2 irradiance as shown in figure
9.
Shading formation 5 (Realization 5): Right top 4 cells
and left bottom 4 cells has 1000W/m2, nearby L- Shaped
shading has 600W/m2 and Remaining cells has 400W/
m2 irradiance as shown in figure 9.
Shading formation 6 (Realization 6): Right top 4 cells
and left bottom 4 cells has 1000W/m2, nearby L- Shaped
shading has 600W/m2 and Remaining cells has 400W/
m2 irradiance as shown in figure 9.

Subramanian et al.,
Figure 9: Sample Partial Shading formations under
study

Fill factor = (PGMP) / (Voc x Isc) -			

7

Table 4 shows the Performance data related to the P-V
characteristics of various PV alignments under different
shading formations.
Figure 10: P-V characteristics for shading formation 1
as a Sample

Under Partial shading formations, the maximum wattage
experiences many local maxima which in turn together
produces the global Pmax as shown in figure 10. It
shows the comparison of P-V Characteristics of Shading
formation 1 with that of the normal uniform shading that
is discussed earlier. From the observations made the sum
of maximum Wattages of separate modules are tabulated
for different shading formations in Table 3.
Table 3. Data Obtained on Pmax-I
Shading Formation
in Module

∑Pmax Individual
modules (Pmax-I) (Watts)

Realization 1
Realization 2
Realization 3
Realization 4
Realization 5
Realization 6

1265.46
1392.8
1304.6
1338.4
1335.8
1068.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observation is made by considering three important
factors namely Shading loss, Mismatch Loss and Fill
factor

From Table 4 it is observed that at Realization 1 , Honey
comb has the highest Power of 1245 W whereas Series
has the worst value of 943.35 W. In all other realization
from 2 to 6, the Total Cross tied alignment has the highest
power ranging at 1346.9 W, 896.5W, 1168.2W, 1159.6W
and 1004.5W in Realizations 2 to 6 respectively. Hence
it is clear that the Total cross tied alignment will offer
more Pmax for partial shading formations. Table 5 shows
the final results of this work as a comparison of Shading
loss, Mismatch loss and Fill factor values calculated based
on formulae given in equations 5,6 and 7.
Figure 11: Shading loss comparison of various PV
alignments subjected to different shading formations

Shading loss is the difference between the Maximum
Wattage of the PV module during uniform irradiance and
the sum of maximum wattages of separate modules.
Shading loss = Pmax-UC - ∑Pmax Individual
modules (Pmax-I) - 			
(5)
Mismatch Loss is the difference between the sum of
maximum wattages of separate modules and Global
Maximum wattage of the module.
Mismatch Loss = ∑Pmax Individual modules (Pmax-I) PGMP
-			
(6)
Fill factor is calculated by the ratio of Global Maximum
wattage of the module and the Product of O.C voltage
and S.C Current of the module.
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Table 4. Data Obtained from P-V curves of different PV alignments subjected to defined shading formation
Shading
Alignment
Formation		

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum	GMP
Power (Watts) Voltage (V)	Current (A)
(W)

O.C	
S.C
Voltage (V)	Current (A)

Realization 1
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb
Realization 2
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb
Realization 3
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb
Realization 4
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb
Realization 5
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb
Realization 6
Series
Series Parallel
Total Cross Tied
Bridge Linked
	Honey Comb

943.35
1245
1245
1245
1245

535.2
98.2
98.2
98.2
98.2

1.78
12.46
12.46
12.46
12.46

942.4
1244
1244
1244
1244

754.2
127.9
127.9
127.9
127.9

3.14
14.53
14.53
14.53
14.53

1125
1114.6
1346.9
1174.4
1168.5

401.2
102.6
98.46
106.8
105

2.72
10.68
13.57
11.05
11.01

1126
1112.6
1345
1178.6
1165.2

762.4
128.32
128.92
128.42
128.62

3.16
10.64
11.8
10.66
10.85

556.86
724.8
896.5
736.6
784.2

634.4
88.6
100.7
84.8
102.6

0.865
8.28
8.94
8.62
7.66

554.8
726.2
897.6
735.8
775.2

761.2
123.16
123.96
123.4
123.63

1.96
16.06
12.38
14.65
15.54

1016.8
1104.8
1168.2
1105.4
1136

578.9
103.2
102.9
102.4
102.2

1.75
10.56
11.16
10.64
10.88

1016.5
1102.6
1164.9
1106.2
1136

760.1
127.12
128.2
127.42
127.84

3.16
19.01
19.65
19.43
19.62

1006.7
1098.2
1159.6
1118.3
1104.2
725.6
682.8
1004.5
732.86
742.97

568.4
103.7
104.6
104.8
103.5
416.5
48.98
102.7
104.6
105.2

1.67
10.68
11.18
10.86
10.72
1.76
13.96
9.74
7.08
7.12

1008.9
1095.2
1158.6
1118.2
1102.9
728.02
692.4
1003.2
734.5
742.8

758.45
126.3
127.1
126.5
126.9
744.5
123.5
124
123.6
123.7

2.96
18.56
18.74
19.1
18.24
3.17
18.96
14.54
15.68
17.48

Figure 12: Mismatch loss comparison of various PV
alignments subjected to different shading formations
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Figure 13: Fill Factor comparison of various PV alignments
subjected to different shading formations
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Table 5. Calculated values of Shading loss, Mismatch loss and Fill factor of various PV alignments
subjected to different shading formations
Shading
Factors
Series
Formation			

Series
Parallel

Total
Cross Tied

Bridge
Linked

Honey
Comb

Realization 1

469.54
21.46
0.67
342.2
280.2
0.81
430.4
578.4
0.37
396.6
235.8
0.46
399.2
240.6
0.47
666.6
376
0.30

469.54
21.46
0.67
342.2
47.8
0.88
430.4
407
0.58
396.6
173.5
0.46
399.2
177.2
0.49
666.6
65.2
0.56

469.54
21.46
0.67
342.2
214.2
0.86
430.4
568.8
0.41
396.6
232.2
0.45
399.2
217.6
0.46
666.6
333.9
0.38

469.54
21.46
0.67
342.2
227.6
0.83
430.4
529.4
0.40
396.6
202.4
0.45
399.2
232.9
0.48
666.6
325.6
0.34

Realization 2

Realization 3

Realization 4

Realization 5

Realization 6

Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor
Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor
Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor
Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor
Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor
Shading losses (W)
Mismatch Loss (W)
Fill Factor

469.54
323.06
0.40
342.2
266.8
0.47
430.4
749.8
0.37
396.6
321.9
0.42
399.2
326.9
0.45
666.6
340.38
0.31

From Table 5, It is observed that the Shading loss will not
be affected by selection of PV alignment since the values
remains equal as mentioned in figure 11 for any specific
realization. When it comes to Mismatch loss for all
realization it is found from figure 12 that the Total cross
tied is having the lowest loss among all PV Alignments
under discussion about 7% to 12.5%. In terms of Fill
factor, the Total cross tied is possessing highest value
among all alignments in any shading pattern as per figure
13. Hence it is very much justifiable to Choose Total Cross
tied alignment for Partial shading cases

CONCLUSION
After detailed data analysis using MATLAB Simulink, it
is observed that Total Cross Tied alignment will provide
most desirable solution, though the selection of PV
alignments will not bring change in the Shading losses
under different shading conditions, TCT found to be best
suited for partial shading formations as it offers only less
mismatch loss and Better fill factor when compare to
other PV Alignments. Hence Selection of PV alignment
will impact strongly on the Performance of PV in terms
of its efficiency, Mismatch loss and Fill factor. It is also
noted based on the available data that not only the PV
alignment but also the value of irradiance, Shading
formation and Temperature affects the efficiency of
the Photovoltaic system. By Choosing Total cross tied
Alignment with Suitable MPP method will yield improved
efficiency and performance in Photovoltaic systems.
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ABSTRACT

-In present day scenario, the need of high-speed applications and computational Systems in Digital Signal processing
applications is drastically increased with increased mobile computing and multimedia applications. Whereas the
finite impulse response (FIR) filters is the basic building block of any communication system. FIR filter consists
of various blocks. One of the most important blocks in the filter design is multiplier. Different types of multipliers
are existing in the digital circuits. But to have a high performance in speed, design of efficient multiplier is
essential. To meet out the best performance in speed, Wallace tree multiplier with Kogge-stone adder is designed
using verilog hardware description language. The designed high speed multiplier is used for implementing high
speed Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters in order to minimize the hardware complexity and latency. This paper
aims at additional reduction of the latency and power of FIR filter. The designed filter is simulated with xilinx
simulation tool for verification and synthesis report also taken for the analysis purpose. The simulation and
synthesis report helps in finding the performance of FIR filter using Wallace tree multiplier with carry look-ahead
and Kogge-stone adders.

KEY WORDS: Finite Impulse Response Filter, Wallace Tree Multiplier, Carry look-ahead adder, Koggestone adder.

INTRODUCTION
In all kind of signal processing and communication
systems, filters play a major role. Filters find its extensive
usage in communication systems and signal processing
applications such as noise reduction, channel equalization,
audio and video processing and also in biomedical signal
processing applications. Finite impulse response (FIR)
filters are used extensively for the implementation
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purpose in many applications. Generally a digital filter
accepts a digital input, provides a digital output and
consists of digital components. Software working on
a digital signal processor (DSP) reads input samples
from an A/D converter, executes the mathematical
calculations for the necessitate filter type and provides
the output through a D/A converter in a digital filtering
application. By contrast, an analog filter works directly
on the analog inputs and which is completely built with
analog components.
Digital signal processing applications are so extensive
which mainly play a role in television sets, house
entertainment systems, sound reproduction audio
equipments and in all information systems. The digital
filter is an significant element in all kind of mathematical
operations on a sampled, discrete-time signal to improve
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the certainty of a signal. The digital filter is characterized
by its transfer function (C. Y. Yao et al,. 2012). Two
types of digital filters available which are named as
are infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse
response (FIR).
The order of an FIR filter mainly decides the width of the
transition-band. So that, when the order of the filter is
higher, the transition is more sharper between a passband and adjacent stop-band. Most of the applications
such as frequency channelization, channel equalization
in digital communication, adaptive noise cancelation in
speech processing, noise cancellation in seismic signal
processing and some other part of signal processing
need higher order FIR filters (G.Parameswara Rao et
al,. 2011).
As the number of multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations
involved per filter output raises linearly with the order of
the filter, implementation of filters with large size orders
is a difficult task. Besides the scaling of semiconductor
device, semiconductor memories have become lesser
in cost, higher in speed and more power- efficient. In
addition, as per the international technology roadmap
for semiconductors, the presence of embedded memories
in the system- on-chips (SoCs) ( Choi et al,. 2017;
W.B.Ye et al,. 2017) is more dominating, which may go
beyond 90%, of the total Soc content(W. B. Ye and Y.
J. Yu et al,. 2014) . Filters are the fundamental block of
communication systems. Filters are used to eliminate
noise and interference from the signal and are also
employed to modify different characteristics of the signal.
Among analog and digital filters, digital filters are more
precise and invariable. There are two types of filters in
communication systems, 1.Finite Impulse Response Filter
2.Infinite Impulse Response Filter.

Materials and Methods
Related Works: FIR filter with Wallace tree multiplier
and carry select adder is designed to reduce the delay
and area in VLSI circuits. New technique called folded
filter is designed for better performance, where adder,
multiplier, filters, transposed flip flops are used. These
designed models are known as CSLA with D-latch. The
combination of Wallace tree multiplier with carry select
adder occupies less area (B.sakthivel et al,.2018).
Every DSP processor must have high speed multiplier.
Thus the speed of a circuit depends upon its multiplier.
FIR filter requires addition, multiplication and signal
delay, which can be done by nikhilam sutras in vedic
multiplier. This paper compares the performance of
urdhava triyakbhyam and nikhilam sutras in the vedic
multiplier. Finally, nikhilam sutra has less number of
simplified mathematical calculation hen compared to
the other. It is coded in verilog hard ware description
language and stimulated in xlinix 12.1 where the terms
of power, time delay and area are reduced (Y.angelin
jasmine et al,.2018). Dada multipliers are faster than
Wallace tree multipliers because it has less number of
bit-interconnects and it does not require any external
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hardware. This paper deals with the comparision of
dada, full-dadda and Wallace tree multiplier. Due to the
reduced number of intial stages, area is minimized (vikas
kaushik and Himanshi saini et al,.2018). Various types of
multiplications are used with FIR filter along with various
adders. Also, to have optimal delay and area, shift and
add method was used for multiplication. To minimize
the complexity of the designed filter, canonical signed
digit was used rather than binary (Anubhuti Mittal et
al,. 2017).
Memory based structures are more convienent than other
multipliers in FIR designing. In digital signal processing
applications, memory structures such as look up tables
are used with APC(anti-symmentric product coding) and
OMS(odd-multiple-storage) techniques. It is implemented
in Xilinx 9.2 tool and the results are shown with less
delay and area when compared with other conventional
multipliers (R.Dhayabarani et al,.2013). In digital signal
processing, FIR filter is the fundamental building block
of communication systems. This method overcome the
disadvantages of other multiplier and adder by reducing
area, delay and power. Thus the combination of vedic
multiplier and kogge stone adder is faster than vedic
and ripple carry adder. Because it have less slices than
that of vedic and the full adder. It performs faster filter
operations (s.Rooban, Shadik et al,.2019).
Proposed System: There are many techniques to
overcome the problems in mobile computing and portable
multimedia applications. As technology is evolving, the
size of the transistor goes on decreasing. In our paper,
we choose the complex architecture like Wallace tree to
overcome the problems and further enhancement for
effective communication. FIR filter is one of the essential
building block of communication system and we can
use this filter to overcome area and delay problems. To
optimize delay and filter area, for addition operation,
we are using Kogge-stone adder and for multiplication
technique we are using Wallace tree multiplier. In the
proposed method, parallel prefix adder is used because
which is are more flexible and higher in speed than
other type of adders like Ripple carry adder.
To reduce delay, mainly parallel prefix adders are the
most excellent ones. In the proposed method, we choose
Kogge-Stone adder among all parallel prefix adders
which gives less delay than other type of adders. BrentKung adder(A. G. Dempster et al,. 2010)which takes
up less area but provides maximum delay compared
to Kogge-stone adder. Han-Carlson adder which takes
up less area but creates maximum delay comparing all
the other parallel prefix adders. For the proposed filter,
Wallace Tree is used as it is well known for high speed
multiplication which employs half adders and full adders
for the addition of two numbers and three numbers
respectively. In the proposed system, both carry lookahead and kogge-stone adders are used with Wallace
tree multiplier when designing FIR filter.
Kogge-Stone Adder: Kogge-stone adder is a parallel
prefix (the output of the operation is based on the initial
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inputs) from carry look ahead adder and is shown in
the given figure 1. It generates carry in time and this
type of adder is called as fastest adder and which is
known for low depth and faster performance.This type
of adders are mostly used for high performance circuits
in industries.
Wallace Tree Multiplier: It is an proficient and well
organized hardware implementation of a digital circuit
which multiplies two integers and it is shown in figure
2. The Wallace tree has three steps:•
•
•

Carry Look-Ahead Adder: A carry look-ahead adder
(CLA) or fast adder is a type of adder employed in digital
logic design. Figure 3 is a structure of carry look-ahead
adder which gets better speed by decreasing the quantity
of time used to estimate carry bits. The carry look-ahead
adder computes one or more carry bits before the sum,
which decreases the wait time to estimate the result of
the larger size bits of the adder.
Figure 3: Block diagram of carry look-ahead adder

Multiplying every bit of one data with every bit
of another data.
Decrease the number of products to two by the
layers of half adders and full adders.
Joining the wires in two numbers and adds them
with the adder.

Having less delay is the major advantage of Wallace
tree multiplier and it decreases the number of logic
levels to carry out the summation. But it is complex in
its layout and also has irregular wires. The Wallace tree
multiplier performs multiplication on any order of bits
only in three steps which makes the computations to be
performed to decrease. The input A of n bits and B of m
bits are given as inputs to the Wallace tree multiplier it
produces a product term of n+m bits.
Figure 1: Block diagram of kogge-stone adder

Result and Discussion
The designed filter is simulated with xilinx simulation
tool and also synthesised with Xilinx to analyse various
parameters. The simulation and synthesis report helps
in finding the performance of FIR filter designed using
wallace tree multiplier with carry look-ahead and
kogge-stone adders. Following are the Simulation results
obtained:
Figure 4: Simulation of FIR filter

Figure 2: Block diagram of Wallace tree multiplier

Figure 4 shows the simulation report of the designed
FIR filter and figure 5 shows the RTL view for the same
filter.
Figure 5: Detailed RTL structure of FIR filter
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Figure 6 shows the synthesis report of designed filter
which provides the information about number of slices,
LUT and details about delay. Figure 7 shows the power
report of the designed filter.
Figure 6: Synthesis report

Conclusion
Number of slices, LUTs, delay and power are compared
for the FIR filter designed with Wallace tree and carry
look-ahead adder and also with Kogge-stone adder. The
designed filter is verified with xilinx simulation tool and
synthesis report also taken for analysis. We have found
that the filter combination of the Wallace tree and the
Kogge-stone adder has the faster response than other
adder. Even though we have got very less difference for
smaller order of bits used, the difference will be much
larger when the length of the bits increases. Compared
with the conventional type of filters, the proposed filter
gives better performance and which can be used in all
kind of digital signal processing applications.
References

Figure 7: power analysis report

Table 1 shows the detailed analysis about the various
parameters for the designed FIR filter using Wallace
tree multiplier with carry look ahead and Kogge-stone
adders.
Table 1. Simulation Results
Attributes

Logical Delay
Routing Delay
Total Delay
No. of Slices
Bonded IOBs
No. of 4 input
LUTs
Power
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FIR filter with
Wallace tree
multiplier and
carry lookahead adder

FIR filter with
Wallace tree and
kogge-stone adder

8.411 ns
10.13 ns
18.541 ns
53
25
98

5.421 ns
8.155 ns
13.576 ns
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25
87

0.058w

0.049w
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ABSTRACT

In this paper it is practically nothing; The induced biological machines do designers contribution in a living
organisms and creature cells joining such on individuals. The induced biological machines might possibly
experience the living creatures, filling in a convenient medication stores. The architects jump forward in planning
a nuclear motor in a manufacture method at the Nano-scale, two or three billions of a meter in size. The chief
facilitated sub-nuclear motor in molecule of the synthetic ATPase coupled to a metallic substrate with a genetically
structured controlled ran of 40 minutes at 3 to 4 cycles of consistently. Nuclear motors are not so much new.
The ATPase nuclear motors are little bodies in the cells are practically all living creatures are found in the layers
of mitochondria. ATP is the fuel for the sub-nuclear motor’s development. Imperativeness opens up the atomic
bonds between phosphates particles are broken during hydrolysis to change over ATP into ADP. Throughout the
ATP hydrolysis, the rightward way turns to an end; it rotates rightward during ATP association from ADP. The
controlled is for joining the ATPase motors, Nano-fabricated metallic substrates which is combined of histamine
and other amino acids. The histamine combines the sub-nuclear motors to attach the Nano-fabricated instances of
gold, copper or nickel the three constant cerebrums until the sub-nuclear motors are joined to additionally create
Nano-fabricated devices that can give headings

KEY WORDS: Bionic Machines, Nano, ATP hydrolysis, ATPase Nuclear Motor.
INTRODUCTION
The prefix "nano-" (from the Greek root nanos, or
overshadow) implies one-billionth of something. The
expression "nanotechnology" alludes most by and large
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to innovation on the size of a billionth of a meter,
or a nanometer (a nanometer is ~6 carbon molecules
wide). Thus, the words "nanomachine," "nanorobot,"
"nanomotor" and "nanocomputer" may allude to complex
designed articles created by situating matter with subatomic control.
This creating field of research is made arrangements for
extending Nano scale size (1 to 100nm) at any rate of one
estimation. This technology, right now, a lot of creating
methods in material science,science,structuring and
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microelectronics that are prepared for controlling issue at
the minutes of degrees. In this request we have to achieve
the improvement of recently developed,legitimate data
and headways regions reaching out from ICT to drug
and bio technology.

Figure 4: Hydrolysis operation

Figure 1: View of Nanorobot in Brain enhancer

Figure 2: Comparison of length scales

The specific component of collaboration presently can't
seem to be resolved. Crystallization ofthe F1-ATPase has
uncovered that each of the three locales must contain
bound nucleotides alltogether for revolution of the y
subunit to happen. Further, the y subunit is uprooted
from its focal hub during revolution. The power created
by ATPase engine protein was >100 pN, which is among
the best of any known atomic engine. With a determined
no-heap rotational speed of 17 r.p.s. furthermore, a
breadth of under 12 nm ,the F1-ATPase protein is a
customized Nano-engine. These properties, combined
with F1-ATPase consequently prompts potential for
making syntheticallyc ontrolled Nanomechanical
gadgets.

Figure 5: ATPase motor

Methods and Materials
Biological Motor Powered Nano mechanical Devices:
Logical headways in nanofabrication innovation presently
give the capability of designing utilitarian cross breed
natural/inorganic Nano mechanical frameworks. ATPase
is an unavoidable compound in basically alternate living
being. It involves two parts, (1)F0 hydrophobic film limit
section at risk for proton translocation. (2) F1 hydrophilic
portion is liability for ATP blend and hydrolysis. The
protons travel through the F0, the y monetary unit of
the F1-ATPase turns rightward.

Figure 3: Synthesization of ATP from Y subunit

The effect of engine created squander items just as the
impacts of burden on the presentation and life of the
engine should be distinguished. An assessment of the
designing properties of the F1-ATPase engine protein give
steady estimations of the exhibition of the F1-ATPase
engine protein under various working conditions.
Integration of Biological Motors and NEMS: Stages for
the creation of both bio sub-atomic engines and NEMS
must be set up so as to incorporate these advancements
and produce half breed frameworks. Beginning endeavors
have concentrated on the improvement of these stages.
What's more, we likewise have started assessing the
designing properties of F1-ATPase.
Figure 6: Cell’s sensory system

During hydrolysis,counter clockwise rotation of the y
monetary unit provides interaction with y monetary
unit in the order.
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With the coordination of bio atomic engine gadgets
and cell-flagging frameworks by building ,an auxiliary
restricting site custom fitted to a phone's flagging course
specialists intend to utilize the cell's tangible framework
to control Nano devices embedded in living cells.

Attachment and Movement of Individual Bimolecular
Motors: It incorporates connect ATPase to a nanofabricated
substrate and it measure the rotational speed in point
of disfigurement of the y monetary unit. The ATPase
proposes in the y monetary unit of uprooted in the focal
hub around turn a separation greater than a 20 Å.

Figure 7: Attachment of Nano cells
Figure 9: 3-D view of Individual Biomolecular Motors

Result and Discussion
Attachment of Biological Molecules to Nanofabricated
Substrates: The target of this test was to assess the
official of natural atoms to nanofabricated substrates.
Electron bar lithography was used to carve an exhibit
design on a 25 mm coverslip that had been covered
with an oppose bilayer. Coverslips then were designed
with metal substrates utilizing evaporative affidavit of
gold, copper, or nickel. Consequently, the bilayer was
evacuated to uncover the cluster.

By connecting a 1 mm Nano-sphere to the y monetary
unit, the displacement and angle of deformation of the y
monetary unit must be fixed. In this angle of deformation
will provide valuable insight on the mechanism behind
rotation of the y monetary unit.

Figure 10: 3D view of Displacement and Phase Angle of
Motors

A six His-label peptide was covalently coupled to
carboxylate-adjusted 1 mm fluorescent microspheres
utilizing a water-solvent carbodiimide. The His-labeled
microspheres were permitted to connect to gold-, copper-,
and nickel-covered coverslips for 15 minutes at room
temperature. Unattached microspheres were evacuated
through a progression of washes, and coverslips were
watched utilizing fluorescence microscopy. His-labeled
microspheres appended to every one of the three
substrates; be that as it may, connection was most as
often as possible saw with nickel-covered coverslips.

Figure 8: Binding Strength of Nano Fabricated
Structures

Biologicalmotor For Arterial Blood Clot Removal: Late
improvements of Nano-technology has revealed chance
of making in Nano scale gadget those might have the
option to precisely granulate out blood vessel clumps
brought about by atherosclerosis. A few normally
happening bio sub-atomic engines have been examined.
These engines are fuelled by ATP, which is totally alright
for the body, and they are amazingly effective. The
various types of engines are talked about underneath.
Types of bio molecular motors: In these fundamental
kinds of bio molecular engines are the actin-based
sliding engines or microtubule-based straight engines
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and revolving engines. In these sliding engines of the
system utilized in skeletal muscle to deliver development.
An improved new model of that engine includes some
kinds of fibers spherical protein and Motor protein, which
slide more than each other. The dainty actinfibers are
made out of protein monomers connected together to
shape chains.

Figure 14: The Motor-Nanotube-Blade Assembly

Figure 11: ATP cycle of myosin heads binding to actin

Figure 15: Virus Finders

The Motor proteins fibers contain numerous dynamic nob
units in cooperate with spherical protein to frame forward
spans. The Motor engine particles in the nob bunches are
stimulated by the dephosphorylating pattern of ATP.
Figure 16: Artery cleaners
Figure 12: Actin and Mysoin Filament

Figure 13: A Cross-section of the Complete Nanogrinder

Nano grinder: The gadget planned right now of an
artificially-prepared spherical vesicle installed with six
engine nanotube-edge congregations and with various
interface sensor groupings. The sensors are utilized to tie
the gadget to coagulation with the goal that granulating
can be focused on. A nickel sharp edge related with a
carbon Nano-rod and benzene gears is turned by six
ATPase structures which is joined to carbon Nano-rod
and benzene engines outfits by methods for biotinstreptavidin linkages. The benzene engine and Nano-rod
gathering are held simultaneously with in a graphite
plate to include auxiliary security. The nickel sharp
edge is covered with titanium and all parts are covered
with PEG and superoxide dismutase which is used for
biocompatibility.

Conclusion
To improve the plans for commercializing nanotechnology
for Nano scale devices and the applications of creation
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in nuclear machines and gathering of limit at the
nanometre level. Any individual who considers the
future should purchase Nano structures, for this is the
significant clarification of nanotechnology. Regardless of
whether we make well or truly, we and our beneficiaries
should then live in our creation. Nano systems give us
a reasonable and all around study of a rich new vein
of the feasible.
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ABSTRACT

The field which is gathering research momentum in the recent days is the achievement of multilevel output for
huge voltage and power renewable applications. Especially, multilevel inverter (MLI) for solar photovoltaic (SPV)
has gained more attention. The main advantages of MLI are reduced total harmonic distortion and improved quality
of output voltage. These MLI produce only AC output. But the SPV residential system requires both AC and DC
outputs. This is achieved by proposing a multilevel boost hybrid converter (MBHC) which generates simultaneous
multilevel AC output and three single DC outputs. This configuration increases the output voltage more than
twice that of the conventional MLI, with the same number of power switches. Thus it increases the reliability and
efficiency of the system. The demonstration of proposed system is verified successfully using MATLAB/Simulink
simulation. The closed loop control of the proposed system is developed by using fractional order proportional
integral (FOPI) controller, integer order proportional integral (PI) controller. Both PI and FOPI controller based
MBHC, were tested with reference, load and line variation. With these two controllers, the frequency response of
MBHC is also compared and presented. The compared results show that the FOPI based MBHC is superior than the
conventional controller based MBHC.

KEY WORDS: Closed loop, Hybrid converter, Controller Design, Multilevel inverter, Multilevel boost
hybrid converter.

INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, the attention has increased for
non conventional energy sources such as solar, wind,
hydro, and biomass which result in clean and green power
generation system. The major source is a solar energy
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photovoltaic (SPV) source, because it has the advantages
of free of cost and high level availability, and also it is
environmental friendly (Xing, et al., 2017). The output
of the SPV system is very less so it will be boosted
for high DC power and inverted for AC power system
(WAN, et al., 2017). An output of the voltage source
inverter’s (VSI) is equal to the input applied to that. So
this is used in low power applications. This voltage source
inverter is cascaded for producing high power and high
voltage applications which is called multilevel inverter
(MLI) (Zhang, et al., 2018).
Multilevel inverter for solar photovoltaic system is
a recent solemn research in the modern days. Flying
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capacitor MLI and Neutral point clamped MLI are
conventional single phase MLIs, which increases device
count with increase of number in levels (Vijeh, et al.,
2019). Compared to the above said MLI’s the cascaded
MLI reduces component count (Ye, Z, et al., 2018). All
the MLIs are switched by PWM, SPWM, SVM, SHEWM
and sliding mode control strategy (Zeb, et al., 2018) and
(Ali, et al., 2017). But these control strategies with the
conventional MLI produces only multilevel AC outputs
and the peak value of this output is depended on the
sum of the input sources used. This is overcome by the
proposed multilevel boost hybrid converter (Jeyasudha,
et al., 2018).
The MBHC is a multilevel inverter and boost converter
combination. This circuit consists of a three boost derived
hybrid converter (BDHC) connected serially. The BDHC
produces both the AC and DC outputs and it is constructed
using conventional boost converter which has only one
switch which is replaced by a four switch bridge network
(Ray, et al., 2013). Thus reduction in the switching count
results in reduced switching losses, increased reliability
and increased power processing capability. The proposed
MBHC has three BDHC connected in cascade for the
AC output to produce the seven-level MLI and separate
DC outputs. The presence of inductor in each converter
circuit makes the AC voltage as high as compared to the
conventional H bridge MLI. The DC and AC output of
the MBHC fluctuates when it is sourced from the SPV, or
when the load varies. Therefore it has to be controlled
with the suitable controller.
This paper elaborates the closed loop control operation
of multilevel boost hybrid converter (MBHC). The
proportional integral (PI) controller has been the
most commonly used controller for regulating the
converter output (De Keyser, et al., 2018). The most
basic and important requirement of any system design
is the stability and robustness. But PI controller has
its limitations to achieve the required stability. With
fractional order proportional integral (FOPI) controller
better stability can be achieved. The FOPI controller is
generally represented as PIλ, where λ is the fractional
order of the integrator (Sheng, et ai., 2018). The PI and
FOPI controller parameters are designed and the resultant
outputs are compared for the proposed converter.
By seven Sections of title is given in this proposed system.
The operation of the circuit is explained in Section 2 and
closed loop PI controller design and FOPI controller
design are focused in Section 3. The simulated results
and comparison of both the controller are explained in
Section 4. The transient analysis MBHC is described in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides the summary of
all the Sections.

produced by the connecting three single BDHC seriously.
The boost circuit elements L1, C1, D1, L2, C2, D2, L3,
C3, D3 and three load resistors Rdc1, Rdc2, and Rdc3
are operated for DC output; load resistor Rac is operated
for AC output. Twelve switches Q31 to Q34, Q21 to Q24
Q11 to Q14 and the three input sources Vidc1, Vidc2 and
Vidc3 are operated for AC and DC output. AC and DC
loads share the same set of switches and are dividing
the current and so the summation of the AC and DC
output power results in total power of the circuit. The
main aim of this MBHC is, to boost the multilevel AC
output compared to the conventional MLI output. In
this MBHC, the output is sum of the boosted input, but
in the traditional MLI, the output voltage is the total
input source voltage only. So this topology is called as
multilevel boost hybrid convert (MBHC). Simultaneously
each bridge will act as a boost converter so it produces
the DC boost outputs.
Figure 1: Proposed MBHC circuit

In MBHC the following considerations are made: Voltage
across capacitors Vodc1= Vodc2= Vodc3, Input inductors
L1=L2=L3, DC load resistors R1= R2= R3, Output capacitors
C1=C2=C3, Inductors current iL3= iL2= iL2, and input
voltages Vidc3 = Vidc2 = Vidc1. As in the traditional 7
level multi level inverter phase output voltage is given
in the
Voac= V_idc1+Vidc2+Vidc3
(1a)
Voac= Vodc1+Vodc2+Vodc3

(1b)

Materials and Methods

The output voltages across each DC loads are given in
equation (2) as the traditional boost converter

Principle operation of MBHC:
Configuration and Operating Principle of MBHC: Fig.
1 shows the construction of multilevel boost hybrid
converter. Multilevel AC output and DC output are

			
						
(2)
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In order to derive the equation for the boost seven-level
MBHC, the basic equation of the MLI (1b) and the boost
converter equation (2) are combined and is given in (3)

Figure 2b: Power interval mode

(3)
Here duty cycle is δ, Vodc is DC output voltage and Voac is
AC output voltage. This equation is again written as for
n-level MBHC output voltage is given in equation

(4)
Circuit operation: Two modes of operation are followed
in the MBHC one is boosting mode and another one is
the inverting mode. Boosting mode is a high frequency
switching as like in the traditional boost converter. Low
frequency switching is done for the inverting mode and it
is worked as a conventional voltage source inverter. Both
the modes happen simultaneously. The boosting mode
is again divided into shoot-through and power interval
mode. For the shoot-through interval mode the switches
Q11, Q21, Q31 and Q14 are ON, so the inductor stores
energy and the diode gets reverse biased and it opens as
shown in Figure 2a, and no current flows in the DC and
AC loads. To maintain the continuous conduction, the
capacitor C1 supplies current to DC load and the capacitor
C supplies current to AC load. For the power interval
mode the switches Q11 and Q12 are ON which is depicted
in the Figure 2b. in this mode diode gets forward biased,
so current flows in the DC load and at the same source
current flows AC load also. The conduction of different
switches for each level is tabulated in the Table 1.

Figure 2c: Logic diagram for control pulses

Figure 2a: Shoot-through interval mode

Switching Strategy of MBHC: The switches are operated
in accordance with the sequence which is given in
the Table 1. This sequence is developed by comparing
carrier triangular waves Vtri with a DC signal Vd. This
DC signal used so the boosting interval is maintained
as in (Jeyasudha, et al., 2018). By comparing the three
DC signal V1, V2 and V3 with the sinusoidal signal,
the multilevel AC output is maintained. Thus the The
output comparison signals are added to generate the
corresponding gate signals of G11 to G14, G21 to G24 and
G31 to G34 as shown in the Figure 2c from the switches
Q11 to Q14, Q21 to Q24, and Q31 to Q34 respectively.
Dynamic model of MBHC: The transfer function of the
MBHC is developed by deriving the dynamic model of
the converter to form the closed loop operation of the
MBHC. For level one shoot-through interval period is
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represented by δ which is the duty ratio of boosting
operation. The power interval period is represented by
1-δ. Both are shown in the Figure 2a and 2b respectively.
By applying the KVL and KCL, the set of dynamic model
of boosting mode equations are described in (5) to (11), all
the equations are for positive half cycle of the inverter.

					

(13)

All these equations are also same for the negative half
cycle, but the input sources are negatively signed.
Experimental verification of Open loop of MBHC:
From the equations (5) to (13) the state-space model is
developed and the circuit is simulated with MATLAB/
Simulink for the values tabulated in the Table 2 as in
(Ray, et al., 2013) and the state-space numerical model is
validated as in (Jeyasudha, et al.,, 2018). The output DC
and AC voltages are observed and shown in the Figure
3a and 3b respectively.
In the Figures. 3a and 3b, for a input voltage of 40V
and 0.62, 0.3 as a duty cycle and modulation index, the
simulated DC and AC output voltages are 81.63V and
244.8V (205.8V RMS) respectively. The input current
of 8.329A and the DC output current of 4A and AC
output current of 0.633A RMS are also observed from
the simulation.

For inverting mode equation is given in (11)
						

(11)

Likewise, the boosting interval equations for level 2 and
level 3 is same as that of the level 1 equations as in the
equations (5) to (10), but the inverting mode level 2 and
level 3 equations are varied and it is given in (12) and
(13) respectively.
For level 2
					

(12)

For level 3

The proposed MBHC is tested by experimental
demonstrations to verify its open loop outputs. For open
loop operation, the digital gate pulses are generated by
writing the codes in the VHDL in the Xilinx platform and
it is implemented with the FPGA development board. The
gate pulses G11 to G34 are generated and transmitted
to the gate driver. The driver circuit is to fire the IGBT
switches for proper operation. The details of the circuit
parameters used in the hardware set up is given in Table
3. The prototype of the MBHC converter is demonstrated
and the open loop outputs are noted and shown in Figure
4a and Figure 4b.
Transfer function of MBHC: Linearizing (5) to (10)
and (13) around the equilibrium point and separating
the dynamic ac small signal terms from the dc steady
state component, the following dynamic model (14) is
obtained.

Table 1. MBHC switching operation sequences
Levels

Positive
half
Cycle

Negative
half cycle
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Condition of switches								Voac
Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34		
AC output voltage
0
B
0
0
B
B
0
0
B
B
0
0
B
0V
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
B
B
B
B

0
0
0
B
1
1
1

B
B
B
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
B
B
B
B

0
0
0
B
1
1
1

B
B
B
0
0
1
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
B
B
B
B

0
0
0
B
1
1
1

B
B
B
0
0
0
1

Vidc1/ (1-δ)
(Vidc1+ Vidc2) / (1-δ)
(Vidc1+Vidc2 +Vidc3) / (1-δ)
0V
-Vidc1/(1-δ)
-(Vidc1+Vidc2)/ (1-δ)
-(Vidc1+Vidc2 Vidc3) /(1-δ)

Jeyasudha et al.,
					

(14)

		
				
where A is the state matrix and B is the input matrix is
the input matrix corresponds to δ. Using the equation
(14) and Table 2 the input to control transfer function is
developed and is given in the equation (15)

The transfer function exhibits the seventh order dynamic.
Using voltage mode feedback of DC signal, the control
parameters are tuned by the Zeigler - Nichols method.

Table 1. Frequency Band with bandwidth
Components
IGBT Switches

					

(15)

					
Table 2. MBHC model parameters
Parameters

Values

I/P Voltage (Vidc1 to Vidc3)

40V

I/P Inductor (L1 to L2)

5mH

Capacitor C1

1mF

Load resistor (Rdc1 to Rdc3)

20Ω

Load resistor (Rac)

200Ω

Frequency for switches

10KHz

Diode
Driver Circuit
FPGA Board
Current Sensor
Voltage Sensor

Manufacturer/No.
FGL40N120AND
IGBT (Fairchild)
MUR3060 (Multicomp)
TLP 320 IC
Spartan 6 (Xilinx)
IC7840
LV 25-P

Figure 4a: Output DC voltage and output DC current

Figure 3a: Open loop input and output voltage
waveform
Figure 4b: Output AC voltage and current waveform

Figure 3b: Open loop input and output current
waveform
Figure 5a: MBHC with PI Controller
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optimized for the FOPI controller: Kp = 0.001, Ki = 0.01
and λ= 0.93.

Figure 5b: Closed loop FOPI controller

Result and Discussion
Simulation Results and Analysis
Load Regulation: For the closed loop operation the input
voltage, the DC reference voltage and AC reference
voltage are set as 40V, 100V and 212.2V (RMS)
respectively. For verifying this condition, the DC load
is varied from 5Ω to 25Ω with an interval of 0.75 sec.
The sudden variation in the load resistance enhance the
output voltage which makes the changes in the preferred
set value of 100V. Thus controller of the converter acts
upon the duty cycle value and make the output as same as
that of the reference voltages value with a settling time of
ts=0.25sec as shown in the Figure 6b. The corresponding
load current has also been presented in Figure 6c.
Closed loop control of MBHC
PI controller design: The closed loop MBHC is depicted
in the Figures 5a and 5b. The PI controller process the
error created by comparing the reference voltage with the
generated output voltage of MBHC. The MBHC system
transfer function which is given in (15) is used to derive
the PI controller parameters with Zeigler Nichols method
(Paraskevopoulos, 2017). The tuned parameters and are
obtained from Zeigler Nichols oscillation method. This
Kp and Ki values are applied in the closed loop control
circuit of the MBHC and the simulation results are
compared with fractional order controller based MBHC
in the Section 4.
Fractional order control of MBHC: PI controllers are used
in industries for speed control applications. Due to its
simplicity of design, good performance in small settling
time and low percentage overshoot, it is considered the
best controller. For slow industrial process and lagging
of robustness, the PI controller can be further improved
by appropriate settings of fractional-I and fractional-D
values. This paper attempts to study the behaviour
of fractional order PI controllers (Roy, et al., 2017;
Jeyasudha, et al., 2018; Jeyasudha, et al., 2017) over
integer order PI controllers. Figure 5b represents the
FOPI closed loop block diagram of the MBHC. The FOPI
controller tuning parameters Kp, Ki and λ which give
more flexibility for accomplishing the control objective
by the expansion shown in equation (16)

					

Similarly, the fractional order control load variation
output voltage and current waves are shown in the Figure
7. The peak overshoot value of the DC output voltage is
less for FOPI controller than the PI controller.

Figure 7: Load variation DC output voltage and current
(Fractional order PI)

(16)

				
This equation is implemented by the MATLAB simulation.
A range of different values which are chosen for the
control parameters Kp, Ki and λ to minimize the error.
In this work, the controller parameters are optimized by
Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Nemati, et al., 2018), which is
a global optimization, easy and accurate. The integral
absolute error of the controller is taken as an objective
function of the GA. The following parameter values are
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Figure 6: Load variation DC output voltage and current
(PI controller)

Similarly, AC load resistance Rac is varied from 200Ω to
150Ω at the time t=0.75sec for PI and FOPI controlled
MBHC. For a sudden decrease in load resistance and
to maintain the output voltage as the reference value
the controller is activated to adjust the duty ratio and
regulate the output voltage as shown in Figures. 8b
and 9b for PI and FOPI respectively. The load current is

Jeyasudha et al.,
correspondingly varied and depicted in the Figures. 8c
and 9c respectively.

Figure 8: AC output load variation voltage and current
(PI controller)

Line Regulation: To verify the performance of the
controller under supply variations, the load resistance
is kept at a fixed value of Rdc = 20Ω and Rac = 200Ω,
variation is incorporated only in the supply side. The
desired set voltage across the dc load is 100V. The supply
voltage is maintained at 45V until t=0.5 sec and a step
change is given to vary the input voltage to 35V. One
more step variation is given at t=1 sec and the supply
voltage switches to 40V. In order to regulate the dc output
voltage to 100 V the controller changes the duty ratio
from 0.57 to 0.44 at t = 0.5 sec and from 0.44 to 0.51
at t = 1 sec. The corresponding output voltage plot is
depicted in Figure 11b. Similarly, the ac output voltage
is also regulated as shown in the Figure 11c. It is found
that variation in modulation index is not significant,
since, the AC output voltage depends both on duty ratio
as well as modulation index. The FOPI controlled supply
variation is also shown in the Figure 12.

Figure 11: Supply variation of PI controller
Figure 9: AC output load variation voltage and current
(FOPI)

The harmonic spectrum of the source variation is shown
in the Figure 13. The THD of the source variation is
13.67%.
The FFT is used to acquire the harmonic spectrum of the
output voltage waveform. Figure 10 shows the harmonic
spectrum of seven-level BMHC output voltage with load
variation. It is observed that the third and fifth order
harmonics are less for the load variation voltage. The
THD of the load variation voltage of MBHC is 14.20
%.

Figure12: Supply variation of FOPI controller

Figure 10: FFT analysis of Load variation

Figure 13: FFT analysis of source variation
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Reference Variation: The input voltage and DC load
resistance and AC load resistance is taken as 40V,
Rdc=20Ω and Rac=200Ω respectively for the variation of
the reference value. The DC reference voltage is changed
from 100V to 80V at t = 0.75sec, and the AC reference
voltage is varied from 212.2V rms to 106.1V rms at t=
0.75 sec. according to the variation of the reference
value the DC and AC output voltages are changed and
follow the reference voltages as depicted in the Figure
14 for PI controller.

Figure 14: Reference variation-PI controller

Figure 15: Fractional order reference variation

Compared to the PI controller, it is observed that
the depicted result, as shown in the Figure 15, of
FOPI illustrates better performance of the proposed
converter.

Figure 16: FFT analysis of reference variation

The harmonic spectrum of the source variation is shown
in the Figure 16. The THD of the reference variation is
13.48%.
Transient analysis of MBHC: The transient performance
criterion considered for the PI and FOPI controllers
are the peak overshoot (Mp), settling time (ts), and the
integral absolute error (IAE).
These parameters are measured and compared for both PI
and FOPI controller of MBHC to prove the robustness of
the converter. The transient performance analysis of this
topology it tabulated in Table 4. All transient parameters

are less for FOPI controller compared to the integer order
PI controller. The peak overshoot of the FOPI controller is
reduced to 74%, 14%, and 00% for load variation, supply
variation and reference variation respectively. Likewise,
the settling time is reduced to 21.8%, 25%, and 14% for
the above attributes respectively and IAE is reduced to
88%, 60%, 83% for load variation, supply variation and
reference variation respectively.

Table 4. Transient analysis of MBHC
Attributes

Load variation
Supply variation
Reference variation

Peak overshoots		
Mp (%)		
PI
FOPI
81
58
60

21
50
0

Conclusion
This paper has proposed closed loop controller for a
novel Multilevel boost hybrid Converter that is capable
of supplying DC and multilevel AC output simultaneously
for high power residential applications. The conventional
PI and FOPI controller design of the MBHC has been done
and subjected to the line regulation, load regulation and
reference regulation. From the results it is concluded
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Settling 		
time ts (s)		
PI
FOPI
0.32
0.2
0.22

0.25
0.15
0.19

Integral absolute
error (IAE)
PI

FOPI

0.009
0.02
0.003

0.001
0.008
0.0005

that the FOPI controller has better performance than
the integer order PI controller in regulating the output
of the MBHC of the PV applications.
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ABSTRACT

A printed patch antenna is proposed for 5G broadband millimeter-wave (mm-Wave) applications. The antenna
is able to resonate at two different frequencies with multiple resonance, in this paper we introduce two slots are
etched to reduce the undesirable modes. It also provide good impedance around a Ka-band. We can able to obtain
TM20 mode without affecting TM10 mode. This printed patch with minute etches is good and attractive candidate
or 5G mm wave applications.

KEY WORDS: mm-wave,Patch antenna, TLY substrate, 5G.
INTRODUCTION
Due to vast development in mobile wireless communication,
very high data trafficking in the communication channel.
So, we are in need of wide band spectrum for data
transmission in the millimeter wave frequency bands
namely 5G communications (Sharma et al.,2008;
Rachmansyah et al., 2011) The existing traditional
micro-strip antennas are surveyed because of their
simpler structure, less weight, low cost and it is easily
fabricated using printed circuit board (PCB) process,
these are very attractive parameters in the design of
millimeter wave antennas. Bandwidth, return loss, gain
are the major parameters of the antenna design, various
techniques were evolved for improving the bandwidth
of the antennas such as tapered feed, L-Probe, T-shaped
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feed line, substrate integrated waveguides (Ramya Vijay
et al., 2018; Syedakbar.S et al.,2017).
The different patch structures slots like U-shaped
slots, E-slots, spiral antenna are also evolved based
on the design equation for the design antenna to be
operated in the expected frequency and gain adjustment
(Afsar Uddin.M, et al.,2015; Rakesh Kumar Tripathi
2011). Novel design methodology also incorporated
in the design of printed patch using the concept of
negative permeability and permittivity concepts called
as meta-material for features enhancements.(F. Yang et
al.,2001; S. Prasad Jones Christydass et al., 2017; T. S.
Rappaport 2013; Syedakbar.S et al,2017). The size of the
antenna is reduced with simpler structure by means of
multiple layer of the substrates. In the proposed work, the
antenna is proposed to 5G millimeter wave application
with an existing low profile by introducing the slot in
the longitudinal direction to have broad side radiation
pattern. The center line E-shaped patch is altered to
suppress the undesirable mode of operation. The paper
is divided into multiple sections. Section I deal with an
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introduction to this work, Section II explains the design
methodology, and Section III explains result analysis of
the proposed work followed by conclusions.

Materials and Methods

The figure 3 explains the structure and dimensions of
radiating structure and feeding structure substrate with
transverse slots in the feeding substrate.
Figure 3: Top layer and bottom layer structure

Design Methodology: The design millimeter wave
antenna is evolved from the basic micro-strip patch
antenna. The millimeter wave antenna has an two
different substrate: Layer 1 and Layer 3 is Taconic TLY
substrate with the dielectric constant of er=2.2, whose
thickness is h1=h3=0.508mm, in one of the layer the
feeding is given. Layer 2 is Rogers 4450 with a dielectric
constant is er=2.2, whose thickness is h2=0.1mm, which
is used to bond the two layers of Taconic TLY Substrate.
The figure 1.a explains the substrate dimensions were
antenna designed.
Figure 1

Results and Discussion

Initially the radiating patch is obtained as normal
rectangular patch which fed by means of SIW feed,
since it suitable for millimeter wave frequency antennas
[Ramesh-----] which is an appropriate feed to match the
impedance between the feeding part and the radiating
part. The figure 2 explains the design of radiating patch
is elaborated into three portions, they are of
a)

In figure 2b, the a longitudinal slot is introduced
at the rectangular patch by which the multi mode
operation is obtained.
In figure 2c, the radiating slots were introduced
so that we can able to obtain wider bandwidth of
the obtained frequency is expanded
In figure 2d the unwanted resonance also
suppressed by increasing the gap between two
radiating slots in the rectangular patch

b)
c)

Figure 2a,2b,2c.2d: Introduction of longitudinal slots in
rectangular patch

The analyzed and designed antenna and feed structure
is printed on 12.50x12.50 mm2 substrate of three
layers feed structure layer is Taconic TLY layer of width
0.508mm and the patch is structure is also fabricated in
the same material as such the feed substrate, in between
the feed substrate and patch substrate, to have a contact
we introduced a substrate of Roger with the thickness
of 0.1mm. Therefore the entire antenna thickness of
the antenna is 1.116mm. The antenna is said to good
candidate for millimeter wave communication by means
of key parameters such as return loss, VSWR, gain and
radiation pattern. The figure 4 explains the better return
loss less than -10dB and the VSWR is also less than 2
at the specific millimeter wave frequency. The better
radiation pattern and the gain is also obtained.
Table. 1 The dimensions of the entire antenna is discussed
in the table 1
Parameter Values Parameter Values Parameter Values
(mm)		
(mm)		
(mm)
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8

4.58
0.48
1.08
0.25
12.50
6.12
4.35
0.29

i1
i2
i3
i4
i5
i6
i7
i8

3.61
0.52
0.48
3.28
12.50
4.71
3.09
1.60

w1
w10
i9
i10
h1h3
h2
p
d

1.27
5.47
0.25
4.46
0.508
0.1
0.60
0.30

Conclusion
The novel printed patch antenna is designed to address
millimeter wave application is presented in this paper.
The significant feature of the design approach is its
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compactness of total substrate dimension of 12.50mm
x 12.50mm. The designed is good candidate based on
the better simulated results on S-parameters, radiation
patterns, gain of Thus, the proposed design is a suitable
candidate for 5G millimeter wave applications to avoid
network trafficking.
Figure 4: Return loss, VSWR, #D and 2D radiation pattern
of the designed antenna
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